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 ABSTRACT 

The study attempts to evaluate the phenomenon of Talibanization in Pakistan. Taliban 

emerged in Afghanistan and after 9/11 became active in Pakistan. The active 

participation of Pakistan in the War against Terrorism and military actions against 

terrorist groups operating from the tribal region gave rise to militancy and Talibanization. 

The country has been dealing with militancy and insurgency since 2002. The study 

focuses on the role of Taliban and other extremist/militant groups who share Taliban’s 

ideology and are active in Pakistan. Besides Taliban’s ideology and actions have 

impacted Pakistani society and politics in many ways, Pak-US relations, internal security, 

especially in FATA, and economic and social development. The research is based on the 

conceptual model of insurgency assessment. The study traces the history of 

Talibanization and underscores the different sub-organizations that are working under the 

umbrella of Taliban. The study suggests that military operations should be consistent 

against TTP/Al-Qaeda and all other terrorist factions. Combined operations involving 

security forces and law enforcement agencies should be carried out based on accurate 

intelligence consistent with national goals. While Pakistan’s government has taken 

serious steps, like National Action Plan, to address extremism / terrorism, Talibanization 

continues to have an impact on Pakistan’s internal security.   
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1.1.Talibanization  

The word "Talib" or "Taliban" entered the jargon of Jihad in Afghanistan in 1994. The rise 

of Taliban movement in Afghanistan during the 1990's encouraged many other extremist 

groups both inside and outside Afghanistan to occupy territories and implement the Taliban 

version of Islamic laws. This phenomenon is generally termed as Talibanization. Thus 

keeping in view the phenomenon described above we can define Talibanization as "the 

radicalization of a certain group(s) or individual(s) who strive to implement that version of 

Islamic Sharia anywhere else which the Afghan Taliban had implemented in Afghanistan." 

Talibanization has been defined as “The process of converting something, especially 

a government or culture, into something based on the fundamentalist Islamic teachings of 

the Taliban” by the online your dictionary. Collins Dictionary defines Talibanization only in 

the context of Afghanistan “Afghanistan's Muslim fundamentalism battling for political 

power” (Collins, 2015). However, the Free Dictionary defines Talibanization both in context 

of Pakistan and Afghanistan: 

“A fundamentalist Muslim group of Afghanistan and Western Pakistan: known for its militay

 and paramilitary activities” (Free, 2015). 

Talibanization or some other branding of extremist ideologies and extremist groups represent 

only one thing which is the vacuum of power and lack of good governance. In the Pakistani 

context word Talib or Taliban entered into the jargon in December 2007. When state and its 

institutions were not delivering well they lost their legitimacy then. Of course, there was a 

vacuum and somebody came to fill that vacuum in the current day of chaos it is 

Talibanization which has filled that vacu/um for now. It is basically the power vacuum and 

http://www.yourdictionary.com/Islamic
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bad governance in the Malakand and FATA that gave rise to militancy in the guise of 

Taliban or Talibanization.  

Thus the gap between state and society is one of the potent causes for Talibanization in 

FATA and Malakand. Taliban are actually ordinary local people who are taking advantage of 

the lawlessness in the said areas. Before the Taliban phenomenon in Pakistan different 

groups i.e. Tehrik-e-Nifaz-e-Shariat-e-Mohammadi (TNSM) etc took advantage of the 

deteriorating law and order situation in Swat and the whole of Malakand division and had 

posed challenge to the writ of the state. 

One of the factors for the rise of Talibanization in Pakistan was that extremist/insugent 

elements over there were encouraged because of almost six years long government of 

Taliban in Afghanistan (Goodson, 2006). Thus after the fall of Taliban in Afghanistan their 

followers and sympathizers in Pakistan tried to replicate their rule on this side of the border. 

The drone attack on a madrassa in Damadola area of Bajaur Agency in September 2006 was 

the turning point in the history of Talibanization in Pakistan as the number of suicide 

bombing on government and military installations increased manifold after that attack. 

Another cause of unrest in FATA is the draconian law known as Frontier Crimes Regulation 

(FCR) implemented in 1901 by the British India (Jones, Fair, 2010). The FCR was termed as 

a black law even at the time of its enunciation. However, the policy makers of Pakistan are to 

be blamed, who did not try to mainstream FATA after gaining independence from British 

India. FCR created a vacuum of good governance. The accredited lawlessness in FATA is 

due to the presence of FRC and the absence of Pakistan Penal Code (PPC) or mainstream law 

of the land. It was this vacuum and injustice which paved the way for militant and insurgent 
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groups to nurture and flourish in the tribal belt of Pakistan which adopted the shape of 

Taliban or Talibanization in the post 9/11. 

Talibanization has been largely labeled as the foremost reason for the economic instability 

and other forms of social unrest in Pakistan. It has been widely known as an extremist 

ideology by all social and political media across the world. It owes to the political stagnation 

of Afghanistan as well and it has been the central rationale which brought US to the Afghan 

soil. The mobilization of western military forces in Afghanistan has taken place with the 

primary aim of eradicating Taliban and Al-Qaeda. Such wave of political derailment on the 

soil of Afghanistan has largely played its role in destabilizing the political structure, social 

institutions and economics of Pakistan (Cohen, 2011). 

 Pakistan holds a vital strategic role in the war against terrorism because of its direct 

involvement in the war with the “extremist militant organization” into deep remote areas of 

FATA and the province Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP). Pakistan is the sole Muslim nuclear state 

in the world; it has serious disagreements and strong rivalry with its eastern neighbor India. 

Because of its central role played in the war against terrorism; prolonged rivalry with India, 

tense relationship with Afghanistan, and to a lesser extent with Iran since 1980s and 1990s, 

sole Muslim nuclear state status, and potential ties with China and US makes Pakistan the 

most important nation in this part of the world. Afghanistan has always been a very important 

country for all the previous and current super powers. Therefore; being a neighboring country 

of Afghanistan, Pakistan too faces the brunt of problems in its neighbors (Ansary, 2014).  

The roots of Talibanization in FATA can be traced back to 1948 when people from FATA 

volunteered to fight against the Indian Army in Azad Kashmir. Later Jihad against the 
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Soviets was declared. The Soviet disintegration, afterwards shift of Pakistan's policy towards 

Kashmir following 9/11 these Jihadi factions were ignored. No rehabilitation centres or jobs 

were provided to these people; Jihadi mindset was not integrated to help those people to 

spend normal life by the government or the promoters of Jihad. This ignorance brought 

troubles of Talibanization in Pakistan and its tribal areas. In recent times after 9/11 the 

argument was presented by many tribals in Pakistan that if fighting against USSR in 1980’s 

was Jihad then why fighting against the US and NATO since 9/11 was not Jihad. This 

contradiction in the state policy and lack of intellectual capacity to present counter argument 

gave rise to Talibanization in Pakistan. Moreover, people were attracted towards the ideology 

of Taliban because of the failure of governance and non-existence of rule of law has created 

space for the Taliban to flourish and preach their ideology by highlighting their strengths on 

one hand and weaknesses of the government on the other.  

Pashtun reside between the bordering areas of Afghanistan and Pakistan. However, this tribal 

group has been divided by the British government through the Durand line agreed upon with 

Afghanistan in 1893. Therefore, the native wave of the cultural dominance in Afghanistan by 

the Pashtun tribe is felt at an equal intensity in Pakistan as well because of the dominance of 

Pashtun at the bordering Afghanistan and in other majority areas of KP. This became the 

home ground for the dominant Talibanization culture in Pakistan because of the integrating 

cultural correlations between the two nations (Martin, 2004). 

Considering the current status of the war against terrorism, Afghanistan and Pakistan have 

paid the highest cost of the war in terms of the political disruption that took place in both the 

countries and the social violence in the form of bombings and other unpleasant and most 

unfortunate events of the bloodiest kinds. The north-western regions of Pakistan are still 
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extracting large number of IDP’s because of the influence and social calamities that are 

happening due to this anti-terror war. It is however, a profound fact about the region of 

FATA that they are considered the second home of Taliban after Afghanistan. It is believed 

particularly in the western media that Taliban are more inclined to stay in Pakistan, 

especially FATA, so that they could project their political dominance from there in 

Afghanistan as well as in other connecting regions of Pakistan with the help of the radical 

and devout students on the religious notion and ideology (Bergen, Tiedemann, 2013).   

Examination of the political and social impact of Talibanization by digging deep into the 

background of the movement; the era of Talibanization, from 1994 till 2001 in Afghanistan,  

will be discussing its uptight norms, relating the national security dilemma of Pakistan in the 

context of the movement. Various constituents of this insurgent and extremist group will be 

explored. Their early evolution and rise in Pakistan and that how the insurgency spread into 

various other areas of Pakistan? The localization tactics used by TTP, a glance at the fierce 

past of Talibanization in Pakistan and how it molded the future policies, objectives and  the 

implications of Talibanization on Pakistan’s future, and perpetuation of the security concerns 

and objectives of Pakistan in the  post 9/11 scenario?  

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

Taliban emerged during the Afghan Jihad, their influence spread in Afghanistan and 

Pakistan. After Soviet disintegration many of these Jihadi's took refuge in FATA bodering 

Afghanistan. Taliban took over aganist the atrocities in Afghanistan in 1994. The US 

invasion of Afghanistan in 2001, Pakistan's alliance to the US-NATO forces against TTA in 

Afghanistan and TTP that was formed under the banner of Baitullah Mehsud in FATA 
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against the former and also as a reaction of the Lal Masjid operation in Pakistan under 

General(Rtd). Pervez Mussharraf. The TTP agenda was to implement their strict practicies of 

Islamic Sharia ideology in Pakistan. Attacks on the security forces, government employes, 

politicians and innocent civilians of Pakistan were conducted in retaliation of Pakistan's 

alliance with US.  This disturbed the social, political, economic fabric of national security. 

Initially TTP was able to gather the sympothies of the innocent people whose money was 

taken by the terrorists in the name of Jihad but later their vicious acts were exposed and tehy 

used other tactics for arrainging money for attacking the masses. 

Pakistan has been busy fighting the WoT on one hand but on the other distrurbance in the 

internal security issues were getting high day by day when the Army Public School Peshawar 

was attacked by the terroists. Innocent students were brutally slaughtered and killed by TTP 

terrorists. It brought the whole nation together. The Chief of Army Staff ordered operation 

Mezan (before APS), Khyber 1, Khyber 2 and Zarb-e-Azb to be started for operation clean 

up of these insurgents under the national action plan. It was successful, ultimately many 

terrorists were killed and some of them run across the border. Mostly the area that suffered 

socially, economically, politically was KP and FATA. Punjab and Karachi also was targeted 

by the TTP.  

1.3. Objectives of the Study 

The aim of the research is to analyze the effects of Talibanization on Pakistan’s security, 

socio-economic and political conditions of common people and to identify the factors that 

shaped Talibanization here.  

The objectives of this research are designed as follows: 
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1. Identifying the factors that evolved and strengthened Talibanization in Pakistan. 

2. Evaluation of the national security risks to Pakistan due to Talibanization. 

 3. Studying the Taliban networks in FATA and their impact on the overall security and civic 

life in Pakistan.  

1.4. Significance of the Study 

Talibanization is a burning topic in academia and society at large, discussed in the world at 

different platforms in all its aspects. This study is of immense importance because it has 

focused on the genesis and evolution of the Taliban phenomenon in Afghanistan and its 

impacts on the security of Pakistan. The research is of significance for academicians, 

strategists and policy makers who will also benefit, as it evaluates the political, cultural, and 

security impacts on the people living in FATA and elsewhere in Pakistan. The work not only 

highlights the important areas in which Talibanization has attacked the civil life in Pakistan 

but also the dangers occurred to the sovereignty of the country. As a student of international 

relations and being a research scholar this topic gained my interest as the impact of 

Talibanization on Pakistan become severe in past years and it gained more severity due to 

increasing NATO forces actions against Taliban in Afghanistan, due to which common 

Afghans and more militants started taking refuge in Pakistan and thereby threatening the 

security of the country. Therefore, detailed probing of this issue has not only developed 

understanding of the socio- economic impacts but also the ever expanding threats to the 

security of political system of Pakistan. 
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1.5. Literature Review 

Literature on Talibanization appeared late, with more studies coming from local sources. But 

most of these books have not discussed Talibanization. Foreign sources are at times biased 

and they do not have good understanding of this issue; since they do not have physical access 

to the local sources or the leadership. Literature review of some of the books is given as 

follows: 

Rashid's book Taliban (Rashid, 2000) presents the psychological history, military, religion 

and creation of a radicalized Pashtun faction. Also is made known as the Taliban which the 

military of United States is having serious time dealing with. Challenging contemporary 

history of individuals: who have just known about the hostility their lives; regional aspects of 

actors performing geopolitically i.e., Iran, Saudi Arabia, Turkmenistan etc., in Afghanistan 

on the agony of millions. It is miserable to feel that one can't envision this changing in the 

close or even long haul future.  

It gives a depiction of the early affiliated individuals with Taliban as Afghans conceived in 

Pakistan and raised for the most part by madrassas as their guardians, particularly battling 

after the Soviet intrusion and withdrawal; These young individuals had no past and future' 

except for their Taliban pioneers who offered a connotation to their lives that they could 

embrace and combat for.  

 He pointed out aggressive ascent of the Taliban as they initially fought the Pashtun factions, 

the Kabul administration, and the Northern Alliance, which would never give up their 

independence to Taliban-rule in Kandahar and Kabul. By 1996 The Taliban, controlled and 
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ruled with the basic Islamic iron clench over the Afghan region, as well as Kabul, and 

showed no settlement to even UN donors; one has never perused around a more harsh 

society.  

The writer has explained about the social breakdown, weapons, Islamic fundamentalism, and 

drugs that the Pakistani government was helping the Taliban in performing or utilizing, was 

making Islamabad 'ready for a Taliban-style Islamic insurgency.' While what is happening 

today in Pakistan is in this way, not this compelling, it is far too close.  

British journalist Fergusson has been writing on Afghanistan for a long time. His book on 

Taliban, the True Story of the World's Most Feared Guerrilla Fighters, (Fergusson, 2010) he 

thinks that, communicating with the Taliban is beneficial equally for the Afghans and 

foreigners. His book illustrates the ascent, fall and ascent of Pashtun guerrillas who have 

adhered the military forces of the world's powerful countries extraordinarily in zero sum war 

that approaches in two sections i.e., the Taliban are not as horrific as westerners reflect, as 

well as it is essential that they are to be overlooked.  

The Taliban rose after the Soviet withdrawal, when contending factions of Mujahideen 

brought Kabul into pieces, warlords cut the area into fiefdoms and the looters set up barriers 

to extort cash from tourists. With their quick implementation of tribal law and their ruthless 

sharia penalties, the Taliban were, at first, invited warmly by the Pashtun.  

The turmoil of the civil war was quickly supplanted by horrifying new request. The Taliban 

abandoned  female schooling, even disallowing the women from leaving their homes without 

their spouses, executed culprits before mobs, sawed off the hands of criminals, prohibited 
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individuals from utilizing PCs, listening to music or sitting in front of the TV, and 

demolished the heritage Buddha statues of Bamiyan.  

It was extensively highlighted in the west; Fergusson's perspective, misrepresented the 

situation e.g. about the girls education he contends that the Taliban are not against it, insofar 

as it's a coeducation, during Taliban regime they didn't have enough cash to set up female 

schools, so the young girls were barred, and can be educated at home. The Taliban, liberally, 

did not question that.  

The Taliban have been aided by the Pakistanis, who have secretively secluded them; by the 

utilization of the western air force; and by the corruption of the Afghan government who has 

distanced its own people. The assaults and casualties of the NATO forces and of locals were 

on rise. The most prevailing and strong ethnic faction are the Pashtuns, Persian faction in the 

north governs Kabul but cannot rule over the Pashtun region.  

Marsden's book The Taliban; War, Religion and the New Order in Afghanistan (Marsden, 

1998) begins with the history, featuring twentieth century; beginning with the Achaemenids, 

and then with the forty years rule of Zahir Shah till 1973, the 1978 overthrow by the People's 

Democratic Party of Afghanistan, and the Soviet offensive. He describes the diverse 

Mujahidin parties, their sponsorship by US. Pakistan, Saudi Arabia and Iran; the divergence 

among them that took after the Soviet pull out. Ascent of the Taliban in December 1994 

focusing on affairs inside Afghanistan, regional and political issues, associations with Central 

Asian states, Iran and Pakistan, in addition to the complexities of narcotics and oil pipeline 

are discussed in the book.  
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Three chapters deal with the problem in the clash of ethnicity between the global community 

(West) and Taliban; their gender policies, targeting aid workers, liaison with the 

humanitarian agencies; and their more extensive relations with the UN, the European Union, 

and the United States. Marsden finishes up by proposing that guide offices ought to attempt 

to construct a relationship based on business concentrated on cooperation over particular 

issues, keep away from restriction evading the imperatives of conceptual philosophy. 

Abbas in Pakistan's Drift into Extremism: Allah, the Army, And America's War on Terror, 

(Abbas, 2005) gives a background to the 1965 war, looking at the ascent of religious 

radicalism in Pakistan. He examines its associations with policies of the Pak-Army, 

arrangements of the unpredictable Pak-US relations. It incorporates profiles of Pakistani 

Jihadi factions and gives elements of the connivance behind the plane accident General Zia-

ul-Haq in 1988, a mess of military overthrow by fundamentalists in armed force in 1993-94 

and ultimately General Musharraf handling unstable circumstances after the 9/11 attacks on 

World Trade Centre and Pentagon.  

He writes that the Pak-Army composed a humiliating memorial to a sublime arrangement 

which it neglected to execute: Ayub's morale increased when the Pak-Army imposed  and 

repelled the Indians in the Rann of Kutch in mid-1965, More vital, the worldwide assertion 

that took after the Kutch question (bringing about support of Pakistan) put Pakistan under the 

conjecture that if the Kashmir issue was to be unraveled, the Rann of Kutch course would 

need to be imitated a constrained conflict in Kashmir prompting a danger of hard and fast 

war, and after that a mediation and by the major forces.  
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At this moment there was extensive certainty among the Pakistanis about their own power, 

which was supported by China. Utter disappointment over Indian inflexibility on Kashmir, 

quick rearmament of Indian army over the Kashmir because of the aid given by the West, 

were variables that assumed a pivotal part in Pakistan considering armed solution of the 

Kashmir problem. 

Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, prescribed that an intense and fearless stand would open up more 

prominent reason for an arranged settlement, in his letter to Ayub of May 12, 1965, and 

inquired about the expanding aid of the West that was changing the balance of power 

towards India. Ayub Khan gave assignment of Kashmir Cell to Foreign Secretary, Aziz 

Ahmed to blend insurgency in Indian-held Jammu and Kashmir, which could then be 

oppressed to support Pakistan by constrained military contribution for which Operation 

Gibraltar which had no success as martial law was forced by the government of Kashmir; 

when ''Operation Grand Slam'' was launched during which the command of the Army 

Division was changed. At this time India attacked Lahore; and it was time when Pakistan 

called help form 1959 Pak-US bilateral agreement against Indian hostility. 

Military aid was stopped to both Pakistan and India when China helped Pakistan and warned 

India against its acts; involvement of China could escalate intense war, therefore, Pakistan 

escalated its forces back due to international pressure which created a view of failure of 

operation Grand Slam. 

Griffin, in his book, Reaping the Whirlwind the Taliban Movement in Afghanistan (Griffin, 

2001) gives a definite history of the Afghan nation in the 1990s has worked for the groups 

who aid humanitarian assistance and knows their history in Afghanistan. His work elaborates 
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history but the facts and analyzing are inconsistent and keeps changing many different 

factions changing from single camp to a different faction. Pakistan's part in the Taliban 

achievement played a great deal more focused than Griffin recognizes. In the events the role 

played by Pakistan is frail, whereas his discourse of Iran's part is more awful.  

Shahzad in his book Inside Al-Qaeda and the Taliban: Beyond Bin Laden and 9/11 (Shahzad, 

2011) has comprehend the evolution of sources, advancement of the organization called Al-

Qaeda in the years taking after 9/11.Having bases in Afghanistan and Pakistan, it is rather a 

perspective of the militants background that is of more prominent advantage for knowing 

Central Al-Qaeda. Shahzad emerges reaching inside of Pakistan's undercover factions from 

the points of interest that such experiences furnish him with. His closeness with such 

incidents asked the price of his life. 

Al-Qaeda that has become far from its Arab foundations of exiled foreigners into a Pakistani 

association that has grown profound roots in the state allied with the network of accessible 

locals, a large number of which have admittance to the state's assets through support from the 

military. Shahzad's contact with Ilyas Kashmiri an isolated Pakistani militant whose demise 

not long after Bin Laden's was quite destructive to the organization itself in operational terms 

than killing of Osama bin Laden. Kashmiri's experience and contacts with militants in 

Kashmir was backed by the intelligence and military of Pakistan for long term device in its 

contention with India. Yet Kashmiri changed his sponsorship, and got to be as open to 

focusing on Pakistan's military as he was focusing on India; he earned a position on Al-

Qaeda's authority board.  
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 The criminal world explained by Shahzad is very complex, comprises of the Afghan 

Taliban, the Haqqani network, the Pakistani Taliban, a large number of Kashmiri militant 

factions, other Pakistani militants that are hostile to Shi'a aggressors, Pakistani ex-armed 

force officers, Al-Qaeda and, Uzbeks militants who additionally work from Pakistan.  He 

exhibits is difficult to understand leaving the Army and joining of these factions before 

focusing on the officers they beforehand offered an explanation to, at the same time as yet 

making utilization of military offices. 

 Shahzad expresses, the Iranian administration permits NATO forces to transportation 

through Iran with a specific end goal to manage the occupation in Afghanistan; Jundallah is 

backed by Al-Qaeda following the abduction of an Iranian diplomat, Heshmatollah 

Attarzadeh in Pakistan in 2008. This ended up by handing over Al-Qaeda leaders by Iran in 

exchange of diplomat. 

Profile of Al-Qaeda militants, Sheik 'Isa-al-Masri: an Egyptian rebel who established himself 

among Pakistani tribesman of North Waziristan by learning Pashtu. He offers a long 

intrusion those examinations the belief system and Arab legislative issues that offered ascend 

to Al-Qaeda in a manner that is both tiring and unsophisticated.  

Edwards has sorted his book Before Taliban: Genealogies of the Afghan Jihad, (Edwards, 

2002) into three parts. A large portion of this book was composed before 9/11 events. 

Edwards clarifies that the bursts in the resistance development, eventuating in the social's rot 

request of the 1990s, "Made the conditions for the later triumph of the Taliban following the 

first chapter rest of the chapters the life of a specific individual is discussed. One of the 

chapters asserts the authority and legitimacy which is constantly questioned obviously that 
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the agents were engaged in the developments of movement. This section also discusses about 

the life of Taraki.  By taking look at the association of the head of the state and the rule of the 

Khalqi government endeavors. Next chapter draws and discusses outlines about the life of 

Samiullah Safi composing the structure of the uprising of the Safi Tribe in 1979 and later 

about the Khalqi overthrow in less than a year.  

The subsequent chapter follows the life of Qazi Amin Waqad's, examining numerous social 

and ideological associations between the anti-communists who were battling a jihad. To each 

of these three chapters an addendum is added concerning a specific death that uncovered 

splinters in the movement. The addendum to the segment on the Communist interest group 

development and Taraki .The truth of the Taraki's own particular murder, an occasion that 

became visible to the religion's misrepresentation built by the Khalqi administration around 

Taraki.  

The afterthought to the segment on Samiullah Safi and the tribal resistance relates the stoning 

of a young girl of Safi tribe, a humiliating act that uncovered the new impact of the radical 

Safi clerics among the Pashtun tribe. The postscript following of the existing anti-

Communists and the life of Qazi Amin Waqad examine Sayyed Bahauddin Majruh's 

assassination and it's allusion who tried to intercede between the warring groups, as his 

antecedents had done, a demonstrations that uncovered the intractable disparity between the 

sacred warriors.  

Hussain in his book Frontline Pakistan: the Struggle with Militant Islam (Hussain, 2008) has 

endeavored to concentrate on the relationship between religious fanatics and the ISI which 

prompted the development of a society of bigoted radicalism in Pakistan. He has analyzed 
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the geo-political meaning of Pakistan to the US, in its war against Soviets in Afghanistan and 

WoT. 

According to him, extremism was initiated from Pakistan directing towards Afghanistan and  

Indian held Kashmir. However, Pakistan after joining the US war on terror, took a U-turn 

against the militants/extremists, as a result welcoming their anger. The difficulties 

confronting Pakistan and Musharraf have been comprehensively given, to draw out the 

different characteristics of the violent moves against radicalization of Islam as it is describing 

Pakistan. 

The author disagrees that during the Soviets intervention in Afghanistan, the US were totally 

dependent on ISI for the distribution of weapons to Mujahideen, to give ISI all control over 

the operations in Afghanistan and made it capable. The struggle in Afghanistan was 

anticipated as an element of jihad worldwide in opposition to communism. General Zia 

manipulated Islam for the Islamization of the society and state: to legitimize his tenure with 

the US backing.  With the fall of Soviet Union, US lost its interest in Pakistan. Pakistan was 

ruled by military and democracy was suppressed.  

September 11, events in the US, changed its approach towards Pakistan, in the WoT. 

Pakistan was compelled to join this war, and fight. Musharraf changed Pakistan's policy 

in1999, and selected his supporters. Five extremist Islamic factions were banned, this set 

extremists against Musharraf. Whereas, few components in the state security contraption 

proceeded to secretly bolster the radical components.  

During 1980-90's, there was a huge distinction between Al Qaeda, whose objective was the 

formation of Islamic caliphate; whereas the objective of the Pakistani extremist faction was 
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served as a tool of regional politics against Afghanistan and India. On the other hand, now 

radical Pakistani factions have close connections with global terrorists.  

Zahid writes that the madrassas in Pakistan were focus of fundamental religious education. A 

significant number of the religious factions working the madrassas turned to militancy in the 

support of the US-backed jihad in Afghanistan. The number of madrassas increased to 

13,000 with the ascent of culture of jihad with 1.7 million enrolments. Muslim countries 

funded them. Reading material were distributed in Dari and Pashto in the Afghan exile 

camps by the University of Nebraska-Omaha and subsidized by USAID with the intention to 

advance jihadist qualities and military schooling.  

Religious sectarianism displayed the most genuine risk to interior security of Pakistan. Threat 

of non-Sunni attacks by Sunni organizations felt high. Foreign operatives took refuge in 

Pakistan as a new hideout, after the fall of Taliban government in. US in this situation 

persuaded took assistance from Musharraf and Pakistani intelligence agencies to battle these 

powers and launch offensive Al-Qaeda operatives. In any case, he was very little fruitful in 

checking the spread of religious fanaticism in Pakistan, which kept on representing a risk to 

household, territorial and worldwide security. Musharraf's alliance with the US became a 

support for radicalization in Pakistan.  

Giustozzi in his book Koran, Kalashnikov, and Laptop: The Neo-Taliban Insurgency in 

Afghanistan (Giustozzi, 2008) has tried to capture history. His idea is relevantly advancing 

over the events. This is a critical book as it demonstrates the development's advancement into 

a more deadly element. The Taliban are not evidently up to the power or level of capability 

that the Mujahideen were amid the Soviet-Afghan War, yet the efficiency of the Afghan 

government additionally does not yet coordinate equally with the Democratic Republic of 
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Afghanistan. Coalition backing does not come up to the Soviet's amid the early war. This 

book goes far extended in attempting to figure out what the present Taliban development 

really resembles. Where it is not clear the accessible data is likewise unclear. The writer has 

utilized significantly more Afghan sources than he has in the past-to great impact. Of specific 

quality is his explanation of the strategy of Taliban, and their military areas, their separate 

ways of abuse of divisions between religious leaders and tribes. 

 Taliban are not the broken down conformist force of spring 2002. Afghanistan’s events have 

taken following a historical model. To begin with, there was the overwhelming of the 

conservative Taliban power. The fighting exceeded to, unsuccessful guerrilla factions. The 

guerrilla attempts were low down in inputs, incompetent, and restricted. After some time, 

Darwinism removed the moderate and excessively intense from the guerrilla positions and 

the resultant strengths are bigger, well trained, well prepared, and well organized. Giustozzi 

calls the present guerrilla action the neo-Taliban force. 

Successful exploration on the neo-Taliban is troublesome since essential source contact can 

be dangerous to one's wellbeing. The writer is constrained to optional source material quite a 

bit of which conveys an institutional unfairness and a little. Giustozzi's book has amassed a 

colossal measure of contemporary reporting, conclusion, briefings, and meetings and 

afterward amalgamated them to create a top notch examination of the Taliban's condition 

development.  

Rohan Gunaratna and Khuram Iqbal, in the book Pakistan: Terrorism Ground Zero 

(Gunaratna, 2012) explain about the terrorist factions located in Pakistan are one of the 

greatest threats to the global security. Many insurgent and extremist factions exercise in 
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Pakistan, especially its Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA), as a base to execute 

operations launching terrorist attacks in Afghanistan and other parts of the world. In this 

book the authors evidently clarify the circumstances that make Pakistan a terrorist 

playground. This dangerous threat cannot be eliminated basically by surgically uprooting Al-

Qaeda from the tribal area. Writer further argued that to contend, any feasible answer for the 

risk will incorporate thought of the horde of complexities at play, and will need to address 

the many years of terrible authority of government, absence of education, poverty, absence of 

advancement, shortage of health services, corruption and political defilement are the factors 

that have added to the formation of such bases for the production that is prone to bolster 

ideological radicalism, terrorism and extremism for a considerable length of time to come. 

The book has seven chapters that cover the wide range of the threat; from the carelessness of 

system FATA was ignored since the rule of British Colony, to how they are knitted with the 

network of non-state actors have confronted Pakistan's capacity to cope up with the external 

and internal threats with stress from the world community to obtain more continuous action.  

In the prologue of the book, Gunaratna and Iqbal have declared the US accelerated the 

worldwide spread of terrorism, and the stirring so as to heighten of terrorist assaults in 

Pakistan itself, from where the attacks for US were organized in its striking back for 9/11 and 

by not counteracting the ideological base of the threat. And the writers were not able to 

mention to say that Pakistan had been the base camp for the worldwide jihad for a 

considerable length of time before 9/11. The writers expressed that FATA was deliberately 

kept undeveloped by the state, which has not contributed enough towards its improvement 

and security. The criticism on the weakness of the country is high in the book regarding 
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human rights campaign and elimination of terrorists and stopping them from the attacks 

based in FATA.  

The profile of different insurgent and terrorist faction’s operatives in Pakistan, including 

Tehrik Lashkar-e-Islami (LI), Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP), Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT), and 

Lashkar-e-Jhangvi (LeJ) are given. Gunaratna and Iqbal have given out the contrasts between 

the factions to picture the TTP. For instance, not as a solitary, huge organization, but rather 

as a system of different factions, a couple of which are united with Al-Qaeda in its war 

aligned with the far foe, some of which are worried for throwing out US and its allied forces 

from Afghanistan. At the same time as a few others are engaged altogether on assaulting the 

host state. The authors have given particulars, and insights about factions, leadership, there 

finance, their objectives and means, and the way of their collaboration with additional 

factions.  

The book covers the situation in Karachi, caused by sectarianism and assaults among Shia 

and Sunni sects; and the strains that have been exacerbated by Iran and Saudi Arabia 

throughout advancing their own particular interest. To authors repeatedly provide 

ramifications of militancy in Pakistan, that will spread all over south and Central Asian 

states, and countries in west. Gunaratna and Iqbal's evaluation of the book likewise gives 

counterterrorism guide of the numerous variables that have influenced the world. 

Talibanistan: Negotiating the Borders between Terror, Politics, and Religion, (Bergen & 

Tiedemann, 2013) edited by Katherine Tiedemann and Peter Bergen directs the era since 

1990s has been through diverse periods of history of the Taliban movement. It sets and 
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exposes the isolated armed movement, which underwent 10 years of Western military 

intervention deceived by international relations. 

The primary section opens by depicting the Taliban as a result of its surroundings: the 

resurgence of Taliban in Kandahar post-2001 was not unavoidable or predetermined. 

Following chapter continues to explain Al-Qaeda's tactical divergence with the Quetta Shura 

Taliban, yet their strategic collaboration in east Afghanistan and north Pakistan; expose a 

pervasive narrative that militant diverse factions in Afghanistan are intrinsically composed 

alongside the tribal lines; highlight the irritable nature of the Taliban: predominantly the 

notorious Haqqani network; and outline ideology factors of insurgency from practicality.  

The book presents systematic previews of the Taliban faction. It consists of fifteen chapters, 

and four parts i.e, origin, nature, case studies, and prediction. The counterinsurgency, 

insurgency are explained in the case studies giving profile of faction of Taliban from Swat, 

Bajaur and other areas of Pakistan. Result of the Pakistan's specific use of counterinsurgency 

components, to hybridize their movement, between asymmetric divergence and customary 

clash. 

The book mentions the US drone strikes as a global counterinsurgency strategy utilized 

aligned with the Taliban. Crosswise over three chapters, alternate points of view on the 

alleged drone strikes are conveyed to the front. A full scale investigation of drone strikes 

adequacy as a counterinsurgency apparatus; also, a local viewpoint of life inside regions 

frequently assaulted with automatons, and; the aftereffects of a quantitative awareness study 

over Pakistan's Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA), probably the site of all US 

automaton strikes in Pakistan is done.  
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The use of the automaton strikes has lead to the acknowledgment that they have disturbed 

and debased the Taliban suicide connections; they have created untold harm to the social 

fabric of normal life. Drone strikes as a major aspect of focused killing operation, have 

propagated so much terror and doubt in FATA that the commanders of Taliban 

administration have aggressively denied health working staff out of apprehension that they 

may be outside spies, and blended levels  against Americanism very high. In conclusion, 

Talibanistan is elegantly composed of realism on an apparently mythic militant faction. 

Pakistan: Between Mosque and Military, (Haqqani, 2010) draws attention to the prototype of 

religious organizations and military working in pair. It likewise follows another policy of the 

strategic depth, which ended up badly with 9/11, to right on time definitions of invent of 

policy. For that reason Pakistan did not have geographic profundity when militarily went up 

against by a thousand mile deep India, the military conceived the idea in combination of the 

protection of Afghanistan and Pakistan.  

Haqqani says that the armed force conjugation with the mosque got through the transition of 

Nawaz Sharif. Constrained by Qazi Hussain Ahmad and the ISI, Nawaz Sharif draws a line 

on Gulbuddin Hekmatyar. A genuine endeavor at anoust was driven by a noteworthy general 

who was professedly supported by General Javed Nasir (former ISI chief) of the Tablighi 

Jamaat (Society for spreading faith). Benazir Bhutto and her governing body along with the 

coup- plotting were targeting against the weak chief of army staff.  

Javed Nasir, the ISI chief approved the 1993 assault through Daud Ibrahim, an Indian 

criminal world member on the Bombay Stock Exchange. Two hundred and fifty, individuals 

died as payback for the obliteration of the Babri Mosque by Hindu extremists. Javed Nasir 

made a list of the adversaries of Islam that comprised of the US, Jews and Hindu authorities 
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of India. The undercover Kashmir strategy moved to and fro during Benazir regime in 1993, 

when Mast Gul (hero of Jamaat-e-Islami, of Charar Sharif), was praised by the ISI against 

her desires.  

In 1998, Nawaz Sharif was constrained to fix the barriers with Lashkar-e-Taiba in Muridke, 

after the federal information minister and governor Punjab approached its leadership and 

admired him for his terrorist activities in India. Haqqani likewise specifies October 2001, 

attacks in Srinagar, Kashmir assembly and in December on the Indian parliament carried out 

by Lashkar-e-Taiba. Hafiz Saeed was captured by General (R) Pervez Musharraf's 

government but later released.  

He accused Maulana Fazalur Rehman Khalil of the Harkatul Mujahideen: for providing 

logistic support to Osama bin Laden and also a part of signatory of the 1998, fatwa of death 

against the US with Osama bin Laden. He has been protected by the government in 

Islamabad. 

1.6. Hypothesis 

"By joining WOT alongside the US, Pakistan is also fighting Talibanization; together these 

have a long-term impact on its national security."  

 

1.6.1. Research Questions 

1.6.2. Primary Research Question 

What are the impact/s of Talibanization on the politico-security and socio-economic 

conditions of Pakistan?          
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1.6.3. Secondary Research Questions 

1. What are the factors that helped in strengthening of Talibanization in Pakistan? 

2. What are the impacts of Talibanization on the politico-security and civic life of the                                       

   people of FATA? 

3. What are the strategic impacts of Talibanization on Pakistan? 

4. How the phenomenon of Talibanization has seriously polarized the ideological factor in  

   Pakistan? 

1.7. Methodology 

In this study the qualitative method has been used, for collection of the data and data 

analysis. Conceptual model of insurgency derived from the study of Marsden (1998) is used 

to explore and analyze the emergence of insurgency of Taliban in FATA. At the time of 

preparing the interview questions, the consequences of Talibanization and literature review 

of previously done researches has been used. Experts on Talibanization and insurgency have 

been approached for the interviews. The research is concluded with the help of data analysis 

and discussion in relation with the literature review.  The status of the interviews vary with 

respect to the expert's opinions and experiences; professionally, and the associations with the 

Taliban. According to these consequences, qualitative analysis is used in which 29 experts 

and other people who have interacted with them have been selected for detailed interviews.  
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1.8. Division of the Study 

Chapter 1 gives the introduction of Talibanization defining it in terms of Afghanistan, 

FATA, Malakand and Pakistan. It is be followed by the introduction of the insurgent 

organization TTP that emerged in Pakistan Tribal Areas. Brief literature review of the books 

and articles is given who have previously worked regarding this aspect. Research 

methodology highlights the qualitative method for collecting data giving the significance and 

objectives of the study. 

Chapter 2 gives the understanding of the theoratical framework to the study of Talibanization 

giving an understanding of sharia applied on the congruence model of insurgency that has 

been explained in the rest of the chapters. It also explains the national security of Pakistan. 

Chapter 3 explains the landscape of Taliban and Afghanistan landscape givig the history of 

Afghanistan its internal dynamics of complexity in the political system, Mujahideen, 

warlordism, emergence of Taliban, their rise and fall, detail of the Haqqani Network, US 

invasion of Afghanistan and Bush Doctrine.  

Chapter 4 gives the details about the background of insurgency in FATA and Pakistan. Rise 

of Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan, its origin, ideology, ingress in the institutions of Pakistan. The 

differences between TTP and TTA: their affiliation to Al Qaeda and the Haqqani Network.   

 Chapter 5 Attack on the Army Public school Peshawar was the revengeful answer to the 

response to the government and NATO forces with the of TTP's revenge of the sufferings on 

behalf of the tribals of NorthWaziristan. Attacks were conducted all over Pakistan including 
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FATA, KP and Punjab under the TTP banner also against the Lal Masjid Operation.  

Operation Al-Mizan was conducted to clean up the insurgent activities in the tribal agencies. 

 Chapter 6 gives the background of Punjabi Taliban; support system of the religious parties to 

the political parties in the elections maintaining the feudal system manpulation.The 

destruction of the socio-economic fabric of KP was more as compaered to other parts of 

Pakistan in terms of social, ecnomic, industry, trade, tourism.  

Chapter 7 explains the security threats from radical groups and national responses to it. 

Chapter 8 gives the picture of the post US withdrawl scenario. Revival of Pak-US ties and 

emergence of new insurgent factions in FATA is discussed. Chapter 9 gives findings 

suggestions and recommendations. 
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2.1. Talibanization  

The term Talibanization commonly refers to the imitation and followings of social and 

political process of the Sharia (Islamic religious laws), social process and political system 

that is laid down by the Taliban. When this word is used in the context of political 

development of Pakistan by the international media, it refers to be targeting the political and 

social development in the northern areas of the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, and tribal regions of 

Pakistan. Another word that was coined by Ahrari (Ahrari, 2000) for the same concept is 

known as Taliban Syndrome. The term Talibanization is also profoundly used in describing 

the religious and political issues of Karachi (Lian, 2010), as well as in Bangladesh (Baldwin, 

2002), Malaysia (Klinghoffer, 2006), Iraqis, and Somalia. It refers to the process of 

radicalization and radical change based on an extremist ideology (Fang, 2008). 

Similarly, when this word is traced back to its early use in the western media then one of the 

first publications that used this term is Boston Globe editorial title by the name of ''The 

Threat of Talibanization'', which was published on November 6, 1999. This editorial was 

targeted to warn the world about the potential threat that has been caused by the continuous 

rise of Taliban into power in Afghanistan (Kronstadt. 2009). 

Conspicuously, China database fall behind when it is done with the word Talibanization as 

compared to any other country around the world. The Chinese journal database has no record 

of this word prior to 2003. Talibanization is spreading in various parts of the tribal region of 

Pakistan. However, in other countries there are research institutions and academia that have 

targeted this word and performed deeper research and investigations on the political and 

social development that is generally associated with it. A number of research reports were 
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published by Brussels-based International Crisis Group (ICG). Other institutions and 

organizations that have directed their resources to dig into the literal meaning, purpose and 

objectives of this concept include Carnegie Endowment for International Peace Foundation, 

and US Council on Foreign Relations, etc. 

Blogs and newspapers such as Terrorism Monitor and The Economist have published 

numerous articles discussing and explaining the ideology and objectives of this word and the 

entitlement of the changes that are brought by it in the sphere of politics and social 

development.  

The association of this word with Pakistan is traced back to the closing ceremony of the 

“Peace Jirga of Pakistan-Afghanistan''  on August 12, 2007 when President Musharraf, 

acknowledged and loudly accepted the presence of Taliban  in Pakistan. All of the 

information mentioned in that speech clearly indicated that Pakistan is suffering from the 

same insurgencies as Afghanistan. However, their presence was centered to the Tribal Areas 

of Pakistan at that time. In that speech President Musharraf stated that “Like Afghanistan, 

Pakistan is also facing the same situation in which anti-social armed actions and violent 

incidents are increasing.” He also mentioned that Pakistan was faced with three major issues. 

“The armed groups continued to create violence, conflict and sectarianism; related the surge 

in sectarian violence in Pakistan with the rise of extremist ideology. Second, a number of 

armed groups had emerged, Talibanization and other extremist tendencies in ideology; third, 

that “some people show sympathy to Taliban and accept the extremist ideology”.  Expert on 

Afghan Affairs, Musa Khan Jalalzai works at the Law Enforcement Research and Analysis 

Centre, expert in Politics, Security & Intelligence, Analyst/ Researcher/ Writer on Counter 

/Cyber Terrorism and Violent Extremism (Musa Khan Jalalzai, Personal Communication, 
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May 6, 2015) is of the opinion that “The first stage of Talibanization in Pakistan is the army 

support to Taliban and sectarian groups. The second is that when Pakistan Intelligence 

Service (ISI) supported and trained extremist groups to combat the most powerful Soviet 

empire with the help of western powers.” He further revealed that the financial support of 

Iran and Saudi governments to the extremist, sectarian and Taliban groups in Pakistan and 

Afghanistan is igniting insurgency in both countries. 

2.2.1. Conceptual Model of Insurgence Assessment 

The process of growth and insurgency in FATA and other cities of Pakistan will be analyzed 

on the basis of the insurgency model of Talibanization (Marsden, 1998). Insurgencies obtain 

their inputs mostly from internally comprised persons, nourishment, gear, cash, and cadres 

(endogenous) and occasionally external (exogenous) sources. Coercion, persuasion, or a 

blend of the two accomplishes the interior support necessary. The change means is identical 

with the Congruence Model’s structure (Lorsch, & Paul, 1972), it explains the basic elements 

of organizational structure and system, the strategy it employs to translate its vision, wherein 

the inputs change into outputs; to achieve desired results: characteristics encompass such 

things as teaching, educating, propaganda, and logistic operations. The yields of the form pay 

for comprehending the brutal and non-violent undertakings whose objective is to destabilize 

the ruling government’s legitimacy.  
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2.2.2. Inputs 

People, equipment, food, cadres and money are the main inputs of Taliban. Moreover, the 

Taliban use either coercion and persuasion or a combination of both to gain internal support. 

2.2.3. Conversion 

Before giving shape to outputs, the inputs are passed through the process of conversion 

which includes propaganda, teaching and training.  
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2.2.4. Outputs 

After going through the process of conversion the inputs are finally turned into outputs which 

include recruitment and logistical operations; together we may call it action. 

2.2.5. Authority 

The actions, outputs, are carried out in such a manner which undermines the legitimacy of 

the government. Once the government’s legitimacy is challenged, vacuum is created and the 

insurgency tries to capitalize on that vacuum by gaining legitimacy in the eyes of the public. 

2.2.6. Pump 

Once the insurgents gain control and authority and become legitimate in the eyes of the 

populace they repeat the process where they create conducive environment for getting quality 

inputs, a more refined process of conversion is also devised. Thus they acted freely in the 

core to challenge the government’s authority in the peripheries. In other words, this process 

is used for geographical expansion of Taliban authority and control.  

Contemporary insurgencies are progressively predictable to be multifaceted medium of 

asymmetrical actors with broadly contradictory goals. Time and again, they lack central 

command organization but characteristically are connected by forceful, even networks, 

radically facilitated by modern statement systems. Motivations within this diverse mix may 

differ from extremism of religion to criminals and  factions that may not on their own means 

to govern as authority, rather to attain local self-determination from the control of 

international cohorts.  

The contemporary insurgency inside FATA is an intractable one. The background of Afghan 

insurgency that US media draws attention to the safe havens of Pakistan regarding Al- 

Qaeda's contribution during Afghan insurgency, intellectual journalism has hardly gone 
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ahead arguing the ‘double game’ and clandestine backing of the insurgents and insurgency in 

Afghanistan sponsored by Pakistan (Tellis & J, 2008). Moreover, it is related to a similar 

movement TTP that wants to govern with restricted political aims and incentives (Giustozzi, 

2007), in Pakistan. The sequence of events conceived such tribal militants want to compel 

law of Islamic Sharia by using brutal tactics inside FATA and all over Pakistan. 

Additionally, the conspiracy theory revolves that the intelligence agencies of US, India and 

Israel are the sponsors of the insurgent activities inside Pakistan to destabilize it (Gul, 2010).  

2.3. Pakistan’s National Security  

National security stands for the protection of citizens of a particular state through projection 

and application of state power, i.e., political power, economic power, diplomacy and military 

power etc., said Muhammad Amir Rana Managing Director of Pakistan Institute for Peace 

Studies (PIPS) (Muhammad Amir Rana, Personal Communication, May 13, 2015). The 

current history and state of affairs in Pakistan clearly states that Islam is a central aspect of 

all its affairs (Beghum, 2010). Ever since Pakistan claimed her independence, all the 

successive governments have managed to align themselves with Mullahs, through the 

platform of madrassas, overtly sustained the engraving hatred, and by propagating the idea 

of voluntary Jihad (holy war) against non-believers and against India on the basis of 

declaring them a sublime threat to national security and the overall identity of the nation, said 

Rahmanullah Reporter at BBC World Service (Rahmanullah, Personal Communication, 

April 30, 2015). By glancing at the Indo-Pak rivalry timeline till date (Kashmir War of 

Liberation War-1947, Indo-Pak Wars of 1965 and 1971 and the Kargil Operation-1999), it 

has been obvious that the army manipulated the troops and forces with religious enthusiasm 

and zeal that has been instilled in them through various trainings in the peace time said Fazal 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/pakistan-institute-for-peace-studies-pips-?trk=ppro_cprof
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pakistan-institute-for-peace-studies-pips-?trk=ppro_cprof
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Saeed Project Manager of FATA Research centre Media and Communication (Fazal Saeed, 

Personal Communication, May 01, 2015).  

Brigadier Mehmood Shah (R) Security and Defence Analyst, formerly headed security affairs 

in the tribal regions, is quite aware about the local culture and dynamics is of the opinion that 

madrassas are not only spreading hatred against the mainstream educated and liberal 

Muslims but also produced such kind of youth which do not find any economic and job 

opportunities in the mainstream society (Brigadier Mehmood Shah, Personal 

Communication, May 05, 2015). He futher conveyed that these madrassa graduates have to 

rely on the establishing new madrassas for their earnings and sustainance. They normaly 

occupy mosques and lead prayers. Thus, we see graduates from madrassas of different 

schools of thoughts occupy different mosques.  In his opinion the madrassa should be 

mainstreamed and modern education should be introduced to madrassas. It will make the 

madrassa graduate able to find jobs in the job markets with lot much ease. 

 By looking at Ayub’s era which lasted for eleven years (1958-69), all religious parties 

agreed with the anti-communist ideology that he presented and believed revealed Dr. Ishtiaq 

Ahmad Choudhry, Head of the Department of Peace and Conflict Studies, Faculty of 

Contemporary Studies,  National Defense University (NDU), Islamabad (Dr. Ishtiaq Ahmad, 

Personal Communication, May 07, 2015).  Hence they supported the madrassa reform plan 

that was initiated by General Ayub in his tenure to overcome the obstacle of communism as a 

massive threat to Islam (Bano, 2012). Although they objected to Ayub’s liberal views of the 

religion and the “Muslim Family Laws Ordinance-1961”, the progressive increase in the 

religious parties’ clout of Pakistani politics increased with the composition of nine parties 
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from Pakistan National Alliance (PNA) when they presented their support for General Zia-ul-

Haq's imposition of martial law in 1977 (Ahmed, 2012).  

Since 1980, Pakistan stood as a proxy ground for Iran and Arab states because of the radical 

Shiite and Sunni sects. Sipah-e-Sihaba Pakistan (SSP) was formed by militants of the Afghan 

Jihad as an organization for the Sunni militants (Tribune, 2014). The rivalry between Shiite 

and Sunni groups and militants led to the creation of Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) which is largely 

associated with the terrorist group of Al-Qaeda as well (Griffin, 2001). As pointed by 

(Marsden, 1998), the Taliban were welcomed by people wherever they made their presence 

in the initial days in Afghanistan. The tasks of restoring Justice cheaply, removing or tackling 

with the anti-social elements from the society and enforcing law and  order in societies safely 

and soundly had won them a great place in the heart of the communities and larger societies 

of Afghanistan. However, later they lost their public support because they started the suicide 

attacks on officials of Law enforcement agencies and finally kidnapping for ransom in 

Pakistan, expressed Professor Dr. Ijaz Khan, Department of International Relations 

Univeristy of Peshawar. (Dr. Ijaz Khan, Personal Communication, May 04, 2015). 

Pakistan had a long history of aligning its resources with Taliban across borders in 

Afghanistan. The FATA region of Pakistan was vastly considered a second home to Taliban 

as they fled there from Afghanistan, mentioned Gul Marjan a resident of FATA, teaching 

Assistant and a Ph.D Research Scholar at the Department of International Relations, 

Universityof Peshawar (Gul Marjan, Personal Communication, May 04, 2015).  

The national security policy had no specific measurement against such breaches prior to the 

9/11 scenario. However, with the growing tension among Pakistan and the Taliban across 

borders and the immense pressure from international political players especially the US, the 
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security policy of Pakistan has taken a U-turn from its native stance which has always been 

in the religious domain of the politics (Dr. Ishtiaq Ahmad Choudhry, personal 

communication, May 7, 2015). 

 Religion has always been brought into the context of Pakistani politics (Jakobsen & 

Pellegrini 2008). As it has been stated earlier those religious parties even at the time of the 

General Ayub’s era had their own reservations and they somehow influenced the main 

stream political values across the entire nation. The organizations that were considered the 

front line at Kashmir beside the Pakistan army were about to change its position and political 

support from the government of Pakistan- the government of Pakistan had discarded them 

afterwards.  

International law and international political relations among the countries have taken a sharp 

turn ever since 9/11. It has substantially changed the whole political structure of the entire 

world and thus the same change had been noticed in the national security policies and 

international political stances of Pakistan, affirmed Professor Dr. Azmat Hayat Khan former 

Director, Area Study Center for Central Asia and Afghanistan and former Vice Chancellor, 

University of Peshawar (Dr. Azmat Hayat Khan, Personal Communication, May 03, 2015). 

As the political institutions of the entire world knocked with that event, the same change 

underwent in Pakistan and the free movement of Taliban across the Pak-Afghan border. US 

tagged Taliban as no more a religious-based organization rather as an international terrorist 

group, who brought insurgency across the continent and their agenda was still claimed to be 

on the move.  

By the time US sent its troops to Afghanistan after the 9/11 attacks in October 2001, Pakistan 

was under the leadership of General Pervaiz Musharraf. Although his actions by that time 
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which was pretty much taken under immense international and the US pressure, brought the 

whole nation into a change of political ideology. The political policies towards Kashmir and 

Afghanistan took a U-turn in its pace and by that time the change started taking place. 

Pakistan eventually decided to withdraw its political support from the Taliban in 

Afghanistan, although this was more of a forced move by the time it happened but the results 

surely started to strike back on Pakistan soon after the decision. Many of the groups that were 

previously considered vital for the freedom struggle of Kashmir were also now labeled as 

terrorist and banned stated Dr. Raza Rehman PTV Producer Current Affairs, Ph.D in 

Extremism /Terrorism in the Name of Islam in Pakistan: Causes and Counter Strategy (Dr. 

Raza Rehman, Personal Communication, May 02, 2015). 

The decision of Musharraf to actively take part in the War on Terror (WoT) alongside the 

international community was basically narrowed down to four specific parameters. Those 

parameters included missile assets and the Kashmir cause; defense of strategic /nuclear/ 

arsenals, revival of economy and the foremost reservation of national security measures of 

Pakistan. All these concerns were backed with a futuristic vision according to General 

Musharraf. The factor of frail economy was measured against the real threatening 

consequences of the post 9/11 era. On the security front, the concerns were made in account 

of the real fact of the higher number of refugees who were fleeing from Afghanistan and the 

fear of greater number of influx of the Taliban militants in FATA. The factor of economic 

fallout from “1.5 billion dollars to 2.5 billion dollars” was supposed to bring some kind of 

sustainability to the Pakistan economy (Hussain, 2001).  

Rahimullah Yousufzai, an expert on Taliban affair, a resident editor of The News 

International, analyst at the BBC world service is of the view that General Musharraf was a 
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military man, who came to the corridors of power through undemocratic means and wanted 

to perpetuate his rule (Rahimullah Yousufzai, Personal Communication, June 01, 2015). For 

the aforementioned reasons, he needed the US support to sooth international opinion 

regarding his undemocratic rule in Pakistan was one of the reasons surviving ruling quite 

strongly after 9/11 domestically he was even more stronger. Thus, he offered his support to 

the US in WoT to get the required support from the later which deteriorated the security 

situation in the country. Rahimullah apprised had there been a democratically elected 

government in Pakistan at that time the decision of backing the US-Afghan policy would 

have been based on pragmatism keeping in view all the ramifications beforehand. 

The changes in the political aims of Pakistan towards Kashmir and Afghanistan helped in the 

emergence of Muttahidda Majlis-e-Amal (MMA) as a political force in KP which shares 

boundary with Afghanistan. Their emergence by than is largely perceived to be a reflection 

of the policy change in Pakistan and also considered a collective voice that showed their 

grievances towards the Western approach towards the Muslim community and particular 

hatred towards the Bush administration.  

Never before this in the history of Pakistan, was the foreign policy considered such a vital 

factor in the domestic elections of Pakistan. The MMA presented its concerns regarding the 

post 9/11 development in the Af-Pak region and capitalized on public sentiments, particularly 

over the attack on Wazir tribe in South Waziristan Agency.  The anti-US images were 

circulated in the then NWFP (renamed as KP) when the injured and dead bodies from the 

attacks were brought back. As for Taliban, Pakistan is largely affected by the attitude and 

support cut-out towards at least initially for them and the repercussion that had been faced by 
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Pakistan after the change of policy. The repercussions were enormously worse than 

anticipated.  

The factors are still there that are pushing the agenda of TTP and Talibanization. These 

factors have been curtailed by the commencement of operations conducted by the armed and 

other security agencies but the local support lies there for the terrorists. Therefore, the model 

remains valid. And the threat to national security has minimised but still the hideout of 

terrorists in the local safeheavens gives them a chance of putting their strengths together 

whenever they see a security lapse they take advantage of it by breaching security utilizing 

inputs and outputs within their means in the form of major killings of innocent civilans, 

security personnel, government property etc. 
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3.1. History 

This section of the study focuses on the rise of the Taliban in Afghanistan. The root causes of 

insurgency/militancy and Talibanization in Pakistan can be traced back to the Soviet-Afghan 

war (1979-1988). Dr. Ishtiaq is of the opinion that there was a conservative form of Islamic 

religion, even before the takeover of Taliban in the major cities and region of Afghanistan 

said Ismail Khan Journalist/Resident Editor of Daily DAWN (Ismail Khan, personal 

communication, April 30, 2015).  

However, it was conceived as tolerant by the masses because it possessed a branch of Islam 

which was considered to be Sufi (mystic) in nature. This branch is known as Sufism. Because 

of the general popularity of spiritualism in Afghanistan during those days, it had a glimpse of 

tolerance among its followers. It is quite astounding but until 1992, all forms of religious 

souls lived together to support the bazaar economy. It included vast majority of Jews, Sikhs 

and Hindus living at the heart of Afghanistan until the cold war began and it changed the 

entire scenario and way of living (Ahmed, 1999).   

Because of its strategic presence in the Asian continent as it stands on the crossroads of 

India, Arabian Sea, Iran and Central Asia, it has been a center of focus to both the British and 

the Soviets as they leered to Afghanistan with the hope of invasion (Akbar, 2012). The 

Soviets intervened in Afghanistan in December 1979 and this marked the beginning of a 

protracted battle between the Mujahideen of Afghanistan and the Red Army that is the name 

of the Soviets since the World War. The Mujahideen fought against the Soviets for a period 

of almost ten years. They showed resilience by displaying a variety of guerrilla warfare 

tactics across Afghanistan. Mujahideen mainly belonged to the ethnic group which was quite 
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populated and popular at the border of Pakistan and Afghanistan known as Pashtuns. The 

high hidden fighters of Afghanistan were precedent backed by both US and Pakistan through 

all sorts of economic and military support; weaponries and adequate medical aid for the 

complete period of the Soviet-Afghan/Mujahideen War expressed Assistant Professor Dr. 

Abdul Shakoor of the Department of Sociology and Gender Studies Bacha Khan University 

Chasadda his Ph.D work focuses on Pakhtuns and the War on Terror: A Cultural Perspective 

(Abdul Shakoor, Personal Communication, May 03, 2015). 

The Soviet withdrew their forces from Afghanistan after protracted of fighting with the 

Mujahideen in February 1989. One year later, US also withdrew its support of the 

Mujahideen from there (Johnson, 2011). The Afghanistan that engaged in the ten year 

stretched war was left demolished and devastated.  After ten years of war and internal strife, 

Afghanistan had a collapsed economy with no proper government. It gave birth to a civil war 

where the Mujahideen were desperate to get into power and take a hold of this country at 

once. Therefore, they pushed Pashtuns to the east and south against the other minor ethnic 

groups. The desperate minor groups who stood up against the quest of Mujahideen for the 

north called themselves as the Northern Alliance (Ahmed, 1999).   

A student led organization under the leadership of Mullah Mohammed Omar who was a 

Pashtun came into power in 1996 as he promised peace in the war stricken Afghanistan and 

the people were attracted by the claims he made. Mullah Mohammed Omar happened to be a 

student from a madrassa (religious school) where Islamic teachings and preaching took 

place. The students of such msadrassa are called Taliban. The promises made by the Taliban 

made them quite popular in the community and they were successfully promoting their 

agenda and political system within the country (Rubin, 2002). However, they showed no 
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signs of a political urge to rule the country until the year of 1996 when they finally captured 

Kabul (Ahmed, 1999).  

The era of Talibanization was initiated with the hope and aim of cleansing Afghanistan from 

the entire political and economic void that it has been part of; because of the war and absence 

of leadership (Bearak, 2001). Taliban are known to have possessed an aura of Robin Hood 

like attributes as they strived to help the helpless and emerged as heroes by eradicating the 

unjust ruler who has taken their hold on the oppressed one in the society.  There were 

instances when people from the south called them for help and assistance prominently. The 

early days were glorified for their ruling as people recalled their brevity tales of rescuing and 

helping teenage girls from warlords and fearful groups (Rubin, 1999). 

The resistance emerged from the Northern Alliance army as well as from the Mujahideen 

leader Ahmad Shah Massoud (Visweswaran, 2011). The strong hold of Taliban continued for 

the span of seven years. However, their hold started to get loose at the beginning of the fight 

back by North Alliance starting from the year 1999. The resistance movement started to push 

its fight towards Kabul. In that chaotic era, the young Pashtuns who were allegedly pulled to 

join Taliban began to show some resistance against the Northern Alliance as well (Marsden, 

1998). This gave birth to the Taliban movement internally as well.  

A retired official of one of the Pakistani intelligence agencies told on the condition of 

anonymity that Taliban were not anti-west rather they were anti-modernism. He told that by 

talking to them one would get the impression that they did not want to live in the 20
th

 century 

rather they wanted to live in 7
th

 century which was the Caliphate era. He further disclosed 

that Mullah Omar was only concerned with the interest of Afghanistan. However, since he 
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needed money to run the government; therefore, he got aligned with the Al-Qaeda. In his 

opinion, Osama bin Laden offered a lot of money to Mullah Omar to provide sanctuaries to 

the Arab fighters in Afghanistan. Thus, in his opinion the Taliban in Afghanistan were 

hijacked in a few years as the Arabs under the command of Osama bin Laden had major 

share in Afghanistan. He accused the west of their stubbornness which let Afghanistan’s 

descent into chaos as their ignorance and arrogance towards the Taliban regime compelled 

Taliban to look towards other sources of funding Al-Qaeda for their government. 

After five years of struggle that the US invaded Afghanistan in the wake of the 9/11 terrorist 

attacks on World Trade Center and Pentagon that killed about three thousands innocent 

people. The US forces pulled out the declining power of Taliban in Kabul. In December 

2001, the White House put Hamid Karzai as a replacement to start formal post-Taliban 

political system in Afghanistan. Karzai became a leading political figure after the removal of 

the Taliban government in late 2001. Taliban offered Karzai a post in their political system 

but he never accepted that offer, instead he worked closely with the Northern Alliance, the 

counter-Taliban faction, because of his past bitter memories with Taliban (Sampson, 2011). 

In the entire ''Operation Enduring Freedom'', Karzai worked and supported US forces to take 

over Taliban and push them out of their land (Fredriksen, 2010).  

3.2. Removal of the Time-Honored Societal Structure: PDPA Rule and Soviet     

Occupation, 1978-89. 

In an endeavor to support new Afghan pro-Soviet regime in Afghanistan, “Soviet Friendship 

Treaty of 1978” was signed approving to provide them military and economic aid. This 

moved the Soviets towards the Afghan civil war between the Mujahideen and pro-Soviet new 
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Afghan government (Ginsburgs, 1987), to defend Afghanistan from its external enemies 

according to Kabul Radio, those foes were US, China and Pakistan (Barth, 2010).  

An extensive opposition came subsequently with the coup of April 1978, to the Marxist rules 

of Nur Mohammad Taraki and Hafizullah Amin (1978-1979), (Bratman, 2010). By August, 

due to insurgency in most areas of Afghanistan, Tarakai was killed by Hafizuliah Amin, a 

PDPA splinter group of Islamists- enemies of the communist regime. 

Moscow had fears for Amin's inclination towards the West for the sake of assistance. The 

danger of tribal uprising against the socialist produced an attack of eighty-thousand Soviet 

troops to cross the border of Afghanistan, on 25th December 1979, under Leonid Brezhnev's 

order.  Soviet invasion pursued to keep away the government of PDPA from failing. Amin 

was killed and replaced by leader of Parcham group Babrak Karmal and the civil war made it 

acceptable for the non-Pashtun tribal factions to claim financial and political autonomy 

equally from the Pashtun supremacy and state (Taylor, 1984).  

Rule of Karmal 1979-1986, survived on Soviet military assistance to confront Mujahideen 

(Jones, 2008). The Afghanistan insurgency started in 1979, various insurgent Mujahideen 

groups stood firm against the Soviets, and their Afghan government gradually became 

acceptable in the rural areas. This movement of the Soviet athwart in Afghanistan borders 

helped the Marxist government in Kabul made by Babrak Karmal in lieu of Hafizuliah Amin 

(Taylor, 1984). The Mujahideen were supported by the Muslim countries and the United 

States during 1979-89, to fight against the Soviets and Afghan government. The ''Mullahs'' 

provoked the sentiments of Muslim youth to assemble them in Peshawar and calls for Jihad 

(holy war) in Afghanistan were made on the platforms of the mosques in all Muslim and 

Arab countries against the Kafirs (nonbelievers). Mujahideen headed by Islamists leaders or 
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commanders were trained and launched in the Tribal Areas of Pashtun belt of Pakistan (Coll, 

2004).   

Numerous territories of the country went, irrefutably, under the control of 

Mujahideen/warlords. Heavily clad battle factions went on the complex hostile levels to the 

urban communities of Herat, Kandahar, Jalalabad and Khost. This equipped mediation 

changed the Afghan war into an extensive geo-political arena in which socially enslaved 

Afghans were further distanced into Muslims and Communists by the 1980s, American CIA, 

supporting the anti-Marxist, strong believers of Islamic ideas with the help of Pakistan’s Inter 

Services Intelligence (ISI), (Hussain, 2012), Saudi Arabia's General Intelligence Department 

(GID) and other allies (Coll, 2004). 

Pro-Pakistani and Saudi supported Hizb-i-Islami of Gulbuddin Hikmatyar and Ittihad-i-

Islami of Abdul Rab Rasul Sayyaf- Pashtun groups.  Osama bin Laden, came to Pakistan in 

early 1980s, assembled and chalked out the training camps for the foreign enlisted persons 

within Afghanistan (Wright, 2014). In 1988 Soviet authority wanted to make an impartial 

status for Afghanistan, but it could not settle the difference between the administration and 

Mujahideen. A reason to practice control over Afghanistan was that they never wanted pro-

Iranian government in Kabul, which could turn into a true danger to the security of Soviet 

Russia, and influence of USA to work for the fall over (Ahmed, 2000).  

Political goals of Mujahideen were initially, to oppose the Socialist Afghan Government in 

applying socialist policies, secondly, to keep Russians out of Afghanistan. Thirdly, to start 

on a Sharia based Islamic administration to ruling Afghanistan for that reason (Barth, 

2010). Different tactics adopted by Mujahideen for offensive and self-protective operations, 

qualities to guerilla exercises incorporate their associated with the territory. They were 
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versatile to the extent that they used to carry out swift attacks on the Red Army during night 

time due to their knowhow of the local terrain.  They were solid and profoundly constrained 

contenders, spurred by the outside tenants and the feeling of Jihad (Anwar. Halliday & 

Hasan, 1990).  

The Mujahideen emulated a typical example for progressive action by factions and opened 

two different zones of operation. The Mujahideen groups that were in Pakistan worked near 

the border and the force of operations was higher in territories closer to the outskirts of 

Pakistan. However, the factions from Afghanistan were largely more vivacious in their 

individual areas. They executed operations, strategic playing point over Russians was their 

competence to strike and liquefy. Initially Mujahideen had a setback due to lack of proper 

training in warfare, nonattendance of incorporated power, outdated weapons and supplies. 

Through the years, unanimity, force and adaptability of Afghan battle enhanced multi-

ethnically. With the appearance of the stinger missiles, anti-aircraft weapon operated by an 

individual, and the blowpipe hostile to flying machine rockets, stockpile of arms and ammo 

changed the war. Moves of Mujahideen can be categorized into four stages:  

Stage-1- (1980 - 82); Early safety of conventional tribal strategy cost them; vigorously 

regarding the misfortune of lives while getting across old weapons cordoning military solid 

point.  

Stage-2- (1983 - 84); in this stage, Mujahideen rebuilt their central station, progressed 

strategies and preparing by their strengths for extended war. They fall back on ambushes, 

assaulting solid focused, attacks, barricades, urban battles, colossal plant of mines blocking 

and siege Operations, hijacking high esteem Afghan and Soviet staff and decimation of 
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powerhouses and scaffolds. They were likewise exceptionally flourishing in planting sagacity 

inside the administration (Yousaf & Adkin. 1992). 

Stage-3- (1985 - 87); A period for the battle of survival against the Soviet hi-tech attack in 

which Soviets presented remote electronic sound sensors, night vision gadgets, helicopter 

gunships, the "Frog foot" close air help flying machine, and generally prepared powers to 

check the Mujahideen development (Ghose, 2010).  

Stage-4- (1988 - 89); Mujahideen received Stingers: shoulder-dispatched air resistance 

rockets, which in turn changed the game in the battle zone. Reaction against gunship 

helicopters and Soviet planes compelled them to fly much higher and lost a large portion of 

their viability. Mujahideen could focus on ground movements without much fear of elevated 

invasion, hostile to cordon and pursuit operations; counter-trap (Andrew & Mitrokhin, 2005). 

In February 1989, the Mujahideen; with the support of Pakistan, made an Afghan Interim 

Government (AIG), (Goodson, 2001), made out of powerful seven, intertwined overall into a 

free coalition with the attempt to constrain the communists. As indicated by survey there 

were more than 150 factions fighting independently (Barth, 2010). These factions were 

principally interested in reorganization of Afghanistan in an Islamic State on the base of 

Quran and Sunnah, and were strongly opposing of King Zahir Shah, and any appeasement 

with Soviets. Their rivalry for Pashtunistan movement increase them the active support from 

Pakistan. The conservatives shaped from free relations amid Ulemas (clergy) in Afghanistan 

were consistent with redefining Islam in Afghan society, as an alternative focus was on use 

of Sharia as the source of law.  
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The prevailing factions of Muslim fundamentalism in the wars of Afghanistan were essential 

for two reasons. One was the risk of its position to non-Muslim states. Second was the 

significant restriction that existed between the Sunnis and Shiites, interpretations and an 

opposing hostility in their factions making Sunni nations exceptional, for example, Saudi 

Arabia and Pakistan on one hand, and Iran on the other (Sanchez, 2004). The goal of these 

groups was to primarily get the Soviets out of Afghanistan, soon after the community would 

decide for their future. The detail of seven Mujahideen factions is briefly given below that 

formed the backbone of the Afghan resistance. 

3.2.1. Jamiat-i-Islami 

The parent organization of 20,000 members headed by Burhanuddin Rabbani, a Tajik 

graduate of Al-Azhar University; taught Islamic Law at Kabul University. He formed Hizb-

e-Islami with Hikmatyar but left and formed Jamiat-i-Islami with Commander Ahmad Shah 

Massoud in 1978. His followers were Tajik minority and some Pushtuns from north. Their 

agenda was promotion of Islam but they restrained their work in 1984. They received 

conventional support from north Afghanistan; Mujahideen controlled and directed by 

Commander Ahmed Shah Massoud. They were functional and successful for the resistance 

against Soviets (Aikins, 2011).  

3.2.2. Hizb-e-Islami 

 Gulbaddin Hikmatyar was the head of 30,000 Mujahideen who challenged the writ of 

Rabbani. It was further divided into two groups one of Gulbaddin Hikmatyar and second 

Hizb-e-Islami of Younus Khalis. Hekmatyar was Kharruti Pashtun (Escobar, 2002), 
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previously spent four years with the PDPA government before becoming a radical militant 

hardliner religious teacher. His ultimate goal was to bring Islamic Revolution for which he 

fled to Pakistan based in Peshawar along his followers, where they were trained for 

insurgents attacks in Panjsher in 1975 (Saeed, 1993). They also had organizational linkages 

with Iranian Jundullah Revolutionaries. Hekmatyar was being supported particularly by ISI 

because it was perceived that he and his organizational principles were more compatible in 

the interest of Pakistan's security. Besides he was also supported by the CIA and Saudi 

Arabia. But after 1990 Hizb-e-Islami was sidelined by the conservative Arabs politically and 

economically due to their criticism on the Gulf crisis (Clarke. Mooney & Imre, 2013). Hizb-

e-Islami; was divided within Hikmatyar's, 10,000, men and were convinced by Younus 

khalis. Khalis, a Pastun, belonging from Nangarhar raised and schooled as Mullah and he 

taught as a teacher in Afghan religious schools. Hekmatyar and Khalis parted their ways 

because Khalis wanted to have war whereas Hekmatyar avoided it. 

3.2.3. Ittehad-e-Islami 

A group of 20,000 was guided by Abdul Rab Raoof Sayyaf. He was a radical Wahabi (a 

member of a strictly orthodox Sunni Muslim sect founded by Muhammad ibn Abd al-

Wahhab 1703–92. It advocates a return to the early Islam of the Koran and Sunna, rejecting 

later innovations; the sect is still the predominant religious force in Saudi Arabia.), Pashtun; 

very verbose in Arabic, having great association with diehard Arabs of the Middle East who 

supplied him aid during the Soviet intervention. Earlier, he joined Hekmatyar to fizzle out the 

influence of Rabbani and Khalis but later the differences among them increased and he 
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separated and formed his own party Ittehad-e-Islami in 1980 with the principal of Islamic 

Shura to foresee all the authority to be given to the religious controllers.  

Some other operative groups that were based in Peshawar were as follows: 

3.2.4. Jebh-e-Milli Nejat-e-Afghanistan (National Liberation Front) 

Headed by Sibghatullah Moujaddedi and his ancestors were well-known religious leaders 

and advocators of Islam not only in Naqshbandiya Sufi array, but in the Central Asia and in 

the subcontinent. He acquired education in clergy from Al-Azhar University, and became 

professor of Islamic law at the University of Kabul. In the era of Daoud, Mojaddedi was 

imprisoned, after liberation he went to Denmark and was time-honored as a spiritual leader. 

During Tarakai and Amin administration his relatives were expelled from Afghanistan. 

During coup he went to Pakistan and formed Jebh-e-Milli Nejat-e-Afghanistan. A reasonable 

party with old school of thoughts, supporter of independence, wanted modification of the 

Afghan conservative social order. He was in command of 18000, Mujahideen. After the exit 

of Najeebullah he became the President of Afghanistan in April 1992 but faced troubles since 

the start and stepped down in favor of Rabbani (Kakar, 1995). 

3.2.5. Mahaz-e-Milli 

 Pir Sayyid Ahmed Gilani, a spiritual leader, classified from Qadiriya Sufi (known by the 

Muslims). His supporters were Pashtun from Pakistan and Afghanistan. Previously he was 

positioned as the consultant of King Zahir shah and the promoter and supporter of freely 

elected Parliament. He was the head of 18000 recruiters. 
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3.2.6. Hizb-e-Wahdat 

Hizb-e-Wahdat was composed of the Shiite Muslims of Hazarajat.  Different Hazara 

movements had split with each other in 1980 Jahen, one of the Hazara leaders, represented 

future plan for the Hazarajat which lead to divergence and fight to prevail over the difference 

of opinion among them. Hazara forces had a number of meetings in 1988. As a result Hezb-

e-Wahdat was formed in 1989, a party of Afghan Shiites and the Hazara, as their military 

strength. Abdul Ali Mazari was their chief (Dorronsoro, 2005).   

3.2.7. Junbash-e-Milli 

It operated in North Afghanistan; the faction was composed of an assortment of strong 

groups working in North with Abdul Rasheed Dostum. He was raised in a poor Uzbek 

cultivating family; he joined the Afghan military in the course of Marxist guideline. He was a 

competent warrior, went to a position of a General while serving the Najibullah 

administration. Close to his home volunteer army advanced out of an exceptional security 

energy that was at first settled by the Afghan government to watch its regular gas field.  

With the declining power of Najibullah administration, Dostum's strengths developed all 

through the mid of the 1990s in the north (Rubin, 1995). Najeebullah, made an endeavor to 

set up another framework, like that of Zahir Shah in 1960s. New constitution permitting 

multi-party framework, freedom of press, prompted the holding of a Loya Jirga or Great 

Assembly in November 1987 and 1990 that set out the part of PDPA by transforming its 

name to the Homeland Party (Hizb-i-Vatan) under Soviet and UN pressure, which was not 

recognized by the masses of Afghanistan. His self-sufficiency and military position 
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empowered him to break route from Najibullah in 1992, after Najibullah's death (Ahmar, 

1999). 

Lawlessness increased in the post-Najibullah period. In 1993, fighting erupted between pro-

Iranian-Shiites of Hezb-i-Wahdat and the pro-Saudi Itehad-i-lslami; Abdul Rasoul Sayyaf 

followed by Hekmatyar and Massoud forces in 1994. Ever since 1994, one thousand people 

were killed, one hundred thousand became homeless. He was subsequently displaced by the 

Taliban government and remove with the odds and ends of his forces into the mountains of 

north Afghanistan; somewhere he became an underground associate of the Northern Alliance 

(Dorronsoro, 2005) 

Keeping Pakistan at the forefront, the Russians were driven out of Afghanistan by anti-

communist Mujahideen forces (Coll, 2004). Later, US also abandoned Afghanistan thus 

leaving various factions of Mujahideen to fight with each other so as to gain political control 

of the country. Prolonged divergence between groups resulted into a disenchantment amongst 

common masses. 

3.3. The Mujahideen & Warlords 

Warlords are defined as alternative forms of governance: meaning of warlord is equal to the 

distress, chaos and disaster in local traditions and values. Warlord is a dreadful, 

disadvantageous manifestation, arousing cruelty, racketeering and extremism (Jackson, 

2010). In emergency zones, as everywhere as possible where common war and humane 

debacles go with the battles of social orders experiencing significant change, the warlord is 

the key performer. They go against national governments, loots their assets, move and kill 

uncooperative populaces, prohibit global help and advancement and wrecks peace forms. 
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With just a couple of special cases, the current warlord exists effectively past the span and 

purview of common society. Their capability to look for asylum in the emergency zone and 

the absence of global responsibility to make powerful move together guarantee his survival 

(MacKinlay, 2007).  

The warlords played key role in Afghan Jihad in suspicion of the breakdown of PDPA 

government of Najeebullah in 1992. Amid the rule of the apparent administration of 

Mujahideen (1992–1996), large sections of the previous officers held Kabul. 

In the post-Soviet period from 1989-96, the Mujahideen and the warlords began looking for 

individual power in a cut-throat rivalry against one another. The role of the warlords was to 

achieve recognition to show their presence of power and their goal was to remove one 

another from the military positions. They moved their troops to Kabul, encompassed the city 

and shelled it pitilessly (Rashid, 2001). 

Warlords were the result of the 1979-89 civil war struggles against the USSR, and a shift in 

rural society, its political and communal sequence of command. Commander’s confiscation 

of conventional authority, configuration and foundation of power: whether spiritual control, 

ethnic or traditional remains like the rural community (ICG, 2007) jirga or else shura. 

Warlords were ruthlessly involved in a racket of extortion of common people.   

The Marxist command's increase in armed forces in late 1980 onwards added to the 

breakdown of government institutions, and the amalgamation of the security forces, Afghan 

army recruitment of Jowzyani Uzbek ethnic people in militia like Dostum, radically 

augmented the number of Islamic madrassas, enrollment in madrassas increased. These 

madrasas provided a number of fighters to the Taliban in 1990 (Nelles, 2003). The 

conclusion of the civil war / fight involving old government forces of Dostum and 
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Mujahideen factions between1992-1996. Due to momentary coalitions of convenience 

among martial groups, and eventually rise of the Taliban. From April 1992 to December 

1994, more than 20,000 residents reached out because of the battle among different ethnic 

factions. During the same era Al-Qaeda got established in Afghanistan (Agha, 2000). 

Among the various warlords the hardliners included Rasheed Dostum, Younus Khalis, 

Jalaluddin Haqqani, and Abdul Rub Rasool Sayyaf. Diverse Mujahadeen warlords involved 

distinctive urban areas and locales of the nation. Burhanuddin Rabbani, the same Northern 

Alliance warlord who; as of late, took Kabul from the Taliban, was the warlord who 

managed over the city from 1992 until his ouster in 1996. Amid his rule more than 60,000 

individuals were killed and a great many females were assaulted. The Northern Alliance 

warlord Rashid Dostum likewise governed over it from 1992 until his ouster in 1997. 

Correspondingly, the warlord Ismail Khan again controlled the city of Herat, which he 

additionally governed from 1992 to 1995; and warlord Yunis Khalis was back in control of 

Jalabad, which he administered from 1992 to 1996 (Ritsche, 2012). 

3.3.1. Jalaludin Haqqani; One of the Most Influential Warlords 

Haqqani first started out as a member and commander under Yunis Khalis Hezb-e-Islami. He 

became popular for being a diehard fighter. With his ability to fight vigorously he impressed 

ISI officials who were very active amongst the various Mujahideen groups during the Soviet 

war. Soon, Haqqani became the ISI's man, started residing in Pakistan (Pakistan Times, 

2012). Some analysts are of the opinion that ISI officials would devise strategies or battle 

plans and Haqqani would simply execute them expressed Inspector General, Frontier Corps 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (2014-2015). Ex Joint Director General Inter Services Intelligence 
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(2011-2013), Infantry Brigade Commander Wana (2009-2011) Major General Tayyab Azam 

Khan. (Major General Tayyab Azam Khan, Personal Communication, May 22, 2015).  

In 1991, he became the first Mujahideen commander to capture a city, Khost, 

from Najibullah's government (Brown & Rassler, 2013). After Dr. Najibullah's government 

finaly destroy in 1992 to the forces of Ahmad Shah Masood, and a Mujahideen 

administration associated. Haqqani was chosen the Justice Minister of Afghanistan.  

3.3.2. Leadership of Haqqani Network.  

The Haqqani network was driven by Maulvi Jalaluddin Haqqani (1939 - 2014). He was at 

first a part of the numerous Mujahideen leaders who framed Hizb-e-Islami amid the times of 

Soviet upheld Afghan President Daud Khan. At the point when Hizb-e-Islami broke in the 

late 1970s, Haqqani took after Yunis Khalis as opposed to Hekmatyar, and turned into a 

standout amongst the most imperative administrators in the Hizb-e-Islami (Khalis) or HIK. 

At the point when Soviet Union intervened in Afghanistan, Haqqani was in Pakistan with the 

other key Mujahideen. Haqqani later turned into a field administrator in Maulvi Yunis Khalis 

Hizb-e-Islami. He got backing from the CIA and trained people in mid-1980s. Haqqani is 

understood to be prejudiced by radical Islamist principles pinched from the early Muslim 

Brotherhood in Egypt (Clements, 2003), which were pervasive among a large portion of the 

religiously motivated Afghan Mujahideen of that time. Jalaluddin Haqqani and his son 

Sirajuddin Haqqani have been running various Marakiz (centres) and training camps in 

NWA. Because of his father's wellbeing, Sirajuddin Haqqani false name Khalifa Sufi is 

responsible for the everyday operations.  
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3.3.3. Rasool Sayyaf 

Ustad Abdul Rab Rasul Sayyaf was an ethnic Pashtun. He holds a degree in religion. He also 

holds Master Degree from Al-Azhar University in Cairo, Egypt. He was an active member of 

the Afghan-based Ikhwan al-Muslimin, established in 1969 by Gulbuddin Hekmatyar and Dr. 

Burhanuddin Rabbani was having solid connections with Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt. 

Sayyaf was an educator at a small Islamic college in Kabul until 1973, when he plotted with 

Burhanuddin Rabbani and Gulbuddin Hekmatyar to topple President Daoud Khan in 1980s. 

He escaped to Pakistan as the attempted coup was failed (Edwards, 2002).  

Sayyaf was favored and financed by Saudi Arabia for fighting against the Soviet occupying 

forces in Afghanistan during the 1980s. Sayyaf formed a close relationship with Osama bin 

Laden during the Jihad against the Soviet Union and its Afghan allies. Sayyaf formed and 

commanded the ''Ittihad-i-Islami Baraye Azadi Afghanistan'' or Islamic Union for the 

Liberation of Afghanistan in 1981. In 1985, he established a university in an Afghan refugee 

camp near Peshawar called ''Dawa'a al-Jihad'', (Call of Jihad). 

Amid the post-war period, Sayyaf held his training camps, utilizing them for militarily 

preparing and teaching newcomers to battle in Islamic-supported clashes, for example, 

Chechnya, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and in the Southern Philippines, where his name 

inspired the Abu Sayyaf group.  

After the Soviet withdrawal in 1989, and fall of the Najibullah administration in 1992, 

Sayyaf's and his organization got involved in the notorious slaughters and frenzies in the 

Hazara Kabul neighborhood of Afshar (Dorronsoro, 2005).  
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Around 1996, Sayyaf apparently joined the Northern Alliance, in spite of his religious and 

ideological affinities with the Taliban and Al-Qaeda. Sayyaf is said to have helped the Arabs 

that executed, Ahmad Shah Massoud raising suspicion he was involved in the assassination 

of Massoud. 

In 2003, Sayyaf was chosen as one of the 502 members at the Constitutional Loya Jirga in 

Kabul, leading one of the working groups. Abdul Sayyaf's impact in the tradition was felt 

further when his partner Fazal Hadi Shinwari was named by Hamid Karzai as Chief Justice 

of the Supreme Court, in contradiction of the constitution, as Fazal was not only exceeding 

the age limit for the position but was also not meeting the qualification criterion.  

3.3.4. Younis Khalis 

Islamic Party (HIK) Hezb-e-Islami-Khalis was established by Maulvi Mohammed Yunis 

Khalis who left Afghanistan for Pakistan in 1973 after the Daoud coup. Khalis was from 

Nangrahar Province and was exceptionally against Shiite. His most popular officers 

included Abdul Haq in Kabul, Haji Abdul Qadir in Nangrahar and Jalladuddin Haqqani of 

Paktia province. HIK was a fundamentalist moderate. It recruits from alumni of 

government schools, religious schools of the Gilhzai, Khogyani and Jadran tribes and 

additionally the Kabul and Kandahar locales. Numerous armed forces deserters also joined 

the HIK. Nangrahar, Kabul, Kunar, Logar and Wardak areas are the strongholds of the 

party. 

In October 2003, the Pakistani paper The News International reported that Khalis had 

joined the Taliban's battle against the US and international troops in Afghanistan. Khalis 

chose total isolation, afterwards, and was not known about until his son reported his demise 
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on July 19, 2006. Khalis died at the age of 87. Anwar ul-Haq Mujahid, Khalis's son, 

assumed control HIK after his father’s death (Jackson, 2010). 

In August 2007, another extremist association seemed to have risen on the scene against 

the possessing strengths in Afghanistan. The group, called Islami Hizb-e Afghanistan, has 

sent a one-page fax in Urdu and Pashto to the workstations of media associations in 

Islamabad. The Amir [Head] of this association was said to be Anwar-ul Haq Mujahid. Its 

objectives were depicted as God's tenet in Afghanistan and a Jihad against the US-led 

coalition forces (IntelCenter, 2008).  

3.4. Genesis of (Afghan) Taliban in Afghanistan 

Throughout 1980's, madarssa were highly respected in Pakistan by religious groups 

subsidized by Islamic extremist groups (Hussain Z, 2007). Because of poor economic 

conditions a great many Afghan outcasts took asylum in Pakistan and sent their youngsters to 

these religious schools in KP and Baluchistan. The madrassa children were given stipends 

and free hostel facility (Marsden, 1998). Afterwards, these religious schools got united with 

the equipped battle against the Soviets in Afghanistan furthermore structured neighboring 

factions. They likewise settled checkpoints in Qandhar in 1994 under Gulbadeen Hikmatyar 

to get Jazya (tax) (Nojumi, 2002).  

Taliban rose to power under the leadership of Mullah Mohammed Omar in September 1994 

against the brutalities of warlords to get equity for the local population. Abdul Basit 

Associate Research Fellow (AFR) at International Center for Political Violence and 

Terrorism Research (ICPVTR) S. Rajarantnam School of International Studies Singapore 

aforementioned, the long Civil War in Afghanistan gave rise to the Taliban movement 
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(Abdul Basit, Personal Communication, May 01, 2015). People were fed up with anarchy 

they wanted to restore order in the country thus they welcomed Taliban". Taliban were 

upheld by the local community and business groups. They grabbed arms and munitions 

which fortified them to get up and go and eventually they took control from Hikmatyar's men 

and moved towards Qandahar and other regions (Nojumi, 2002). 

3.5. Emergence of Taliban 

General Mirza Aslam Beg (R), in a statement of July 1992, said that the materialization of 

the Soviet Muslim upcoming sovereign polities needs absolute reassessment of the borders of 

Central Asia. The decline in the Russian power has given shape to a possible gap to regional 

powers to supplement, politically, economically and culturally (Beg, 1993). To facilitate that 

gap Taliban emerged as an armed force formed by the Pashtun students of Afghanistan and 

Pakistan of the Sunni Islamic seminaries (Best, Hanhimaki, Maiolo & Schulze, 2015) with 

the brand of Saudi Wahabi Islam coming from Deobandi school of thought (Agha, 2000). 

The madrassa students were prepared to be completely committed not just to a specific, in 

realist sense, but also in an alternate sense, of radical Islamism, additionally with 

commitment to the idea of Jihad and sacrifices to free Muslim terrains, and protect them 

against, the control of non believers, and to unite Muslims inside a solitary Ummah (group) 

under an Islamic government (Haqqani, 2005). 

The presence of Taliban, mysterious  like Afghanistan came on the political scene has been 

equally striking and sensational in September 1994 (Coll, 2004), when one of the warlords of 

the  Hikmatyar faction tried to capture a Pakistani 3- truck convoy  in Kandhar  (Cassidy, 

2012) for Central Asia. The Taliban got the escort liberated and did not extricate any goods 
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from the caravan, besides they even recovered the plunder from local people and gave it back 

to them. This event prompted the beginning of Pakistan's backing to the Taliban. Taliban 

strengths ended up unmatched, moving up the region of East- West of Kandhar in the winter 

of 1994 (Price, 2012). The units of Taliban signified their Islamic Puritanism to the highest 

possible level and moving with white banners, enough a show of power for the neighborhood 

warlords to surrender (Dr. Ishtiaq Ahmad Choudhry, personal communication, May 7, 2015). 

Afghans respected the Taliban as rescuers, therefore, there was no compulsion to fight 

following that there was no retrospect for the Taliban and they enlisted exceptional extension 

of their victory with congregation of religious students who joined their faction. 

The Taliban in November 1994, after controlling Kandahar headed towards Kabul, their 

strengths increased from 800 to 25,000 by February 1995 with the arrival of Pashtun of the 

frontier tribes who had done administration in the paramilitary troops of Pakistan's Ministry 

of Interior (Musharraf, 2008). 

Mullah Mohammed Omar, an anonymous figure, a previous Mujahideen contender of the 

HIK, who had lost one eye when battling against Soviets, became their leader (Bergen & 

Tiedemann. 2013). Mullah Mohammed Omar was later magnified to the position of Amir-al-

Mo'mineen (Commander of the Faithful). Mullah Mohammed Omar, a Ghilzai Pashtun 

(Rashid, 2002) with little education, belonged to Sangisar (South Afghanistan). In the 

beginning, he declared to convey peace to Afghanistan by discarding all Mujahideen groups. 

However, as their control extended, their political and ideological goal expressed their 

objective as to change Afghanistan into an Islamic emirate to accomplish their regional 

extensive goals. 
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The Taliban took control of Jalalabad on September 10, 1996 headed towards Kabul, 

Hekmatyar's faction surrendered , and Massoud's power couldn't hold the dam once it had 

blasted and ended up weak with minimal decision of moving the administration, including its 

pioneers, particularly Rabbani, Sayyaf and Hekmatyar, or to withdraw to his local Panjsher 

Valley to the north keeping in mind the end goal was to have the capacity to battle the 

Taliban from a more secure base (Rashid, 2002), with Pakistan's support of  logistic 

assistance, Kabul came under the control of Taliban  that opened a new  era of  regional 

policies. Pakistan "won" an ally in the shape of the Taliban yet there was history, which had 

seen almost same conquest for the British in Afghanistan in the nineteenth century and the 

Soviets in the 1980s. 

Ninety percent of Afghanistan i.e. 28 out of 31 territories was controlled by Taliban (Roggio 

& Mayer, 2009). Taliban guaranteed to be the representatives for the response of Afghan 

individuals' general will against those powers that were involved in the unending common 

war.  

In terms of ideology of Taliban it is noteworthy that with the collapse of Hikmatyar faction, 

Pakistan organized the force for the Southern Pakhtuns from the fundamentalist madrassas in 

the region of Kandhar which were being controlled by Pakistan's politico-religious leader 

Fazal-ur-Rehman and formed the Taliban power (Abbas. 2002). It was backed by ISI (Frantz, 

2001), by recruiting and providing arms, ammunitions in Afghanistan. September 11, 2001 

incident led to US attack on Afghanistan to bring an end to the Taliban regime and downsize 

the institutional bases of Jihadi activism. The speedy ascent of Taliban was termed an 

alternate manifestation of extremist ideology, for the reason of political framework with 
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unending precariousess and the history of Afghanistan. Therefore, it is all the more important 

to know the ideology of Taliban.  

3.6. Taliban Ideology    

The entire philosophy of Islam that is presented by the Taliban is passive with the 

fundamentalist branch of Islam formally known as Deobandism. The history of this branch in 

the Asian Sub-continent can be traced back to the colonial British India (Rashid, 1999). This 

came out as a reform movement against the invasion by the colonists in that era. The 

contradiction of this form is the application of classic texts with the modern settings of the 

nations.  The notions of Deobandism in Afghanistan came from the political movements in 

Pakistan which is driven strongly by anti-US beliefs and norms. The political party which 

encouraged and promoted such ideologies in Pakistan is called Jamiat-ul-Ulema-e-Islam 

(JUI) (Dr. Azmat Hayat Khan, personal communication, May 3, 2015). The JUI is famous in 

Pakistan for their social and religious activities in the form of building seminaries and 

providing food, shelter, education and military training to people especially the Afghan 

refugees (Rashid, 1999). The funds for such activities were mostly awarded by Saudi 

government (Express Tribune, 2015). 

They prefer to call themselves as Wahabi armed force saturated with traditionalist Islamic 

customs (Mitchell, 2002), Ikhwan (Brotherhood), which helped join King Abdud-al-Aziz's 

realm in Saudi Arabia (Najd and Hijaz) in the mid 20th century. Like the Taliban, the Ikhwan 

also followed extremist thoughts of following right Sunnah (custom) of the Prophet (PBUH). 

Both have faith in gender separation and orientation of isolationism and censure music and 

innovation, obscured at the time of the Prophet (PBUH). Here it is likewise applicable to 
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specify an alternate part of Afghan and Taliban mindset which went to the spotlight when the 

Saudis approached the Islamic factions of Afghanistan for a reimbursement and give backing 

the US coalition against Iraq. Thus larger part of Taliban supported Saddam Hussein, 

including Hikmetyar and the vast majority of the Afghan factions (Paul, Clarke & Grill, 

2010). 

 Those individuals who were not supporting Saudi Arabia in the western decisions of 

controlling the masses, in the light of narrow minded fundamentalism, were found hostile to 

West. The leaders advanced radical Wahabaism, which undermined their own energy at 

home and abroad.  The moderate Afghan factions were disregarded by the Saudi help to the 

Kingdom in its hour of need. Despite the fact that this specific Saudi experience with the 

Afghans originated before Taliban came into power in 1996, however it exhibited the general 

Afghan mindset, out of which the Taliban emerged, and of which Pakistan excessively had 

been regular victim of exploitation by Saudi Arabia (Mehmud, 2013). 

The ideology of the Taliban rejected ethnic foundation of representation and any case on that 

ground to power. Islam and Afghan patriotism characterize the belief system of the Taliban 

administration. The Northern Alliance (NA) under Professor Burhanuddin Rabbani ex-

President and the Tajik warlord Ahmed Shah Massoud's military strength likewise 

considered Islam and Afghan patriotism as high on the rundown of political values as the 

Taliban, yet they broadly vary on the implications of both. There were diverse understanding 

elucidations equally, which were driven more by political interests than their core meaning.  

The issue is that whose understanding of religion or patriotism will prevail; who controlled 

the levers of force by the end the Taliban had their control on those levers (Rais, 2001). The 

objective of the Taliban became successful by establishing control over Afghanistan. Taliban 
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assumed that peace be availed with the surrender of all ethnic factions and the 

acknowledgement of their political power. This was doubtful in perspective of Afghan tribal 

society, and absence of space being shown by the Taliban for other ethnic factions: besides 

they wanted others to acknowledge Mullah Omar. The Taliban achieved their goals with 

removal of toll tax posts and barriers raised by the warlords. Shura (a consultative board 

comprised of clerics) was established in every part of the country they controlled. The 

foundation of an Islamic Government, check on drug trafficking, smuggling of weapons, and 

rule of law was their agen da. Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan was the new name given by 

them to Afghanistan. For structuring Islamic administration, Shura was the base involving 

some 12-15 senior decision makers from religious community. A number of them 

participated in the frontline Taliban operations.  Populace related issues, in the territory 

under the Taliban were taken care of by a Kandhar based Shura, which involved 30 to 40 

religious leaders. The leadership of Taliban was unclear and obscure; whereas militarily 

skilled commanders were operating with the help of arms and ammunition left by Hikmatyar 

and Rabbani groups to achieve their objectives. Taliban culture was practiced on the support 

of general public in line with authoritarian Islamic laws. 

Religious Police under Maulvi Kalamuddin which was in charge of execution of the requests 

in view of Sharia was under practice. The police had the power to ignore the guilty parties 

there and then a notice was circulated for strict execution. 

It was illegal for women from leaving their homes without Burqa (a veil covering from head 

to toe with gauze in front of eyes to look through) and male senior of the house was made in 

charge of their ladies. Moreover, ladies could just consult a female doctor only; however, in 

case of emergency the patient must be accompanied by a close male relative, if seen by a 
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male doctor. Music was banned in shops, hotels, vehicles. Men were ordered to grow beard 

otherwise they would be jailed. Moreover, playing cards, posters with photographs, 

gambling, growing long hair of men, banned usury interest, drug users and dealers were 

asked to be sent to jail.  If Taliban had seen anyone moving around during prayer times he 

would also be sent to jail (Agha, 2000).  

3.7. Reasons for Taliban’s Failure 

The outside world knew little about Taliban, the misconception was due to restricted access 

of the international media in Afghan culture, and as a result, whatever was provided on hand 

was accepted by the world. Fewer passports were issued to reporters who were closely 

escorted, whereas others martyred their own perspectives. This strategy was practiced till 

they were attacked by US; Taliban blamed relief providing organizations for preaching 

Christianity and were discourteous to the female workforce which was not allowed to work 

without veil (Edwards, 2002). Several Non-Government Organizations (NGOs), left as they 

were not allowed to contact females.  In November 1997, United Nations High 

Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) closed a large number of its projects due to the 

refusal of their delegates to cover their self. (Crisp; Dessalengne; Furley; Hamlischl; 

Janowski & Marshal, 2000) Afghanistan was transformed into a calamity zone and an 

example of humanitarian predicament when UN and aid giving states stopped the aid. 

Taliban practiced realism with no flexibility. In 2001, they captured ten aid employees 

(Karmer & Civic, 2013), in charge of spreading Christianity, and tried to castigate them, but 

ultimately freed them in the middle of war.  
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 Ignorant about diplomatic tactics, Taliban disregarded UN, repeated captures of aid 

employees, harboring of terrorists and dual drug control policy constrained Kofi Anan 

condemned them in United Nations Security Council (UNSC) on November 1997, in a report 

on Afghanistan & the United Nations (un.org). Lastly, they denied handing over Osama bin 

Laden and dismantling the Al-Qaeda network. 

A retired official of one of the Pakistani intelligence agencies told that Taliban were ignorant 

about international relations, they didn’t allowed television and the society was quite 

conservative and cut off from the outside world. Therefore, the Taliban had developed a 

narrow view of the world; likewise, due to lack of access by the international community-it- 

had a negative image of the Taliban. So when 9/11 occurred the whole world pointed figures 

at the Taliban regime.  

US and Taliban affairs started to get bitter on the issues, of Afghanistan's refusal to hand 

over Osama bin Laden who was accused for bombing of  US embassies in Nigeria and Kenya 

and it ended into US Cruise missile strike on Afghanistan in August 1998. Failure of Taliban 

to bring peace and stability to and protection of oil passage made them immaterial to the 

interests of US. Colin Powell, US Secretary of State, on 19 September 2001, enlisted the 

obstacles in US- Taliban relations: Taliban's refusal to handover Osama bin Laden, violation 

of Human Rights, constant assistance for terrorism and refusal to acknowledge broad based 

government.  

Whereas according to Afghan perspective, Osama bin Laden and his factions were active in 

Afghan Jihad and were effective, consequently it was their right to stay in Afghanistan: as 

Afghans refused Osama bin Laden and Al-Qaeda involvement in terrorism. But the terrorist 

attacks of the World Trade Center and the Pentagon brought Osama bin Laden and Al-Qaeda 
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on the hit list due to violation of US national security (National Commission on Terrorist 

Attacks, 2004). The Taliban were accused of providing safe havens to Osama bin Laden and 

Al-Qaeda. Thus the US fighter jets and planes with the help of Northern Alliance ground 

forces attacked Afghanistan on October 7, 2001.  

Another prominent action by Taliban was the destruction of two giant Buddhas in Bamiyan 

(Stancati, 2014). Taliban termed that to be source of divergence from Islam. This brought a 

hardened reaction from several others. Be it the Mujahideen resistance against Soviets, 

infighting of warlords after 1989 or US war on Afghanistan, Afghans have been seen 

changing sides as often as possible, and it's a world known reality that dollars were in flow in 

Afghanistan which Taliban were unsuccessful to forestall dollar strategies which blocked any 

solid resistance against US driven strengths (States, 2002). The world opinion matters a lot in 

contemporary politics. Taliban doings might have been correct, however, it was not tolerable 

to the world. Afghanistan was not only devastated by war, food shortage, poverty and other 

difficulties but also because of being a closed society which provoked opportunity for US 

and other states to form a coalition and take advantage of the situation. 

Refugee relocation of more than 5 million, turned out to be a grave  issue for the neighboring 

states and UN, especially by Pakistan that accommodated 3.2 million of them (United 

Nations, 2011). Moreover, Pakistan was faced with issues of social, financial, drugs 

smuggling, extremism, rise of fundamentalism, dacoits and gun racketing. Pakistan had been 

liberal in supporting the Afghan refugees due to their Muslim brotherhood feeling and did 

not limit their increased inflow which brought about an unbearable price that Pakistan is 

paying till date. Pakistan initially favored the Taliban. Nonetheless, with the violation and 

falling graph of human rights chart of the Taliban and their strategy to host Osama bin 

http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&text=National+Commission+on+Terrorist+Attacks&search-alias=books&field-author=National+Commission+on+Terrorist+Attacks&sort=relevancerank
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&text=National+Commission+on+Terrorist+Attacks&search-alias=books&field-author=National+Commission+on+Terrorist+Attacks&sort=relevancerank
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Laden, Pakistan restrained its foreign relations policy with Afghanistan. Though in the post 

9/11 political restructuring of Afghanistan, (Abdul Basit, personal communication, May 01, 

2015) "the Pakistani government tried to include Afghan Taliban political set up but the US 

was strongly against such suggestion and it insisted that the government in Afghanistan 

should be without Taliban" (Abdul Basit, personal communication, May 01, 2015) "the long 

Civil War in Afghanistan gave rise to the Taliban movement. People were fed up with 

anarchy they wanted to restore order in the country thus they welcomed Taliban". Other 

regional players involved in this array along US considered that peace was for the restoration 

of oil and gas pipeline if at first they acknowledged Taliban. UNOCAL's oil and gas pipeline 

venture from Turkmenistan through Afghanistan to Indian Subcontinent, upheld by US 

government, was seen as the most bold gambit of 1990s. 

3.8. September 11, 2001  

On September 11, 2001, 19 terrorists hijacked four passenger planes in the US. The attack 

was the first of its kind. It targeted the World Trade Center of New York. Two of the planes 

hit the twin towers in World Trade Center while another plane was slammed into the 

Pentagon. However, the passengers in the third hijacked plane overpowered the hijackers and 

did not allow it to reach its target. The plane crashed in Pennsylvania. The World Trade 

Center was completely destroyed and the whole world saw the collapse of the twin towers on 

their television sets. A portion of the Pentagon was also destroyed.  

The incident shook the whole world, particularly the US and the rest of the western world. 

Soon after the attacks policymakers and think tanks started commenting on the presence of 

Al-Qaeda in Afghanistan. All fingers were pointed towards the Taliban regime and their 
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flexibility to allow Al-Qaeda to operate from the safe heavens in Afghanistan. At the same 

day, Western media outlets started showing pictures of Al-Qaeda training camps in 

Afghanistan (Dickerson, 2011). 

Pragmatically, September 11, 2001 significantly changed the worldwide scenario, it impelled 

President Bush to state, "We will see no difference amongst the terrorists who carried out 

these attacks and the individuals who harbored them (alluding to Taliban)". It then chose to 

the dismissal of Taliban rule and looked for worldwide backing. According to Article 5 of 

NATO Charter, western world and dominant parts of Muslim states were called upon by the 

US to form coalition forces to eliminate Taliban from Afghanistan. Pakistan became front 

line ally and provided air bases, intelligence, and logistic strengths to the coalition forces for 

the uprooting of Taliban and Al-Qaeda nexus. Coalition operations started in Afghanistan 

with the failure of NA capturing of Mazar-i-Sharif. The US utilized NA's military force to 

expand air endeavor. Because of extreme multi-directional strain, the Taliban collapsed; 

tribal warlords and anti-Taliban groups took hold of important cities and Kabul (Clements, 

2003). 

All the major world leaders condemned the attacks of 9/11. US officials not only condemned 

the attacks they also promised the US nation of a befitting reply to the terrorists for what they 

did on that day. It was evident from the statements of the US officials and the Bush 

Administration that they intended to wage a war against the Al-Qaeda in Afghanistan. The 

Bush administration started to mould public opinion in favor of a long war against terrorism.  
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3.9. Post September 11 Developments 

As discussed above, the intentions of the Bush Administration were quite clear, i.e. to go 

after those terrorists and militant organizations who were involved in September 11, 2001 

attacks. In fact he termed it a ''crusade'' against them and their supporters. Since Al-Qaeda 

was operational from Afghanistan the US put forward demands that Afghanistan should give 

up Osama bin Laden and dismantle Al-Qaeda network. The Taliban demanded that the US 

must first provide solid evidence of Al-Qaeda’s involvement in the attacks of September 11.  

The then US President George W. Bush coined his famous notion “Either you are with us or 

against us”. Most of the world’s nations including Pakistan decided to side the US. On the 

one hand, the US and Taliban started giving statements on international media explaining 

their point of views while, on the other the UN approved attack of US and allies on 

Afghanistan. Just afterwards the US through its resolutions started moving its fleet towards 

the Indian Ocean and Arabian Sean. The Taliban consistently demanded that the US should 

provide evidence of Al-Qaeda’s involvement in 9/11 attacks and that would not give up Al-

Qaeda and Osama bin Laden without any evidence. It was in the midst of such events that on 

October 7, 2001 the US attacked Afghanistan. NATO also sent its troops to Afghanistan to 

help US fight its WoT. 

3.10. US Invasion & the Ouster of Taliban 

The Taliban were ousted as a result of the aerial bombardment of Afghanistan by the US 

after October 07, 2001. The US was of the opinion that with the ouster of Taliban and 

installation of a US friendly regime in Kabul they would be able to capture or kill Osama bin 

Laden and dismantle Al-Qaeda network.  The NA (it has been already apprehended) was 
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formed to fight with the Taliban and Al-Qaeda. Hamid Karzai was installed as the new 

Afghan leader in December 2001. However, the top leadership of Al-Qaeda and Taliban 

went into hiding after their defeat. Some of them crossed into Pakistan’s FATA, which was 

earlier used as a training area and launching pad of Mujahideen against the Soviet Union 

during the Afghan Jihad 1979-1988.   

The neighboring Pakistan was also pressurized by the US to curtail the influx of fighters 

against the US and NATO forces from its tribal belt. Pakistan violated the norm of 

diplomatic immunity and captured Mullah Abdul Salam Zaeef, the Ambassador of 

Afghanistan in Pakistan, and handed him over to the US (Gall, 2014). Time and again, 

Pakistan was officially; as well as unofficially, accused of harboring Al-Qaeda and Taliban 

in its backyard. Resultantly, Pakistan security forces decided to step into FATA and fight the 

terrorists. It brought Pakistani security forces under the radar of the Al-Qaeda and Taliban 

fighters. The Taliban and Al-Qaeda fighters started resistance against the Pakistani security 

forces too, in addition to the Afghan government and the US.  

3.11. The Bush Doctrine 

The system changed under the administration of George W. Bush; and the full shape of 

which became visible in September 2002 after the publication of "The National Security 

Strategy of the United States." As plot in this position paper, US foreign policy lays on three 

fundamental pillars: a principle of unrivaled military supremacy, the idea of preemptive or 

preventive war, and a readiness to act unilaterally if multilateral participation cannot be 

achieved.  
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President Bush contended that the new strategy was important to stop the proliferation of 

weapons of mass destruction. Bush explained that the policy of deterrence was not enough to 

prevent terrorist organizations and rogue states from the use of chemical, biological and 

nuclear weapons.  

"Given the goals of rogue states and terrorists, the United States can no longer solely rely on 

a reactive posture as we have in the past. The inability to deter a potential attacker, the 

immediacy of today's threats, and the magnitude of potential harm that could be caused by 

our adversaries' choice of weapons, do not permit that option. We cannot let our enemies 

strike first....Traditional concepts of deterrence will not work against a terrorist enemy 

whose avowed tactics are wanton destruction and the targeting of innocents; whose so-called 

soldiers seek martyrdom in death and whose most potent protection is statelessness" (State, 

2002).  

3.12. Taliban on the Run 

After the 9/11 attacks, US Special Forces attacked with the help of NA and some Afghan 

Pashtun forces through aerial bombardment. As discussed earlier the Taliban regime was 

disintegrated, and its operatives and leaders fled to the tribal belt of Pakistan. Since then 

around sixty thousands Taliban fighters are assessed to have been slaughtered, injured, or 

caught in late 2001 and mid 2002, aforementioned Professor Dr. Kenneth Holland, Executive 

director of the Center for International Development Ball State University, Indiana USA an 

expert on US-NATO forces (Dr. Kenneth Holland, Personal communication, April 24, 2015). 
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The rest either blended into the Afghan society or fled to the ethnic Pashtun- and Baloch-

majority parts in Pakistan. Pakistan's Deobandi JUI, political party, started to activate a huge 

number of madrassa students to oppose the US invasion of Afghanistan.  

Prominent Afghan at the UN-supported Bonn Conference: after the fall of Kandahar in 

December 2001. A Loya Jirga comprised of prominent post Taliban Afghan political figures, 

met in June 2002. The Taliban were not welcomed to the Bonn Conference and thus, did not 

take interest in the subsequent Loya Jirgas and decisions.  

3.13. Haqqani Network's Migration to Pakistan  

Jalaluddin Haqqani moved to Pakistan in the time of Daud Khan, a Russian specialist Prime 

Minister/ President of Afghanistan. While Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto was Prime Minister, Haqqani 

family was adjusted in Miranshah Camp, Tochi Scouts. Later, they were moved to Darul 

Ulum Haqqania madrassa at Akora Khattak established by Jamiat-i-Ulemai Islami, Maulana 

Samiul Haq faction. The family then moved to D.I Khan and finally went back to Miranshah 

Camp, NWA till 2001, when they were asked to leave the camp after which they moved to 

madrassa and houses in Dande Darpa Khel, Miranshah. In 1992, Jalaluddin Haqqani went to 

Afghanistan and around the same time, he was given responsibilities in the Taliban 

government. However, his family stayed in Miranshah. Every state has a right to back any 

group as for its proxy. States move ahead by keeping their interests, state does not move 

looking at the morality and culture, this is true that they were moved from NWA but they 

were in Pakistan. After the fall of the Taliban in 2001 Jalaluddin Haqqani moved back to 

Pakistan and invested his energies in fueling the resistance movements against the US and 

NATO troops in Afghanistan from FATA. He used the Haqqani network for that purpose.  
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3.14. Conclusion: 

The turmoil, political instability and power struggle in Afghanistan after the fall of King 

Zahir Shah had paved the way for Soviet intervention in Afghanistan during the period 1979-

1988 and led to the covert war between the Soviet Union and the CIA, GID and ISI. The 

Soviet inability to sustain Afghanistan gave way to the warlords and from the womb of 

lawlessness during the Mujahideen and warlords’ era 1988-1994, Taliban were born. The 

Taliban ruled Afghanistan with the support of Pakistan; however, the US sentiments of 

eliminating Al-Qaeda in Afghanistan, responsible for 9/11, brought down the Taliban 

regime. The presence of many Al- Qaeda and Taliban elements in the tribal belt of Pakistan 

made it difficult for Pakistan to remain aloof. 
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4.1. Introduction to the FATA Landscape 

The Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) of Pakistan has been in the limelight in the 

recent years, bordering with Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, and the East of Afghanistan. Being a 

legacy of the British Empire, the laws that administered FATA were endorsed by the 

Colonial Raj in 1901 (Olaf, 1958), comprised of seven administrative zones refer to as 

agencies of Bajaur, Mohmand, Khyber, Orakzai, Kurram, North and South Waziristan, and 

six developed districts of Frontier Regions (FRs), that incorporate Bannu, Dera Ismail Khan, 

Kohat, Lakki Marwat, Peshawar and Tank (Khan, 2008). Harsh mountainous terrain of 

FATA is inhabited with Pashtun history and culture alienated in different tribes (Khan, 

2007). Despite independence of Pakistan the populace of FATA have been subjected to 

obsolete laws of Frontier Crimes Regulation (FCR) sanctioned in 1901, denying them the 

rights to practice democracy, politics, rights, and economic prosperity that is being utilized 

by Pakistan.  

As an outcome of delayed disregard and separation from the state, economic disparity: 

having high illiteracy rates characterize FATA. Also, the incapability of the government to 

recognize it as a noteworthy and vital part of Pakistan that should be coordinated, the tribal 

area has been time and again, fallen under the control of terrorist factions. The ''economic 

grievances is one of the structural factors; that people of FATA, consistently complain. They 

have been neglected for over sixty years now, politically the government has not done much 

for them as a matter of fact during Afghan Jihad FATA was used as a Jihad laboratory to 

indoctrinate, train and send Mujahideen to Afghanistan to fight the Soviet Russia (Abdul 

Basit, personal communication, May 01, 2015). 
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 FATA was underdeveloped and till date it is under developed, it was not mainstreamed 

therefore, there was anger in people that tranformed in a revenge to change their way of life 

and they saw it in the form of the Taliban. When the militant factions of Taliban were on the 

rise in FATA, the argument used to be that they were alternative to failing state. A state that 

has failed: the people in FATA so people are now showing sympathy to Taliban because 

Taliban can deliver. The alienation towards state is political, socio-economic, total neglect of 

not doing enough for the people of FATA. Still to date there is no university in FATA. 

FATA comes under the mandate of President but the only head of the state who really visited 

FATA being the Prime-Minister of Pakistan was Zulfikar Ali Bhutto. No ruler of the state 

willingly visited FATA which gave a general sense of neglect, sense of being marginalized, 

and sense of being played games with. Openly people say military played game with FATA. 

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif went to North Waziristan with the army Chief General Raheel 

Sharif because military pushed him since there is an operation going on there; to give a 

feeling of legitimacy. 

Contending banished factions that regularly endeavor to look for asylum in a territory where 

there is practically zero state power; they increased their power purposes by winning 

prevalent backing of the people, and in the end set up parallel government against the 

establishments. Unluckily, FATA is one such area that has turned into a kind of place of 

refuge for antagonistic people and factions who have effectively exploited winning 

circumstances i.e. poverty, absence of education, state disregard and institutional detachment. 

Recent example is of North Waziristan when years back the militants including Uzbeks, 

Chechens, (Muhammad Amir Rana, personal communication, May 13, 2015). 
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The Pakhtuns of FATA having strong Islamic tendencies, administered  their lifestyle in form 

of Pakhtunwali (the mode of Pakhtuns) (Spain, 1972) spinning around a few standards 

including melmastia (cordiality), ghairat (honor), nanawatay (asylum) and badal (revenge), 

and has earned the Pakhtun the qualification of being the most accommodating, and in the 

meantime, the most cold host. A most convoluted effortlessness', the Pakhtun, as noted by 

Ghani Khan, will under no condition trade off on his religion and Puktunwali (Khan, 1947).  

All issues identified with tribal life and traditions fall inside of the domain of the Jirga whose 

choices are ordinarily as per Islamic Sharia and social conventions but a number of puktun 

are ''Sikhs'' since centuries. The Jirga, or dialogue, gets its roots from the Athenian system 

practiced in old Greece by a chamber of tribal elderly folks - Spin Geera (a man with a white 

beard) and Malik is head of Jirga, playing key role in decision-making and legal aspects, 

settling disagreements relating collectively and individually according to tribal traditions 

(Mahabt, 2008). Tribes of FATA are are descibed in appendex A.  

The 8,000 Pakistani militants who were actively involved in the “War in Afghanistan (1996-

2001)” and later after the fall of Taliban they ended up as fighting in the war that is still 

going on in Afghanistan as a new group called as Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan or simply 

denoted as TTP (Rashid, 2001). Most of these Taliban reside in the border of Pakistan and 

Afghanistan both. After the US invasion of Afghanistan in 2001, most of these group mates 

fled back and established themselves in Pakistan.  

The TTP who formally established on the terrains of Pakistan in 2007 under the leadership of 

Baitullah Mehsud. The leadership clearly stated their goals of creating and maintaining their 

rule in FATA. Due to the same goals and vigorous aims of TTP, the army of Pakistan has 
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been actively involved in counter-insurgency operations in FATA. Some analysts interpreted 

numerous attacks on Pakistani law enforcement, security agencies, government officials and 

foreigners as a reaction of Pakistan’s involvement with the US and NATO forces in the war 

against the Taliban in Afghanistan (Meyer, 2009).  

Although the difference between the Tehreek-i-Taliban Afghanistan (TTA) and TTP exists 

on both grounds as their history, goals and political leadership but the prominent similarity 

exist in their interpretation of the Islamic religion and the ethnic affiliation with the Pushtun 

tribe (Jha, 2011). Moreover, the Afghan Taliban deny all sorts of connection and affiliation 

with TTP. As stated in The New York Times when they quoted a TTA spokesperson said that 

“We don't like to be involved with them, as we have rejected all affiliation with Pakistani 

Taliban fighters ... We have sympathy for them as Muslims, but beside that, there is nothing 

else between us” (Gall, 2009). 

One more contrary fact about TTP and TTA is that the TTA and most of their leaders have 

been helped by the Pakistan Army in the past and they are also alleged that they even 

provided safe havens to most of the TTA leaders such as “Mullah Omar, Jalaluddin Haqqani 

and Siraj Haqqani” (Marcela, 2009). Although the army and other Pakistani political 

movements are alleged for internal links with Afghan Taliban but they both denied such 

claims and allegations (Rashid, 2010).  

The late leader of Afghan Taliban once requested TTP in 2008 to stop terrorist attacks in 

Pakistan and to start focusing on attacks and fighting with  International Security Assistance 

Force  (ISAF) and Afghan National Army instead (Rauf & Qureshi, 2013). Moving on in 

December 2008, a delegation was sent to Pakistan by the Afghan Taliban to persuade TTP to 
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turn over their difference with Pakistan and start focusing on the real war that was across 

borders of Afghanistan (Warikoo, 2011).  

Possessing the same names has caused a huge confusion among both these fighters. It was 

also believed in the start that the fighting troops of Pakistan army were taking the assault 

against the Afghan army in FATA but it was denied swiftly by the army officials at several 

instances (Meyer, 2009). The TTP has been banned by the Security Council of UN for the 

terrorist attacks in Pakistan and 2010 Times Square bombings (Albar, 2011). Obviously, the 

impacts of all such Taliban activities from both groups have created serious repercussions for 

Pakistan’s social, economic and security factors. 

4.2. Dimensions of the Conflict/Background 

Throughout the Taliban rule from 1996 to 2001, the burning issues were the struggle and 

independence of Palestine, Chechnya, and Kashmir. Main concern for the aggressive Islamic 

factions that were functioning in Pakistan and Afghanistan following 2001 became the 

removal of the non-believers from Afghanistan. The conflict in FATA, tribal mobilization to 

fight foreign invading powers, whether the British Raj or the Pakistani government, is a 

persistent phenomenon, whereas insurgency here is an- inter/intra-tribal a conflict between 

tribes, the state, sandwiched between state-backed tribal militias and the rebels. Ahmed 

explained the relations between the Wazir that are the principal tribe, and Mehsud that are 

blood related to Wazir and have cousin jealousies with them (Ahmed, 1983). Johnson and 

Mason elucidate, it started from Mullah Hadda to Fakir of Ipi, and number of these spiritual 

leaders have organized men of their tribes and mobilized to challenge the writ of the state in 

the course of fortified resistance (Johnson & Mason, 2008). Ahmed in his quoted another 
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example in his book of 1970s, that of Maulvi Noor Mohammad, the Mullah of Waziristan, 

relating it to the on-going insurgency in FATA (Ahmed, 1983).   

The author Nawaz expressed a class rivalry element of militancy kasharan (youth), 

underprivileged community who had negligible heredity from the tribal masharan (elders). 

Afghan civil war of 1980, stimulated social pressure group inside Wazir tribe that surfaced 

tribal businessmen who became influential in political prospects and were able to complete 

long-established tribal headship, this pressure group strengthened after the US offensive and 

gave encouragement to the kasharan that killed over 600 tribal elders and attained command 

of the political headship (Nawaz, 2009). Examples of which are Baitullah Mehsud, a bus 

conductor, Hakimullah Mehsud, a village madrassa dropout Maulvi Omar, a perfume seller, 

Mangal Bagh, a truck driver and a criminal specialized in car lifting, and Mullah Fazalullah 

worker of ski lifts. Another factor is the communist feature to the militancy that attributes 

labor class and Workers Party using violent behavior to objection of imbalanced allotment of 

land (Nawaz, 2009).  

As claimed by the extremists, Taliban were a consequence of the Soviet intervention, 

whereas the new-fangled Taliban are a product of US invasion of Afghanistan. The 

withdrawal of support of Pakistan to the Taliban government in 2001, and to the Jihadi 

factions in the Pakistani held Kashmir, the acceptance of the Durand Line was never 

acknowledged by the tribal Pashtun as an official border between Pakistan and Afghanistan. 

It became apparent in 2002 when the Wazir and the Mehsud tribe, chose to tackle the 

Pakistan Army, their policies, occupation, and their random attacks in FATA. When heavy 

civilian casualties increased the public curiosity of asking about the efforts of government in 

the counter-terrorist and counter-insurgent issues increased. These military operations by the 
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Pak-Army in the self-governed tribal area, led the circumstances of violent Jihad declared 

against Pak-Army and nonbelievers in Afghanistan and Pakistan. 

 In 2007 and 2008, the epicenter of the global WoT shifted from Afghanistan to the Federally 

Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) of Pakistan. Local Taliban Movement known as the 

Muqami Tehrik-e-Taliban was formed by Hafiz Gul Bahadur, and Mullah Nazir (previously 

their focus of Jihad was to support government of Pakistan eliminating foreigners from 

Afghanistan) (Abdul Basit, personal communication, May 01, 2015), to secure the interests 

of the North and South Waziristan Wazir tribes in 2007 which is an example of the inter-

tribal divergence (Abbas, 2009). The focus of Pakistan previously was to support Afghan 

Taliban in providing them refuge, and training.  That policy changed in 2003-2004, with the 

launch of operation against the Pakistani Taliban in SWA, and Bajaur and the crackdown on 

the Lal Masjid in Islamabad in July 2007. In 2004, Nek Mohammad, declared: The clans 

helped Afghanistan alongside the British activity, then against the Soviet intervention, and at 

the present they are serving them alongside the US assault. As Jihad is a religious duty, we 

must constantly exert it (Abdul, 2012).  

In 2004, various tribal groups, that would later form the TTP, effectively established their 

authority in FATA by eliminating / purging the established system of governance through 

Maliks/Jirga. The militants lead control gained more impetus after 2006 drone strike on 

Damadola Madrassa run by Maulvi Liaqt ex TNSM in Bajur (Thompson, 2006). This proved 

not to be an empty threat. Since 2007, Pakistan has suffered a sharp rise in suicide attacks in 

KP as well as in other major cities of Pakistan.   

To attain balance of power from Baitullah Mehsud and the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan 

(IMU) this coalition of Wazir and Mehsud factions of tribal militias, Qari Zainuddin Mehsud 
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and Haji Turkistan Bhittani, were backed by the government to fight against the Taliban in 

Swat in 2009. Government of Pakistan created a number of Local Lashkars in the Mohmand 

Agency in 2007, to oppose Taliban intrusion (Chandran, 2014). Local tribal lashkars were 

also made in Bajaur to take on insurgents (ICG, 2009). 

The existence, connections, planning, training of Uzbek, Arab Al-Qaeda, Uighur, Afghan 

Taliban, Tajik, East Asian, and fighters from Sudan, presence of Haqqani network in North 

Waziristan, Hizbi-Islami in Bajur (ICG, 2009), have clear linkages to the international 

Islamist militancy and insurgency in FATA from where all the insurgent and terrorist acts 

have been ratified and carried out in Pakistan, China, Afghanistan, Uzbekistan, USA and 

other Western countries. The trend of suicide bombing was taught by Al-Qaeda to the TTP 

(Gul Marjan, personal communication, May 4, 2015).  

KP and FATA are known since long for trade and smuggling of drugs, weapons and other 

goods from which these insurgents have been benefiting by giving sanctuaries to the foreign 

fighters in the form of residences, training camps, food etc.  

Kurram Agency is facing sectarian and inter-tribal fight between the Shiite Turi tribe and the 

Sunni Bangash tribe; likewise, Orakzai Agency marks Sunni–Shiite hostility, at the same time 

Khyber Agency has clash involving Deobandi Lashkar-e-Islam and Barelvi Ansar-ul-Islam 

forces (Nawaz, 2009). Baitullah Mehsud, openly announced launching attacks on US will 

surprise the world (Hussain & Page, 2009). This steady change of creating insurgency in 

Afghanistan, self-protective Jihad against the security forces of Pakistan in FATA, KP, 

Punjab, Karachi and possible attacks on West.  

The policy of Jihad of the insurgents the Pakistani-Taliban took a U-turn with the common 

approach of the people of Pakistan with this belief that Pakistan was fighting a war for US 
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due to persistent US drone attacks in the tribal area told Dr.Arshi Saleem Hashmi Assistant 

Professor at the Faculty of Contemporary Studies National Defense University Islamabad 

(Dr.Arshi Saleem Hashmi, Personal Communication, May 07, 2015). 

4.3. Insurgency  

Insurgency can be defined as ‘the organized use of subversion and violence to seize, nullify, 

or challenge political control of a region (Kilcullen, Porter & Carlos, 2009). Insurgency is 

planned use of insurrection and aggression to confiscate, abolish or confront political power 

of a state in isolation. It is principally a violent political move, in which both sides exercise 

armed strength to construct freedom for their political, financial motives and manipulate their 

action to be successful. Insurgencies are not always accomplished by a solitary faction with a 

central, military-style authority organization, other than it may probably engage a 

multifaceted prevailing conditions of diverse actors with different aims, freely associated in 

forceful and non-hierarchical factions. Recognized insurgencies can be indebted with 

appealing leadership, sponsors, recruits, and equipment, funded by unlawful actions time and 

again; and taking refuge in the safe havens (Dr. Kenneth Holland, personal communication, 

April 24, 2015). 

They merely require the dynamic support of individuals to make things possible; however, 

the passive approval of a huge percentage of the population gives a high possibility of 

achievement. This is accomplished when the political causes of the insurgency has strong 

demand, to manipulate religion, tribal or local individuals to take benefit of ordinary 

communal injustice or needs. 
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Insurgents search to achieve control of population from beginning to end through 

amalgamation of influence, insurrection and oppression by means of insurrectionary tactics 

to counterbalance the strengths of the security forces of government. Their intention is 

usually to extend their move violently, exhaust the regime and succeed adequate accepted 

support to force surrender or political adjustment. As a result, insurgencies progress 

throughout a series of phases, while the evolution and result will be diverse in more or less 

every case. The basic organizational structure of a terrorist group, membership, resources, 

and organizational structure determine the capabilities of as group reach (Musa Khan Jalalzai 

personal communication, May 6, 2015). A terrorist group operating in accordance with 

motivation by ideology dominated traditional appreciation of terrorism. Terrorist groups may 

establish cells based on family or employment relationships. Terrorist groups recruit from 

populations that are sympathetic to their goals. Religious motivation is tied to ethnic and 

nationalist identities, such as Kashmiri separatists combining their desire to break away from 

India.  

4.4. Rise of Insurgency in FATA  

One of the poorest and most ungoverned areas of Pakistan, FATA has turned into a rearing 

ground of militancy and discontent and represents a genuine danger to both Afghanistan and 

Pakistan. The socio-economic indicators of FATA are about half as the rest of Pakistan. The 

presence of TTP, Afghan Taliban, Al-Qaeda and other insurgents from across the world 

makes the situation more complex in FATA (Ahmad, 2013). FATA's congruity to 

Afghanistan and the negative spillover of the conflict travelled from Afghanistan into FATA; 
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the way US conducted their war in Afghanistan when the instability i.e. Al-Qaeda, Afghan 

Taliban came to FATA before that there was no Pakistani Taliban.  

Al-Qaeda and Afghan Taliban started shaping narrative which is something that appealed 

closer to human desire, emotions, expectations and fears. The militant/insurgent narrative is a 

propaganda that appealed to the people of Pakistan because this is what they wanted to hear 

and believe in with the vacuum created between the government and people; they wanted to 

make understand the world that there is no better way to understand rather simple which Al-

Qaeda and Taliban follow i.e. Muslims are being killed this is a war against Islam and it is 

not a war on Afghanistan, Taliban or Al-Qaeda; Muslim countries like Iraq and Afghanistan 

have invaded indirectly Pakistan's Tribal Areas with the idea that, Islam is in danger. 

Pakistan army is not the US allies actually they are the slaves of the US look.  

Saleem Safi expressed that one of the major concerns is that if FATA is the epicenter of most 

of the present day security issues of Pakistan. Why its status has not been changed and why it 

has not been mainstreamed yet? An Ex-official Pakistani Intelligence Agency, gave interview 

on the basis of anonymity (Ex-official, Personal Communication, May 11, 2015). He played 

key role during the Afghan war and WoT of a Pakistani intelligence agency feels FATA 

should have been mainstreamed soon after Pakistan came into being. However, the 

successive governments have till date kept FATA the way it is- a lawless area- in order to 

fulfill theirs-government- desire for malpractices. A lot of unaudited money is being poured 

into FATA for development; however, it is never utilized for public good and is distributed 

among Maliks and Motabars (trustworthy) through Political Agents. Consequently, all these 

authority figures utilize this money for their personal goods rather than public goods, he told. 

He elaborated that bureaucracy and tribal power structure are in unison with each other. The 
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existing lawless status of FATA suits their vested interests, therefore, FATA is kept the way 

it is and no substantial efforts have been made to mainstream the Tribal Areas of Pakistan 

(Saleem Safi, personal communication, May 17, 2015). 

Military operations are not for the protection of locals rather to protect the US interests, 

people of FATA fought into that reason for example Abdullah Mehsud is on the record 

saying to BBC ''that for months we looked for recruits for suicide bombing but could not find 

one, but with one drone attack people will come and volunteer for suicide bombing''. That 

paradox and contradiction in what the US did in FATA through the drone attacks and those 

US drone attacks legitimized the existence of these groups and there acts into the 

phenomenon of Talibanization.  

The US has always carried out drone attacks when there is a probability of striking a peace 

deal with the militants, the US officials are against any peace deal with the Pakistani Taliban 

by the Pakistani government as they think that it would strengthen resistance movement in 

Afghanistan against the US and NATO forces (Rahimullah Yousufzai, personal 

communication, June 01, 2015).  

The problems of FATA are due to the negligence of government in dealing with the issues 

there, government have always taken half hearted measures in FATA and to the common 

people in FATA the government of Pakistan is not serious in resolving their issues. The fate 

of FATA should be decided on priority basis to incorporate it into the political and economic 

mainstream of the country. The more FATA is kept the way it is, the more it will nurture 

extremists and terrorists. The use of force by the Pakistani government against militants in 

FATA and displacing millions of people is a complete failure of the governance and justice 
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system in the country (Rahimullah Yousufzai, personal communication, June 01, 2015). The 

chaos in FATA is due to the criminal negligence of various governments in Pakistan (Fazal 

Saeed, personal communication, May 01, 2015).  

4.5. Origin of the Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP)  

In the stir of Lal Masjid operation, on 3 July 2007, the Pakistani insurgents made Deobandi 

Sunni organization TTP formally known on 13 December 2007, under the leadership 

of Baitullah Mehsud (Amir) (Tolonews, 2011), to synchronize their attacks on the US–NATO 

Forces in Afghanistan and in FATA and KP and all over Pakistan against the Pak Army, and 

security forces (Abbas, 2009). Its vice chief (Naib Amir) was Maulana Hafiz Gul Bahadur 

from NWA. Third command was given to Maulana Faqirr Mohammad from the Bajaur 

Agency. Twenty seven militant groups assured their loyalty to Baitullah Mehsud under his 

command (Times, 2007). 

 Many of the TTP leaders were veterans of fighting in Afghanistan and had supported the 

fight against the NATO-led ISAF providing fighters, training, and logistics to Afghan 

Taliban. Ahmedzai Wazir tribe gave refuge to Afghan Taliban and Al-Qaeda in SW due to 

their understanding with them for the last two decades (Hussain, 2008), Nek Mohammed of 

the Ahmedzai Wazir tribe had experienced of the Soviet–Afghan War and Abdullah Mehsud 

of the Saleemi khel Mehsud tribe fought along Afghan Taliban.  

Sufi Mohammad, a Pashtun ecclesiastic head of the TNSM, (Movement for the Enforcement 

of Islamic Law), in 2001, accompanied with 10,000 youth from Swat went to Afghanistan for 

Jihad, of which 3000 got killed and rest sent back to Pakistan.  The Pashtuns across both 

sides of the Durand line (that refers to the 2,640-kilometer boundary between Afghanistan 
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and Pakistan) do not accept it. Moreover, it later on spilled over to Swat District in mid 2007, 

and extended to the District of Dir and Buner in 2009, hardly sixty miles from capital. 

Pak-Army stormed a crackdown in 2002, in Tirah valley of Khyber Agency, Shawal valley 

of North and South Waziristan and opted to raze the houses and seizure of land of the 

rebellious tribesmen as a communal punishment with US pressure who had connections with 

the Islamic organizations and given refuge to the foreign militants and Al-Qaeda, fleeing 

from Afghanistan into FATA in the wake of ''Operation Enduring Freedom'' in 

2001(Hussain, 2008). Nek Mohammad organized an armed offensive against the Pak Army 

with heavy loss of tribal life (Zaidi, 2010). The tribal elders turned against Pak-army to 

surrender the foreign fighters and considered themselves as resistors not attackers or 

mentioned as ‘accidental guerrilla syndrome’, by David (Kilcullen, 2009). 

Mullah Mohammad Omar, Mullah Dadullah, Mullah Obeidullah,  Jalaluddin Haqqani, 

Osama bin Laden and Ayman al-Zawahiri, accompanied by Arab Al-Qaeda Uzbek, 

Sudanese, Afghan fighters, Chechens and East Asians all took refuge in the Tribal Areas of 

Pakistan following the US invasion of Afghanistan (Shahzad, 2012). For the sake of safe 

haven bin Laden's associates threw millions of dollars to seek refuge (Hussain, 2008). Mullah 

Mohammed Omar and Mullah Dadullah in 2002 recruited Pakistani tribal, from madrassas 

and to induct the Taliban episode to flourish in FATA and to carry out insurgent attacks in 

Afghanistan (Shahzad, 2012). Al-Qaeda funded the tribal's to hire training camps and control 

centers inside FATA. They recruited and paid $250 per month to Pakhtoon tribal (Hussain, 

2008). Pamphlets were circulated by the Council in the North and South Waziristan’s 

mosques to call Mullah Mohammed Omar and Osama bin Laden, confirming their loyalty to 

the Afghan Taliban and Al-Qaeda, respectively.  
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In 2004, various tribal factions, that later formed the TTP, effectively established their 

authority in FATA by eliminating / purging the established system of governance through 

Maliks / Jirga. The TTP are also called neo-Taliban, operating against Pakistan by dividing, 

increasing violent disorder, raising non-state militias, endeavor to attack their patron’s 

homeland, combating for a brand name of imperialism. Allama Iqbal criticized in his 1930 

address i.e. changing Pakistan into a system of government by priests claiming a divine 

commission (White, 2008).   

Insurgency limited to NWA, extended subsequently to FATA, KP, Islamabad, Lahore and 

Karachi (Yusufzai, 2008). Local insurgents formed several factions in the seven agencies of 

FATA and Swat District in the time period. The militants led control gained more impetus 

after October 2006 Predator strike on Damadola madrassa run by Mulvi Liaqat, ex TNSM in 

Bajaur (Rahimullah Yousufzai, personal communication, June 01, 2015).     

4.6. Role of Taliban (Youth) in Radicalization 

As of late, FATA has turned into a cause of tension between the United States and Pakistan, 

as US attacks into FATA have created a war of words and even direct encounters between 

Pakistani and US forces on the Pak-Afghan border. FATA is additionally viewed as home to 

numerous Al- Qaeda members, particularly various foreigners from the Arab world, Central 

Asia, Muslim territories of the Far East, and even Europe who came to FATA during the 

past (Chaudhry & Wazir, 2012).         

 Adjoining FATA and the KP toward the north and west in Afghanistan is a string of nine 

areas (from north to south: Nuristan, Kunar, Nangarhar, Khost, Paktika, Zabol, Kandahar, 

Helmand, and Nimruz), the majority of which are possessed by Pashtuns. Nuristan, Kunar, 
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and Nimruz have other tribal factions too; however, the ethos is to a great extent Pashtun. 

Moreover, after these nine are the vigorously Pashtun regions of Paktia and Logar. There are 

around forty two percent Pashtuns living in that region thus it is the single largest ethnic 

groups in Afghanistan (Whitehouse, 2008). Of the Pashtun populace in Pakistan, around 3 

million live in its biggest city, Karachi. Interestingly, generally a large portion of the number 

of inhabitants in FATA lives outside the area, though temporarily, as economic migrants or 

as dislocated persons which is another source of insecurity in the country (Gunaratana & 

Iqbal, 2011). 

The Taliban leaders utilized it for their actions to reinforce the thinking among the Afghan 

populace and those inside FATA that the Pashtuns, who have been traditionally leaders of 

Afghanistan, have been dislocated by brutal force. It helps the Taliban for recruitment and for 

accumulating backing in the Pashtun areas both inside Afghanistan and in FATA (Markey, 

2008). 

Pakistan sees Afghan involvement in FATA with reference to the Afghan Mullah Dadulah, 

the supposed father of suicide bombings in Pakistan, who was a insurgent leader in South 

Waziristan until his passing in a drone attack, and Qari Ziaur Rehman of the Afghan Kunar 

area who heads the militancy in adjacent Bajaur Agency. Pakistan's backing for the Afghan 

Taliban might have decreased after Operation Zalzila (earthquake) in 2008 (Gunaratana & 

Iqbal, 2011).  

The Pashtun belt in Afghanistan and Pakistan is comprised of inhospitable and extremely 

difficult terrain. The mix of Pashtunwali and Sharia has delivered a lifestyle that has been 

polished for a considerable length of time. Among its numerous highlights the strongest is to 
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give a domain in which they can live as per their own laws and practices. The tribes work 

through their Maliks, or influential's, which are chosen for favors by the Political Agents 

(PA) of every Agency. The number of Maliks changes from Agency to Agency (Zahid, 

2013). 

Previously, the Afghan Taliban discernibly abstained from getting into direct fight with their 

hosts in the southern parts of FATA, and the Pakistan Army seemed to have furnished a 

proportional payback. However, things could not remain the same. In the north, in Bajaur 

specifically, there is clear proof of some of the Afghan leaders’ involvement in the Taliban 

uprising. Moreover, it is getting to be hard to separate the Afghan Taliban and the local 

insurgents (Zetterlund, 2009). Likewise, components of Al-Qaeda keep on utilizing FATA as 

a base and preparation ground for Al-Qaeda and its franchisees, including the conservative 

Sunni radical factions from Central and Southern Punjab inside the Pakistani hinterland.  

People of FATA had sympathy towards Al-Qaeda in general, and for the Taliban in 

particular. Taliban and Al-Qaeda have shaped a powerful alliance. US military sources talks 

of presence of Uzbeks, Arabs, and other foreigners in different assaults inside Afghanistan 

(Gunaratana & Iqbal, 2011). 

Adding to the witches' blend of fear and militancy in FATA is the rise of a homegrown TTP. 

TTP structured a territorial cooperation through alliances with Sunni insurgent factions in the 

settled parts of the KP, for instance Dir, Malakand, and Swat.  

The TTP and its offshoots have taken the fight against the Pakistani state into the hinterland 

and are broadly accepted to have been behind a portion of the horrendous assaults inside 

Pakistan, including the death of Benazir Bhutto, ex-prime minister, in December 27,  2007 in 
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Rawalpindi and the bombing of the Marriott Hotel Islamabad in September 2008. List of 

rebel groups operating in FATA and Swat district/ region is given in appendix B. 

4.7. Differences of the TTP with the Afghan Taliban 

Afghan Taliban are at variance to a great extent from TTP in the past objectives and 

command but in cooperation, by and large they have a general understanding of the religion 

that brings them together on the same lines (Nordland, 2011). Afghan Taliban time and again 

disagree with any association with TTP. In The New York Times, it was indicated by one of 

Afghan Taliban with the intention of: "We don't like to be involved with them, as we have 

rejected all affiliation with Pakistani Taliban fighters. We have sympathy for them as 

Muslims, but beside that, there is nothing else between us" (Gall, 2009). 

TTP expressed their goal to set up their rule in FATA, targeting Pakistan security forces 

which estranged TTP from Afghan Taliban that were and are backed by Pakistan Army to 

strengthen their hold in Afghanistan again. In the end of 2008 and beginning of 2009, Mullah 

Omar, chief of Afghan Taliban, asked TTP to put an end to their attacks in Pakistan, and 

unite with them in Afghanistan (Nordland, 2011). South Asian scholar, Gilles Dorronsoro, 

presently at the Carnegie Endowment of International Peace said: "The fact that they have 

the same name causes all kinds of confusion."Rahimullah also expressed the same views and 

hold the opinion that there are many differences on various grounds between the Pakistani 

Taliban and Afghan Taliban (Rahimullah Yousufzai, personal communication, June 01, 

2015). 
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4.8. TTP Ideology  

The Pakistani militants Jihad revolves around their language that echoes Islamic 

fundamentalism on the foundations of their interpretations of Wahabism, Salafism, Ahl-e-

Hadith or Deobandi set of guidelines. Their universal enemies are Shiite factions, Barelvi, 

Sufi of Islam, the policies of US, Israel, and India. Their basic ideology and goals revolve 

around the re-establishment of Khilafat and the launch of a Sharia based country, teaching 

the philosophy of worldwide Jihad based on the thought of an integrated ummah. They 

assess critically government of Pakistani and US foreign policy. They want implementation 

of Takfiri ideology and Sharia. Investigating recent messages delivered by Hakimullah 

Mehsud, Wali-ur Rehman, and the TTP spokesman, Azam Tariq, they want a Pakistan free of 

western manipulation, they censure US drone-strikes, on Pakistan causing innocent deaths 

(Zelin, 2014). TTP criticizes the government of Musharraf and his successor Asif Zardari, 

associates of US and believe ISI is attached to CIA (Hussain, 2012).  

Mullah Nazir putting himself forward stated that TTP besides disagreement and division with 

the Afghan Taliban is vigorously sustaining the war endeavor in the country in opposition to 

the US led NATO, and ISAF forces. Mullah Nazir shows his loyalty towards Mullah Omar. 

Approving the takfiri doctrine of the medieval legal scholar Taqi-ad-Din Ahmad Ibn 

Taymiyyah, and rejuvenated by Sayyid Maulana Abul Ala Mawdudi and Sayyid Qutb. TTP 

give good justification for their position of hostility with other Muslims. Under this doctrine, 

the Pakistani government, due to its loyalty towards USA kuffaar (Infidel) countries, is 

regarded as ridda meaning non-Muslim, fasidah means dishonest ruler, degraded by ghazw 

fikri, the charm of western thoughts. As such TTP wages what it terms self-protective Jihad 

in opposition to the Pakistani security forces, the NATO delivery trucks. The TTP bombed 
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western targets within UN’s World Food Program in October 2009 as the organization was 

percieved promoting and serving the agenda of US. 

They stipulate the release of Lal Masjid Imam Maulana Abdul Aziz, elimination of military 

check points in FATA and rejection of any opportunity of peace agreement with the Pakistan 

government (Dwan, 2007). One limb of the TTP was formed to punish the ones responsible 

for Lal Masjid operation, and other factions vowed to seek revenge for the ones martyred in 

the raid (Abbas, 2009).  

TTP ideology marks sectarian viewpoint by insertion of leaders and infrastructure having 

sectarian background. Linkages to the Punjabi Taliban, LeJ (Rafiq, 2014), Al- Qaeda leading 

to sectarianism, suicide bombings, and targeting Shiite in particular, have caused mass 

casualties told Lt. Colonel Abdul Basit Deputy Director Publication (ISSRA) National 

Defense University Islamabad (Lt. Colonel Abdul Basit, Personal Communication, May 07, 

2015).  

The February 2009 union of warring Waziristani activist leaders additionally included in its 

plan the execution of Sharia. The TTP's commitment to Sharia law showed itself in their 

feature entitled Bloodshed', revenge, and advancing the concept of 'Sharia ya shahadat' 

(Sharia or Martyrdom) as their trademark (Kilcullen, 2009). For the greater part of the 

feature, the benefits of Islam – or rather TTP's particular image of Islam – are hailed. Islam is 

introduced as a religion with worldwide request, one which can go about as a panacea for all 

the world's afflictions: 'Ought to the world, which is torn by defilement and inauspiciousness, 

embracing Islam, will turn it into serenity and strength (Giustozzi, 2007). Necessary to the 

battle to supplant Pakistan's constitution with Sharia is the lost conviction that Pakistan's 
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creation and character is ascribed to Islam and is subsequently 'certain to be directed by 

Islamic law (Ahmed, 1983). 

4.9. Organization of TTP Shura.  

Naib Commanders of all the Agencies, the ex-TTP are the members of Shura. Shura Aali is 

not so effective and not working in the true letter and spirit as there are still differences over 

present Shura Ameer. Sheikh Maqbool Alias Shahidullah Shahid (dead) was a spokesman for 

TTP.  

 

a. Shura Aali   

Qari Shakeel (late) was the head of Shura Aali in place of Asmatullah Shaheen (late). 

However, there are reports that Sher Rehman Bhittani has been nominated as head of Shura 

Aali. Following are the other members: 

A. Sheikh Maqbool Alias Shahidullah Shahid 

B. Mufti Hassan (TTP Dir) joined DAISH (Islamic State of Iraq and Syria-ISIS) 

C. Abdullah Mehsud 

D. Sheheryar Mehsud 

E. Khan Saeed Khalid Sajna (own group) 

F. Hafiz Daulat joined Diash (ISIS) 

G. Maulvi Khatir 

H. Omar Khalid Khurasani (TTM/ JuA), (formed his own group) 

I. Hafiz Saeed (Orakzai) Ameer Khurasan DAISH 

J. Azam Tariq 

K. Saiful Islam (Bajaur) 
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B. Siyasi Shura (Political Shura) 

1. Qari Shakeel (dead) 

2. Mufti Hassan; (joined DAISH) 

3. Azam Tariq; (joined Sajna Group) 

4. Afsar Ali Pashtoon (Bannu) 

5. Anwar Gandapur (D.I Khan) 

6. Asmatullah Moavia (TTP Punjabi) 

7. Hafiz Daulat; (joined DAISH) 

8. Shahidullah Shahid; (joined DAISH) 

C. Shura Ijrai  

1. Sheikh Abdul Raheem (Swat) 

2. Qari Zilzila  

3. Other members are not confirmed.  

d. Media Wing TTP / Other Groups 

A. Omar Studio (Wing established at Kunar, Nangarhar & NWA). 

B. Da Haq Nawaz (operates from Dangam, Bajaur Agency). 

C. Saif Media (LI/TLIP) (Bara / Tirah). 

D. As-Sahab (Al- Qaeda) (NWA). 

E. Jundullah Studio (ex-Jundullah /FFs) (Mir Ali, NWA). 

F. Abna-ul-Islam (NWA). 
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Strength of Militants: (TTP and Other Groups). (Detail attached as Annex-C) 

a. TTP                           -   6000-7000 

b. Punjabi Taliban  -   650-700 

c. Al-Qaeda             -    20-25 

d. Foreign Fighters            -    1300-1450 

e. Independent Groups          -    11000-12000 

A Shura is made of forty privileged Taliban, an advice-giving council, for the guidance of 

TTP. The Pakistani Taliban have divided FATA for intelligence collection, recognition and 

abolition of spies, profits compilation, continuance of law and order into administrative 

sections by military commanders who lead each zone and give information to the local 

Taliban and Commander of Shura (Acharya, 2009). 

Pashtun based faction, TNSM, has spread insurgency along TTP to achieve the enforcement 

of Sharia, it was created by ecclesiastic Maulana Sufi Mohammad (Schmid, Hindle & Venes, 

2009) and apprised by his nephew Mullah Fazlullah who was appointed as the commander of 

Swat District. 

 The Punjabi Taliban is active in terrorist and insurgent activities in Punjab, finances, 

supplies assistance and provide workforce to the TTP. The PT, like the LeJ, SSP, and 

factions like JeM is active in sectarianism; in Kashmir, India and Afghanistan. The year 

2007, witnessed a series of events starting from the Lal Masjid, breach of peace accords 

between Pakistan army and insurgents in FATA, rejection of local support to the decision 

and strategies of the then President Musharraf, and the rise in anger of suicidal attacks by 

insurgents aiming Pak army. Local terrorist factions encouraged insurgents of FATA to take 

refuge and advantage of the safe haven (Rahmanullah Khan, personal communication, April 
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30, 2015). Increase in violence the extremist and insurgent activities of Taliban has made 

them known all over and current PT goal is targeting those natives who they believe are not 

behaving according to Islam or else work on the dictation of the west, that encircles the LEA, 

political leadership and their cohorts. They believe in the use of force and bloodshed to 

encourage a way of life that they think is right based on their understanding of the Quran, 

Law and structure of justice to follow their respective Islamic ideology, based on Sharia law 

giving one of the examples of ban on education of women by blowing their schools. 

Efforts have been made by the government of Pakistan to curtail these ills harming the 

security of Pakistan and Afghanistan. The official figures of TTP faction ranges from 500 to 

8,000 (Abbas, 2008). The official figures given by Pakistan Army in September 2009, is 

above 10,000 (Shehzad, 2006). In FATA and Swat, their number is above 5,000 (Mir, 2009). 

In an interview conducted by Muhammad Jibriel Abdul Rahman the entire figure of the 

insurgent fighters in Swat was given as 150,058 (Rahman, 2009) 

4.10. Leadership 

Although TTP does not owe its existence to any individual / groups however certain 

individuals and events led to its formation. TTP commanders / events are explained as under: 

4.10.1. Nek Muhammad Wazir. 

 Nek Muhammad was a Malik and belonged to Yargulkhel sub clan of Ahmadzai Wazir. He 

studied at madrassa of Maulana Noor Muhamad (JUI-F). He got admission in a local private 

school but was dropped out and then opened a shop in his village. He fought Afghan war 

against Northern Alliance in Bagram, Bamyan and Panjshir, rose to prominence and became 

commander of Waziri Taliban (Rashid, 2008). He was having close association with Osama 
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and Zawahiri, Uzbeks / Jundullah etc. He facilitated Taliban after their fall in Kabul. He 

formed his own Group Jaish ul Qiba Al Jihad Al Siri al Alami and led a force of 3000 ex-

Taliban. In April 2004, after fighting security forces in SWA he accepted the offer of 

ceasefire which resulted in Shakai Agreement. He was killed in a drone strike on 18 June 

2004 (The first drone in FATA), however, the Pakistan military took the responsibility of the 

attack; which invited the wrath of Taliban and locals. 

4.10.2. Baitullah Mehsud (18 June 2004- 5 Aug 2009). 

 He was Bromikhel Shahbikhel Mehsud, born in Landi Dhok village, Bannu. He was a 

madrassa student (Nasir, 2006), remained a fighter in Afghanistan. He assumed the 

command of Mehsud militants and emerged as a tribal leader after the death of Nek 

Muhammad on 18 June 2004. In December 2007, Baitullah became head of TTP, (formed 

after being persuaded by Abdul Wali Omar Khalid Khurasani). TTP remained united and 

strong on all fronts against State under his leadership. Baitullah Mehsud was killed in a drone 

strike on 5 Aug 2009, in SWA (Waraich, 2013). 

4.10.3. Hakimullah Mehsud (August 5, 2009 - November 1, 2013) 

Jamshed Mehsud /Zulfiqar also known as Hakimullah Mehsud was born in Kotakai, 

Jandola, SWA and was a Shangi Mehsud. He got some early education from a madrassa in 

Hangu district. He belonged to a poor family. He was a driver and earned his livelihood as 

street hawker. He remained associated with LeT, LeJ and JeM. Hakimullah was a trusted 

bodyguard of Baitullah and a diehard fighter. He was given command of Khyber, Orakzai 

and Kurram Agency in 2008. On August 22, 2009, it was announced that he was chosen as 
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the commander of TTP at the age of 28. He was also killed in a drone strike on Nov 1, 2013, 

(BBC, 2013). 

4.10.4. Mullah Fazlullah (November 7, 2013- To Date). 

 Fazal Hayat Alias Fazlullah, son-in-law of Sufi Muhammad (Defunct TNSM Chief), started 

preaching militancy in 2006 in Swat. Earlier, he was a sky lift operator in Fizagat area and 

also used to run a firewood stall in Mingora. He remained activist of TNSM and went to 

Afghanistan after US attack (October 7, 2001) (Dawn, 2013). He fought against security 

forces of the state in Swat, Dir, Buner and is involved in number of high profile terrorist 

activities including killing of General Sanaullah, General Officer Commander (GOC) 17 

Div. After the death of Hakeemullah, TTP elected Mullah Fazlullah (Guardian, 2013) as it's 

head on November 7, 2013.  

Many of the TTP leaders are connected to the religious based political parties in Pakistan, 

akin to the JI and JUI. TTP leadership challenges the constitution of Pakistan to convert to 

Sharia law, which itself is controversial amongst TTP, in the specification of their brand of 

Islam e.g. Deobandi, Wahhabi, Ahl-e-Hadith etc. 

4.11. Funding sources for TTP /FATA's Warlord Administrations  

Warlord regimes feature either parasitic or predatory war economies. Parasitic economies 

feature insurgents benefiting from local production and profits through a stable tax base. 

Predatory economies feature violence and coercive labor practices. In both cases, the regime 

either benefits from the extraction of primary resources or the production of primary 

products. Timber is a popular source of financial support. Its export requires porous borders 

and the cooperation of neighboring states to import it into the international markets, and it 
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brings in hefty returns. Drugs are another commodity with similar benefits. Brigadier Pervez 

Sultan is of the opinion that Deobandi madrassa are providing manpower to the Taliban 

while the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Saudi Arabia are providing funding to the 

Deobandi madrassa in Pakistan. He further expressed that the religious parties in Pakistan 

are working as NGOs to get funding from these countries and distribute them among the 

madrassa Brig Pervez Sultan (R) incharge of ISI Training Academy Islamabad (2008-14), 

Former Sector Commander  ISI Head Quarter Peshawar KP (2004-8), active in ''Operation 

Al-Mezan'' (Brigadier Pervez Sultan (R), Personal Communication, May 11, 2015). 

Similarly, Major General Tayyab also considers support from the Gulf countries to 

madrassas and militants as a major factor in igniting and sustaining Talibanization in 

Pakistan (Major General Tayyab Azam, personal communication, May 22, 2015).  

It is necessary to know; that these militants do not shape a combined front and that the 

present insurrectionary movement is in fact decentralized and often broken, distressed from 

disruptive behavior, divergence, and insurgent infighting. Any meaningful analysis of the 

movement will have to look into the micro-politics of the insurgency. The writ of the state is 

challenged for power between differing warlords who battle without the rule of law 

(McCormick, H & Lindsay, 2009).  

A warlord administration is a totalitarian power with a neighborhood syndication of 

viciousness and positive influence of coercive control without negative force of universal 

distinguish against an expression that holds negative power without a corresponding level of 

positive influence. In this definition, 'positive power' signifies sway accomplished through 

exhibited capacity to oversee, while 'negative force indicates a status of sway given by a 

universal group. 
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The following characteristics of warlord organization portray fanciful arrangement of the 

Pakistani Taliban. The strength of a warlord and control over his group is increased with the 

ability to defend his group against the rival groups’ warlords (McComick, H & Lindsay, 

2009).  

A warlord organization is an absolutist force with an area syndication of fierceness and 

positive influence of coercive control without negative force of overall recognition against an 

express that holds negative influence without a complementary level of positive influence. In 

this definition, 'positive influence' means force fulfilled through demonstrated ability to 

speak to, while 'negative force' shows a status of force given by an overall faction. 

Warlord administrations offer either parasitic or savage war economies. Parasitic economies 

flourish from the neighboring countries and profit through a stable evaluation base through 

lobbying. Savage economies trademark viciousness and coercive work practices. In both 

cases, the organization either benefits from the extraction of fundamental resources or the 

formation of crucial things. Timber is a common well spring of budgetary sponsorship. Its 

toll obliges porous edges and the cooperation of neighboring states to import it into the 

overall markets, and it gets profound returns (McComick, H & Lindsay, 2009). 

McCormick and Fritz's speculative structure stresses a couple of connected spreads with that 

assessed by Giustozzi about warlords in Afghanistan, gets various parts of the nature and 

relationship of the Pakistani Taliban advancement.  

Pakistani Taliban were initially getting funds for their survival and growth from the local 

community and through booty from many businessmen etc. However, lately their resources 

have been squeezed linked the decrease in terrorist’s incidents in Pakistan to the decrease in 

funding to the Taliban (Rahimullah Yousufzai, personal communication, June 01, 2015).  
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It is most indispensable to see, regardless, that these activists do not structure a united front 

and that the current radical improvement is truly decentralized and often broken, 

encountering indiscipline, inconsistency, and maverick infighting. Any critical examination 

of the advancement will need to look at the micro-authoritative issues of the defiance. A 

substantial number of the names have appeared in the media and distinctive appropriations. 

Despite the fact that the TTP, a decentralized umbrella affiliation, has appeared as the best 

force of resistance, not all guerrillas engaging the Pakistani Army have a match with TTP. 

Various fomenters insinuate themselves as the Muqami Taliban (Local Taliban) however 

many local Taliban have parted ways with TTP or have become the splinter groups i.e., 

warlord regimes (Jamal & Ahsan, 2015). 

Amin Tarzi explains that there are 'two rule ideological clusters' inside the Afghan neo-

Taliban: one social event is changed in accordance with Al-Qaeda and sponsorships the point 

of view of Mullah Mohammed Omar a hard-line Taliban which rose near to the end of the 

organization; the second faction has returned to the Taliban's Pashtun roots and imagines that 

its base of sponsorship is inside alienated Pashtun community. 

In a similar sense, the Pakistani Taliban can be for the most part divided in two ideological 

camps. One faction is close to Al-Qaeda and has basically focused its activities against the 

Pakistani state and the Pakistani Army, assisting in the war in Afghanistan. Leaders like 

Baitullah and Hakimullah Mehsud and Wali-ur-Rahman are leading people from this camp. 

A second faction is made out of Pakistani Taliban who follows the Afghan Taliban's 

proposal and focuses on fighting against US and NATO forces inside Afghanistan. These 

Taliban have either left the TTP or are critical of its methodologies of fighting the Pakistan 

Army (Fazal Saeed, personal communication, May 01, 2015).  
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Mullah Nazir and Hafiz Gul Bahadur are two noticeable individuals from this camp. These 

two factions, obviously, are not solid in themselves and numerous occurrences of radical 

infighting may originate from factions that fall under the same ideological camp, for 

example, Mangal Bagh, who fought the Pakistan Army but on the other hand was a foe of 

Baitullah Mehsud (Mehsud & Khan, 2014). 

The ascent of various warlords trying to wind up neighborhood kingpins in light of the fact 

that there existed a condition where the Pakistani state's control over FATA was superficial, 

best case scenario and now nonexistent. In quest for force and money related motivators from 

FATA's black economy, numerous renegade leaders’ secured factions inside towns. The 

more persuasive activists of S-N Waziristan killed many tribal older folks or Maliks and 

opposed the Frontier Crimes Regulation (FCR) framework through which Maliks and 

political operators would control the tribal offices, making themselves as the nearby power 

brokers (McComick & Lindsay, 2009). 

The choices, in this manner, that are taken by nearby Taliban sections are in view of 

neighborhood political needs. Rebel leaders ordinarily battle and settle on those choices 

which suit their prompt family, tribe, and financial investments. This is not unordinary, 

obviously. As Weinstein composed, the methods to renegade factions that utilize are 

typically taking into account of the micro-governmental issues of insurgency (Reno, 2008). 

The warlord legislative issues are characterized by challenge, clash, and participation 

(McComick & Lindsay, 2009). The Pakistani Taliban development plainly emphasizes this. 

There are a few cases of revolutionary infighting. A few challenges give off an impression of 

being standard bury/intra-administration competitions. For instance, in Mohmand and 

Khyber Agency, nearby insurgents factions have battled one another over control of criminal 
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systems, neighborhood markets, "charges" on business exercises, and constraints over 

religious opinion. 

The concise challenge which followed between Hakimullah Mehsud and Waliur Rahman 

after the demise of Baitullah Mehsud for control of the TTP is an alternate illustration. All 

the more as of late, it was accounted for that Faqir Mohammad, the dissident commander of 

Bajaur Agency has surrendered from his position over conflicts with the TTP leadership 

(Fazal Saeed, personal communication, May 01, 2015). Baitullah Mehsud's battle against 

Mullah Nazir and Hafiz Gul Bahadur is a sign of rivalry between administrations with 

gimmicks of customary intertribal contention. Gul Bahadur has customarily supported 

battling the US and NATO drives inside Afghanistan and not battling the Pakistan Army. 

Baitullah has concentrated essentially on the uprising against Pakistan. Therefore, in the 

winter of 2007–2008, Hafiz Gul Bahadur (North Waziristan) declined to help Baitullah 

Mehsud (South Waziristan) against the Pakistani Army. In 2009, he further permitted the 

Pakistan Army to walk through his territories to assault Baitullah's administration in South 

Waziristan. Moreover, Maulvi Nazir and Baitullah Mehsud fought with one another in light 

of the fact that a large portion of the tribal leaders Baitullah had killed in 2008 were faithful 

to the former. 

Nazir's supporters, fitting in with the Ahmedzai Wazir tribe, started wandering the Wana 

locale and asking Mehsuds to leave the zone by making declarations over amplifiers. On 

June 30, 2008, Mullah Nazir and Hafiz Gul Bahadur joined factions against Baitullah, under 

the name of Muqami Tehrik-i-Taliban (Rahmanullah Khan, personal communication, April 

30, 2015).  
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Both Nazir and Bahadur were Wazir tribesmen and Baitullah was a Mehsud tribesman. This 

organization together was intended to secure Waziri engaged in the progressing clash. Wazirs 

and Mehsuds are conventional adversaries and this quarreling is illustrative of agnatic 

(cousin) contention, likewise called tarboorwali (Ahmed, 1983). 

The partnership can be clarified as a coalition would not structure if one faction is stronger 

than the rest consolidated. A coalition, obviously, can just structure when two factions are 

exclusively less compelling than a third, however, similar or all the more capable when 

together. 

Given that Baitullah's administration has wreaked the most destruction inside Pakistan 

through suicide bombings and inside South Waziristan through their 'war of the insect,' 

furthermore, has all the earmarks of being the most monetarily capable, it is not astounding 

that less influential leaders, for example, Nazir and Bahadur, would try to adjust the 

contending administration which is more compelling than their individual groups. 

Moreover, there are examples of insurgents executing adversaries. In 2008, Baitullah Mehsud 

had Haji Namdar Khan (Khyber Agency) killed after he joined an adversary faction 

alongside Hafiz Gul Bahadur and Maulvi Nazir. Baitullah Mehsud and Uzbek aggressors 

were additionally associated with having slaughtered Nazir's friend Mullah Khanan. 

Likewise, Omar Khalid (Mohmand Agency), who fits in with the TTP, had rival Shah Khalid 

of the Shah Group, murdered. Indeed with guarantees of examination by Baitullah, then 

leader of the TTP, into this undisciplined conduct no restorative move was made (Butt & 

Elahi, 2010). 

Besides, Mangal Bagh's Lashkar-e-Islami and Pir Saifullah's Ansar-ul-Islam have likewise 

been occupied with exceptional conflicts inside Khyber Agency. Conflicts between 
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individuals from the Haji Turkistan faction of the Bhittani tribe and Mullah Nazir and Hafiz 

Gul Bahadur of the Waziri tribe give an alternate case of inter tribal and inter regime rivalry 

(Yusuf, 2014). 

Revolts do have positive effect, since their tenet is taking into account the capacity to 

administer and coercive control, and need negative power on the ground the Emirate of 

Waziristan or other radical authorities are globally perceived. Taliban warlords live on 

parasitic and ruthless monetary practices. Some parasitic practices incorporate in October 

2006 declaration by the Taliban in North Waziristan to raise their own particular duties, 

powerful faction of gifts for Islam and Jihad from the masses, collecting of jiziya or 

assurance assess on minority groups by the Swat Taliban, Lashkar-e-Islam aggressors 

professedly coercing cash from truck drivers going in the middle of Afghanistan and 

Pakistan, and nearby Taliban agitators of Khyber Agency fining cabbies and subjects Rs. 500 

($6) for listening to music after it was banned locally, explained Assistant Professor Dr. 

Sohail Ahmad Sohail Ahmad of the Department of Humanities: Comsats Institute of 

Information Technology Islamabad (Dr. Sohail Ahmad, Personal Communication, March 27, 

2015). 

In different cases, they have taken individuals' dairy cattle and other animals by force. 

Moreover, in the wake of assuming control of Swat in 2008, the Taliban picked up control of 

its emerald mines and timber woods. In FATA, numerous activists have assumed control 

plants of specialists and private terrains and plantations in both FATA and Swat. 

Particular motivators – both social and monetary – can assume a noteworthy part in 

enrollment. Given the failure to direct hands on work, it is difficult to investigate the accurate 

part that social and financial motivations are playing. Some evidences suggest that the 
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radicals are utilizing a complex blend of social and monetary incentives for recruitment 

purposes. Weinstein composes that to beat the aggregate activity issue renegade factions may 

utilize social enrichments to persuade investment. Social enrichments, which incorporate 

interpersonal systems, imparted personalities, basic convictions and standards of 

correspondence, level ties through imparted participation in informal communities, and 

connection or normal ethnic foundation, help dissidents arrange by bringing down exchange 

expenses and encouraging collaboration.  

The Taliban dissidents enlisted members through social incentives and on the premise of 

imparted connection, tribal, ethnic, and religious character. Most of the recruits of the 

Taliban were/are jobless young men 'who have no prospects and no expectation for training 

and work' living in such undeveloped area. Instead of originating from madrassa, the Taliban 

recruits from populated areas where ordinary citizens live. The insurgents pull in potential 

recruits by investigating them out and after that welcoming them for casual discussions. They 

gave their members a sense of belongingness by associating him with peer groups. The 

association is then used to mentally condition the individual, persuading him to volunteer 

with the movement. Numerous youngsters in Swat and Mingora joined the Taliban in mid 

2009 on the grounds that they thought it would make them influential. With the power of a 

weapon: political sponsorship from the radical faction, the young men encountered a feeling 

of freshly discovered prestige. 

A significant number of the suicide bombers enlisted by the TTP through their Punjabi 

subsidiaries are madrassa students in their initial adolescents. The majority of these are poor 

and under/ uneducated.  
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Initially the Pakistani Taliban used to recruit from without any specific criterion. However, 

with the passage of time when people with military background joined the Taliban: They 

taught them to recruit motivated, healthy, educated and skillful people. Therefore, Taliban 

were then recruiting carefully to get the maximum benefit out of their members (Brigadier 

Pervez Sultan (Rtd), personal communication, May 11, 2015). 

With high unemployment and a moderate pace of advancement, the Taliban furnish tribal 

youth with cash, power, and appreciation (Rahmanullah Khan, personal communication, 

April 30, 2015). From multiple points of view the circumstance inside FATA looks like that 

of Afghanistan where young men are searching for achievement and glory have been pulled 

in by the Afghan Taliban.  

Access to monetary consent played a vital role in persuading potential recruits to join the 

Taliban. As specified in a report by the International Crisis Group (ICG), progressively 

neediness is being brought on by cash and unemployment is making individuals in FATA 

helpless against recruitment. A nearby master, referred to, in the report, enrollment on 

ideological grounds is uncommon and most enrolls join in view of financial and political 

underestimation. Like the Afghan Taliban, the TTP offer salary rates to its members. In 

2009, majority of the members of the movements got Rs. 15,000 (roughly $180) a month.  

The Taliban have been recruiting unemployed youth from southern Punjab by offering 

stipends of Rs.16, 000–20,000 (more or less $193–241) a month. 

There are numerous unlawful arms manufacturing centres in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Darra 

Adamkhel, for instance, in a criminal authoritative area due to its unlawful production of 

arms, foreign currency duplicating, bogus university degrees, and car lifting business. 

Control of this town gives insurgents simple access to weapons and money for pursuing the 
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insurgency and individual benefit. Abduction is likewise an extremely beneficial source of 

financing in this area for the insurgents. 

Cross-border smuggling from towns outside of KP is popular travel focuses to the tribal area 

where pirated merchandise goods are purchased, sold, and transported from China, Iran, 

Central and South Asia. FATA's town of Landi Kotal and Peshawar's Bara business stay 

some of the most renowned territories in Pakistan that individuals visit to buy foreign made 

items, for example, autos, TV sets, fridges, or Chinese silk, at low costs. Numerous 

organizations are attached generating income to back the defiance and numerous nearby 

Pakistani government authorities are additionally said to profit from the unlawful economy. 

 Therefore, clear motivation survives for insurgents to aspire control of the tribal area; it 

permits them the right to use arms, drugs, smuggle and rapidly extend the chances of 

financial advantages. Besides, considering Weinstein's disagreement, we can likewise 

speculate that numerous members in Khyber and parts of Orakzai and Bajaur Agencies – 

wherever the arms, drugs and smuggling are prominent – are inspired by financial 

achievements, and can be more out of control than insurgents of North and South Waziristan. 

General Talat Masood wrote that 'The local Taliban in North Waziristan have support from a 

cross-section of people.'  He likewise clarifies that the local factions which structure the 

Taliban have varying benefits. The resistance in North and South Waziristan is made out of 

ideologically inspired Taliban. Drug mafia, local criminals, and smugglers are located in the 

Khyber Agency. The ones in Orakzai and Bajaur are a blend of criminals of the ones who 

want to implement Sharia as ideology. In Khyber and Mohmand local insurgents are in 

control of nearby markets, and business. 
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Controlling the area has benefitted the insurgents economically, for example after 2004, Nek 

Mohammad Wazir had started a cell phone business in South Waziristan; with which he 

gained strength monetarily and extended his control to the areas that were previously 

possessed by Uzbek militants.  

Weinstein wrote that insurgents recruit people by guaranteeing superior future and allocating 

their political policies: redistributing land, growing financial support for learning, healthcare, 

participatory political frameworks, and end of ruthless regimes. The Pakistani Taliban has 

made the greater part of these guarantees. There is assertion that destitution, generating from 

absence of infrastructural advancement and the legislature's failure to give training and legal 

administrations, has made the insurgents show up as a beneficial option (Weinstein, 2006). 

Nawaz (Nawaz, 2009) describes the extended neglect of the local population for economic 

development and political voice has made FATA ripe for militancy as a means of asserting 

the rights of its inhabitants. Journalists reporting from the area wrote that the Taliban 

presented themselves to the people in the pretense of 'Robin Hood'. They condemned the 

medieval rulers and extensive landowners as exploiters, and instead guarantee by occupying 

land and redistributing it among the members, while slaughtering the previous one. 

The insurgents kept Swat capturing land in their ownership to show their lawful oneness. In 

different areas, for example, Khyber Agency, militant commandant Namdar Khan (late) had 

the power to get the land from landowners and to distribute it among the poor farmers. 

Insurgents additionally guaranteed and in part gave law, request, and equity, building 

communities for question determination and procurement of equity. The Taliban think that 

its strength comes from distressed youth from tribal area and Punjab. A large portion of the 

populace is strong supporter of the Taliban as a result of their quick and free dispensation of 
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justice, yet disappointment is voiced when their excesses make lawlessness issues or lead to 

military operations. 

The Pakistani Taliban has possessed the capacity to recruit many youthful Pashtun living in 

exile camps in the wake of being removed by conflicts in the middle of them and the 

Pakistani military. Taliban activists purportedly frequently visited these camps and identify 

with a few factions of youth to persuade them to take interest. Notwithstanding avenging 

passing's of lost relatives, numerous join because of disappointment at the legislature in light 

of the absence of essential human offices in these camps, where individuals experienced 

pneumonia and diarrhea. Their displacement and the government’s lack of preparedness have 

alienated them. 

4.12. Ingress in Armed Forces / Other Institutions. 

It’s a sensitive topic but yes we have ingress in the armed forces to a certain extent. He 

further said, 'I don't want to name anyone, for example who was Dr Usman? He was in 

Pakistan Army. Adnan Rashid served in Pakistan Air Force (PAF). Information always used 

to leak. Good and bad religious, secular and moderate elements exist in all organizations 

which cannot be denied (Abdul Basit, personal communication, May 01, 2015). Military is a 

much disciplined institution, and the policies made by the top command of GHQ, are 

implemented at all levels, no one can disobey it. But on individual level if people do this then 

it is different and it is nothing that can make our military worrisome. Giving an example of 

Edward Snowden he said also left military and leaked all information he had such kind of 

elements can be found in any society. Initially the military establishment was in a state of 

denial about this fact; however, later it was widely accepted that there was ingress in the 

armed forces (Rahimullah Yousufzai, personal communication, June 01, 2015). 
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There is mindset in the armed forces that is having leinency towards Taliban ideology 

(Saleem Safi, personal communication, May 17, 2015). However, Taliban in persons have 

not penetrated into our security forces. Ismail did not categorically deny the ingress of 

Taliban in the armed forces. However, he told that there were some instances like the attack 

on GHQ, the attack on Naval bases etc., but he told that these are minor instances and at 

broader level we can not say that Taliban have entered the ranks and files of armed forces 

(Ismail Khan, personal communication, April 30, 2015).  

The armed forces rank and file draws strength from religious motivation. This in fact 

becomes the sociology of death and courage to inculcate in the personnel the spirit of Jihad; 

once death is glorified and enemy de-humanized / demonized during peace time training, 

soldiers will court death with moral courage. By and large, the bulk of manpower hails from 

rural areas that are regulated by conservative traditions and values. As such, religion finds a 

special place in a simple / semi-literate soldier’s heart. This make-up of simplicity and 

innocence in all ranks make them prone to be misled by crooked 'pirs', 'faqirs', ideologues 

etc, who find them soft targets for their psychological motivation / indoctrination. 

Traditionally, JI ideology has been in currency in the PAF.Therefore, it may be logically 

assumed that the service may still be a breeding ground for spotting / recruitment of potential 

members (Fatah, 2008). Similarly, JI has ingress in PIA, trade / labor unions, government 

departments (especially education) because of ideological appeal.  

Commandant Frontier Constabulary Liaqat Ali Khan who served previously also on key 

positions of CCPO Peshawar 2010-12, ADDL IG KPK 2011, Joint DG FIA 2013, 

Commandant Frontier Constabulary 2001(CFC Liaqat Ali Khan, Personal Communication, 

May 20, 2015) categorically denied any ingress of Taliban in the police and FC on the 
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ground that it was not possible to remain undercovered for such a long time. He told that the 

system in place in both police and FC is such that it exposes real identity and thinking of a 

person very soon. Therefore, he said that apart from a few negligible incidents in the past 

there were no Taliban elements or Taliban supporters in the FC and the Police where as 

Tayyab Azam completely denied any ingress of Taliban or their thoughts in the armed forces 

and other institutions (Major General Tayyab Azam, personal communication, May 22, 

2015).  

There were some grave security breaches and attacks on the armed forces installation. It 

demonstrates that there is some extent ingress of militants or their sympathizers in the armed 

forces of Pakistan. To start with, the attack on the convoy of President Musharraf in 2003 

was not only the plan of civilians but armed forces personnel were also involved in the 

planning and execution of the attack. One of the convicts hanged in January 2015, Khalid 

Mehmood, was a chief technician in the Pakistan Air Force (Dawn, 2015). Likewise, former 

Junior Technician Pakistan Air Force, Niaz Muhammad was also involved in the attack on 

the President (Dawn, 2014).  

Similarly, in case of attack on GHQ, army sepoy Aqueel alias Dr Usman was sentenced to 

death while Imran Siddiq was given life imprisonment (Raja, 2011).  Likewise, the 

Pakistan Naval Services (PNS) Mehran, Karachi attack was also well collaborated by the 

personnel of Pakistan Navy. Court Martial for three high ranking officials i.e. Base 

Commander Raja Tahir, Commander of Mehran Base Israr and Lt. Commander Mohammad 

Absar was recommended by the Investigating Committee made for probing the causes of the 

incident (Dawn, 2012). In order to cleanse the military of Taliban elements and Taliban the 
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military establishment has to first of all admit that there is the problem and then it will be 

able to cure the problem. He said that denial of such realities is never a solution for the 

problem (Rahimullah Yousufzai, personal communication, June 01, 2015).  

4.13. Al- Qaeda/Insurgency / Support to TTP. 

During the Afghan Jihad, Al-Qaeda established its training camps both in Afghanistan and 

Tribal Areas of Pakistan in 1980s. In 2003 and 2004, when Pakistan Army started military 

operations against Al-Qaeda in SW, the local tribes, who had by that time developed cordial 

ties with Al-Qaeda members, voiced their concerns about it (Gall. Walsh & Schorzman, 

2014). 

Al-Qaeda used to pick fighters from Afghan refugee camps of Pakistan to fight in 

Afghanistan. It also picked young men from FATA for training. It had already imparted 

training to Pakistan Jihadi groups i.e. JeM and LeJ fighting for the freedom of Kashimir. 

Therefore, all Al-Qaeda had to do was to give direction and guidance to the loose alliance of 

Pakistani militants to inflict attacks on the Pakistan’s military (G & Libicki, 2008). 

The wing of Al-Qaeda to support international insurgency also strategically involved militant 

groups of FATA, which later on became TTP. Al-Qaeda supported and financed Pakistan 

Taliban to carry out attacks on the Pakistani military and security agencies. Lately signs of 

division over methods of insurgency and attacks appeared between Al-Qaeda and TTP. For 

instance, the Taliban attack on Army Public School (APS) in Peshawar on December 16, 

2014 was criticized by the Al-Qaeda (Yusuf, 2014). 
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4.14. Conclusion 

The rise of Taliban in Pakistan is a direct result of Pakistan’s role in the Afghan Jihad from 

1979-1988. The establishment prepared hundreds of thousands of Jihadis. These Jihadis 

were trained and used against the Red Army but after the end of the Cold War some of these 

Jihadis and foreign militants stayed in FATA while other local Jihadi contributed in the 

intifada in Kashmir. Pakistan's contribution in WoT antagonized these militants and later on 

anti-terror policy and actions against militants and their sympathizers cornered these 

militants. In reaction; the TTP was created with close links with AQ.  Thus, the rise of 

Taliban in Pakistan has its roots entrenched in the developments such as invasions and 

insurgencies in Afghanistan. 
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5.1. Talibanization in Pakistan 

 Religion does not cause Talibanization, because every religion has good principles (Musa 

Khan Jalalzai personal communication, May 6, 2015). Talibanization or extremism is the 

misinterpretation of religion, while religion does not support the idea. A man becomes 

radicalized when he feels humiliated in society or if he is tortured, or like in Pakistan, his/her 

relatives are killed or humiliated by the state authorities or a rival group, sects and party. The 

Peshawar school attack in Pakistan was a revenge of those tribal men whose relatives, sons, 

daughters or parents were killed by Pakistani security forces in the military operation in 

North Waziristan Agency (NWA) region. The result was that these people felt that their 

society treated them with injustice, with no hope and they felt that their lives were destroyed, 

they transformed from normal people to radical ones who hated their society due to the way 

they got treated. Perhaps the Talibanization process and the rivalries are due to tragic socio-

economic circumstances and ideological differences, but terrorism can flourish on the basis 

of any extreme ideology, religion or cultural / value system.  

The phenomenon of Talibanization is not limited only to FATA anymore. Since 2006, an 

overflow has occurred in the presence of Taliban almost in entire Pakistan as they have 

reached the far ends of the KP and parts of Punjab as well as in Karachi and Baluchistan 

(Dr.Sohail Ahmad, personal communication, March 27, 2015). The incident of Lal Masjid, as 

previously mentioned, clearly states that Taliban have reached their way to the heart of the 

country i.e. GHQ attack October 10, 2009 (Rao, 2009) ; attack on Sri Lankan Cricket team 

November 3, 2009 (Abbasi, 2014); and PNS Mehran attack on May 22, 2011 (Joshua, 2011); 

Jinnah International Airport attack June 8, 2014 (Craig, 2014); and Wagah Border attack 

November 2, 2014, (Usman & Ahmad,2014),  etc. 
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Ever since the Swat operation had started in May 2009, Pakistan army sent almost ten 

thousand soldiers into Swat to purge the entire region from, TNSM, TTP, Al-Qaeda and 

other insurgents. As a result of that decision, almost 600 Taliban/TTP insurgents were killed 

at the end of the 2007 in Operation Rah-e-Rast in Swat (Khattak, 2010). The actions of 

Pakistani military were continuously hampered by the supply line attacks by the Taliban 

during the entire operation. The rise of Talibanization in other cities and areas of Pakistan 

other than FATA and the tribal regions can be traced back to the mid of 2006 when the  city 

of Peshawar, capital of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa,  was surrounded and threatened by suicide 

bombings and Taliban attacks repeatedly occurred during that year (Dr.Sohail Ahmad, 

personal communication, March 27, 2015). 

During 2008, the impact of the militants was spreading fast and it was fiercely felt at 

numerous territories of Pakistan. While, Peshawar was threatened on several occasions to be 

taken over by the pro-Taliban forces, there were also events and comments circulating in the 

western Pakistan that the possibility of Talibanization is only near and it will be an imminent 

threat to the territorial integrity of the country (Nella, 2008). Many major and minor terror 

incidents occurred during the 2007, 2008 and 2009. Two major terror attacks in Peshawar 

during that era were attack in a famous market, Meena Bazaar, (Roggio, 2009) and attack on 

provincial Head Quarters of ISI in 2009 (Bright, 2009); also told Sher Akbar who served as a 

former driver at the ISI HQ Peshawar and was a survivor of the bomb attack of Peshawar ISI 

HQ (Sher Akbar, Personal Communication, May 03, 2015). Obviously, the forecast has been 

made to turn out as real when we analyze the present scenario of Pakistan and the events that 

unfolded till the recent days of early 2015. The wave of Talibanization has badly hurt some 
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of the major cities of Pakistan and the death toll has increased immensely when it is 

measured in the context of post 2007 Lal Masjid operation scenario. 

The military expansion of Taliban in Pakistan can be traced back to the early 1990s when 

Taliban and Al-Qaeda insurgents started to clout and influence the Tribal Areas of Pakistan 

in their move-in strategy. Ever since they have capitalized on their movements in Pakistan, 

their priority list shifted towards stabilizing their agenda through the inclusion of more areas 

in their expansion plan. Consequently, the insurgency spread from the Tribal Areas towards 

settled areas of KP. The other regions included, a Pakistani intelligence agency official told 

on the condition of anonymity, Lakki Marwat, Bannu, Kohat, Tank, D.I. Khan and the most 

resilient region of Swat. With such expansions their bondages with other militant groups LeJ 

also established and it aided them to expand into the other provinces such as Punjab and the 

important port city of Pakistan, Karachi, (Dr. Arshi Saleem Hashmi, personal 

communication, May 7, 2015).   

The failure of military operations and peace talks between the militants and the government 

resulted in more severe and extreme consequences in various territories of Pakistan during 

the entire span (Brig Sultan Mahmood, personal communication, May 11, 2015). 

For instance, in April 2004, there were negotiations held by the government with the 

militants of South Waziristan Agency (SW) which allowed them to establish a court system 

and policing units which is aligned with a style of Taliban and their preference but this peace 

treaty back fired at the government when this treaty actually ended up in helping the 

Talibanization movement in other areas of the FATA of Pakistan (ICG, 2009).  
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Similarly, moving into the Bajaur Agency in 2007, the Taliban were successful in the 

infiltration of militants so deep into the local government of the region that they enforced 

Friday to be held and carried as the official holiday instead of Sunday. Within the same 

period, they enforced a law in Khyber agency that prohibited people from listening to all 

kinds of music. They also fined people and taxi drivers who were caught and found guilty for 

listening to the music in their cars or even at private residences. According to, (Abbas, 2007), 

an upsurge of sectarian clashes also arose in the region of Kurram agency which is highly 

populated with the Shiite sect. One such conflict erupted in October 2006 when a group of 

Sunni’s prevented some Shiites from entering into a preserved shrine, the following year in 

April 2007, a parade carried by Sunni people was attacked and it left almost 50 people dead 

from that incident (ICG, 2009). Likewise, attacks were notified on Shiite communities as 

well which are not limited to the Tribal areas of Pakistan rather they are observed in other 

major (settled) areas of Baluchistan and other localized regions all over the country.  

Various influential clerics, political leaders and village elders were targeted by Taliban over 

the years as a reaction to their opposition to the Taliban rule and way of life. A familiar 

Pashtun tribal leader by the name of Malik Jahangir Mohmand was shot dead by the Taliban 

militants in May 2012, because of his confronting and loud stance against militants and their 

agendas in Peshawar Saeed, Sanator Shahi conducted by Yousafzai Nazir of the Shamshad 

TV on November 2, 2012. He belonged from the Mohmand Agency. Two other important 

leaders of the Pashtun tribe, Fazl-e Rabbi and Muhammad Javed became victims of suicide 

bombing by the Taliban as they both were paramilitary leaders and their stance was anti-

Taliban (Ahmad, 2013). This suicide bombing took place in Bajaur and TTP wiped out 

almost 30 people in the attack, two social activists from the Awami National Party (ANP) 
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were also killed by the TTP Swat chapter in Karachi who demanded these people either to 

pay extortion money or leave ANP (ICG, 2014).  

In the year of 2007, one more organization by the name of TNSM took on the education 

institutions of Swat and declared a ban on female education. The TNSM is also strongly 

affiliated with TTP and they coordinate their activities by encircling their unified approach 

towards all TTP strategies and goals. In the process of seizing Swat, they also burnt down 

hundred schools and other female academies. In addition to all the aforementioned 

regulations, they also enforced full veil dress code for women and ordered them to get rid of 

their National Identity Cards (NIC) because they have their pictures displayed in them and it 

was not an acceptable principle to TNSM. Moreover, they advised females to visit all public 

places only when they have a legal male partner with them. 

The same group imposed such regulations in Swat and surrounding valleys which allowed 

public floggings of all the accused ones. Within the same sphere of movement, a video 

leaked in 2009 April,  which showed a 17- year old girl getting flogged in public because of 

her criminal trial as per the regulations of TNSM (Bureau of Democracy, 2009). Mrs Justice 

Irshad Qaiser, Judge Peshawar High Court said with the intense situation in Swat during 

those days, the government pulled over the by hooking a deal with the militants which 

imposed the “Nizam-e-Adl Regulation” in 2009 (Justice Mrs. Irshad Qaisar, Personal 

Communication, May 15, 2015). This was meant to impose a unified course of law in those 

areas which is commonly known as the “Sharia principles”. This restored the (Sharia) courts 

in Swat (Shahid & Khan, 2009). However, the same deal collapsed later in the year when the 

government was accused in the international media and courts with the allegation of allowing 

and encompassing more liberal space to the militants through such deals.  
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The militant’s targets were not limited to public schools and institutions rather they switched 

pace with targets such as bombing the Sufi shrines and targeting workers who were receiving 

foreign aid for any sort of public reforms in those military operated areas (Khattak, 2010). 

The famous shrine of Lahore known as Data Ganj Bakhsh was also targeted in 2010 by the 

militants (Dawn, 2010). Similarly, on equal account of intensity, foreign aid workers and 

national passport holders were specifically targeted through kidnapping and suicide killings 

in the recent years. In a report by International Crisis Group (2012), it mentioned that in the 

year of 2012, during four incidents of abduction and targeting international workers, it 

swapped five international workers getting kidnapped (Pakistan News, 2012).   

It is believed that these militants in Pakistan despite being banned from all law enforcement 

and law regulating authorities in Pakistan carried with their agenda with impunity. They gave 

speeches and sermons to incite more violence, fear and hate in the targeted communities. One 

more confronting allegation is surrounded around the role and character of media in Pakistan 

as they were alleged with promoting the anti-US movement and flags in Pakistan and, 

moreover, they were condemned for not clarifying the radicalism that is induced by these 

militants (Rahmanullah Khan, personal communication, April 30, 2015). In a survey 

regarding the ordinary opinion of the masses regarding the role of media in this country 

showed that majority of the poll thought that the media was failing to show the real Islamic 

radicalism that is prevailing with such fierce activities by these militants. It was concluded 

that about 57% of the media concealed all news about the obvious radicalization. In addition 

to that, 35 % were of the opinion that the media favored these militants and they believed that 

it was enough to create a favorable picture for them among the masses to appeal more 

sympathy. Although all concerns about the media's role in this war was put to rest by few 
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scholars because they believe that it is the foremost priority for all Pakistanis to have it all 

settled and this creeping Talibanization has to be resolved with swift tactics and strategies 

(Azam, 2008).  

The two views of Talibanization are: 

(i) Based on pragmatic violence and  

(ii) Insurgent governance and communal training on the other hand has been dominant in 

parts of FATA and KP. In Punjab and Karachi, Taliban militancy has increased, 

nevertheless, revolution of commanding ‘Islamic’ Talibanization on the societal and political 

structure has not become that prominent. 

Baitullah Mehsud in SWA, Hafiz Gul Bahadur in NWA and Maulana Fazlullah in Swat have 

administered the Talibanization of their specified regions. One of the important elements of it 

is enforcing Sharia law, the Swat faction has taken their own wrong viewpoint way up 

adopted hostile advancement of its philosophy (Obaid, 2009). 

5.2. Sectarianism  

In 2007, rise in sectarian violence targeting Shiite stimulated by Al-Qaeda and suicide attacks 

have increased casualties. Mullah Omar’s government (Siddiqa, 2009), purportedly gave 

refuge to SSP and LeJ, in the end of 1990s, after the arrest of various elements of these 

factions they moved their bases to Afghanistan. After the Taliban upheaval in 2001, many of 

these ‘sectarian’ insurgents took refuge in Lower Kurram and Orakzai Agency, (Zahab, 

2009). Many of these militant factions were radical organizations that were forbidden by 

Pakistan during this period, possibly leading them to seek sanctuary in the country's north-

west. By the time Taliban got hold in the tribal belt, sectarian insurgents initiated suicide-
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bomb that brought violence for the Shiite population. With the rise of sectarian violence, 

Taliban strategies to attain local backing, by dividing them on religious lines to extend the 

religious hatred inside FATA (Franco, 2009) 

In the beginning of 2008, following TTP's capture of Darra Adam Khel, Hakimullah Mehsud 

was designated as authority of the area encompassing FATA agencies. They took clannish 

positions, associated, organized and communicated attacks against Shiite, who were held 

responsible for accepting backing from the absconder Afghan administration, US, NATO 

forces and for facilitating the Iranian plan of expansion of Shiite ideology (Rahmanullah 

Khan, personal communication, April 30, 2015).  

LeJ, sectarian factions and Taliban are playing key role in the spread of sectarian violence all 

over Pakistan. A suicide bomber blew himself in Chakwal's imambargah having 800 

individuals in April, 2009. In which 140, were injured and 24 were killed. 

The bombing involving Al-Qaeda and LeJ, assaulting the Shia, religious scholars, armed 

forces, agencies, policemen, innocent civilians and International community, have been 

behind largely targeted in Pakistan since 9/11 (Yusufzai, 2009). Despite the fact that some 

LeJ exercises are identified with growing influence of TTP  and Al-Qaeda 's emphasis on 

US/western targets, others stay inconsequential to this and seek after a singularly partisan 

motivation. 

5.3. Rise of Militancy of TTP and its Impact 

The circumstances are favorable for the insurgents and terrorists both in Afghanistan and 

Pakistan. Afghanistan is currently confronting a change from insurrection to all out civil war. 

Pakistan too has lost its capacity to govern FATA as it did in the past. The country is trying 

hard to recapture control even over parts of the KP where militancy has made a parallel 
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government based on terror. In 2002 the administration of President and Chief of Army Staff 

Pervez Musharraf moved the Pakistan Army into FATA; there are what might as well be 

called six infantry divisions in the region, with a joint military power of nearly 120,000 made 

up of individuals from the Pakistan Army and the Frontier Corps (FC), a paramilitary force 

recruited from parts of the tribal area. The presence of the military into FATA seriously 

compromised the writ of the Political Agents, who are in charge of taking care of the tribes in 

the seven agencies and six FRs (Nawaz & Borchgrav, 2009). The diplomatic authority of 

political agents has been supplanted by a supra power that harmed the political order and 

control framework in the Tribal Areas. Writ of the state was challenged by Taliban when 

Pakistan lost control, which was supplanted through force. However, it did not work and 

pushed militancy to spread inside FATA as well as into the settled areas of the KP (Dr. 

Abdul Shakoor, personal communication, May 03, 2015).  

Adding fuel to the fire is the presence of sectarian violence in FATA, specifically in the 

Parachinar region of the Kurram Agency, Iranian and Saudi-bolstered Shiites and Sunni 

powers through proxy wars. The conflict is now supported by the local people as well (ICG, 

2005). The infusion of Punjabi Sunni insurgents into the region has further compounded the 

circumstance, as have the connections between those Sunni faction and Al-Qaeda. These 

Sunni militants from the Punjab were previously the selected vanguard of the officially 

prepared and supported factions that used to take part in the Kashmiri struggle against the 

Indian occupation (Shehzad, 2011).  

A worldwide dimension to this unpredictable state of affairs has risen up out of the Al- 

Qaeda association, with FATA now serving as a magnet for repelled social and political 

insurgents from the West i.e., some British and a few Germans; and escapees from Central 
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Asian Regimes. The Afghan Taliban and the TTP have diverted their actions against the US 

forces in Afghanistan and the Pakistan Army and general citizens respectively (Nawaz & 

Borchgrav, 2009). 

Although several extremist groups control large swathes of territory across FATA, militancy 

is not uniform in the country. Forty insurgent groups are loosely aligned under TTP in 

December 2007. "The first turning point in the formation of Taliban in Pakistan was the 

meeting of Lieutenant General Safdar, commander of the XI Corps, with militant commander 

Nek Muhammad in Shakai in 2004''. Right after the agreement Nek Mohammad was killed in 

a US drone strike on June 18, 2004 and it was covered by Herald front page and a touch of 

heroism was added to it by media as well. This killing of Nek Mohammad had put the 

foundation of Talibanization in FATA. This gave an opportunity to the militants to work 

with freedom for their agenda of spreading extremist ideology which later on became a 

stepping stone for the formation of TTP (Abdul Basit, personal communication, May 01, 

2015). 

The government of Pakistan achieved some of its objectives through peace agreements with 

the militants: achievement of peace was one of the basic objectives of those agreements. 

Both parties did not fullfil their obligations in totality and in most of the times government 

was found to be quite lenient towards the militants' demands. However, the responsibility of 

the violation of peace agreements solely on the Taliban as they did not comply with the terms 

of the peace agreements and that was why those agreements could not last (Rahimullah 

Yousufzai, personal communication, June 01, 2015). In one of the agreements with Baitullah 

Mehsud in February 2005 the government agreed to release all of the captured militants in 

return for the release of around 250 army personnel including a few officers (Major General 
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Tayyab Azam, personal communication, May 22, 2015). This was a sign of weakness and a 

sign of defeat as the government made almost all of the peace agreements under pressure. 

The militants have violated the terms of almost all of the agreements i.e. they never 

registered foreign militants with the government, they never secured the area from the 

foreign militants etc. 

A retired Pakistani intelligence official told on the condition of anonymity that the Pakistani 

Taliban are not willing for striking a peace deal with the government of Pakistan because 

they are financed by the international actors particularly India. He told that the Taliban 

commanders know that the day they would strike a peace deal with the government of 

Pakistan they would be eliminated as it has been the case with all previous leaders of TTP i.e. 

from Nek Muhammad to Hakimullah Mehsud.  

Brigadier Pervez Sultan (R.) holds responsible both the Taliban and the government/military 

for the failure of peace agreements. He tells that it is true that peace deals were struck 

however; the implementation mechanism of these agreements was very weak. No penalty 

was suggested for the violators of peace agreements. He further stated that no checks and 

balances mechanism was stipulated in those peace deals. Therefore, he argued, that the peace 

agreements did not work (Brigadier Pervez Sultan (Rtd), personal communication, May 11, 

2015). The failure of peace agreements to the weak enforcement mechanism no committees 

of tribal interlocutors were to enforce the peace agreements. Therefore, these peace 

agreements were bound to fail (Ismail Khan, personal communication, April 30, 2015).  

The peace agreement failed to bring peace because the government has adopted a dualism in 

peace agreements (Saleem Safi, personal communication, May 17, 2015). For instance, the 
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government struck peace deals with Taliban from one area and ignored Taliban from other 

areas. Therefore, he told that peace deals didn’t work. There was, in fact, no agreement 

signed at Shakai with Nek Muhammad in 2004. He said that although the Corps Commander 

appeared on the media with Nek Muhmmad but they never signed an agreement (Brig Sultan 

Mahmood, personal communication, May 11, 2015). 

 Secondly, Army conducted operation, which infuriated the militant factions in Pakistan. It 

jolted everybody especially the tribal militant faction in FATA. It could have been achieved 

by adopting the policy of wait and see  by so many ways, like by cutting the supply of  

electricity, water "the operation of Lal Masjid in 2007 proved to be the turning point which 

encouraged militants to get together and form TTP  to avenge the Lal Masjid operation" 

(Abdul Basit, personal communication, May 01, 2015).  Another incident took place between 

July 2007 and December 2007, in Mohmand agency where Khalid Omer Khurassani named a 

Mosque as Lal Masjid and Jamia-e-Hafsa and said that ''we will take revenge of the Lal 

Mosque Martyrs''. During the 2005 earthquake, Fazllulah was in control of the radio in Swat.  

A number of students that were killed in the Lal Masjid operation were from Swat and this 

was the time when Maulana Fazlullah was at popularity in Swat during 2007. Fazllulah from 

Swat, Khalid Omer Khurrasani from Mohmand, Baitullah Mehsud, his brother Abdullah 

Mehsud, etc. and formed TTP. Currently led by Maulana Fazlullah, got allied to Punjab- 

based Jihadi outfits of Asmatullah Mawia talked to Mufti Rauf whose argument was that 

'same Pakistan Military who asked us to go and perform Jihad in Indian occupied Kashmir 

because Babri Mosque was attacked by the Indian Army, and now Pakistani Army has done 

the same in Lal Masjid in a Muslim country killing Muslims. Jihad against the Indian Army 

is allowed than why Jihad against the Pakistan Army is not allowed? And this is where he 
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defected from Jaish-e-Mohammad, went to FATA and formed Punjabi Taliban.  The main 

stream Jihadi groups that fought military's Jihadi proxies in Kashmir including LeT and the 

JeM, defected from their mother organizations and joined the so called Jihad against the 

Pakistan Army (Gunaratana, & Iqbal, 2011). 

While the TTP has associations to the Afghan Taliban and Al-Qaeda, the factions that 

include it nonetheless function independently. Some are twisted on aggressive the symbols of 

the Pakistani state. Others; paying attention on attacking Western troops in Afghanistan 

somewhat than Pakistani establishment, have merged their arrangement, some with the 

military’s hold up in FATA agencies such as Bajaur and North Waziristan. As a result, the 

nature of the conflict varies from region to region in FATA, from the northern belt which 

includes Bajaur and Mohmand agencies; the middle belt of Khyber, Kurram and Orakzai 

agencies; and the southern region of North and South Waziristan (Wirsing, 2008). 

Beginning of 2008 in Peshawar, the capital of KP, and adjioing areas turned into a combat 

zone between the military and TTP. TTP is exploiting its relations with the tribal Pashtun 

living in Karachi to assemble impact there. 'Altaf Hussain views himself as the 'King of 

Karachi' being the largest party head however, in such an eventuality Altaf Hussain’s dream 

of becoming  the 'King of Karachi 'would be broken after the rise of Taliban there 

(Gunaratana, & Iqbal, 2011). 

As some Deobandi madrasas in Karachi have provided leadership to the Taliban both in 

Afghanistan and Pakistan; for instance, Qari Zafar, Mullah Mohammed Omar and Abdullah 

Mehsud etc., had been graduated from Darul-Uloom Islamia Binori in Jamshed Quarters. 

Despite the fact that Mullah Mohammed Omar never learned at the Jamia Binoria Karachi, 

he was given an honorary degree from there (Luab, 2014).  
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Mehsud and Wazir are living in Karachi in a huge number. They have been one of the main 

sources of financing the Taliban. In September 2008, the TTP, LeJ and other banned Jihadi 

outfits united to carryout terrorist attacks in the city. According to the intelligence agencies, 

Baitullah Mehsud secured contact with different groups in Karachi. TTP secured contact with 

numerous Karachi-based activists including Qari Abid Mehsud, Khalid Dare Walla, Mufti 

Ilyas, Colonel Tufaan, Qari Hussain Mehsud, Abdul Wahad Mehsud and Faizullah Mehsud 

(Gunaratana & Iqbal, 2011).  

TTP demonstrated that its goals were not just limited to pursuing Jihad against the foreign 

troops in Afghanistan, but with the persistent intentions to reach to Karachi, it showed that it 

also wanted to capture Pakistan. 

5.4. Military Operations in FATA Al-Mizan 

The foremost, Opreation Al-Mizan in FATA was conducted by the Pak Army (2002-2006) 

on the by the order of General Pervez Musharraf under immense foreign pressure to crack 

down on militants that were residing in the Tribal areas of Pakistan deploying 70,000-80,000 

military troops. Casualties that occurred were of 1,200 - 1,500 soldiers due to fewer 

knowledge of terrain and hideouts of the Taliban who attacked military convoys at earlier 

stage.  This operation consisted of other operations, like Operation Kalosha II etc. that was 

conducted in South Waziristan; as there was no local or national support. Operation Zalzala 

(January 2008),  started against Baitullah Mehsud and his faction in South Waziristan 

Agency; clearing the area demolishing over 40,000 houses; approximately 200,000 locals 

were relocated.  Operation Raah-e-Raast (May- July 2009), displacement of people were 

from Swat occurred (Shah, 2014). 
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5.4.1. Bajaur Agency 

 In August 2008, the military launched an offensive in this northern most agency against the 

insurgent network led by Maulvi Faqir Mohammad. The conflict has displaced 

approximately 500,000 people. Guaranteeing triumph in its Bajaur operations, the military 

went into a peace accord with the insurgents in Malakand division in March 2009, known as 

Nizam-e-Adal Regulation, introduced in July 2009 as furious battling started once again 

between the activists, military and tribal lashkars (ICG, 2009). 

Besides the TTP, Gulbuddin Hekmatyar's Hizb-e-Islami, connected to both the Afghan 

Taliban and global terrorist organizations like Al-Qaeda, in a meeting, Hakimullah Mehsud 

said: 'We have regard for Al-Qaeda and the Jihadist associations – we are with 

them'(Yusufzai, 2009). Pronouncing that there was no distinction between the Pakistani and 

Afghan Taliban other than their operations in different areas, he took oath of allegiance of 

Afghan Taliban leader Mullah Mohammad Omar (Rajan, 2015). Saying publicly that there 

was no dissimilarity between the Pakistani and Afghan Taliban additional than their function 

in different geographic places, he described Afghan Taliban leader Mullah Mohammad Omar 

as his Amir (leader). 

While the TTP has connections with the Afghan Taliban and Al-Qaeda, the groups that 

constitute it work autonomously. Some are determined to assaulting the images of the 

Pakistani state. Others, concentrated on assaulting western powers in Afghanistan as opposed 

to Pakistani powers, have solidified their position, with the military's backing in FATA, for 

example, Bajaur and North Waziristan. Accordingly, the nature of the contentions shifts from 

one area to another area in FATA (Security, 2014).  
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5.4.2. Mohmand Agency 

 Insurgents captured a mosque in Lakaro in July 2007. A number of peace deals were made 

in between the tribal elders and Pakistan army. The tribal elders denied the allegations that 

Mohmand was the safe havens for foreign insurgents. These deals caved in inside a year as 

insurgents escaping the 2008 and 2009 military operations in Bajaur were given haven in 

Mohmand, bringing about continued military action. Local TTP leader Omar Khalid's faction 

plotted with his partners among the Afghan Taliban in assaulting the military (Fayyaz, 2010). 

In March 2009, the military asserted triumph against the activists in Mohmand, albeit small 

scale battling continued till 2011. 

 

5.4.3. Khyber Agency 

 Based in Khyber agency, the radical Deobandi, Lashkar-e-Islami, drove by Mangal Bagh, is 

a standout amongst the most brutal FATA-based insurgent groups, with impact broadening 

admirably into KP's connecting settled regions, including the provincial capital Peshawar. 

The Lashkar-e-Islami established its own particular Sharia courts and penitentiaries, and 

issued calls for Jihad against the West, the state and minorities through illicit FM channels. 

Mangal Bagh guarantees no faithfulness to the TTP, distinguishing rather with the adversary 

Muqami Tehriki-i-Taliban (Local Taliban Movement). This group is the follower of Barelvis 

thoughts. They structured Ansarul Islam, in June 2006, which additionally practices its own 

thought having their own Sharia courts (Obaid, 2009). As conflicts between the two groups 

got rough in mid-2008, the military launched an operation; however, then expedited a peace 

settlement between the two primary activist groups in July 2008, which crumpled in 2009. 

TTP leader Baitullah Mehsud's successor Hakimullah Mehsud enhanced his influence in 
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Khyber agency, wrecking vehicles and blockading the Khyber Pass, thus halting major land 

route between Pakistan and Afghanistan. The military has since launched several operations 

in the agency, which are bringing about large scale displacement of local population.  

 

5.4.4. Kurram Agency 

In Kurram agency sectarian violence has raised since an assault on a Shiites parade in April 

2007 killing more than 50 individuals (Dressler & Jan, 2011). The violence has raised tribe-

versus-tribe measurements between the Shiites Turis, the prevailing group in the agency's 

authoritative focus is on Parachinar and the predominately Sunni Bangash tribe that backs the 

TTP and is likewise sponsored by radical Punjab-based Deobandi factions including the LeJ 

and its parent SSP (Dressler & Jan, 2011). TTP leader Hakimullah Mehsud, who had been 

portrayed as 'viciously partisan' and the 'scourge of the Shiites in Kurram', was additionally 

dynamic in the agency. The Lashkar-e-Islami too has extended its compass to Kurram. A few 

thousand individuals from both sects have been murdered or harmed, bringing about isolation 

between the Shiite and Sunni conflict. The land route from Parachinar to Peshawar had been 

temporarily shut in such bloody conflicts.  

 

5.4.5. Orakzai Agency 

 2004 to 2006 military operations in North Waziristan have pushed insurgents into Orakzai 

Agency, from where they used to carry out assaults on troops in Pakistan and Afghanistan. 

Like Kurram, Orakzai has a large Shiites minority. Influence of Talibanization has given rise 

to Shiites Sunni conflict with the growing influence of SSP, LeJ, Lashkar-e-Islami and TTP. 

The tensions rose in 2006 when Sunnis stopped Shiites pilgrims from attending a shrine that 
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both groups worshipped (Meyerle, 2012). Sunnis were prohibited from going through Shiite 

dominated areas and vice versa by their respective leaders.   

Orakzai-based insurgents were charged of the June 9, 2009 bombing of the Pearl Continental 

hotel in Peshawar. Since then sporadic air strikes by the Pakistani security forces were 

carried out in the Agency 2009 (Obaid, 2009). 

 

5.4.6. North Waziristan Agency 

 Militancy in NWA is ruled by the Haqqani network. Driven by Afghan Taliban leader 

Sirajuddin Haqqani, the network utilizes the NWA as a base to carryout assaults in 

Afghanistan. Haqqani network has been embroiled in assaults on the Serena Hotel and Indian 

consulate in Kabul in January and July 2008 separately, which together killed 62 individuals 

(Mazzetti & Schmitt, 2008). Pakistani Taliban factions led by Hafiz Gul Bahadur and Maulvi 

Nazir Ahmed too work in NWA. The military went into peace deals with Bahadur, Nazir and 

different insurgent factions in 2006 and 2007. The Bahadur network has assaulted Western 

troops in Afghanistan. In June 2009, referring to the US drone strikes in FATA, Bahadur 

pronounced an end to the peace deal, yet the military has so far avoided confrontation with 

the Bahadar faction and other North Waziristan-based insurgents (Yusufzai & Khan, 2009).  

The Haqqani network has been dismantled as a consequence of military operation Zarb-e-

Azab (Malik, 2015). It is probably the first time after WoT that the Pakistani military has 

shown resolved to fight against militants in shape of Zarb-e-Azab (Ismail Khan, personal 

communication, April 30, 2015). Similarly the latest spans of different military operations 

such as Zarb-e-Azab, Khyber 1 and Khyber 2 etc., the militants have been fractured and their 

capacity to strike has been substantially minimized. The period of peace talks and military 
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operations at the same time has come to an end and decisive actions were being taken against 

the militants then (Brig Sultan Mahmood, personal communication, May 11, 2015).  

'When we say that we bring Tehrek-i-Taliban Afghanistan (TTA) for talks, how come their 

backing is not done by Pakistan? And the backing will be continued in the future as well. It's 

simple logic is that if in the past fourteen years we kept supporting them and now when the 

US is gone and Kabul also agrees to accommodate the interests of Pakistan and the US also 

wants peace deal with them and calls them Nationalists armed in insurgency instead of TTA 

and their names have been deleted from the terrorists lists why would we leave their backing 

when we can accommodate them in power sharing: and even if we let them go on their own 

and they move towards some other path and implode would be a disaster, he gave an 

example of imploding of Al-Qaeda in Iraq and became Al-Dawlah Al-Islamiyah fe Al-Iraq 

wa Al-Sham” Islamic State of Iraq and Al Sham’ or ‘Islamic State of Iraq’ and Syria (ISIS -

DAISH) and if the TTA breaks same things will happen in Afghanistan and Pakistan. We 

have to bring them on the political track just like the Hizbullah and Hammas turned from 

militant wings to political parties in the same manner we have to transform them to a political 

process: letting them go like this would be an act of irresponsibility, because if they turned 

into rogue like that of 90's where Afghan Jihadi's were not owned by anyone and there was 

no policy for them at that time and they did what we face today. For legitimate rational 

reasons we can question their morality and their backing which damaged Pakistan's image, 

political interest (Abdul Basit, personal communication, May 01, 2015).  

5.4.7. South Waziristan Agency 

 Dominated by the Mehsud and Wazir tribes, SWA is a hotbed of religious militancy, which 

served as Baitullah Mehsud's base until his passing away. Maulana Fazlur Rehman's Jamiat 
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Ulema-e-Islam (JUI-F), the biggest constituent of the military-supported MMA, which at the 

time shaped the NWFP government, had helped handle an arrangement between the military 

and South Waziristan-based insurgents in April 2004. This agreement with insurgents in 

FATA permitted insurgents to secure parallel Taliban-style policing and judicial frameworks, 

and encouraged the spread of Talibanization into other tribal agencies and even NWFP's 

(renamed as KP) settled areas (Rehman, 2012).  

After various terrorists attacks including the one on the General Headquarters (GHQ) 

Rawalpindi the military decided to take action against the insurgents in FATA.  However, 

planning to pick up their backing against Hakimullah Mehsud, the military endeavored to 

win over opponent groups drove by Pakistani Taliban commandants Gul Bahadur and 

Maulvi Nazir. Hitting deals with insurgents not just strained Pakistan's relations with the US 

but also with Afghanistan, it additionally supplanted one danger with another (Harnisch, 

2014).  

 

5.5. Defensive Jihad  

By joining the war on fear, leading military operations in the tribal ranges, compelling 

foreigners to leave the area, and hold back the militant’s endeavor to help their brothers in 

Afghanistan the Pak-Army has progressively turned TTP into its main foe. The fierce 

military offensives of 2009 –in parts of Malakand division and FATA – have further incited 

the terrorists' antagonistic vibe. The growing number of US drone strikes in Pakistan’s border 

areas, and expanding  US presence and influence inside Pakistan has further aggravated the 

Jihadi not only in the North West of the country, but also in the Eastern Punjab. The 

Jihadists accuse the government of facilitating this US takeover of Pakistan. Increased 

number of US drone attacks in the outskirts of Pakistan, growing US vicinity and impact 
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inside Pakistan has further exasperated the Jihadists – not just in the northwest, but in Punjab 

as well. As a consequence, militants increasingly see themselves as the saviors of Pakistan – 

both from the atheist ways of the unquestioning Pakistani state and its elite, as well as from 

an US apprehension.  

From earlier to present-day interviews of TTP – for instance the late Hakimullah Mehsud's 

public interview – the Tehrik emphasized its Jihad against the Pak-Army to be 'defensive', 

for the Government 'left them no decision. A major ideological commute of the TTP gives 

off an impression of being focused to strip off the government and security forces of Pakistan 

that were created to protect the Islamic nation said Noor Alam Khan (Pakistan People's 

Party) former member of National Assembly, member of Public Accounts Committee and 

Parliamentary Secretary (Noor Alam Khan, Personal Communication, May 2, 2015).     

Misinformation mechanism is adopted for uncovering the "law violations" of the Pak-army, 

which makes them " absconder." keeping in mind the end goal to legitimize its Jihad against 

the "Islamic" Republic of Pakistan, the TTP is most importantly engrossed with creating the 

bases on which the Pakistani state can be regarded of an unbeliever substance. The TTP tried 

to ban taking liquor, viewing obscene material and other acts which they considered in 

contradiction of Islamic principles.  

5.6. Kashmiri Jihad 

It is realized that because of their religious and political convictions numerous fragments of 

"Kashmiri" groups who worked with the Pakistani Army in the battle to liberate Kashmir 

from Indian occupation moved their bases of Kashmir to the tribal area to get aligned with 

TTP, following the change of strategy after 9/11. Maulvi Nazir (Zaidi, 2008), chief of Swat 

Tehrik and SWA, who left the Kashmiri Jihad with the belief that it doesn't expect to declare 
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Sharia and is directly connected to the ISI which is working at the US behest, likewise 

Hakimullah Mehsud, stated that the relationship between TTP, and the Pak-Army, can only 

return to usual on the condition if the Army stops pursuing the US agenda. Suicide attacks 

started in 2009, in Pakistan-controlled Kashmir targeting Pakistani officers as a symbol of 

not supporting Army Hakimullah Mehsud supposedly accepted the responsibility of the 

assault (Dawn, 2010). The TTP has over the years struck, Peshawar, Islamabad, Rawalpindi, 

Karachi, Lahore, Sargodha, a dominant part of these assaults were aimed at the ISI, army, 

Special Services Group (SSG), the Police and the Federal Investigation Agency, agencies and 

installations.  

 

5.7 Conclusion 

The rise of Talibanization has negatively affected the Pakistani state and society. The 

Taliban find a manpower and other required ingredients for insurgency due to a number of 

reasons social, political and economic. The traditional authority of the state has been 

challenged by Taliban. Acceptance of Taliban among the local masses is up to a lot of extent 

due to the prevailing injustice and bad governance in the militancy affected areas. Lack of an 

alternative non-voilant narrative of Islam in FATA, South Punjab and other rural areas 

creates conducive environment the growth of militant and Jihadi ideology.  
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6.1. Social Impact of Insurgency 

The financers of Jihad supporting the mission for the creation of Islamic state as an incentive 

providing and extending money to the individuals of lowerclass seems appealing to fulfill the 

basic necessities of the financial hardship that sees Jihad as the main way out that goes with 

their low-level presence in Pakistan. Colonel Sultan Amir Tarar, a former Pakistan armed 

force officer, known by his nick name ‘colonel Imam' explained that the South Punjab feudal 

lords permitted the youngsters from securing their workers training in typical schools, 

however, permitted them to go to the madrassa that were multiplying in the region; today 

known as the Punjabi Taliban. Like in the FATA, where the Taliban have wiped out the 

tribal Maliks Col. Imam, was of the opinion that the same transformation would occur in 

South Punjab where the Punjabi Taliban would try to get rid of the feudal lords except that in 

South Punjab, as well, a comparative change in the social power structure is going to occur, 

with the fear that the positions of the Jihadists could swell in the consequence of the 'mother 

of all surges' that has permeated in Pakistan has at the end of the day brought the focus back 

to the Jihad factory inside Pakistan. There are various studies that connect radicalism and 

militancy to neediness, joblessness, bad governance, disappointment from the state to provide 

employment, education and health etc. What rises out of these studies are fascinating patterns 

identifying with the social base of Jihad, the instructive foundation of the Jihadists and the 

conditions in the area which have been in the eye of the Jihadists.   

 The profile of different Jihadists showed that the majority of the leaders and other members 

are not from the downtrodden poor segments of society. The greater part of the Jihadis: 

belong to the lower or the lower white collar classes. A lion's share of them is not unlettered 

yet is half-taught and semi-educated. While a hefty portion of the Jihadists comprised of 
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government schools, the initiative is by and large held by individuals with some madrassa 

training, in any event in the Pashtun zones and South Punjab. Spatially, the absolute most 

vexed zones South Punjab and FATA are additionally the most regressive regarding social, 

financial and political development (Zaidi, 2005). These are the territories where disparity, 

treachery, abuse and obstructions to social portability are high.  Incomprehensibly, in spite of 

the proceeding with presence of an abusive socio-political force structure, in some of these 

zones the hold of the conventional elites has been separating as a consequence of a mix of 

monetary and political variables and the development of new socio-political strengths that 

have started testing the traditional elite.  

Feudalism has been kept alive in Pakistan at the behest of the ruling elite; more like a 

monetary mode of creation, as far as, the state of mind is connected with feudalism. In South 

Punjab, the far reaching system built by the Sunni radical association SSP has helped it 

accept a critical part in local politics. The head of Ahle Sunnat Wal Jamaat (ASWJ), the most 

recent symbol of the famous partisan Sunni-Deobandi outfit, SSP, Maulana Ahmed 

Ludhianvi, has asserted that almost 25 members of National Assembly (MNAs), including a 

few federal ministers were elected with the backing of the ASWJ. Ludhianvi was allegedly 

courted by the Punjab Law Minister, Rana Sanaullah, amid a by-decision in Jhang in South 

Punjab, while other SSP individuals were seen supporting the Pakistan Peoples' Party (PPP). 

The old feudal elite class can no more rely on upon their customary status to hold the 

underclass under wraps. The story in the comparatively developed central and northern 

Punjab is the same, with elderly land families attempting to keep up their predominance in 

local politics. Albeit a portion of the old political families keep on winning the elections, the 

essential position is to do as such simply because they have negotiated deals on their energy 
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and have contacted the new political strengths which have risen in their areas (Ismail Khan, 

personal communication, April 30, 2015).  

In FATA, the Jihadists deliberately wiped out the tribal Maliks and khans worked as the 

foundation of the Pakistani state (a legacy that was granted to it by the British provincial 

state). The state used to rely on their impact and energy to keep up its writ over the tribes 

through the Jirga framework. The Maliks were famous for their corruption and were totally 

unaccountable and a reaction to them had begun growing in Waziristan way back in the 

1970s. With the ascent of the Jihadists, the Maliks came in the focus of the activists. A large 

number of them were executed, and most others fled from the FATA to save their lives, with 

the outcome that the Mullahs supplanted the Maliks as the power elite in FATA. The 

explanation behind focusing on the Maliks was clear: they were the main individuals who 

could represent any sort of a test to the command of the Jihadists by activating the populace 

of the area to structure tribal lashkars to tackle the aggressors. By taking out the Maliks, the 

Jihadists adequately finished any plausibility of restriction to their strength over the whole 

tribal belt. This was precisely the direction the Mujahideen had received in Afghanistan 

where the tribal chieftains were supplanted by the Jihadists.  

In Swat, while the Taliban movement was built around the interest for implementation of 

Shariat, there was likewise a financial measurement to bolster that the Swat Taliban leader 

Mullah Fazlullah got from the individuals. Not like other Mullahs who have generally 

resisted land reforms in Pakistan, Fazlullah won more than a great deal of volunteers by 

making promises of redistribution. The Swat Taliban storm-troopers focused on the big 

landlords in Swat and either slaughtered them or constrained them to escape, after which they 

possessed their land (Yousafzai, 2009).  
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By abusing the contention between the landless occupants and the affluent landowners in 

Swat, the Taliban not just won grassroots backing for their movement, they likewise hit at 

the financial and political power structure that was devised and dominated by the elite; the 

landlords. Apart from one major landowner, Afzal Khan Lala, who effectively opposed the 

Taliban invasion, the various huge landholders ended up being easy prey for the Jihadists. 

Not only Swat but in the complete Pashtun tribal region, the Jihadists have involved carrying 

out the promise of a more equivalent and presently social arrangment, a significant 

constituent of their political agenda. Certainly, the nonexistence of justice is a main issue for 

the ascend of the Islamists who have demoralized the random, corrupt and unfair justice 

system to win support for their reason, reality has been accepted by the Chief Justice of the 

Baluchistan High Court (Blood, 1996). For example, the now slays head of the TTP, 

Baitullah Mehsud, not only used Islam to combine his authority base (Khan, 2009), also 

attacked big landlords to giving the TTP a picture of people’s association (Ali, 2009). In the 

Khyber Agency, the leader of the Lashkar-e-Islam, Mangal Bagh, obtained a Robin Hood-

like reputation which attracted young folks to his fold.  

According to a Pakistani journalist, while lack of profitable employment openings has 

become main feature that has haggard the youth towards Jihadist fashion (Hussein, 2009), 

there has also been a firm rejection of the fatalism that had been instilled in the populace by 

the long-established school of Islamic spirituality which is generally referred to as Barelvi or 

Sufi traditions, which in the precedent played a severe role in keeping communal 

disturbances from scorching over (Siddiqa, 2009). The Sufi Islam is losing ground in the face 

of the offensive by the more radical, Jihadi versions of Islam, which is now believe to 

represent the institutions. Sufi Islam’s reputation in the past was in large part because it 
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represented disagrement against the doctrinaire Islam of the traditional religious and political 

order. But with the offspring of the Sufi saints have become the decisionmaking class in 

Pakistan; the Jihadist philosophy taken up by the radical Islamic groups has replaced Sufi 

Islam as the appearance of disagrement (Sareen, 2009).  

While the Pakistani establishment is vigorously making a pitch to rest of the world to pump 

in cash to back improvement in the nation so that the financial elements behind Jihadism can 

be tended to, the actuality remains that dealing with financial components without concocting 

a viable counter ideology to radical Islam is a technique that is destined to fall flat. 

Alternately, advancing an ideological structure to counter the Islamists without 

accompanying socio-political and financial change will likewise not succeed (Nawaz & 

Borchgrav, 2009). The problem, however, is that other than unleashing a deluge of verbiage, 

there is truly no indication of the Pakistani state making even the first move to address both 

the ideological and the financial measurements of Jihadism simultaneously. 

However, some analysts are of the opinion that that Pakistani Taliban have been pushed back 

by the successive military operations against them. They have been wiped out of most of the 

tribal areas of Pakistan which have been their stronghold for almost more than a decade 

(Rahimullah Yousufzai, personal communication, June 01, 2015).  

6.2. Delineation of the Socio-Economic Environment of KP and FATA & Its 

Implications  

This part of the study tries to comprehend those loopholes in the policy level interaction of 

Pakistan and the US which have socio-economic repercussions for Pakistan by and large, and 

KP and FATA specifically. It additionally inspects the marks created by the insurrection and 
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counter-rebellion operations to the financial environment of Pakistan in general and KP and 

FATA in particular. The US motives in the region behind the mask of the WoT, the 

contribution of the additional provincial characters, Pakistan's vital impulses, and absence of 

political will from Pakistani initiative and the misuse of the Pakhtuns' way of life by the 

militants are the main considerations creating harm to the socio-economic fabric of life in 

FATA and KP. 

It was comprehended that Islamabad cooperated with the US in Afghanistan whole heartedly 

(Fazal Saeed, personal communication, May 01, 2015). The policy of cooperation paid off 

quick and fleeting advantages to Islamabad. The long haul results of this choice for Pakistan 

led to serious implications for its government on foreign and domestic policy issues. It is 

often contended that the foreign policy of Pakistan is devised on makeshift basis and 

subjectivity (Waqar, 2012) yet the decision of becoming a US ally in the War against 

sounded reasonable at that time. It appears a judicious choice, on the grounds that Pakistan 

was involved in Afghanistan for gaining strategic depth since long. Its decisions of playing a 

real bleeding edge part in Afghan war from 1979 to 1989 (Amin, 2005), support to the 

Pakhtuns groups in Afghan civil war (Khan & Ahmad, 2009) and full scale backing to 

Taliban government (Husain, 2005) were roused by its enthusiasm of guaranteeing a friendly 

government on its western border (Amin, 2010) and to have a simple access to the rich 

Central Asian Republics (CARs) (Fair, 2010). 

Plagued with disagreements, it is hard to comprehend Pakistan’s counter-terrorism approach 

since 9/11, on the grounds that it is resolved to counter terrorism as well as utilizes militancy 

as a key resource (Siddiqa, 2007). Truly the choice to favor US in WoT had numerous 

prompt advantages yet the negative results of this choice are more harmful.  
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By the past experiences the choice to co-operate in the WoT on the grounds that it brought 

about many setbacks to Pakistan's economic interests. It is contended that WoT is the reason 

for the greater part of the sufferings in Pakistan on account of 1500 miles border and around 

300 passes join Pakistan with Afghanistan (Fatah, 2008). Therefore, to check the cross border 

movement of insurgents is a mammoth task for security forces. Pakistan endured substantial 

economic losses since 2003 (Economic Survey of Pakistan, 2010); decrease in trade because 

of apprehension and vulnerability (Mahmood, 2004); decline in foreign direct Investment 

(FDI) and tourism (Ahmed & Ahsan, 2011); build fatalities because of terrorism for both 

military and civilian  and diaspora issues as a consequence of 9/11(Fawn, 2003). 

 Due  to  the  socio-cultural  likeness,  geographic  proximity  with  Afghanistan  and weak 

border security,  the KP and FATA endure more brunt of Talibanization than the rest of 

Pakistan. It was Peshawar, the capital of KP that was verifiably the biggest camp of CIA 

amid the Afghan war and a host to outside military mentors and insurgents (Cordesman, 

2015). The spread of militancy in the district was a characteristic result of that neglectful 

assembling of Mujahideen. The militancy overflowed after the US intrusion of Afghanistan 

to FATA and afterward to the settled regions of KP (Ahmad, 2010). 

The financial difficulties include radicalization; bigotry towards different sects and 

minorities; suicide attacks and the resultant apprehension and disappointment in the masses; 

target killing of different experts and professionals (thought to be un-Islamic), the Pashtun 

noblemen, and individuals from different political parties; the demolition of instructive 

foundations and other government offices; and damaging the local culture etc (Dr. Abdul 

Shakoor, personal communication, May 03, 2015). Radicalization is articulated as a process 

in which moderate groups and individuals become more radical in their reasoning and 
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conduct towards others (Zaidi, 2010). In  Pakistan, the Taliban movement  was  not  simply  

ideological,  but rather  they  utilized  philosophy  and  inculcation  to  advance narrow 

mindedness in the general public. The bigotry was showed in their demeanor towards the 

evangelists and devotees of different sects and schools of thought, which hence prompted 

sectarian violence (Jalalzai, 1999).   

Besides sectarian violence, their violent acts were coordinated against minorities and the 

general Muslim masses as well. As Qari Hussain, an agent of the TTP legitimized the 

reasonability of burglarizing the banks on account of their unIslamic character, and targeting 

the minorities on the grounds that they do not practice Islam. The gravest aspect of Taliban 

strategy which is connected with suicide attacks, has taken away the lives of the huge number 

of individuals. However, the startling aspects are the utilization of kids in these assaults and 

the fascination of the informed and educated youth to end up fidaeens (suicide bombers) in 

light of great rewards and teaching (ICG, 2007). 

The wave of brutality and violence in KP and FATA embraced a new course of target killing 

focusing on hairdressers, artists, performers and the proprietors of video shops due to their, 

so called, un-Islamic profession. The pro-government Pashtun elders were executed. As 

indicated by a rough estimate around 1200 Pashtun elders have been murdered by Taliban on 

account of their backing for the administration (Watts, Campbell & Johnston...., 2014). In 

addition, the political parties’ activists and leaders are on their hit list. Aftab Ahmed Khan 

Sherpao, leading PPP Sherpao and Asfandiar Wali, leading ANP were among the lucky ones 

to escape the suicide assaults. Moreover, many members of the Provincial Assembly have 

likewise been slaughtered. ANP asserts that it has lost around 2700 party workers (Rumi, 

2013).   
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As the Taliban were hostile to US and against every one of those, anti-Islamic, powers. They 

think of the western education as un-Islamic. It is a result of this logic that in KP and FATA 

they pulverized the structures of educational institutions, especially schools with Improvised 

Explosive Devices (IEDs). Approximately 700 schools have been annihilated in KP (KP, 

2014). The most gruesome of the attacks on schools was the one which was carried out on 

16th December, 2014 on Army Public School in Peshawar and resulted in loss of life of 

around 140 children (Report, 2015).  

A former Jihadi trainer of Jaish-e-Mohammad, (who later on joined Fazlullah faction), said 

that "Pakistan is a real partner in the WOT and anything that belongs to Pakistan is mal-e-

ghanimat (booty)"; and this is the reason, they destroyed roads, overpasses, bridges, railway 

tracks and railway bridges, structures of government offices, phone lines and different offices 

etc., (Salaman, 2012). The women of this region were among the most exceedingly bad 

sufferers of Talibanization. The Taliban were against any role of women outside their home. 

They were not permitted to go to the schools and universities. Women of the working class 

were the unique focus of Taliban, in light of the fact that they needed to keep ladies outside 

the social circle was explained in the report of 7 Feminist and Gender Theories of   Sage 

Publications.  

The demolition of instructive organizations and the underestimation of ladies were 

supplemented with debilitating the intellectuals. In this association, the Vice Chancellor of 

Islamia College University Peshawar, Ajmal Khan, had been abducted. Likewise Dr. 

Lutfullah Khan Kakakhel, Vice Chancellor Kohat University was kidnapped and later on 

released for the exchange of sixty arrested militants in the year 2010 (Awaz TV, 2010). 

Similarly, Dr. Mohammad Farooq, Vice Chancellor of Swat University as well as a religious 
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scholar was killed and its responsibility was claimed by Abdullah Azam of TTP (Mayar, 

2010).  

Moreover, attacks on health workers such as male and female vaccination staff were carried 

out frequently in different areas of FATA and KP in particular and Pakistan in general. Polio 

teams were attacked and members of polio vaccination teams were killed in areas such as 

Landi Kotal (Shirazi, 2015), Swabi, Peshawar, Charsadda, Kohat, Bannu, Tank, D.I.Khan, 

Batagram, Qambar Shadadkot, Larkana, Jakobabad and Mansehra etc. The following map 

released by United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA) 

shows location of areas where attacks on polio workers were carried out.  

Among all the costs of terrorism, harm to the local culture is a noteworthy one. Shrines of 

saints and other pious people, respected by the locals, are the one of the main targets of 

insurgents since December 2007. Among such attacks include the attack on Rehman Baba 

Shrine on March 05, 2009 in Peshawar, Data Darbar Lahore on 1
st
 July 2010, Shah Ghazi 

Shrine in Karachi in October 2010 and Shrine of Peer Rakhel Shah in March 2005 (Ahmed, 

2010). This harm to the Pashtun social legacy is not just the consequence of Wahhabi belief 

system as some contend yet it is the blowback of Islamabad’s approach to advance Sufism in 

order to counter radical philosophy of Taliban (Hummel & Wolfel, 2011). 

The effect of terrorism on a state's economy may be gigantic, prompting unemployment, 

homelessness, destitution and other monetary and social ills. As per say of the Finance 

Ministry, Pakistan's involvement in the WoT has prompted enormous joblessness in the 

pretentious areas, which has at last expanded poverty in country as well. Rural poverty rose 

to 37.5 percent from 23.9 percent in 2007-08 (IBA, 2008). Moreover, IDPs need 
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humanitarian assistance, particularly shelter, food and nourishment, water and sanitation and 

the provision of fundamental social services i.e. health and education. Incessant occurrence 

of terrorist acts and dislocation of native people have seriously influenced the socio-

economic structure of the nation, especially in KP and FATA. Owing to these circumstances 

of expanded turmoil and vulnerability, at that time, the World Bank had blocked giving for 

two key credits of $834 million.  

As per a Swat Youth Front study for the income of family units before the crisis, 28 percent 

of the respondents had a per month pay of more than Rs. 40,000, while just 8 percent had a 

monthly wage of beneath RS. 5,000. After the crisis just 4 percent had an income of Rs. 

30,000 while 35 percent have no monthly wage, these 35 percent family units are generally 

workers, businessmen, and farmers 40. The significant reasons for absence of opportunities 

are importunate curfews and destruction of agricultural land and natural product plantations 

due to security operation in the locale (SYF, 2010).  
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Since Pakistan is a developing country therefore, it is not surprising that Pakistan is faced 

with various socio-economic problems. However, Talibanization and promotion of 

radicalism in the country over the past decade has compounded the multifaceted socio-

economic problems.  

6.2.1. Attacks Conducted in Pakikstan  

The gravest issue that Pakistan is confronting at present is its shaky law and order situation. 

Terrorism has turned into a headache for government and general masses. The homes of the 

locals are being totally destroyed and they are paying the price of the trouble in which they 

had no part. People of FATA basically say that 'we are caught in between two monsters the 

difference is that Taliban wearing Shalwar Qameez kill us in the name of Islam; whereas the 

military wearing uniform kills us in the name of Pakistan (Abdul Basit, personal 

communication, May 01, 2015).
.
   

Following are some of the tables taken from the Pakistan Security Report 2014, which shows 

the number of attacks in Pakistan from 2001 till 2014: 
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6.2.2. Financial Impact of Terrorism on Pakistan, KPK and FATA  

Because of war on terror, families and individuals of war affected areas and conflict zones 

are relocating to different territories of Pakistan. The country has seen the biggest movement 

since its inception in 1947. These individuals have left their dwellings, belonging, property 

and business back home. This huge influx of individuals and their restoration is an enormous 

Data Taken from Pakistan Security Report 2014 
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financial burden for Pakistan. Unemployment is as of now predominant and now the topic of 

giving work to these migrants has likewise turned into a genuine concern. This bit of 

populace is contributing nothing beneficial to national development. The presence of these 

individuals is a developing financial issue of Pakistan. During the fiscal year 2009, the 

economic growth rate of Pakistan was around 02 percent which can be termed negligible. 

Whereas this slow economic growth can be termed as a result of the global financial crisis it 

was also an outcome of many internal issues. These included WoT  propelled  by security  

personnel  in  KP and FATA bordering Afghanistan, and  the result of it was the 

displacement of three million individuals from their homes. Both the WoT and also 

restoration of internally displaced persons (IDPs) consumed an enormous lump of the 

administration's budgetary assets, hence extending the fiscal deficit and hampering economic 

growth (Shinwari, 2010). The writ of the government is being challenged by the terrorists 

through making turmoil and uncertain conditions, which severely influence the view of 

Pakistan in connection to drawing foreign direct investment (FDI). This plummeted to $ 463 

million amid the first quarter as against $1.116 billion amid the same period during the 

preceding year, a decrease of 58.5 percent. Against this backdrop, perceiving and assessing 

the expense of terrorism is to a great degree quite a troublesome exercise (CRSS, 2009). The 

continuous revolt has quickened an already exacerbated financial situation and has affected 

almost every economic aspect of the nation, especially in FATA and KP. Most primary assets 

of income in the conflict struck zones were badly affected which includes farming, tourism 

industry, manufacturing and small-scale industry (CRSS, 2009). 

Because of the insurgency, Swat valley has been target of persistent assaults following 2007. 

According to government of Pakistan reports, agribusiness loss adds up to Rs. 35 billion. 
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Referring to Swat-based agriculture officers, local media has reported that 55 to 70 percent of 

the aggregate fruit product produce has either been lost or wasted s(Ali, 2010). Due of the 

utilization of power, artillery shelling, blowing of bridges in bombing, assaults and the 

curfew harmed the areas fruit-based economy and rendered losses of billions of rupees to the 

landowners, merchants and cultivators. In this way, it has influenced the landowners as well 

as merchants and workers who make a living from these plantations.  

Moreover, the report given by the Economic Survey of Pakistan illustrates that agriculture’s 

share in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) has been declining tenaciously. It represented 25.9 

percent of GDP in 1999-2000; on the other hand, continuously its split shrank to 21.3 percent 

in 2007-08 yet enhanced somewhat to 21.8 percent of GDP in 2008-09 (Survey, 2011-12).  

The above figures demonstrate that it has not just diminished the profitable limit of agrarian 

activity in these areas but also in the entire country. 
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6.3. Manufacturing Sector 

This segment has been striken hard due to political instability and regular episodes of 

terrorism and has made a doubtful situation producing low economic growth. As indicated by 

the ex- Minister of Finance, Shaukat Tarin, financial year 2008-09 was exceedingly bad 

financial year of the decade as financial expansion be least and had tumbled to 2.0 percent, 

against the normal of 6.3 percent during those years (Khan, 2010). WoT is being considered 

one of the main factors for the derailment of economic growth in the country. What's more, 

Pakistan tolerates the expenditure of around $40 billion since 2001-02 for countering the war. 

Moreover, the economy of Pakistan is experiencing a loss in export of $6 billion per annum 

(Ali, 2010).  

6.4. Immediate and Tortuous Cost of Terrorism  

Terrorism has both immediate and indirect expense for economy. Collateral damage, human 

casualties, destruction of infrastructure, standing crops and factories are some of the direct 

costs of terrorism. While the indirect expenses incorporates drastic decrease in investment, 

increase in unemployment, production loss, decrease in development work and high cost of 

sustaining the internally displaced person. 

With  increasing  insurrection in  the  tribal  belt  and  expanding  acts  of  terrorism  in 

Pakistan, the indirect and direct expenses of terrorism are rising steeply. As indicated by the 

Economic Survey reports of Pakistan have faced to become the biggest sufferer of WoT. 

Pakistan's economy has lost noteworthy strength of economic expansion since 2007 (Survey, 

2010). The Institute of Public Policy of Beaconhouse National University yearly report 

evaluates the expense of the WoT in Pakistan to be $31.4 billion since 2004-05, which 
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exceeds the assistance of $1.7 billion annually (Ali, 2010). As indicated by the Ministry of 

Finance, Pakistan has endured specifically or in a roundabout way a loss of Rs 2,080 billion 

in the WoT from 2004-05 and 1136.4 Rs in 2008-09 (Mukhtar, 2015). In the start of 2004, it 

was around Rs 202.4 billion Rs amid fiscal year 2004-05. Notwithstanding, it has expanded 

quickly from that point forward, which has influenced the nation's socio-economic 

development (Cheema & Sial, 2012). The amount includes both direct and indirect costs of 

terrorism. 

On the off chance that this pattern proceeds with, the direct and indirect expenses will expand 

complex since incessant terrorist acts are presently happening in every single major city of 

the nation including Peshawar, Karachi, Lahore, Rawalpindi, and Islamabad. Along these 

lines, the direct cost of WoT will probably keep on expanding, further than Rs114.03 billion 

in future. The indirect expense will, likewise, also increase in the coming years (Ali, 2010). 

On the other hand, if the loss of infrastructure, particularly girls’ schools, costs of 

displacement and relocation of displaced people, looting and kidnapping are figured in, then 

the expense of terrorism will probably be all the more wrecking for the fate of Pakistan.  

To put it plainly, terrorism has unfavorably influenced improvement and forced 

overwhelming economic sanctions on the economy. It is vital to note that the general loss of 

trust in the economy and the subsequent powerlessness to draw in foreign inflow, high 

military consumption, enhanced transaction costs, prompts financial bends influencing 

monetary development and bringing about instability. Then again, compelling activity to 

battle terrorism may produce conspicuous advantages for the economy, keeping losses from 

decreased trade flow and investment that undermine monetary development in the long haul. 
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Accordingly, Pakistan's FDI, which saw a lofty ascent in the course of recent years, was 

antagonistically influenced by the acts of terrorism in the nation particularly in FATA and 

different parts of KP. Pakistan's interest in the WoT has prompted an unreasonable increase 

in the country's credit hazard, because of which, the World Bank had brought down Pakistan 

credit rating.  However, Pakistan’s credit rating once again improved in 2014-2015 and the 

World Bank appreciated Pakistan’s economic progress (Report, 2015) which is mainly due to 

the success of security forces against insurgents in FATA in operation Zarb-e-Azab (APP, 

2015). The Asian Development Bank has reported most incidents, terrorism in Pakistan were 

intended at the government and armed forces targets. The statement further narrated the loss 

in commercial activities was the aftereffect of security damages (Sattar, 2009). This 

dissimilarity of Pakistan wins worldwide, where it is depicted as a deprived consign for 

investment due to high risk of terrorism to the financial networks itself. As a consequence of 

this imperfect insight, FDI has decreased forcefully during the following couple of years. 

Report presented by the State Bank of Pakistan said that the FDI tumbled to $463 million 

amid the initial part against $1.116 Billion amid the same period a year ago, a decrease of 

58.5 percent (Sattar, 2009). The report additionally critically showed that Asian nations have 

ignored Pakistan and their speculation tumbled to just about a zero amid the first quarter the 

reported fiscal year. The Asian nations, which put $472 million in the first quarter of earlier 

year, spent just $30 million amid the similar phase in the reported year (Anwar, 2011).  

As opposed to this, portfolio investment shockingly demonstrated a stronger readiness to stay 

in the nation, despite sensitivities to Pakistan’s unbalanced situation. The State Bank report 

said amid the initial sector portfolio investment expanded to $208 million against a net surge 

of $173 million amid the similar phase a year before the reporting year. 
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6.5. Impact on Tourism  

Some areas that thrived to allow the visitors for security reasons affected the residents' 

economically. Host nations giving tourism administrations, which can be effectively replaced 

are, hence, adversely influenced by terrorist assaults to a significant level. Northern areas and 

parts of KP have been significant destinations for tourists in Pakistan and numerous 

individuals living there rely upon tourism to make a living. In any case, most parts of north 

of Pakistan and KP have fallen into terrorists' hold tourism revenue has been dried up (Ali, 

2010). 

A case in point, Swat, was a destination of tourists' attraction in Pakistan that pulled persons 

starting larger than the world to its magnificence, in addition to to see its rich civilization and 

history. Swat is appropriate for a wide range of sightseeing. It has more than 400 Buddhist 

places to be seen. It has additionally a variety of peaks covered with snow, glaciers, cascades, 

rivers, springs, unlimited lush territory, thick woods, common parks, lakes and dark forests. 

It is a perfect spot for both summer and winter tourism (Mitra, 2006). There are additional 

855 lodges, as well as 405 restaurants, in the gorge and approximately 40,000 persons are 

associated with these places. In any case, these businesses have stayed shut for many years 

because of militancy and the ensuing military operations by the Pakistan Army. As indicated 

by the official estimates, the hotel business in Swat valley has endured a loss of Rs. 60 billion 

from 2007 to 2009 (CRSS, 2009).  

The Swat work force connected with the lodging business have lost their occupations; 

besides, the transport industry has likewise confronted an extreme rage and together the 

national and worldwide transport services have moreover closed or lessen their movement of 
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action between Peshawar, Islamabad and Lahore (Din, 2014). A gauge of this suffering is 

that the hotel organization has presented 10- day free of charge reside bundles in hotels in the 

Swat valley beginning with the New Year 2010. As indicated by the World Economic 

Forum, Pakistan positioned 113 out of 130 nations in 2009 for sightseeing. The source 

likewise said that numerous motels in the nation's restive northwest were shut as travelers 

were forbidden from those areas and the workforce had encouraged to different urban centers 

for work. 

6.6. Impact on Education 

Terrorism likewise has significant ramifications for the fate of education in Pakistan.  The 

UNESCO report of 2012 reveals that schooling for undergraduate in the province has been 

badly affected due to harmed or demolished schools in the territory. Those influenced 

incorporates 65 percent of schools in Swat and 35 percent in Buner, Upper and Lower Dir, 

Shangla, and Malakand Districts. Swat is the most pretentious where feminine learning has 

been restricted by insurgents. Additionally, it is not simply girls' institutions that encompass 

the focus on in Swat. More than 42 percent of boys’ schools were also decimated in Swat 

(Mustafa, 2012) . Almost 150,000 students have been deprived of education while 8,000 

female teachers are without an occupation because of the insurgency. Likewise, more than 

190 government schools are burned; approximately 45,504 students enlisted in these schools 

are of the war affected territory of Swat (KPK, 2014). 

As per the previous senior Vice-President of Lahore Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

(LCCI), Sohail Lashari, the Swat war had dislodged two million inhabitants, expanded 

unemployment, ended education of youth, seriously harmed infrastructure, ended tourism 
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started overflow violence in different parts of the country, and ceased the supply of crucial 

crude materials from Swat like marble, gems and adornments and furniture commercial 

enterprises. Lashari said that incessant bombings, the weakening peace circumstance, and 

internal displacement, had taken a toll on the socio-economic fabric of the nation (LCCI, 

2014). 

6.7. Human Cost 

The human cost of terrorism has been high for the country in the WoT. In year 2003 

aggregate fatalities in terrorism-related violence added up to only 189. By 2004, this number 

has grown to 863, to slide insignificantly to 648 in 2005, yet rise significantly from that 

point. In  2009,  at any rate  11,585  persons,  including  2,307  regular folks  and  1,011 

security power (SF) faculty and 8,267 terrorist/extremists were killed in distinctive assaults 

(PIPS, 2010). Likewise, in the years after 2009 till 2014 terrorism has taken thousands of 

more lives in the country.   

The KP and FATA have seen substantial scale violence and uprisings during the time 2009 

and 2010. In KP in 2009 there were 1,137 terrorist assaults including 52 suicide attacks. 

Around 1,438 persons, including 1,005 regular citizens and 435 Security Force (SF) faculty, 

were killed and 3,616 persons were harmed, including 2,777 non military personnel, 828 

security forces (PIPS, 2010). Peshawar, Swat, Dir, Charsada, Bannu, and Kohat were the 

most affected areas.  

In FATA, 559 terrorist, including 7 suicide assaults, were accounted for in 2009. No less than 

644 individuals, including 390 regular citizens and 244 security work force, were slaughtered 

and 1,046 persons were harmed, including 560 non military personnel, 486 security forces. A 
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stunning part of viciousness witnessed across the nation is the suicide attacks. There were 78 

suicide assaults in 2009 as against 59 in year 2008. It implies that consistently Pakistan is 

witnessing no less than 6 to 7 suicide assaults every month that cost many human lives and 

foundation harms. The vital point to note here is that in year 2009, the number expanded to 

11,585, (PIPS, 2010). However, insurgents were additionally ready to spread more terror, 

assaulting military caravans, pulverizing public properties particularly the girls' schools, and 

abducting and lootings. Adding these demonstrations of terrorism to the setbacks of 

militancy, the size of the issue postured by the terrorists can be gauged effectively.  

6.8. The Power Shift in Pakistani Society  

As indicated by a former Pakistan armed forces officer, late Col. Sultan Amir Tarar, who was 

known as 'Col. Imam', said that the feudal lords in South Punjab prevented the children of 

farmers going to proper schools rather sent them to the Madrasas that were multiplying in 

the zone. These same children today have emerged as the Punjabi Taliban. Like FATA, 

where the Taliban have wiped out the tribal Maliks, Col. Imam accepts that in South Punjab, 

also has transformed as well, to bring a comparative change supplanting the nearby land 

lords and influential and becoming the genuine force wielders (Gutman, 2008). The 

trepidation that the positions of the Jihadists could swell in the result of the 'mother of all ills' 

that has cleared through Pakistan has at the end of the day took the attention back to the 

financial elements that are igniting the Jihad processing plant within Pakistan. Indeed, even 

top authorities in Pakistan, from ''President Asif Zardari and Prime Minister Yusuf Raza 

Gilani to Foreign Minister Shah Mehmood Qureshi and Pakistan's former ambassador to the 

US, Hussein Haqqani,'' (Esposito & Mogahed, 2007): had been relentlessly cautioning the 

world that in the event that it did not go to Pakistan's help sufficiently quick, the Islamists 
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would misuse the shocking circumstances in which around 2 million individuals would find 

themselves after the flood. 

The profile of different Jihadists proposes that the vast majority of the Jihadists, 

consequently, have a place middle classes. A dominant part of them are not illiterate but 

rather are less litterate and semi-proficient. While a large number of the Jihadists have gone 

to state schools, the administration is for the most part held by individuals with some 

madrassa instruction, in any event in the Pashtun ranges and South Punjab. Troubled zones 

of South Punjab and FATA are additionally the most are one of the major causes of politico-

socio-economic problems in the country. In these areas imbalance, dishonor, abuse and 

obstructions to social versatility are high (Rahimullah Yousufzai, personal communication, 

June 01, 2015). Incomprehensibly, notwithstanding the proceeding with presence of an 

onerous socio-political force structure, in a number of these regions the hold of the time-

honored elites has been separating as an aftereffect of a blend of socio-political elements and 

the development of new that have started testing the conventional power structure (Yusufzai, 

2009).  

Among different noteworthy changes that have happened in Pakistan amid the previous 

decades, the majority got disturbed for the current social request has been the enduring loss 

of force of the feudal lords (Zaidi, 1999). Feudals breathe in Pakistan and are the governing 

class; they are monetary method of production, for survival however now it is being 

confronted by the augmentation of new social and economic fact. The rise of militia Islamists 

is one of the actualities. In the Southern Punjab, for instance, the far reaching system built by 

the Sunni extremist association SSP has helped it accept an essential part in the political 

issues locally (Esposito & Mogahed, 2007).  
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Dr. Azmat Hayat Khan, an academic, is of the opinion that the old feudal class can no more 

rely upon their conventional status to hold the lower class within proper limits, considerably 

a great deal win elections with no endeavor (Dr. Azmat Hayat Khan, personal 

communication, May 3, 2015). The story in the more developed northern and central Punjab 

is the same, with old landed families attempting to keep up their strength in nearby local 

political issues. Albeit a percentage of the old political families keep on winning elections, 

the vital point is that they do as such simply because they have bargained on their power and 

have contacted the new political strengths which have developed in their territories. In 

FATA, the TTP insurgents deliberately wiped out the Khans and tribal Maliks worked 

importantly for the Pakistani state (inheritance given by the British colonial state). The state 

used to rely on their authority and power to keep up its injunction above the tribes from 

beginning to end with the jirga framework. 

A reaction to the Maliks had begun growing in Waziristan route in the 1970s due to their 

corruption (Taj, 2011). With the ascent of the Jihadists, the Maliks became the focus of the 

activists. A number of Maliks were killed, and the majority others fled from the FATA area 

to spare their lives, with the outcome that the Mullahs supplanted the Maliks as power 

wielders in FATA (Idris, 2008). The explanation behind targeting the Maliks was obvious: 

they were the main individuals who could confront control of the Jihadists by activating the 

populace of the region to shape tribal lashkars to tackle the insurgents. By disposing of the 

Maliks, the insurgents successfully finished any probability of resistance to their strengths 

over the whole tribal belt. This was precisely the direction the Mujahideen had received in 

Afghanistan where the tribal chiefs were supplanted by the Jihadists (Yusufzai, 2009). 
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While the Taliban faction was assembled in the region for the imposition of Sharia in Swat, 

there was likewise a socio-economic element to the bolster that the Swat Taliban leader 

Mullah Fazlullah got from the individuals. Dissimilar to the institution Mullahs who have 

been by tradition in opposition to land reforms in Pakistan, Fazlullah won over a 

considerable measure of recruiting people by encouraging them for the redistribution of land 

(Fazal Saeed, personal communication, May 01, 2015). 

 The Swat Taliban besieged the landlords in Swat and either murdered them or constrained 

them to escape, after which they absorbed their land (Khattak, 2010). Taliban by exploitation 

of the land issue in Swat the not just waged peoples' backing for their faction, they 

additionally hit at the social, financial and political influence that was overwhelmed by the 

land lords which could have turned into a real hindrance in the way of the Taliban (Agency, 

2009). 

In Swat, as well as in the whole Pashtun tribal belt, the Jihadists have engrossed by holding 

out the guarantee of a more equivalent and presently communal order, a vital segment of 

their following project. Without a doubt, the unlucky deficiency of equity has been one of the 

essential elements for the ascent of the insurgent factions who have abused the subjective, 

degenerate and unreasonable equity framework to win support for their reason. 

For example, the exterminated leader of the TTP, Baitullah Mehsud, not just utilized Islam to 

strengthen his power base (Khan, 2009), he likewise focused on landowners to give the TTP 

a picture of being an individuals' movement. Mangal Bagh, the leader of the Lashkar-e-

Islam, in the Khyber agency, obtained a Robin Hood-like notoriety which attracted 

youngsters to his fold (Global Security, 2012). Mangal Bagh used to censure the Maliks 
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(Rahimullah Yousufzai, personal communication, June 01, 2015) and would dependably 

attempt to take care of the issues of the ordinary tribesmen (Yusufzai, 2008).  

Though all political leaders in Pakistan, together with the landlord, never neglect to shell out 

edge repair to the reason for an all the more just and fair social and political framework, their 

social foundation has guaranteed that nothing of the type will increasingly occur the length of 

the control the levers of force. Dissimilar to the lawmakers, the guarantee of social equity 

that the insurgents hold out sounds significantly more valid. For one, the government 

officials behave normally, which makes any progressive change in the social framework 

greatly improbable. The Jihadists, try to change the framework. Also, given the lower and 

lower white collar class foundations of just about the whole Jihadist authority makes it 

simple for the individuals to relate to them and have faith in what they guarantee since they 

hail from the same financial foundation. 

6.9. Jihad as a Tool against Exploitation  

An experimental study into the viewpoint of the Jihadists by a clinical Pakistani therapist, 

Sohail Abbas, has uncovered that the quality arrangement of the lower white collar class 

practiced a commanding impact on the militancy. As per this study, 'this class has the 

capacity to give administration and motivation to the overflowing masses. It has been an 

essential on-screen character in the religious development in the nation. It is profoundly 

impacted by and now they control the mosque and the religion." Abbas has discovered that 

outrage against the exploitative social and political framework has been misused by the 

religious factions who have 'succeeded in blending Jihad with following transform by the 

understood guarantee of a Taliban sort government in Pakistan' (Abbas, 2007). The ordinary 
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social and political procedures neglecting to address the developing feeling of misery in the 

public arena, Jihad has turned into an instrument of strengthening against the genuine and 

saw ravaging of the corrupt world class and the battle for a truly Islamic framework is seen 

as the best way to change business as usual furthermore increase religious fulfillment 

(Sareen, 2007). As such, Jihad offers a feeling of reason, social portability and even decency, 

which is overall just about difficult to attain for anyone from the lower class (Siddiqa, 2009).  

6.10. State of the war Economy 

Because of the flourish of militancy in the tribal territories, the war of financial system 

energizes it. The weapons and drug exchange is prospering in FATA, part of the way a 

inheritance of the Afghanistan's war and nonappearance of a criminal impartiality framework 

and monetary regulatory laws. With numerous key access focuses at FATA bordering 

Afghanistan at the present debilitated by the activists, cross border attacks are increased. 

Social and economic conditions of FATA have changed a great deal subsequent to the 1990s, 

alleged a political economist. Presently asset aggregation is solely fixed to the cause of 

extremism. Security organizations, including the Frontier Corps, khassadars and duties are 

additionally generally accepted to advantage from such unlawful activities. While the armed 

force apparently braced down on weapons developed in Khyber's Dara Adamkhel in 2006, 

illicit weapons and bullets, etc., keep proliferating in the country (Agency, 2009). 

Khassadars are asymmetrical force under the authority of Political Agent to perform and 

protect obligations ensure streets and other government establishments (ADB & WB, 2009). 

Levies are official tribal army. Insurgency in FATA raised during a period of new investment 

in areas, for example, transport, coal, minerals and border trade, by returning of employers 
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from different parts of the state and asylum seeker as of the Gulf countries in the 1970s. Latif 

Afridi, a previous member of parliament belonging from Khyber agency stated that the 

Pakistani Taliban obliterated this period of industrialization in FATA (ICG, 2009). 

Today, insurgency and military operations are the foremost obstacles to financial 

advancement, devastating an effectively insufficient foundation, obstructing exchange and 

business openings of transport and delivery of products. The secretariat of FATA appraises 

the expense of the contention at over $2 billion, including a conditional assessment of $103 

million in harm to road and rail network (Green, 2008). Even commerce and trade in 

Peshawar issued its nearness to Khyber agency, have been unfavorably influenced. Quite a 

few industrial facility proprietors and directors, especially women, are not able to go to work 

even in the city. Sixtytwo sectarian violence and militancy in adjacent Kurram agency has 

brought on a deficiency of unrefined materials (Munir, 2011). Consolidated with a significant 

vitality crunch and the ascent of power and gas taxes, as financial support are reserved under 

the pressure of International Monetary Fund (IMF), the cost of essential utilities and 

sustenance has risen (Ministry, 2011-12). Further south, activist organization controlling 

North and South Waziristan are in a arrangement to prohibit development programs, and 

slash the funding. Several small enterprises of FATA have been closed due to violence; 

entrepreneurs who have fled are reluctant to return without surety that they can resume work. 

Individuals who see their factories destroyed or assumed control by insurgents get no pay or 

assistance from the government. How many of them will return? The prices of wheat flour in 

Khyber Agency rose by around 35.3 percent in one month in the middle of September and 

October 2008. Costs were at that point fundamentally more extravagant in FATA than in 

whatever is left of the nation. In May 2009, the KP Market Price Bulletin, the cost of wheat 
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flour in FATA was 24 percent higher than the country." [World Food Program], May 2009 

(WFP, 2009). Adding to the militancy is the vicinity of remainders of the Maoist Mazdoor 

Kissan Party that is powered by despondency with the unequal dissemination of land in the 

agency (ICG, 2009).  

6.11. Conclusion 

The long going insurgency has harmed the nation and its effects have exacerbated throughout 

Pakistan. The operating cost of terrorism includes loss of living, devastation of infrastructure, 

investment, downfall of growth rates, tax collection and consequently the decomposing 

economy. FDI is affected which fell by more than 58 percent throughout the financial year 

2008-2009 because of the law and order situation and violence which has damaged Pakistan's  

image for foreign markets. Tourism, an important base for the revenue for Northern areas is 

adversely influenced by the present war on terror; therefore, causing the fall of GDP to 2.00 

percent in the fiscal year 2008-09.  

Battling terrorism has fetched a huge price of human lives together with security personnel 

and civilians. Assaulting military convoys, destruction of civil properties particularly 

schools, lootings and kidnapping have become a habit of terrorists. This demonstrates that 

terrorists have expanded diversely complex and have the expense caused as well. However, 

Taliban alone could not be held responsible for kidnapping for ransom. He told that criminal 

elements such as professional kidnappers were also using the name of Taliban to terrorize 

people (Liaqat Ali Khan, personal communication, May 20, 2015). 

The rise of the Jihadist development in Pakistan is driven basically by the variables of 

ideology and religion. Many years of influence of a destructive variant of radicalized political 
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Islam has persuaded a huge number of individuals youthful and old —to take the way of 

violent Jihad to catch political force, and through it, transform the public, economy and 

culture to achieve what they consider to be an immaculate Islamic order. However under- 

pinning the journey for a perfect Islamic state in Pakistan are the difficult socio-economic 

fact that makes Jihad greatly alluring to the larger part of the individuals the growing 

underclass—that sees Jihad as the main way out of the socio-economic hardship that goes 

with their low-level presence in Pakistan. 

The insurgents are occupied with assembling and misusing the mainstream grievances (some 

genuine, numerous envisioned) to construct the important bolster base for their reason. In any 

case while such backing is found over all levels of Pakistani society, the majority of the 

Jihadis originate from the sprawling underclass for whom Jihad is an outflow of dispute, 

even rebellion, against an unequal, unreasonable and uncalled for social, political and 

monetary framework which has been cultivated by a corrupt, cutthroat and conceited first 

class and propped up by the bourgeoisie.  

Unexpectedly, the social, political and financial despense in Pakistan and has reliably 

hindered all opportunities to progress for those at the bottom of the social structure to sustain 

its hang on force has unintentionally offered ascent to the very strengths that today 

undermine its hold over the force structure in Pakistan. They have done this somewhat 

through their disregard of the social area, mostly through their Islamist talk, and the 

utilization of Jihad as a tool of state arrangement. The resultant violent movement influenced 

by this approach for non-state actors is testing the legitimacy of the state today. 
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7.1. Introduction 

National security is a state of peace and stability for a country. It's a very broad concept 

including the components of political, economical, social, territorial, environmental security 

etc. Despite the fact National security depends for the most part of it on the barrier or military 

perspectives, however, it cannot be characterized totally with this declaration. In 1950, 

Harold Lasswell expressed that acknowledged attributes of the idea of national security do 

not rule out more commitments to the idea's significance. 

As per Lasswell, (Lynch, 2013), security develops through a harmony between foreign and 

domestic policy. It involves the information, handling of arms, techniques and economic 

growth. (Buzan, 1983) Walter Lippmann (1943) viewed national security as a means to 

forestall war, and expressed that if war is forced, national security would guarantee the 

victory of a country. A state would be secure in the event that it doesn't give away its national 

interests to evade war and would have the capacity to maintain them if tested by war. War 

and the military are at the core of his definition; moreover, the lawful interests are not 

expressed plainly but are oblique. The declaration of lawful interests varies from country to 

country; in addition, it depends on the circumstances confronted by a country in an evolving 

world. This instability is a main consideration in seeing dangers and in settling on the right 

choices, as it can create chaos in military planning. Additionally, the military will be at the 

core, with diplomacy playing its role in the backdrop (Monem & Al-Mashat, 1985). 

7.2. Sovereignty Crisis 

 Sovereignity is a cherished idea for any nation. Pakistan has been facing crisis and 

challanges in terms of its sovereignty. It is a result of freedom in addition exterior 
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development; and has to achieve definite objectives. It transforms domestic and exterior 

configuration of the state. A sovereign state consists of of region, inhabitants, government 

and its power to have interest in relations with other countries. The sovereignty crisis 

developed with the drone strikes that were conducted by US in Pakistan as a recent report 

published by US Center for Strategic and International Studies stated that “No matter who is 

in power of Washington or Islamabad, Pakistan will always have an important position 

between the war-torn Afghanistan and the rest of Asia”. The strikes that are carried out by 

both US and NATO are happening in the cross borders which have caused serious debates 

over the issue of sovereignty of Pakistan (Yousuf, 2009). The people of Pakistan, the military 

and the government have shown serious dissatisfaction towards these attacks lately. However 

for making the intrusion look rational, the presence of militants on the tribal terrains of 

Pakistan has been pointed out severely by the international media (Raman, 2007). 

Majority of Afghan officials have blamed and accused Pakistan of tolerating and covering 

the militants’ activities of recruitment, arms depot, camps and training on its territories for 

quite a while now (Terrorism, 2006).  Therefore, a lot of efforts made by the officials in 

Islamabad to check the infiltration, stop militant presence on their field and getting rid of 

these “anti-regime insurgents” are described as more insincere and incomplete. The initial 

effort to revive the terms between Pakistan and Afghanistan was done in the year of 2007 at 

the Kabul Peace Jirga which was held in August of that year. President Musharraf in the 

sphere of his presidency status took part in the Jirga and he also acknowledged that there is 

militant’s presence in the tribal area of his country (Yousafzai, 2009). 

The major concerns of the Western media and politicians still remains the same as the 

attitude of Pakistan towards the armed forces in their Tribal Areas has been in state of 
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ambiguity as they have repeated and hesitated in the anti-terrorism issues (Jentleson, 2000). 

One more complying fact drives the Western media is the sympathy factor of the common 

masses of the tribal area for the Talib and Mullahs in madrassa. The western media call this 

difference and variation as the toughest of challenges to overcome the anti-developmental 

factors of this region. The President of ''Pakistan National Madrassa Association stated that 

“reactionaries (the West) call the Taliban terrorists, but (anti-Soviet invasion) freedom 

fighters were not terrorists, similarly it is obvious that they do not agree with the Western-

oriented definition of terrorism. Similarly, on the issue of Bin Laden, some Pakistan leaders 

either see him as a hero, or consider him as the lesser of two devils” (Lian, 2010)  

Hence, the western media keeps on pushing the tag line that Pakistan and its military failed to 

eliminate the militants and, therefore; the Western military support and invasion is required 

to get the job done in both Afghanistan and Pakistan (Winkler; Ebnother & Hassan, 2005). 

Consequently, it paved way for border violations and debates over sovereignty crisis started 

in Pakistan. Talibanization prevailing in the Tribal Areas of and rest of Pakistan, to a lesser 

extent has made this war on terror and the situation of counter-terrorism tasks within those 

regions more diluted and multifaceted and it has turned the efforts of US, NATO and the 

Pakistan army into a stalemate (Dr. Azmat Hayat Khan, personal communication, May 3, 

2015).  

7.3. US Drone Attacks in Afghanistan and Pakistan 

To eliminate Al- Qaeda and Taliban, the US has turned to drone attacks in tribal belt of 

Pakistan. While these assaults have been fruitful by and large in dispensing with their 

proposed focuses, for some situation they have caused collateral damage by killing civilians 
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mostly women and children. The absence of a solitary US leader responsible for the battling 

inside Afghanistan implies there are frequently clashing strategic and key contemplations at 

play, particularly in managing Pakistan. The US, CIA controls a significant number of the 

drones' attack assault inside Pakistan. This has generated angry reaction from the tribesmen 

and even among the overall public in Pakistan. Proclamations from US leaders about 

maintaining whatever authority is needed to seek after and assault the Taliban and different 

factions inside Pakistan have further set the local populaces and even the Pakistan Army 

against the United States, as all such attacks represent the inability of  Pakistan to protect its 

border with Afghanistan (Coll, 2014). 

 Pakistan has been either incapable or unwilling to stop the cross-border movement of 

Taliban and their partners working out of FATA. Besides the question regarding capacity of 

Pakistani forces to tackle Taliban, there are indications that tribal ties and irresoluteness of 

Pakistani insight agents inside FATA toward Afghan Taliban or Mujahideen commanders 

may be in charge of the failure of Pakistan to check these insurgents (Koprowski, 2009). 

The United States accepts that it is owed backing and dependability by the Pakistani armed 

forces and different powers in light of the fact that it has taken care of the expenses of 

moving the 120,000 Pakistani troops into FATA. However, Pakistan measures its expenses 

not just in the movement of troops but also in the loss of public support (Gunaratana & Iqbal, 

2011). 

The observation on the Pakistani side is that the presence of US and NATO troops in 

Afghanistan ignites militancy inside Pakistan said General (Rtd) Asad Durrani in his 
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interview on Aljazeera TV conducted on April 10, 2015 by Mehdi Hasanon the topic, 

Pakistan: Victim or Exporter of Terrorism?  

The Afghan National Army (ANA) of about 80,000 is additionally not seen as sufficiently 

prepared to tackle the situation efficiently. The common perception in Pakistan is that the 

ANA is prevalently made out of non-Pashtun and along these lines unwelcomed in the 

Pashtun provinces that adjoin the Pakistan-Afghanistan border close to FATA (Meyerle,  

2012). 

General Ashfaq Pervez Kayani, the then Chief of Army Staff of Pakistan, went to a meeting 

of the tripartite commission in Kabul in August 2008 and facilitated another meeting the 

following month in Rawalpindi. On the other hand, Pakistan’s military has not fully 

acknowledged the need to change to counterinsurgency mode (Nawaz & Borchgrav, 2009).  

7.4. Dynamics of Pakistan’s National Security  

To evaluate the concerns of national security, military factors are closely aligned with 

economic factors, so it fills the needs to look at relations between defense expenditure, 

national security, and economic development. Developing nations undergo diverse sorts of 

internal political configurations i.e, deficiency of qualified labor, and incapable security 

framework, which formulates the foundation for characterizing national security in terms 

obvious or probable external threats; profound accentuation on military components; and the 

utilization of western tools and methods of security administration, policy planning and 

military precepts etc. Because of these reasons, the military remains a helpful and useable 

instrument of state strategy for shielding against external dangers and guaranteeing internal 

security. 
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 Buzan has described the way of states regarding sociopolitical cohesiveness and as variables 

for national security. Sociopolitical is a term that characterizes an individuals' lifestyle, 

including the social, political, and monetary modes of their society under their own statute. 

He isolated states into four classes. Very frail states do not have a generally acknowledged 

idea of the nation amongst their citizens. The governing abilities in these states are not 

sufficiently solid to propel solidarity in their political units. From the outside they appear to 

have a banner, region, and UN membership, however, when viewed from within, there would 

be armed groups controlling their own characterized regions inside these states. At that point 

frail states become weak like Pakistan, Bolivia, and Philippines (Hanalon, 2011). These 

states have governing power that is sufficiently solid to urge solidarity or its authenticity 

through individuals who are more faithful to ethnic, political, or religious groups. Feeble 

states are more helpless against external threats and mighty animosities.   

 Pakistan reflects such a state, where Islam gives the overall thought, with divisions existing 

among Punjabi, Seraikis, Balouchi, and Pashtun. The idea of national security is significantly 

more confounded for powerless conditions of the third world than for developed states. The 

security environment of powerless states is less steady and more inclined to the dynamic 

utilization of power. They as a rule do not have an extensive variety of means to accomplish 

their targets and in this way are powerless against both external and internal pressures 

(Huntington, 1993). 

Such states are almost inactive on international political and economic scene due to their 

inability or weakness to play an active role; so they look for security from big powers by 

responding to a military or economic danger. This will bring about one of two circumstances; 

either it will generate dominance or will be exploited by big powers, or it will conclude 
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wherever frail states will have to choose between conflict and cooperation when confronted 

equivalent or generally effective state. This is valid on account of Pakistan-India, Iran-Iraq 

and Arab-Israel relations. 

Although the war on terror has been fought for a just cause, however, due to illiteracy and 

economic deprivation particularly in the Pashtun belt of Pakistani side of Pak-Afghan border, 

it has worked as a catalyst to give rise to intolerance, sectarianism, ethnic division and 

militancy. This has been largely labeled as the most daunting challenge for Pakistani 

governments apart from the economic and sovereignty crisis that are more prominent these 

days. The past few governments did not figure out a safe route in this war and it has 

threatened Pakistan’s security on many fronts. There are huge doubts about this security 

concern of Pakistan in the international media as well and since these issues have been on the 

rise ever since their inception, the label of “insecure” is largely flagged with Pakistan more 

often now (Fair, Keith, Chivvis, Poori & Spirtas, 2010).  

There are various decisions that have fueled this intense situation and drifted it away from 

Pakistan’s favor at large like the decisions to become a US ally in this war to overcome the 

common enemy or common threat. Major General Tayyab Azam Khan considers it one of 

the basic factors fueling Talibanization in the country such decisions have brought more 

wraths on countless innocent people of Pakistan and it has left the country in despair (Major 

General Tayyab Azam, personal communication, May 22, 2015). Even after a decade of the 

war which started in 2001, the role of Pakistan is yet unobvious and the sacrifices made by 

Pakistani security forces and innocent Pakistanis are yet to be acknowledged by the 

international media. Although the Pak-US alliance in this war was labeled as an element of 

national interest; however, Pakistan gave more sacrifices than its western allies. As intriguing 
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as it sounds, the objective that were originally designed by Pakistan when it decided to enter 

the War on Terror as  allay with US was never understood by the international community. 

Pakistan’s role in the War on Terror was looked upon with hostility by all including its allies 

the Afghan and US governments (Shah, 2015). The massive wave of suicide bombing and 

extremism struck Pakistan after Lal Masjid operation in 2007. Maulana Abdul Aziz and other 

clerics of Lal Masjid demanded for Sharia, the extremists made hostage children’s library 

and created a severe law and order situation (Siddique, 2008). Excess force was used by 

government against them which produced a result of dissappearence and death, of women 

students of the spiritual madrassa. It is frequently said that this demonstration resulted in 

further estrangement of the radicals from the present system and the Pakistan Army and 

encouraged them to a terror crusade that occured almost immediately after the Lal Masjid 

incident. Moreover, the decision of military operation Lal Masjid united many extremist 

groups under the umbrella of TTP (Ali, 2010).  

Pakistani extremists groups such as TNSM leader Fazlullah openly expressed his strong 

reaction to the Lal Masjid operation. Molana Faqeer of Bajaur Agency chanted slogans of 

'death to Musharraf'. Additionally, Baitullah Mehsud of South Waziristan who had also 

fought in Afghanistan during the Afghan war came closer to Fazlullah and resultantly they 

formed TTP (Siddique, 2008). The operation of Lal Masjid ended up badly as it was a 

reaction to president Musharraf aloud claim of alliance and partnership with USA and it 

deserted the hopes of Al-Qaeda to find any sympathy in the political mainstream of Pakistani 

politics (Ahmed, 2014). 

The Al-Qaeda and other extremist groups i.e., JeM, SSP, TNSM and newly formed TTP 

responded to avenge the Lal Masjid operation and carried out bombings targeting political 
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leaders i.e. Aftab Ahmad Khan Sherpao (former Interior Minister), PML-Q, Ameer Maqam 

(Dawn, 2008). Additionally, they attacked mosques, security installations, embassies (Parlez, 

2008) and many archeological and tourist spots. The battle was intense because of the 

nation's religious sentiments towards the Islamic seminaries (Hussain, 2010).  

Soon after the decision of US involvement to eradicate terrorism and avenge the 9/11 attacks, 

the role of insurgence and extremist in Pakistan came in the limelight and the political 

leaders in the country directly got attacked by the militants in the tribal belt. Many of the Al- 

Qaeda leaders, Taliban and other extremist elements took refuge in the Tribal Areas of 

Pakistan to carry out attacks in the country. For an instance, Pakistan another time becomes 

important, and the reason is again Afghanistan (Javaid, 2011). The undermining effects of the 

war in Afghanistan were for all time probable to be experienced here primarily. The Pashtun 

inhabitants in KP have the same language and ethnic relations with the area that shaped the 

major foundation of the Taliban in Afghanistan. The similar brand name of Deobandi Islam 

is powerful and in cooperation on both sides of the border area (Ali, 2002).  

The decision by the Taliban to take shelter in the Tribal Areas of Pakistan was a tactical one 

that was aimed to bring strategic advantage. It was a decision that was meant to pay off well 

for Taliban because of the knowledge of those areas which lay between the boundaries of the 

terrains where guerrilla operation was taking place. The terrain was best designed and 

objectified to bring more offensive and defensive advantage to the Taliban against their 

highly equipped and powerful enemies (Rineheart, 2010). The possibility of planting any 

kind of deadly attacks on the enemies and the safe retreat route through tunnels was an 

advantage that felt so realistic and dreadful against the US at that time (Shahzad, 2011). All 

the tribal elders in the area who opposed the deadliest propaganda of the militants were killed 
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instantly and it was planned to take advantage of the porous boundary structure that lay 

between Pakistan and Afghanistan. Because of such tactics to wrap the people in fear and 

violence in the tribal area, the militants soon found local help to boost up their agendas to 

take part in the active war that was in full swing across the border in Afghanistan.  

It is, however, a fact as well that the most imminent threat is posed by the personnel of LEA. 

They are the ones who are the top hit list of the militants in most instances. However, the 

recent trends of these attacks are more intense around both civilians and security forces 

officials. It is though a peculiar fact that most of these militants have even targeted children, 

women, mosques and educational institutions at times as well (Saifi & Botelho, 2014). The 

dilemma of Talibanization is that it has engraved the situation with more complication and 

devastation because the separate forces of Al-Qaeda, TTA, TTA, JeM, LeT and TNSM etc., 

are now seen as more allied among them and they are working in total harmony with each 

other. In fact, this harmony has even led to include many local religious and unified sectarian 

groups with them which have made the situation even more volatile than it was in the early 

stage of the war (Qaisar, 2010). 

Talibanization has made ways for a more radicalized environment which resulted in 

intolerance as well as more violence. The security measures of Pakistan have stumbled so 

many times over the years because of the rise in these extremists’ activities. Almost all the 

available security forces and apparatus are currently fighting against the militants 

innumerous locations of Pakistan which is stretched all the way from Karachi to Peshawar. 

Pakistan also had troubles dealing with the Kashmir issue as well and they stopped 

deployment of further troops to FATA in the early 2002 because of a critical tension between 

them and the Indian forces at the borderline (Kampani, 2002).  It is observed that in most of 
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the period of those hard times with India, Al- Qaeda and other militant groups willfully 

moved in FATA and other Tribal Areas since the army was too busy dealing with the Indian 

army threat. It was also the time when Arab militants not only helped the Afghan Taliban 

groups with trainings but also aided them with proper weapons and other tools for fighting 

(Rashid, 2010).  

The cross border infiltration has been among the top causes which have led both mistrust and 

stringent relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan. As described by Barack Obama, 

President of the United States, in March 2009, the dangerous place in the world… a hideout 

for trainning, communicating, plotting attacks for terroristsand and spreading insurgent 

attacks in Afghanistan. As a result, instead of continuing to prosecute the war against 

insurgent Taliban forces in isolation, Obama made clear that the future of Afghanistan was 

inextricably linked with that of its neighbor, Pakistan (Schofield, 2010). The current scenario 

in Pakistan has been the reason that gives rise to both the internal and external security 

threats in the country. It is a fact that the situation of Pakistan has been disturbed with 

damaging its image, security, socio-economic conditions and development factors. For the 

attainment of peace and prosperity in the region, it is vital for Afghanistan and Pakistan to 

have good relations with zero deficits of trust to effectively curtail cross border infiltration 

and stop supporting TTP and TTA.  

When the issue of Talibanization is viewed in the context of Pakistan’s political context, it is 

not a surprise element to see the rise of Taliban activities especially in the FATA, KP and the 

Punjab (Politics, 2009). Ever since 2001 in all the three general elections i.e., 2002, 2008 and 

2013, political parties that had secured majority in the parliament had devised their campaign 

against the Pak-US alliance in War on Terrorism. One of the most prominent examples is the 
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conservative MMA, an alliance of right wing religious political parties, that led 

Talibanization and let them grow was led by Jamiat-e-ullema Islam (JI) of Maulana Fazalur 

Rehman. They were soft and sympathetic politically to the Taliban and a hypothetical 

argument was made by Abdul Basit that ''I am not sure but had there been a more secular 

government of ANP they might have had curbed the growing influence of Talibanization 

(Abdul Basit, personal communication, May 01, 2015). Whereas the stance of MMA was 

soft on TTP as 'they are our lads' they are angry, they have picked up guns because we have 

joined US war, if we stop US war and talk to them they will get back which politically 

allowed and lead to the mushroom growth of these groups. MMA coming into power in KP 

as a strong opposition party in National Assembly and Senate after the 2002 general 

elections. In 2008, the Pakistan People's Party (PPP) led government came into power 

because it not only promised to devise an independent foreign policy but its charismatic 

leader Benazir Bhutto was allegedly assassinated by the Taliban in December 2007, due to 

which the party got sympathy vote of the masses. Similarly, in 2013 general elections, 

Pakistan Muslim League Nawaz (PML-N) got elected which also chanted slogans of an 

independent foreign policy free from the US influence and in conformity with the national 

interests of Pakistan alone- meaning if national interests of Pakistan would collide with the 

US demands then Pakistani interests would be given priority.  

During General Zia’s era when Afghan fighters were needed to fight with the Red Army  his 

Islamization policy paved way for it, and hundreds of thousands of fighters were trained in 

the Tribal belt of Pakistan with the economic assistance of the US and Saudi Arabia. The 

Afghan resistance-Mujahedeen groups who were against the Soviet Union and Soviet-

Afghan government- was supported through the continuous assistance from US trainers and 
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strategic intelligence coordinators, while Saudi Arabia poured in money for human resource 

recruitment and Pakistan provided its ideal location for the guerrilla warfare (Coll, 2004). 

The CIA, ISI and the bulk of money poured by Saudi government helped in the establishment 

of Jihad’s groups such as Hizb-i-Islami led by Gulbuddin Hekmatyar (Wenbaurm, 1991). A 

great deal of religious change occurred in the nature of Pakistan as the Sunni sect was 

condescending by the Saudi and US government. But it was not sooner that the Iranian 

revolutionist Khomeini announced that the Shiite revolution of Iran would be exported to the 

entire world (Khomeini, Khomeini & Algar, 2002). Because of that astounding proclamation, 

radicalized changed started to occurring in Pakistan. In order to counter any Shiite expansion 

in Pakistan, SSP was created by Haq Nawaz Jhangvi in 1980's. The US also supported the 

mushroom growth of madrassa expansion in FATA to counter the Iranian influence in those 

areas. Thus, the sectarian conflict in Pakistan started to rise as the rivalry between Iran and 

Saudi Arabia started heating up (Copley, 1994). The Geneva Accords that were signed in 

April 1988 between Afghanistan and Pakistan on the withdrawal of Soviet troops from 

Afghanistan congealed the terms of Islamabad with the US government. It also became a 

reason for the ratification of the Soviet army's withdrawal from Afghanistan.  

Accordingly, soon after the withdrawal of Russian Army from Afghanistan, sanctions were 

imposed on Pakistan by the US. By 1992, the Soviet supported government in Afghanistan 

collapsed and this led the way to the civil war in Afghanistan. In that torn apart scenario of 

Afghanistan, an unusual leadership emerged with the name of Mullah Muhammad Omar, 

who happened to be a Sunni Pashtun, they were successful in installing their government to 

as much as 70 to 80 percent of the Afghanistan and they swept away the war lord anarchy 

that was created in the post-Russian Afghanistan. However, the control of Taliban in 
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Afghanistan was resisted by the Northern Alliance led by professor Burhanuddin Rabbani 

and engineer Ahmad Shah Masoud, former president and defense minister respectively from 

1992-1996 after the fall of Dr. Najeebullah's government in Afghanistan who were supported 

by the Iranian and Russian establishments. The Taliban were successful in capturing 

Kandahar in the year of 1994 and they invaded and seized Kabul in 1996 (Davis, 1998). 

Pakistan was amongst only three nations who accepted the government of Afghanistan under 

the Taliban in addition Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates (UAE) in 1996. 

There was not much pressure exerted by the US in the 1990’s on the greatest patrons of 

Taliban that were known to be under the influence of Saudi Arabia and Pakistan. This region 

still remained the edge for the policy making for US during that era. The government of 

Pakistan was criticized by the world community for supporting and acknowledging the 

government of Taliban in Afghanistan as they quickly recognized the Taliban governance. 

However, it was not until the event of 9/11 that forced Pakistan to either choose between US 

and the Taliban government to support the war on terror and assemble with the international 

community and get against the Al- Qaeda and Taliban after being their benefactors since 

1996. The war on terror officially started when the Taliban in Afghanistan refused to hand 

over Osama bin Laden to the US officials for the terrorist’ attacks that took place in US in 

September 2001. When Pakistan decided to turn towards the US alliance in this war on terror 

and this made Pakistan a chief ally once again in the context of this greater war on terror 

(Kronstdt, 2003).  

After the 2001 terror attacks on the US, General Musharraf, took a U-turn on Afghan policy 

and tried to undo General Zia’s policy of supporting the Mujahedeen i.e, and started 

eliminating the extremists. Thus, finally the policy of Pakistan under Musharraf changed due 
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to the new dramatic turn of events, thus Pakistani politics started revolving around militancy, 

extremism and Talibanization for the past decades. 

Another political concept that is on the horizon in Pakistan is  the intense situation in KP and 

FATA, the religious/ sectarian extremism that is prevailing in major cities of the country 

between Shiite and Sunni’s well as among various cults and sects of the country. The 

political future of Pakistan is torn with the inter-provincial rivalries, like the one happening 

in KP and FATA (Jafri, 2003).  In a report by CIA and US National Intelligence Council in 

2005 suggested the numeric future for Pakistan to be “Yugoslav-like fate”.  It is also believed 

that Talibanization has objectively created all these hurdles which will eventually result in a 

de facto self-government in FATA and PATA- as Taliban commanders under the TTP did not 

approve of the government writ and tried to establish their conservative version of Sharia. 

And the end result will be separation from Pakistan (Dr. Azmat Hayat Khan, personal 

communication, May 3, 2015). The same intense situation is happening in Baluchistan and 

the heat is more likely to be felt in the rest of the country as well if the situation got worse in 

any form.  

The third political concept regarding Pakistan is that the situation will depend on the outcome 

of this war which the international community and US cannot afford to let the war slip into 

the hands of Pakistani Taliban solely as the consequences will be severe just like it happened 

in Afghanistan (Fazal Saeed, personal communication, May 01, 2015). Although Pakistan 

does not have a well established domestic political system but still it has a western backed 

military support at its disposal as well as the attached nuclear power tag for its importance in 

the international arena? The rise of Talibanization threatens the traditional structure of old 

tribes and the political privileges of upper class are also at stake.  
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7.5. The Jihadi Terrain in Pakistan  

Owing to the policy of the government of Pakistan of moderate Jihad, which has put ban on 

the operating Islamist factions in Pakistan, Jammu and Kashmir, a few of these factions were 

involved in numerous anti-state attacks. Various factions like LeJ, SSP etc., broke away from 

the Kashmiri Jihad and went to FATA and volunteered to participate in operations against 

the Pakistan Army under the banner of TTP. Factions operating under the command of JI and 

LeT were in connection of assassination of senior officials of Pakistan.  

7.5.1. Lashkar-e-Tayyeba (LeT) 

One of the 58 religious political parties, 24 armed Jihadi factions, LeT, is the insurgent 

Islamic faction in Asia. It has connections to Al-Qaeda which has survived the worldwide 

sanction as well as, expanded its faction throughout the world with the support from the 

Middle East, Saudi Arabia, Pakistan Army and the ISI directorate (Haqqani, 2005) 

Religious clerics, Hafiz Saeed and Zafar Iqbal of the Engineering University, Lahore, and 

Abdullah Azzam of the International Islamic University, Islamabad made LeT in 1987. The 

organization permeated its offices in 2,200 places in Pakistan, having its head quarter in 

Muridke the following ten years.  Besides being boycotted by the world LeT assumed a key 

part in the 2005 earthquake relief program. Approximately 800 of its men were killed in the 

fight against the Indian armed forces in 2002 (Tankel, 2013). 

7.5.2. Towards Jaish-e-Mohammed 

 Jaish-e-Mohammed (JeM) is a faction which is responsible for the attacks on the Musharraf 

government (Europa, 2003). Haqqani, 'The Ideologies of South Asian Jihadi Groups,' 

recommends and enlist recruits mental and physical tests to verify the volunteer is fit for an 

existence of Jihad (Attacks, 2011). For four months they are trained spiritually and six 
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months guerilla training is given by commander, later the recruit is sent to Doshka and Jandla 

for ten days weapon training. The seven- to ten-day Doshka training shows the volunteer to 

utilize handheld weapons (Rana & Mir, 2004). 

For Lashkar-e-Taiba, Harkat-ul-Jihad-i-Islami and Hizb-ul-Mujahideen, trained Mujahideen 

according to their resources and need of operations. For instance, in Domela firing with a 

weapon is learned whereas in Zakazak trainees are acclimated with tanks, ordinances, and 

other overwhelming weapons, to which numerous factions  does not have access (Dawn, 

2009). Three fundamental Jihadi factions operate inside Pakistan and Kashmir relating to 

Sunni ideology: factions under Jamaat-e-Islami following the Deobandi School and those 

following the Wahhabi/ Ahle Hadith sect of Islam.  Still, sectarian affiliations do not block 

the factions for tactical and operational purposes.  

7.5.3. Jamaat-e-Islami (JI)  

Established in 1941 by Maulana Abul Ala Maududi, Jamaat-e-Islami is backed by Pakistani 

society, including professionals, students, and unions. This organization has played key role 

in the Kashmir and Afghan Jihad, actively being used as a tool to manipulate Islamic 

militancy; having strong connections with the ruling political parties, and it remains a point 

of convergence over the role of Islam in legislation of Pakistan and issues of national 

identification. In 1977, JI profited as the administration's ideological arm and created Hizb-

ul-Mujahideen faction only meant for Jihad (Abbas, 2002). 

7.5.4. Hizb-ul-Mujahideen (HM)  

Ahsan Dar, previously a school teacher, structured Hizb-ul-Mujahideen in October 1989, and 

prepared Kashmir origan Mujahideen. Their alliance with JI permitted them to prepare 

insurgents in Afghan camps run by Gulbaddin Hekmatyar until the Taliban came to power. 
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Currently headed by Syed Salahuddin, HM basically is composed of ethnic Kashmiris, and 

Pakistanis of non-Kashmiri. They are estimated 20,000 members (Mir, 2004). HM has 

destroyed Indian Armed force's infrastructure and has directed ambushes, strikes, and 

jailbreaks, assaults inside India, exploding bombs close to the Ministry of Defense and the 

armed force central command, and directing an assault with grenades and arms close to the 

Indian Research and Analysis Wing (RAW) in New Delhi.  

 HM initiated these operations utilizing JI institutes and the sub factions Islami Jamiat-e-

Tulaba and Jamiat-e-Tulaba-e-Arabia for recruitment of students from and JI-subsidiary 

madaris and universities. JI raises funds for HM. JI has likewise set up five separate 

establishments, to reserve the Jihadi cause and support the families of fallen Mujahideen.  

7.5.5. Harkat-ul-Mujahideen (HuM)  

In 1985 Maulana Fazlur Rehman Khalil founded Harkat-ul-Mujahideen as a splinter faction 

of Harakat-ul-Jihad-i-Islami. HuM’s history has actually existed under this name at two 

separate times since its inception. HuM broke with its parent organization (ICG, 2009). 

7.5.6. Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM)  

The development of JeM occurred with the blessings of the leaders of the Majlis-e-Tawan-e-

Islami, Darul Ifta-e-Wal-Irshad, and Sheikh-ul-Haddith at Dar-ul-Haqqania religious schools. 

JeM’s office is presently situated in Bahawalpur and purportedly has connections to other 

Sunni sectarian activists. It was backed by SSP and LeJ, and it is politically associated with 

the JUI-F (National Counterterrorism Center, 2009). The Military Department manages in 

identifying targets, instructs fields of Jihadis and keeps up ties with the martyred 

Mujahideen's families. The Department of ''Amar Bil Ma'aruf-o-Nahi Annal Munkar-

Ehtesab'' (Enforcing Virtue and Preventing Vice, and Accountability) guarantees the 
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exercises and behavior, keeps up contacts with madrassa pioneers keeping in mind the end 

goal to pick up volunteers from the schools. The Department responsible for Media and 

Publication publishes leaflets and magazines, including JeM (later renamed al-Islah) and 

Shamshir. October 1, 2001 attack in Srinigar and attacks on President Musharraf in late 2003 

were claimed by JeM. JeM was likewise been connected to attacks on Christian churches, 

killing of the journalist Daniel Pearl by Omar Saeed Sheikh. 

The more extensive Deobandi ancestry runs vigorously through the Lal Masjid. Additionally, 

Fazlur Rehman Khalil was purportedly in the appointment that handed-off messages between 

agent requests to pioneer Abdul Rashid Ghazi, who was later eliminated in a military 

operation. Sunni aggregates in Pakistan gave Maulana Masood Azhar cash and different 

assets to secure JeM. The Al-Rashid Trust, an imperative philanthropy association once 

connected to Al- Qaeda and the Taliban, purportedly gave Rs 20 million in seed cash, yet 

there is some difference (Yang, Mao, Zheng & i Wang, 2013). In December 2001, Pakistani 

powers caught Maulana Masood Azhar and put him under interim house arrest at the United 

States’ behest, however, he was soon set free. Notwithstanding, rifts started inside faction, 

reports vary on the way of the formal fragmentation of JeM.  

7.5.7. Jamaat-ul-Furqan  

In 2001 Jabbar's focused on a series of bomb attacks to counter Christian temples in 

Islamabad, Muree, and Taxila 2002. These terrorist exercises were investigated and 

condemned by authorities. The government of Pakistani formally banned JeM in January 

2002, driving Maulana Azhar to rename it to Khuddam ul-Islam (Brandt, 2010). Pakistan 

banned both Jamaat-ul-Furqan and Khuddam ul-Islam in November 2003; however, the two 

kept on being entangled in a sharp debate. Similarly as with JeM's own particular prior part 
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from its parent association, the formation of Jamaat-ul-Furqan clearly activated another battle 

about assets and supporters. 

7.5.8. Sipah-e-Sahaba (SSP)  

 Sipah-e-Sahaba was established in 1985. The late 1980s and 1990s went through a spate of 

assaults on Iranian diplomats, death of Maulana Jhangvi and Sunni and Shiites reprisal (Tan, 

2010). SSP took advantages of their connections between the other factions. This brought 

internal strife in the faction, as radical faction headed by Riaz Basra blamed the leadership of 

SSP for its mild position towards Shiites insurgent factions. This radical faction turned into 

the LeJ, the name indicated the conviction of the wing following the footsteps of the first 

SSP pioneer, but the rift did not slow the sectarianism in Pakistan. After the death of Zia-ur-

Rehman-Farooqi, Jhangvi's successor as head of SSP, an Iranian diplomat and five Iranian 

military staff were assassinated in discrete assaults. At last, President Musharraf formally 

banned SSP in January 2002 (Stanford, 2012), and Maulana Azam Tariq, Farooqi's 

successor, was captured. Azam Tariq joined parliament in 1990, and won election in October 

2002, and was selected on the MNA seat from Jhang (Manan, 2013). Azam Tariq renamed 

the faction from prison cell; however, he was set free after joining the Pakistan Muslim 

League, Quaid-i-Azam (PML-Q) that directed the coalition government. He was killed in 

Islamabad in October 2003 and became successful by Maulana Mohammad Ahmed 

Ludhianvi (Ahmad, 2013).Presently, the Jamia Farooqi in Lahore and the Jamia Mahmudia 

in Jhang is the work force for SSP, operating across the nation activities. 
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7.5.9. Lashkar-e-Jhangvi (LeJ)  

 A radical faction of SSP was made by the name of LeJ in 1996 due to rifts in SSP headed by 

Riaz Basra, Akram Lahori and Malik Ishaq based in Karachi and Punjab (Encyclopedia, 

2010).  

Each cell is reported to consist of five to eight members, operating independently and 

without knowledge of other cells. Extremely violent against the Shiites community: banned 

by President Musharraf in August 2001. Riaz Basra was killed by Police in May 2002. 

Akram Lahori took over after Basra. He was detained by police it is not known whether he 

instructs the faction from prison. 

 LeJ is charged by the police for bombing of  Shiite mosques in July 2003,  May and June 

2004 in Karachi, targeting western mostly Christian; planning assassination attempt in 

January 1999 on the then Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and utilizing uniforms of police and 

security forces to get entrance to mosques and for spread after attacks (Hussain, 2007).  LeJ 

is alleged of recruiting female youth for suicide bombing covering them under their burqas 

on Shiites institutions ((Jones & Fair, 2010). LeJ is also held accountable for the murder of a 

US journalist Daniel Pearl (Greenslade, 2014). 

There is some doubt in LeJ's involvement of attacking French engineers in the May 2002 

outside a hotel in Karachi and in June 2002 on US diplomats (Abbas, 2002). Reports in the 

days taking after both assaults took note of an amorphous Al- Qaeda system that started to 

conflict with western diversions in Karachi. They allude to this faction as an amalgam of 

HUJI, LeJ and JeM, activists; whereas an unidentified faction al-Qanoon accepted the 

responsibility of attacks.  
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 LeJ, HuM and JeM through their mutual beliefs have linkages with the Taliban through 

former connections in Afghanistan, and it has given asylum and assets to suspected terrorists 

after the US attack. Previously, LeJ insurgents use to train Harkat-ul-Mujahideen's Khalid 

Bin Waleed camp, and the faction kept up an unfaltering supply of weapons from 

Afghanistan to the Punjab region all through the 1990s (Rabasa, 2006).  

In January 2003 the US added LeJ to the list of Foreign Terrorist Organizations (Raman, 

2012). LeJ safe houses were found to hold laboratories of toxic and chemicals that authorities 

accept were much excessively refined for LeJ, making it impossible to have been working 

alone. This assumption prompted theory of LeJ was being backed by Al- Qaeda to defend its 

stockpile after the fall of the Taliban. Likewise SSP, LeJ additionally profits from the 

backing of other Deobandi factions from Saudi Arabia and Pakistan. 

The international and local media used the term 'Pakistani Taliban' for the first time in late 

2003. The presence of Al-Qaeda and Afghan Taliban and the constant support of Pashtuns in 

the Tribal belt gave rise to the Pakistani Taliban. 

The ascent of the Pakistani Taliban in FATA and KP can be ascribed to introductory military 

operations against the Pakistani Taliban; which were more frequently used to get influence 

than to eliminate them. The Pakistani Taliban additionally had an effective intelligence 

system that empowered the Taliban to carry out a multifaceted war against a stronger foe 

(Gunaratana & Iqbal, 2011). 

The  MMA  government in  the  KP was considerate towards the Taliban and it did  not  

attempt  to stop  the spread of Taliban from the  tribal belt  to bordering settled  regions from 

2002-2007 (Muhammad, 2002). When the MMA government left office in 2007, the 

Pakistani Taliban had come to different areas of the province. Taliban factions in FATA 
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started their operations, apparently, for the sake of Islam and were bolstered and empowered 

by the local populace.  

Government troops needed to depend on the broad utilization of air force, which eventually 

brought about more blow-back and the loss of public backing. The Taliban and foreign 

fighters in FATA capitalized on the public sentiments over the civilian casualties for the 

advancement of their philosophy. The attacks were also disliked inside Pakistan's officer 

corps, who could not digest the idea of fighting their own citizens in FATA. It was this anti-

government anti-security forces sentiment among the local people which paved the way for 

the formation of Pakistani Taliban (Koprowski, 2009). 

Insurgents in Miranshah in North Waziristan replicated themselves on the legacy of the 

removed Taliban government in Afghanistan, killed about two dozen criminals in December 

2005 and left their bodies hanging for quite a long time in the town. The message was: the 

Taliban had the capacity to ensure speedy justice and bring order in the region. Such acts by 

the Pakistani Taliban gathered public support for them (Cordesman & Vira, 2011). 

So as to expand their strongholds the Pakistani Taliban took careful measures in view of 

creating systems in the district and selecting local people for their cause before launching 

vigilante acts, which are legitimized by assaulting,  supposedly, un-Islamic exercises. The  

Taliban  to seek after its strategy of killing the remnants of resistance  from local legislators, 

senior citizens, rival religious orders and  priests and  empowers the foundation of parallel 

administering structures  (Coll, 2014). The complex situation, developing with Taliban 

groups in FATA was the goal for Pakistan to counter the developing danger in FATA.  
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The Pakistani Taliban wants to solidify their control in the tribal belt and stretch out it to 

different parts of the KP. They likewise have an ideological motivation of making their area 

accessible to different movements that impart their 'Islamic' plan. Along these lines their 

methodology includes amplifying impact and control all over Afghanistan and Pakistan 

through partnered groups (ICG, 2009). 

This development happened somewhere around 2002 and 2004 while Pakistani forces in the 

territory were focusing on indentifying foreigners connected to Al-Qaeda. These Punjabi and 

Sindhi factions came to FATA from their own areas in place to have a more prominent 

chance of getting away from the Pakistani law enforcement agencies. Amid this process, the 

Pakistani Taliban never truly blended into the hierarchical structure of the Afghan Taliban 

under Mullah Muhammad Omar, albeit all the Pakistani Taliban factions, including the 

foreign fighters, vowed loyalty to Mullah Muhammad Omar. Along these lines, numerous 

factions that were framed in these territories to help the Afghan Taliban battle the US got to 

be the center of the Taliban movement of Pakistan (Meyerle, 2012). 

7.5.10. Al- Qaeda: Arabic al-Qāʿidah (the Base) 

Al-Qaeda started as a logistical system to bolster Muslims battling against the Soviet Union 

amid the Afghan War; individuals were enlisted throughout the Islamic world. At the point 

when the Soviets withdrew from Afghanistan in 1989, the organization was strictly against 

the presence of the US troops in the Islamic holy land of Saudi Arabia. Situated in Sudan for 

a period in the mid 1990s, Al-Qaeda restored its central command in Afghanistan in 1996 

under the support of the Taliban. 
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Al-Qaeda converged with various other activist Islamist associations, including Egypt's 

Islamic Jihad and the Islamic group, and a few times announced holy war against the United 

States. The association established training camps for Muslim activists from all around the 

world, preparing several thousands in paramilitary abilities, and its operators occupied with 

various terrorist assaults, including the devastation of the US government offices in Nairobi, 

Kenya, and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania (1998), and a suicide bomb assault against the US 

warship Colein Aden, Yemen. In 2001, 19 terrorists connected with Al-Qaeda arranged the 

September 11 attacks against the United States. In a matter of a few weeks the US 

government reacted by assaulting Taliban and Al-Qaeda in Afghanistan. After the US 

invasion many Al-Qaeda and Taliban operatives and lower level leadership were either 

captured or killed. However, the top leadership of both Al-Qaeda and Taliban fled the scene 

and went into hiding (Atwan, 2008). 

7.5.11. Threat from Afghan Taliban.  

Numerous TTP leaders are veterans of battling in Afghanistan against Soviets and supplied 

contenders and logistics (Times, 2008). Afghan Taliban have likewise been watched guiding 

militant groups in the FATA, maulvi Sangeen an Afghan commandant of the TTP connected 

to Baitullah Mehsud's faction, and an asserted partner of Sirajuddin Haqqani and key 

authority of the Haqqani faction in eastern Afghanistan (Rubin, 2006). The Local Tehrik-i-

Taliban is composed of the Waziri tribal coalition, have, generally, restricted their Jihadi 

exercises to Afghanistan, where they probably keep on working (Barfield, Rothstein & 

Arquilla, 2012). It is thought that warriors fitting in with different factions of Pakistan-based 

Deobandi groups have additionally gone to Afghanistan to battle under the Afghan Taliban. 

Sources guarantee there to be 5,000 to 9,000 youngsters from southern Punjab battling in 
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Afghanistan and Waziristan (Hussain, 2013). LeJ, SSP, LeT and JeM, factions have 

supposedly been betrothed with Afghanistan since the 1980s till date (Siddiqa, 2009) Internet 

site, www.alqalamonline.com uncovered stance of JeM in articles and statements 

contributing Afghanistan and pro-Taliban stance. 

7.5.12. Presence of Punjabi Taliban in Wasziristan 

The Punjabi Taliban’s presence was reported in Waziristan in March and April 2007 when it 

helped Mullah Nazir to oust Uzbek insurgents of the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU) 

from the Ahmadzai Wazir tribal region (Norell, 2010). The IMU activists had begun 

meddling in tribal affairs, traditions and customs; they were involved in the killing of tribal 

leaders (Gul Marjan, personal communication, May 4, 2015). Moreover, they executed some 

Arab insurgents who happened to be close assistants of Nazir.  

The Punjabi Taliban comprising thirty to forty factions that defected from Pakistani Kashmiri 

Jihadi factions (Abdul Basit, personal communication, May 01, 2015). These incorporate 

Harkat-ul-Jihadi-e-Islami (HUJI), Harkat ul-Mujahideen  (HUM), Jamiatul Furqan (Maulana 

Abdul Jabbar Group), a fragment group  of Jaish-e-Muhammad (JeM), and  cut loose 

individuals of LeT (Gunaratana & Iqbal, 2011). The Punjabi Taliban are evaluated to 

constitute around 2,000 individuals most of whom come from Rahim Yar Khan, Lahore, 

Multan, Sadiqabad, Bahawalpur, Dera Ghazi Khan and other parts of the southern and 

northern Punjab.  They pay much higher rents to local people for their houses and shops, and 

have begun food and pharmaceutical related businesses. It is asserted that 95 percent of the 

Punjabi Taliban talk fluent Pashtu; the native language, despite the fact that it is not their 

local dialect. In some ways they are more deadly than the Taliban of South Waziristan and 

other tribal regions (Dr. Azmat Hayat Khan, personal communication, May 3, 2015). The 
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Punjabi insurgents originated before the Pakistani Taliban. They were trained by Al-Qaeda in 

the art of terrorism. Moreover, they have flourished in the support of the Pakistani state in 

pursuing a proxy war in Indian-held Kashmir (Dr. Raza Rehman Qazi, personal 

communication, May 02, 2015). 

 The leader of HUJI, Qari Saifullah Akhtar, was connected to Al-Qaeda and Mullah 

Mohammad Omar during the Taliban control in Afghanistan amid the 1990s (Bergen & 

Tiedemann, 2013). He trained the Taliban in camps in Kandahar, Kabul and Khost and his 

fighters fought along with the Taliban. HUJI joined Osama bin Laden International Islamic 

Front upon its creation in 1998. After the Taliban regime was ousted, HUJI base was 

disrupted and its aggressors were scattered, and came back to Pakistan. Some settled in 

Waziristan, while others looked for places of refuge in the KP. 

Rashid Rauf, a member of Jamiatul Furqan was alleged of blowing a plane in Atlantic Ocean 

in August 2006 (Martinage, 2008). He ran away from court, later he was killed with Abu 

Zubair al-Masri, an Al-Qaeda agent, in a drone strike in the Mir Ali (NWA) on November 

22, 2008. Further twelve affiliates of Al-Badr closely attached to Jamaat-e-Islami (JI) and 

Hizb-e-Islami-Hikmatyar (HIH) were killed by drone attack and fourteen were injured, on 

September 13, 2008 in NW (Jones, 2009). 

Splinter factions of LeT are active in FATA and Afghanistan. In November 2007, Saleem 

Shahzad a Pakistani journalist who interviewed, an ex-LeT insurgent active in the Pak-

Afghan border area said that in 2003, in Muredke on a social occasion [LeT's Pakistani Head 

Quarters] was an eye-opener to true Jihadis. Hafiz Mohammed Saeed [Chief of the LeT] 

acquainted us with Abdullah, having beard and wearing a cap (Fair & Walsh, 2011). The 
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Kashmiri  Jihad could  not  accomplish its objectives and recommended Mujahideen to sit 

back at home until new circumstances develop which transformed Mujahideen into Taliban 

camp.' an additional splinter group of LeT, lead by Shah  Khalid, extremely dynamic in the 

Mohmand Agency until  July 2008. Shah Khalid's faction was focused on 'Jihad ' in 

Afghanistan and abstained from assaulting the security forces of Pakistan (Rana, 2011). 

Omar Khalid expected Shah Khalid to be obedient to him in the district, which was denied by 

Shah Khalid. When  Muslim  Khan, Shah  Khalid, and  his deputy Maulana Obaidullah and 

many others were executed  by Abdul Wali also known as Omar Khalid Khurassani of tehsil 

Safi the  head  of the  Mohmmand  chapter of TTP (FRC, 2014).   The Punjabi Taliban were 

active in North and South Waziristan Agencies and later spread their faction to Mehsud 

region in mid-2008. There were reports that they moved to the Shawal Valley bordering 

Afghanistan, and established their communication (Shahzad, 2011). 

Punjabi Taliban clarified their objectives were previously Jihad pursued against Russia and 

now aimed towards the US expressing the Jihadi strengths couldn't be wiped out. In 

answering to why the Pakistani Army is presently a focus of the Jihadi powers, given their 

previous great relations, particularly amid the time of the Russian intrusion, he affirmed that 

it had additionally lost its 'Islamic character' since the operation against the Red Mosque. The 

armed forces executed many students from the seminary of Operation Red Mosque 

originated from seismic tremor influenced areas'. The Pakistani Taliban see themselves as the 

primary sources for avenging the Lal Masjid episode (Iqbal, 2010). 

Punjabi Taliban are major faction of Asmatullah Muawiya accepted the government peace 

deal, came back to Punjab and deactivated and are not participating in any kind of activities. 
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As a phenomenon it is a break up faction of the Kashmiri Jihadi groups (Abdul Basit, 

personal communication, May 01, 2015).  

The Punjabi Taliban incorporates an immeasurable cluster of on-screen characters, including 

parts linked formerly to the Pakistan armed force and the ISI. Punjab and KP are at the hitlist. 

Terrorist activities of fidayeen and commando-style assaults, has augmented in Pakistan, 

particularly for assaults occurred in Rawalpindi (Mohanty, 2013). The pattern is not just 

indicative of the TTP's spreading impact, likewise of the expansion of the alleged Punjabi 

Taliban, i.e, Punjabi radicals from sectarian and Kashmir-Jihad foundations, and its solid 

bonds with the tribal Taliban (Dr. Raza Rehman Qazi, personal communication, May 02, 

2015).  

Unlike Baitullah and his Jihadists, the new TTP leaders like Hakimullah Mehsud, Wali-ur 

Rehman and Qari Hussain have strong linkages with the Punjabi Taliban, where the later 

helped the TTP in prominent assaults in main cities. Qari Hussain faction was active with LeJ 

in Karachi, for sectarian attacks (Cordesman, 2013). Being TTP's suicide group leader, he 

organizes assaults in Punjab with the Punjabi Taliban (PT) in Pakistan. PT has been 

practically active inside Afghanistan. Pashtuns and Punjabis from diverse backdrops end up 

being manipulated by the Taliban to fight against the non-believers in the state. As-Sahab has 

publicized two videos of Ashraf Abid and Hasham the wills of martyred which showed their 

association with Punjabi Jihadist of LeT (Dorronsoro, 2012). It is realized that a large 

number of Punjabi insurgents have moved to the FATA and Afghanistan for Jihadist action 

(Litman, 2012). 

Following 9/11, engineer Ashraf Abid of Punjab was called to participate against the 

coalition forces in Afghanistan near Jalalabad airport where he was martyred. The second 
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film was of Hasham. He was from Islamabad, qualified FSc, and got connected to the 

'processions of Jihad. He tuned in missions to battle outside strengths in Afghanistan and was 

later put accountable for instructional classes he was targeted by a US-Pakistan rocket attack 

in Dir in October 2008, told by an ex-intelligence officer on the condition of anonymity. 

7.6. Pakistan’s Counter-Strategy against TTP 

Pakistan has embraced a mix of 'carrot and stick' and 'divide and rule' strategies to contain the 

danger emanating from the TTP. It has carried out critical military operations against 

different factions of the TTP, and at the same time struck many agreements and deals with it 

to make them disregard radicalism. Pakistan's endeavors to contain TTP have been mostly 

fruitful since local people in the FATA showed resistance against TTP in late 2008. Local 

Tribal armies have helped to chase down the Taliban. Political administration in some tribal 

regions have requested  that local people unite against the Taliban, and  helped encourage the 

process, while some other areas of FATA the tribal militias have followed up on their own.  

In September 2008, the local people pursued and executed a group of six insurgents who had 

ruthlessly slaughtered eight policemen at a police headquarters in the Kingargah in Buner 

area of KP. After that episode, the local people of Buner raised a tribal lashkar to check the 

insurgent activities in their area. The same phenomenon was repeated by the populace of 

Maidan territory in Lower Dir district where numerous Taliban activists had taken shelter in 

the wake of getting away from Pakistani military operations in Bajaur. The people united 

against the aggressors, setting up check points on the main roads, and figured out how to 

flush them out of the area through negotiations. Similarly laskhars were formed in Mardan, 

Swabi, Hangu, Lakki Marwat and other parts of KP against Taliban. 
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The first organized tribal lashkar was structured in Salarzai Tehsil of Bajaur after the Taliban 

trapped three tribal seniors, Malik Bakhtawar Khan, Malik Shah Zarin and Maulvi Sher Wali, 

on their route back home after a meeting with government authorities in Khar, where they 

vowed to raise a lashkar and asked for government support for the reason. The nearby 

tribesmen considered the Taliban in charge of the killings and shaped the lashkar under the 

initiative of Fazal Kareim Baro. The lashkar, however, was not able to flush out the activists 

from their santuary in Mula Said Banda and the Darra regions of Salarzai Tehsil, 

(Rahmanullah Khan, personal communication, April 30, 2015). Such initiatives by the 

tribesmen are a negation of the insurgents’ claims that they have enormous followings in 

areas under their control. The expanding  numbers of tribal people rising up to the Taliban 

activists connotes that in numerous parts of the tribal regions individuals are looking for 

asylum from the Taliban’s hold. The government is empowering such uprisings against the 

aggressors by completely supporting the tribal lashkars logistically, economically and 

politically. However, the government also has a strategy to disarm the tribal laskhars once 

they clear the area from insurgents as arming civilians may have negative impact for the state 

and society in the long run (Ismail Khan, personal communication, April 30, 2015). 

Moreover, the government has attempted to win over TTP leaders to incapacitate it from 

within. The strategy of 'divide and rule' has successfully made fractures within the Pakistani 

Taliban. The moderate commanders of TTP were taken into confidence, while disengaging 

the hardliners. A peace deal was struck with Hafiz Gul Bahadur in North Waziristan in 

February 2008.  

Another peace deal was made in South Waziristan with Maulvi Nazir, who guaranteed the 

federal government through tribal leaders that he would not take up arms against the Pakistan 
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Army and would permit no one in his area of control to give refuge to foreigners. The peace 

arrangements made contrasts inside TTP, bringing about Baitullah Mehsud losing control 

over activists in North Waziristan. Therefore,  assaults  on  the  Pakistani  Army  pointedly 

declined  in  both  North  and  South Waziristan amid September and October 2008 

(Rahimullah Yousufzai, personal communication, June 01, 2015).  

Taking after the lethal terrorist assaults carried out by TTP in FATA, KP and other areas of 

Pakistan, Operation Rah-e-Nijat (Path to Salvation) was carried out in South Waziristan on 

19 June 2009 (Rajan, 2015). It rapidly yielded results and the armed forces had cleared 90 

percent area in three weeks. By occupying the greater part of South Waziristan and 

disrupting the terrorists' supply line, the Pakistani Army busted the myth that this was 

graveyard for invading powers and would prove to be one for the Pakistan army as well. TTP 

responded in distress to the military victories and a number of aimless suicide assaults were 

carried out amid Operation Rah-e-Nijat. However, despite heavy military presence in FATA, 

TTP is prone to remain a test for Pakistan army. It has demonstrated its flexibility in the 

fallout of every military operation. The outfit is adapting capable and keeps up second-level 

leaders inside its positions to fill any space if essential (Gunaratana & Iqbal, 2011). 

7.7. TTP-A Long-Term Security Threat 

The Taliban claim that they battle for the sake of Islam; however, their actions suggest that 

now their essential targets are common Muslims, for which there is almost no religious 

legitimization. For instance, Islam advocates that every Muslim woman and man is duty 

bound to get education yet the Taliban do not appear to be persuaded by this injunction of 

Islam and some 350 schools were smoldered and besieged by the Taliban in the unsettled 
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Swat in 2007 and 2008 (Prakash, 2011). Since 2004 the Taliban has likewise been 

authorizing a greatly strict code of living, which has been forced on the local people with the 

danger that wrongdoers will be severely punished (Gunaratana & Iqbal, 2011). 

The Pakistani Taliban represents a danger to the presence of Pakistan. They have assaulted 

and executed thousands of Pakistani security staff, and focused on and killed several 

Pakistani government officials, including the previous Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto. Above 

all, TTP and its associated factions are responsible for the killing of large number of 

Pakistani citizens in terrorist assaults (Prakash, 2011). Between 2001 and 2014 more than 

52,000 to 80,000 lives were lost due to terrorist attacks carried out by Taliban. Pakistani 

losses amid the 1965 war with its conventional opponent India remained at 4,000. There is 

currently an accord in Pakistan that the inner danger postured by the Taliban is more perilous 

than any outer danger. 

As indicated by Maulvi Omar, TTP's representative, 'this is lamentable however we are 

battling against them on the grounds that they have gotten to be partners of the United States 

and slaughtering their own individuals for dollars (Gunaratna & Iqbal, 2011). It is obvious 

that killing of large number of civilians by TTP had nothing to do with the United States or 

its strategies towards Pakistan. A suicide bomber who was captured by the Pakistani security 

forces, talking on television in an exclusive interview on Geo TV, was of the opinion that, 

'the individuals who are not fighting against the government of Pakistan would be considered 

supporters of the government. They are not innocent at all in the event that they don't come 

and join Taliban; they are subject to be slaughtered, and we do not regret executing such 

civilians.' The government has failed to develop a counter narrative for the extremist 

ideology of Taliban (Saleem Safi, personal communication, May 17, 2015). He went on 
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saying that the government just say that extremism is against Islam but is completely failing 

in producing a counter narrative in the light of Islam.  

TTP brain washes and drugs to recruit to agree to become suicide bombers, young recruits 

are either fed or injected with drugs which make them docile, thus, they willingly carryout 

suicide bombing (Brigadier Pervez Sultan (Rtd), personal communication, May 11, 2015). 

However, Taliban used to threaten the young suicide bomber that if they did not carry out 

suicide attack their families would be tortured. He said that on the other hand potential 

suicide bombers are also motivated through promises that their families would be given 

many incentives including cash if they agree to blow themselves up (Liaqat Ali Khan, 

personal communication, May 20, 2015). 

7.8. Internal Splits in TTP 

It was anticipated at the time of its formation that the TTP would collapse in a couple of 

years. The power struggle between different factions comprising TTP, resistance from the 

soft Taliban or pro-government Taliban and TTPs atrocities on the local masses have 

demonstrated the expectation genuine (Gunaratana & Iqbal, 2011). 

In July 2008, seven months of its inception, conflicts between the Baitullah Taliban and the 

ace LeT Taliban were prompted inside TTP. After the murder of Shah Khalid, the TTP in 

Bajaur Agency was divided into two groups. Four commanders of TTP, Maulvi Munir, Dr 

Abdul Wahab, Maulvi Abdul Hameed and Salar Masood, declared their resignation 

(Pakistan, 2008). 

In October 2008, even before completion of its first year, Baitullah Mehsud's brutal policies 

against the Pakistani security forces, which were weakening the resistance for the US-led 
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international forces in Afghanistan, prompted Hafiz Gul Bahadur, TTP’s deputy leader, to 

part from the movement.  This was the first major blow to TTP (Szrom, 2009). 

On November 1, 2008, TTP offered a one-sided truce. Talking on the phone from an obscure 

area, Maulvi Omar uncovered that the choice to set down arms  and  come to the negotiation 

table with the legislature had  been taken  in a meeting between Baitullah  Mehsud  and  

Taliban  commandants from South and  North  Waziristan: TTP is not  against  Pakistan, 

rather, it is pursuing its battle against  the US government (Peters, 2010). 

Commentators believe that TTP's offer to hold peace talks was a strategic move pointed at 

protecting their leaders, frameworks and hierarchical structure, which had been vigorously 

influenced by the military offensives in FATA. Analysts warned the Pakistani government 

not to give TTP any chance to rearrange itself.  

Regardless of all the setbacks the TTP represents a security risk to Pakistan, as well as to 

local and worldwide peace. TTP's thwarted plot to dispatch a suicide assault in Barcelona in 

September 2008, and different suicide assaults in Afghanistan, is confirmation of its 

territorial and worldwide motivation. In the past TTP has likewise promised to obliterate the 

White House, New York and London. TTP's consolidation and expansion in Pakistan would 

likewise reinforce Al-Qaeda and other international terrorist networks (Gunaratana & Iqbal, 

2011). 

TTP is seeking after its plan of uprooting the state by endeavoring to confine its jurisdiction. 

If the government of Pakistan could not eliminate these elements, it will make the 

government irrelevant in the country. This is the most serious test to post-1971 Pakistan: an 

insurgent movement in shape of Pakistani Taliban has engulfed the Tribal Areas which are 
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trying to uproot the Pakistani state from within. Steadiness and peace in Pakistan are pivotal 

to winning the global war on terror. Unless the TTP factions are totally crushed, there would 

be no security for the whole locale as it will stay risky in the wake of TTP’s violence.  

The interruption of TTP's operations ought to be a top priority for local and worldwide 

counter terrorism troops in order to secure the region. It could be possible through giving 

better training and the most recent counter-insurrection equipments to the Pakistani LEAs. 

Pakistan needs international backing in different fields to carry out its battle against this well 

sorted out, non-state actor, which represents a direct danger to each one of those with a stake 

in the  war on terror (ICG, 2009). 

7.9. Tehrik-i-Nifaz-e-Shariat-e-Muhammadi (TNSM) Differences between TTP and the 

Muqami Taliban 

Baitullah Mehsud, using the platform of the TTP, ceaselessly attempted to assume control in 

FATA and KP by killing any Taliban faction or insurgent leader planning to work 

autonomously of the TTP. Warriors faithful to Baitullah made  various  assaults on Mullah 

Nazir and  two of his aides, Commander Khanan and Metha Khan, both of whom were 

slaughtered in 2008 and 2009  (Government, 2013). Mullah Nazir himself confronted a few 

assaults, including a thwarted suicide assault at his office in Wana. The execution of Nazir's 

nearby helpers produced fear inside the Ahmadzai Wazir tribe, who understood the 

repercussions of what might happen if the Uzbeks and their neighborhood supporters came 

back to the Wazir tribal zone in the event of Nazir's demise (Mir, 2012). 

Baitullah Mehsud additionally expanded his exercises in the abutting North Waziristan 

Agency. To counter these, on 30 June 2008 Hafiz Gul Bahadur and  Mullah  Nazir declared 
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the  merger  of  their  two Taliban  factions (Ahmadzai  Wazir and Uthmanzai Wazir) to 

structure  the Muqami  Tehrik-e Taliban. The development of the Bahadur-Nazir union 

could be portrayed as a Waziri cooperation' since both Nazir and Bahadur have a place with 

the predominant Wazir tribe, which almost circles the Mehsud tribe on three sides in 

Waziristan (Szrom, 2009). Mullah Nazir expressed that the group had been framed to protect 

the interests of Wazir Tribe in North and South Waziristan. A tribal jirga of the Ahmadzai 

Wazir tribe later ratified the collusion it was pointed at forming solidarity against Mehsud. 

While both Nazir and Bahadur are resolved to assaults on the ISAF NATO and US forces in 

Afghanistan, both object to the TTP's terrorist assaults in Pakistan. This position adjusts to 

the more extensive approach of the Afghan Taliban, who has constantly urged the Pakistani 

Taliban to disregard battling Pakistani forces and center their assets on Afghanistan. 

However, some Taliban insurgents have as of late moved closer to Al-Qaeda, which supports 

global Jihad and directs terrorist assaults against the Pakistani government (Nawaz & 

Borchgrav, 2009). 

7.10. Review of the Operations in KP and FATA 

Pakistan changed its approaches towards Taliban in Afghanistan and the tribal area after 

9/11. The Pakistani Army operation of South Waziristan in 2002 ended up with the Shakai 

peace agreement (Gunaratna & Bukhari, 2008). 

The armed force entered the Mehsud region in 2004 which likewise brought about a peace 

concurrence with Baitullah Mehsud (Kronstadt, 2008). Another agreement was signed with 

Hafiz Gul Bahadur in North Waziristan. More than 80,000 Pak-Army troops took part in the 

September 2005 crusade in FATA against terrorists/insurgents and around 700 Al-Qaeda 

suspects were caught by them (Hanif & Khan, 2014). 
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270 Pakistani troops were killed and 600 were injured (USA Today, 2005) during the 

operations. In 2007, another operation against the Mehsud tribe was carried out, and ended in 

a peace agreement when 250 soldiers of Pak-Army were taken as hostages by the Mehsud at 

Khaisura (Raja, 2009). Operations in the Khyber Agency and Bajaur Agency began in June 

and July 2008 simultaneously and later the Pakistani armed force cracked down the Lal 

Masjid (Red Mosque) and Jamia Hafsa madrassa in Islamabad (Naval School, 2001). 

102, individuals were killed including 91 civilians and 11 soldiers reported by the Inspector 

General of Police (IGP), in the Lal Masjid operation, reported 248 injured, 204 civilians 

(Rights, 2008). The operation against LalMasjid and Jamia Hafsa, added fuel to the anti-

government response by the KP Pashtun people and students of different Madrasas in KP 

and opposed operations of the Lal Masjid and in retaliation attacked the offices of political 

agents of Khyber and Mohmand and army convoys.  

TTP led by Baitullah spread to the entire of FATA and Swat, settled parts of KP, South 

Punjab with the foreign backing (Government, 2013). TNSM gained public sentiments in the 

wake of imposing Sharia law in Swat under the initiative of Fazlullah. Later they became 

violent against locals and government officials. On demand of the provincial government, 

military operation, Rah-e-Haq, was conducted and completed in three months in Swat. 

Casualty report marked 36 security personnel, 9 civilians and 615 terrorists (Agency,  2015). 

 In February 2009, an agreement was signed by the KP government with the Taliban of Swat 

imposing Nizam-e-Adl, but the Taliban refused to hand over their control of Buner and 

Lower Dir, and to deweaponize. This made government to reexamine their policy towards 

Fazllulah (Human Rights Watch, 2009).  
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7.11. Implications 

The disturbance in Pakistan’s tribal region has ramification for the country’s domestic 

security and for the interests of the US, China and Iran. The unrest in the tribal area of 

Pakistan has consequences for the internal security of the country and concerns for the US, 

China and Iran.  Hence the explosiveness of these frontiers does not remain a solely Pakistani 

domestic concern but also has serious external implications for these states.  

The security of the western borders, operation in FATA and Swat has brought chaos in KP. 

The Tribal Areas operation has undermined the establishments of the political, social and 

financial structure of KP; specifically the Pashtun territories.  Pakistan's alliance in the WoT 

leading to hatred and so much disdain in KP and particularly among the Pashtun people 

against the armed forces and the Musharraf. According to an analysis implications of the War 

on Terror for Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, around 18% of Pakistani Madrasas have association 

with sectarian and Jihadi factions; 78% students of these Madrasas are against Pakistan 

participation in the War on Terror and 81% are against military operations in tribal area; and 

20% of the students believe the existing insurrection a direct response to Pakistan's part in the 

War on Terror. Pashtuns of Tribal Areas consider the operations in KP as an endeavor to 

genocide them and a risk to their Islamic identity ethnicity (Zalmay, 2013), threatening their 

authority and tribal values. These variables have brought Taliban strength of which Fazlullah 

in Swat is an example. And they consider it as a war against Islam and the Pashtuns. As the 

Pashtun view the Taliban led by Mullah Mohammad Omar of an Islamic caliphate is the only 

hope and the assault against them was stringently scrutinized by the masses in KP. The 

subsequent aggravations in the nation have had an overwhelming effect on the economy and 
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society because of diminished foreign investment, dejected trade and terror and ambiguity in 

the nation (Ahmad, 2013). 

However, Muhammad Yasir a madrassa student of 8 Darja (level) of Dar-ul-Uloom 

Haqqania, Akora Khattak, District Nowshera, KPK  differed with this view and explained 

that translation and explanation of Quran and Hadith is taught right from the beginning in 

madrassa (Muhammad Yasir, Personal Communication, May 30, 2015). He told that during 

the course of eight years the translation and explanation of Quarn and Hadith is regularly 

taught along with Arabic grammar and Fiqa. In addition, Saleem (Saleem Safi, personal 

communication, May 17, 2015) categorically refused to accept the argument that madrassa 

were the main sources of terrorism. He told that there were thousands of madrassa in India 

but they don’t serve as breeding groud for terrorism over there. Moreover, he told that Osama 

bin Laden and Ayman Al-Zawahiri did not attend any madrassa they were graduated from 

educational institutions in the West. Therefore, he told that the actual narrative of Islam 

should be brought forth as Islam is engraved in the lives and even souls of the Pashtuns 

therefore the idea that madrassa would be banned and people would be made secular not 

workable with the Pashtuns. The only plausible solution he told was to bring forward the 

actual narrative of Islam.  Similarly, Most of the madrassa in the country were not involved 

in promoting militancy. However, he told Police and FC had apprehended many students 

masked as militants from some of the madrassa (CFC Liaqat Ali Khan, personal 

communication, May 20, 2015). 

Eradicating militancy has given rise to insurgency in Pakistan in the period 2003-2010 

Pakistan confronted grave fatalities due to insurgency and terrorism. The number of deaths 

incorporates 3,087 civilian, whereas 10,887 terrorists Pakistan army faced 8,775 losses, 
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2,273 killed and 6,512 wound (Survival, 2015) this has unveiled failure of government to 

stop terrorist insurgencies and suicide bombing in settled territories and has put the 

authenticity of the state at stake. People are in a situation of uncertainty due to the prevailing 

conditions of the state and military operations.  

War on Terror, policies of Musharraf towards KP, especially tribal area had serious 

repercussions for the MMA provincial government formed in January 2002.  The goal of 

MMA was to get rid of the pressure of external powers in foreign policy decision making and 

to exert ethical, political and diplomatic backing to the people of Palestine, Kashmir, 

Afghanistan and Chechnya (Haqqani, 2005). 

In the elections of 2002, the MMA emerged as the third major party and formed independent 

government in KP and formed coalition with the Pakistan Muslim League in Baluchistan. 

Different variables underlie the shock accomplishment of the MMA in the decisions of 2002 

which hide many secrets of MMA's success the active involvement of local authorities 

supporting favorable parties to curtail opposition to Musharraf and against US amid the War 

on Terror (Global Security, 2011). 

The MMA introduced their triumph as annihilation in lieu of secularism and US benefits in 

the state (Global Security, 2011). During the War on Terror, the MMA over and again 

decried the US-Pakistan alliance in the continuous operations in Afghanistan and the tribal 

zones (Muhammad, 2002). The MMA's pioneer commented in a joint proclamation that: 

[Our] rulers are making strides as opposed to national security to satisfy the USA and India. 

Pakistan confronted unbearable misfortunes for supporting the US war on terrorism and 

President Musharraf was in charge of it. Madaris are being struck on the transcription of the 

US government and the legislature is capturing and torturing religious researchers and 
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students to pacify the West (Ahmad, 2010). The MMA provincial government finished with 

the 2008 elections and is credited to their failure to the guarantees and to meet the desires of 

the voters given the centralized power structure (Global Security, 2011). 

The MMA still demands the annulment of FCR and the reclamation of conciliation by the 

Jirga. The people of KP demanded political change which could secure their rights and give 

security. The economy of KP is shaky; it obliges brief and active policy formulation and 

performance. Additionally, the infrastructure of these zones is likewise harmed because of 

consistent insurgency /militancy and, in this routine life has become uncertain. Local 

business, Tourism in Mingora and regions of Swat and Dir has suffered due to law and order 

situation. Some formative tasks under the Reconstruction Opportunity Zones (ROZ) could 

not be started because of security issues of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Moreover, the Gomal Zam 

Dam, the Kurram Tangi Dam and Munda Dam have confronted comparable issues. The 

minimal educational infrastructure existing in these areas has been damaged by the 

insurgents. The terrorist and counter-terrorist activities in the tribal area have been severely 

hampered the educational structure which was 17% in FATA has come to zero (ICG, 2009). 

In Swat around 188 girls, 97 boy’s schools have been ruined by the insurgents (Yusufzai, 

2015). Insurgents do not permit girls to go to schools and colleges. In tribal territories, as 

well as in settled regions, mysterious letters sent from insurgents to female schools and 

colleges accentuating legitimate pardah, veil, and frightening them for terrible consequences. 

After the operations against the insurgents, countless people fled from their homes and took 

asylum in the Districts of Swabi, Mardan, Nowshera, Tank and Dera Ismail Khan. The 

National Database Registration Authority (NADRA) has enlisted roughly 1.9 million IDP, of 

which 96% are enrolled in KP (UNOCHA, 2009). Before the end of 2009, the aggregate 
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number of IDPs from the South Waziristan was around 428,000. The arrival of IDPs to their 

homes is another issue; trepidation of insurgents and poor monetary conditions make IDPs 

hesitant to return. By September 2009, 1.6 million had come back to their homes and around 

1.1 million stayed uprooted (ICMC, 2012)).  Influx of IDPs into the settled territories has put 

tremendous pressure on the meager resources in these areas. The government of Pakistan is 

faced with financial difficulties under these circumstances.  

7.12. Conclusion 

The situation in FATA dynamics is complex; where terrorist reside and strengthen them. 

Government needs to strategies comprehensive method to win the vital fight in FATA. It 

should be perceived that the Pakistani Taliban is rather divided than an entire entity. TTP has 

been the most deadly faction waging war against Pakistan. Lashkar-e-Islam (LI), headed by 

Mangal Bagh, and Ansar-ul-Islam (AI), under Maulana Qazi Mehboob-ul-Haq have different 

agenda whereas, the TNSM, in Malakand Agency likewise have a diverse agenda. The 

diverse factions of the Pakistani Taliban are driven by different components. TTP portrays 

waging defensive Jihad against Islamabad and US. The MTT, drove by Mullah Nazir, is 

likewise motivated by the thought of Jihad and Pashtun brotherhood. Islamist factions like 

LI and AI, which are frequently erroneously depicted as Taliban, are just religious-cum-

social associations, driven to cleanse the society for religious cause (Fatah, 2008). 

The TNSM misuse these class contrasts for recruitment, and makes itself appear to be more 

active for those who were disappointed by powers to provide equity, employments and 

crucial administrations like training and wellbeing. Now and again it has set land fewer 

occupants against the landowners, some of whom have been compelled to leave the valley 
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(Fazal Saeed, personal communication, May 01, 2015). The Pakistani Taliban are driven by a 

mix of religious, social, political and financial variables. Since they are partitioned into 

numerous scattered networks, a subtler strategic system is essential to secure FATA. A 

comprehensive policy must address the interests of the Taliban besides using power. 

Militarily, support from the US and other Western countries needed to improve the counter-

insurgency abilities of the Pakistani Army. It would be misjudged to scrutinize the Pakistani 

Army's will to battle against the Taliban in FATA in light of the fact that the main problem 

in question is not a matter of will, yet capability (Ismail Khan, personal communication, 

April 30, 2015). The Pakistani Army is prepared to battle traditional wars with India and is 

not fundamentally a counter-uprising power. A strong, well-composed and particular 

counter insurgency power ready to face the non-state civilian armies and authorize the law 

must be assembled.  The activists must be denied of authenticity in the region where they 

operate. The Pakistani Army has been hesitant to make explicit move against the Pakistani 

Taliban, to face public and media antagonistic vibe. As in 2004, the populace supported the 

Pakistani Taliban (Gates, 2014). 

Pakistani Taliban spoke about religious development that was not so much antagonistic to 

the people of Pakistan. Regardless of the lethal terrorist assaults they did across the nation, 

the mainstream media was hesitant to call them 'terrorists'. Open sensitivity and a self-

reproachful attitude towards the Taliban and their belief system led to the trepidation that the 

Pakistani Taliban may change into a socio-political movement like Hizbullah in Lebanon 

(Griffin, 2004).  

Since the Talibanization started in 2004, it became visible that the Pakistani Taliban failed to 

uphold the support of public and mass media. The tide has turned; call them 'terrorist' that are 
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referred to the Taliban by media. This loss of support has suppressed their chance of 

transforming into a sociopolitical Taliban. What brought this shift was progression of 

interrelated issues and occasions have changed popular conclusion and made an unfriendly 

domain for the Pakistani Taliban to propel their political and ideological agenda to a halt. 

Pakistan has been fighting the Taliban on both the ideological and operational fronts since 

mid 2004 with the assistance of other countries of the world.  A comprehensive strategy has 

been put into action by the government of Pakistan to address the material injustice done by 

the Taliban in their captured territories. Strategic and tactical mistakes of the Taliban have 

fetched them basic open backing (Cohen, 2011). 

Their extreme strategies of suicide bombings and beheadings are anathema to Pakistani 

society, and this has led clerics to criticize such strategies of TTP. The continuous and open 

utilization of these strategies showed their responsibility to embracing the radical positions of 

global Jihad, however never took the religious and social norms of Pakistan into thought. 

Moreover, the shift in the targets of suicide bombers, from security forces to the general 

public, transformed supporters into furious adversaries. At first suicide assaults against the 

security  forces were to a great extent seen as 'legitimized' by a huge fragment of Pakistani 

society  on the grounds that the Army  and other  law implementation agencies were 

generally misperceived  as soldiers of fortune battling  the disagreeable US war on Pakistani 

soil. That significantly changed the position of Taliban and their associates when their targets 

became mosques and funerals causing collateral damage and loss of public support.  

The assassination of former Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto, attacks on the Sri Lankan cricket 

team,  the Marriott Hotel in Islamabad suicide  bombing of the Ali Hajveri shrine, the Swat 
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flogging  of a sixteen-year-old young girl and the killings of clerics i.e. Maulana  Hasan Jan 

and Maulana Sarfaraz Naeemi served in weakening the Taliban support. People in general 

have now come to comprehend that Taliban agenda is to bring chaos to Pakistan and have 

viewed brutality of the Taliban in kidnapping, killing and beheading and bombing innocent 

people. 

The casualties caused by the Taliban setbacks around 2001- 2014 of security forces and 

civilians were estimated by 58,000 for these reasons, there is a rising consensus in Pakistan 

that the internal threat postured by Taliban is far more pronounced than any outside threat. 

The scenario above clearly shows dissimilarity between the Afghan Taliban, and the 

Pakistani Taliban as latter are not a monolithic or unit, albeit numerous are inexactly united 

under the TTP umbrella. Partisan issues, geographic divisions, tribal legislative issues and 

the wild freedom craved by different factions recommended the minimal chance of the TTP 

to attain power. Any victory, as remote as that seems, would tackle the presence of the pre- 

Taliban Afghanistan. Disunity among the Pakistani Taliban does not lessen its risk. A 

divided Taliban would dependably represent a genuine risk with the disarray and insecurity 

made in the nation, regardless of the possibility that they may not be capable to win the 

hearts and minds of Pakistanis. The Pakistani Taliban have lost the capacity to drive to form 

an extremist movement. This is not to propose that Pakistan and the global community have 

picked up and achieved a triumph over these components. Al-Qaeda, Taliban and their 

related factions are liable to remain an essential risk to Pakistan and the world. However, due 

to lack of public support for Taliban, the chief deterrent to ceasing the development of 

militancy, the risk has ended up more conveniently (Tellis, 2009). 
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8.1. US Exit from Afghanistan  

The Afghan President Mr. Karzai, during his visit to India on 28 December 2010, 

compellingly proclaimed that Pakistan and Afghanistan were indistinguishable twins. In any 

case, the present-day record of reciprocal relations between of Kabul and Islamabad shows 

unrest. Behind this rough relationship are the issues identified with the Durand Line, the 

1980's Soviet War, and the rise of the Taliban, post 9/11 war, and India's rising impact in 

Afghanistan. Abdul Basit highlighted that in an interview General Pervez Musharraf clearly 

said that he cultivated Taliban, quite openly Musharraf admitted that they played a proxy 

game as Indian influence in Afghanistan and Kabul was increasing and he requested Kabul 

not to do that. President Hamid Karzai did not listen to Pakistan due to his pro-Indian stance. 

Therefore, they had to do all in their own capacity to counter that influence and they did it by 

cultivating certain factions of the Taliban. At some level Pakistan Army did support few 

factions of Afghan Taliban and facilitated them (Abdul Basit, personal communication, May 

01, 2015).  

Pakistan's relations with Afghanistan have dominatingly been molded by the Doctrine of 

Strategic Depth. Pakistan has constantly coveted to have a benevolent government in Kabul 

and this wish has been principally determined by two reasons; firstly by Pakistan's profound 

established competition with India and furthermore Afghanistan's refusal to acknowledge the 

Durand line, and unfriendliness since 1947 towards Pakistan (Abbasi, 2014). 

8.2. Assesing the US Withdrawal Policy 

The United States attacked Afghanistan under the mandate of United Nations resolution 

1386. At the time of attack it appeared that the US would meet its central goal by eliminating 
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the Taliban and afterwards helping Afghanistan to form a democratic government. The 

current situation is even worse than the recent past. Abdul Basit is of the opinion that ten 

thousand soldiers of US-NATO forces will stay in Afghanistan (Abdul Basit, personal 

communication, May 01, 2015). If NATO withdraws, its impact on Pakistan would be 

positive, because NATO and the US are the sources of violence in Pakistan (Musa Khan 

Jalalzai personal communication, May 6, 2015). However, if the US and NATO left 

Afghanistan without making any political arrangement its impact on both Afghanistan and 

Pakistan would be negative and destructive beyond imagination (Saleem Safi, personal 

communication, May 17, 2015). 

Bilateral Security Agreement has been signed by the new Afghan President Ashraf Ghani on 

30 September 2014; according to it five thousand plus soldiers will stay in Afghanistan till 

2024. Regarding Talibanization he said that 'if we induct TTA in the political government 

system then a very big conflict will get resolved and the justification of Jihad of TTA and 

TTP will also end, otherwise the situation will continue'. If the Quetta Shura of Mullah Omar 

who is a towering personality of Jihadism gets their share in government, calls off Jihad and 

asks all Jihadis to deactivate by sigining an agreement then the biggest justification of the 

conflict will therefore end, and ones who will be left can be dealt militarily, if we talk about 

DAISH in Afghanistan and Pakistan they are the same militants who flew from Pakistan to 

Afghanistan. Hafiz Khan Syed Orakzai, Shahid-ullah-Shahid, Mullah Rauf Khadim, 

Abubakar Siiddique, who are they? These are the militants from Bajur Agency, IMU, ETIM, 

Uighur Chinese; they all used to live in Pakistan, who previously came under the banner of 

Al-Qaeda, than came under the banner of TTA, now they are heading towards DAISH. 

Basically elements are the same rather they have changed the tag of organization, their 
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number has not increased and even militants are same. Now if we compare them i.e. if we 

compare their leadership Hafiz Syed Khan Orakzai who is the head of DAISH Khurrasan 

Shura with the two main leaders i.e. Zawahere and Mullah Omar they both are very towering 

figures of militancy and Jihadism in Pakistan and Afghanistan whereas Hafiz Syed Khan 

Orakzai is not known even by his own people in Orakzai Agency. How will Hafiz Syed Khan 

Challange the legitimacy of these governments? Nomenclature wise if we say DAISH has 

got established in Afghanistan; the question is what has DAISH done? Operationally how 

much capable are they? Okay DAISH is there. But if the TTA sits and have a political 

settlement with the government than fixing DAISH would not be a big problem for 

Afghanistan (Abdul Basit, personal communication, May 01, 2015). 

 The scenario that is going to develop is to draw down we sum up Abdul Basit further 

mentioned that political settlement is the first prerequisite and even if it does not occur than 

the current government of Kabul has not let Afghanistan imp load internally which means the 

statuesque will carry on. TTA are not in a position to capture Kabul, because it is not in their 

capacity. Kabul government can extend their government till North. South, Hilmand, 

Qandhar, and the South-West where Taliban in the Pashtun areas have always dominated 

there a defecto government of Taliban will sustain which are there at present. Whereas in 

North warlords like Rashid Dostum, Atta Mohammad Nur, won't let Taliban take over, but 

the Taliban in their dominated areas won't let in the Kabul government or warlords govern. A 

defecto status quo will carry on in Afghanistan to prevail carry and with the variation of 

violence the situation will go on. As long as there is no political settlement their brand names 

will change no matter be it Al- Qaeda, TTA, TTP, DAISH etc. 
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Regionally China has got involved in the situation of Afghanistan for talks with TTA, 

Pakistan, Kabul, and Russia. The consensus that revolves in the region the above mentioned 

countries is that the Taliban government should not be formed and these countries will not let 

it happen. If the settlement of Afghanistan occurs Pakistan will carry on the path of recovery 

with the Pak-China economic (power) corridor, but if Afghanistan imp loads then an 

unprecedented wave of refugees will enter in Pakistan with all the ills of demographic 

imbalances, drug culture, unemployment etc. But if the current status continues then FATA 

will stay in turmoil (Abdul Basit, personal communication, May 01, 2015). 

War based economy, unemployment, uncertainty, rising insurgency, warlordism, poverty and 

bribery in Afghanistan will be matters of concern for everyone. Taliban are authoritative  

than  ever  in  provinces  of Parwan  and  Baghlan  and  it  appears  that  they  are supported 

by the Tajik and Uzbek populated regions of Afghanistan (Cordesman & Vira, 2011).  

Regions under Taliban control are more serene than others. The Afghan people and even the 

Afghan Government have come to a ending that tranquility can just wibe won if the troops of 

Western pull out from Afghanistan and Taliban are given their due share in the domestic 

affairs of the State.  

There are four fundamental actors specifically, the US, the Afghan Government (ruled by the 

Northern Alliance), TTA and TTP included in Afghan problem. These actors have no 

obvious arrangement with respect a quiet settlement of the emergency. In spite of the fact 

that these on-screen characters need to settle the issue through fair means, everybody needs 

to sustain their own particular interests. Pakistan is seeking a wait and sees strategy and sees 

itself as vital to the possibilities of any settlement later on.  
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The Afghan Government has additionally begun endeavors to recall the Taliban in 

negotiation and visit by the Afghan High Peace Council (HPC). To get Pakistan's support is 

by all accounts an empowering step taken by the Afghan Government. This replenished 

power of Afghanistan in the peace and apprehension of losing foreign exchange. It is related 

to specify here that the leaders and supporters of the Northern Alliance, who have a sufficient 

representation in the Afghan Government, have made tremendous interest in Kabul and they 

just would prefer not to lose it in another war with the Taliban. 

Consequently the Northern Alliance will try to connect with all actors for a quiet settlement 

of the Afghan imbroglio. Washington still has to outline a clear arrangement of activity in 

regards to the Afghan crisis; it is befuddled and as yet measuring diverse alternatives. It 

needs to concoct a transitional plan for Afghanistan that is worthy to all. Pakistan and 

Afghanistan don't need an unexpected withdrawal of US troops as they trust it will 

exponentially increase Afghanistan's issues. They accept that the sudden withdrawal may 

further encourage the Taliban which can become harmful for the countries of the region. The 

Taliban has made a precondition for complete withdrawal of US/ NATO troops from 

Afghanistan to the start any dialog process. William Burns, the US Deputy Secretary of 

State's statement is conflicting. According to him US is not leaving in 2014 and its dedication 

to dependability in Afghanistan doesn't end in 2014-15. US withdrawal will be a challenge 

for Pakistan from the insurgent and insurgent factions connected with the TTP and conditions 

emerging in Balochistan. TTP has no single initiative like TTA and has been partitioned into 

splinter factions, which once in a while coordinate terror assaults in Pakistan. The majority of 

these factions have contentions amongst each other, for example the Mehsud faction 

(Hakimullah Mehsud and Wali-ur- Rehman) had competition with Mullah Nazir faction. 
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Hafiz Gul Bahadar has incredible reservations against Hakimullah Mehsud and Wali-ur-

Rehman who work in North Waziristan however he  does  not  have  such  quality  to  

propely  acknowledge  his power. Thus, three separate factions in Khyber agency are battling 

against one another. The circumstance in Orakzai, Parachinar Agencies are the same to 

whatever is left of territories where there is hold of TTP.  

Abdul Wali, the TTP head of Mohmand Agency, has differences with TTA. Fazalullah and 

Faqir Muhammad have both independent factions having bases in Afghanistan. Indeed, 

administration of TTP is an extraordinary challenge for the government of Pakistan, who 

needs to associate with each faction independently which makes things more entangled and 

complex. US withdrawal spill out impacts that will affect peace in FATA in particular and 

Pakistan in general. Moreover, Pakistan has enormous risk from Fazalullah and Fakir 

Muhammad who have been actively taking part in the promotion of insurgent acts. Pakistan 

claims that they are bolstered by the RAW-India's organization, the National Directorate of 

Security (NDS) - Afghan Intelligence agency, regardless of vicinity of US and NATO troops. 

They are transparently utilizing Afghanistan against the interests of Pakistan. Then again, it 

may get hard for these administrators to work unreservedly from Afghanistan once the US 

and NATO troops would leave Kabul.  

The US withdrawal may sooth Pakistan's issues relating to militancy and terrorism. The 

activists connected with the TTP can gradually and continuously be mainstreamed by the 

utilization of clear reintegration approach. Two components can assume a vital part in 

mainstreaming these Non-State Actors (NSAs). 
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The appearance on which the Taliban are recruiting volunteers will decrease i.e., their stance 

of Jihad in Afghanistan against the occupied forces will fade. Besides, in Pakistan there are 

religious political factions who could be profited by these aggressors to advance their plans 

in a quiet and vote based way. In such manner, the late expansion of political Act for FATA 

is a positive step taken by the government prior; JUI had an accumulation and syndication 

over the governmental issues in FATA. With the opening of workplaces of other political 

factions individuals of FATA will have more alternatives accessible to them. This will like 

wise help in creating more political exercises and de -radicalizing FATA.  

Aware of the direst outcome imaginable, Pakistan has officially made the important 

corrections to its foreign policy. Pakistan has attempted to contact different regional forces 

which were beforehand foes in the conflict.  To manage great relations with Russia and is 

making best to extension the trust deficiency between the two countries and to compensate 

for the previous reservations. Pakistan is additionally contacting the Northern Alliance and 

has weakened her position on giving fitting offer to the Pakhtun populace. Aforementioned, 

Pakistan requested offer for Pakhtuns which is not the case now. Today, Tajik and Uzbek 

elders are freely going to Pakistani foreign office in Kabul. A veritable exertion has been in 

the offing on Pakistan's part to uproot North’s trepidation that Pakistan needs to force 

Pakhtuns on them.  

Pakistan believes that India has no ethnic, geological boundry or spiritual linkages with 

Afghanistan. On this alleged rationale Pakistan castoffs India’s insertion to the final list of 

nations that shall on purpose be active in the future line of action concerning Afghan 

predicament. Washington is determined in her requirement that India shall perform its role in 

chalking out any future policy concerning the Afghan predicament. Although this 
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stipulatation has been abandoned by Pakistan, it weakens Pakistan’s position on the making 

of administration in Afghanistan.Until that time; Pakistan candidly insisted a friendly 

government in Kabul. Nevertheless, more in recent times it has changed that standpoint and 

now is in support of a secure government. This move is of great importance and is seen by 

many as the ceremonial termination of the Doctrine of Strategic Depth (CPPG, 2015).  

With the partial / complete US withdrawal from Afghanistan, Pakistan will come under 

pressure from the Afghan government to control the cross border infiltration of Taliban into 

Afghanistan. Rahimullah was found skeptical of the sustainability of good relations between 

Pakistan and Afghanistan in the aftermath of the partial or complete US withdrawal. He said 

that the situation was not encouraging for good relations between the two countries and 

things might once again slip in favor of Taliban where both Pakistan and Afghanistan would 

turn into the traditional blame game against each other (Rahimullah Yousufzai, personal 

communication, June 01, 2015). 

8.3. Revival of Pak-US Ties 

President Musharraf allowed aerial and ground facilities to US for War against Terror with 

the hope to re-build trust with US. Moreover, due to the coup in 1999 General Musharraf 

came under immense criticism from the West for derailing democracy. Therefore, like 

General Zia he too needed a pretext to improve ties with the West. The 9/11 provided this 

pretext to the General to get closer to the West; therefore, Musharraf did not waste this 

opportunity. Furthermore, it was imminent to all media officials and political figures around 

the world that the only way to achieve peace and prosperity in Pakistan is to attain 

sustainability and stabilization in Afghanistan (Wenger & Zimmermann, 2010).  
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Although Pakistan joined the WoT as per the requirements and reservations set by the US 

officials by that time, yet the trust deficit between the two countries has always been the 

issue despite the contracts and deals that took place between them. It was figuratively 

mentioned on the media and other forums of international politics that the role of Pakistan in 

this war is still veiled with ambiguities because of the mistrust elements that were born 

during the entire span of this war. To many of the Western players who had a high stake in 

war against terror, they were still unsure about the practical role and character of Pakistan as 

to consider it either a vital strategic partner or claim them as an obstacle in the solution of the 

security concerns of the world in the context of Afghanistan (Bird & Marshall, 2011).  

The demand from US towards Pakistan was always to do more. Since Pakistan officials 

stayed firm towards those demands, therefore, it ignited a despised image of US in the 

common masses.  Similarly, the insurgents also started to take on the Pakistani officials at the 

same time due to their stance towards the US goals and by becoming a US and NATO ally in 

WoT.  

Even though Pakistan have largely adhered towards all demand made by the US in the post 

9/11 scenario but there were instances when Pakistan showed signs of apprehension towards 

the numerous demands made by US. There are specifically three incidents that have 

somewhat strangled the relation cycle of US and Pakistan in this war on terror. The first of 

these episodes triggered with the incident of Raymond Davis, a US citizen who was allegedly 

caught on the run from the cops after shooting down two Pakistani in Lahore. The killing 

took place in broad daylight on the busiest roads of Lahore city. The killer was held in 

custody for a brief period of time. Contradictory opinions were presented by both the 

government officials on this issue. The lingering issue stayed on the news for a while until 
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the pressure exerted by US finally paid off and Raymond was sent back home by using an 

Islamic way of law known as Diyyat (Economist, 2012). This decision was the first of 

instances where the public outraged and it triggered resentment against the decisions made 

by the government even in the past. This was clearly stated as the basic violation of the 

sovereignty of Pakistan (Noor Alam Khan, personal communication, May 2, 2015).  

Another event that spooked the Pak-US relations was Operation Geronimo on May 02, 2011, 

violating sovereignty of Pakistan and killing Osama bin Laden in Abbottabad. The US was 

blaming Pakistani establishment for providing refuge to Osama bin Laden while Pakistan 

was not happy with the US for violating its air space, and the sovereignty, during operation 

Geronimo. The Pakistan officials claimed that they were unaware of the operation and that 

they had no knowledge about Osama bin Laden presence in the territories of Pakistan (Gall, 

2014). The Indian and US media were triggering the hype (Solomon, Mackler, Wright, & 

Hussain, 2011); however, later on, it was acknowledged by the US media that the Pakistan 

government was not aware of the presence of Bin Laden. This event which followed shortly 

after the Raymond Davis episode was quickly becoming an element of mistrust between the 

two countries and the relationship graph between both these countries started to decline 

further.  

The third most critical incident was when the NATO forces attacked three check posts, 

located in the Salala area of Baizai, in Mohmand Agency of FATA, in the early morning of 

November 26, 2011(Childs, 2011). The check posts were between the borders of Afghanistan 

and Pakistan and they were inside the location of Pakistan as much as 2.5 km into the 

Mohmand Agency. Almost 26 personnel of Pakistani Army were killed in the strike and left 

many other soldiers injured. A strong reaction was followed by the Pakistan political 
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leadership as well the military leaders of Pakistan. On a notice of fifteen days, the NATO 

was ordered to vacate “Shamsi Air Base” which was used by the US army for drone attacks 

in the tribal regions of Pakistan (Aljazeera, 2011). Consequently, Bonn conference, which 

was an important development in the peace establishment of Afghanistan and its future, was 

boycotted by Pakistan (Arbab, 2011). The reaction of these decisions and attacks of US led 

NATO was severe and they soared down the already shaken relationship between the two 

countries. This was perfectly depicted by Niaz in his writings as, presently; anti-US 

sentiment is sweeping across entire Islamic world in general and Pakistan in particular. 

Pakistan nuclear proliferation outrage: isolation of the country, and ascend of India as power 

stimulates negative sentiments that brings anxiety to the government. In addition, there is 

bitterness brewing in Baluchistan, and the NWFP (renamed as Khyber Pakhtunkhwa), 

particularly FATA, which has been a picture of current martial actions (Niaz, 2011).  

Owing to the US strategies in the Middle East and the Persian Gulf, the extremism has 

steadily grown in Pakistan (Jetly, 2009). Pakistan is infuriated that after a ten years of this 

war, the Western influence still not succeed to admit that the country cannot for all times be 

determined by its needs, at the cost of its own (Schofield, 2010). In this in general state of 

affairs, many US officers and correspondents speculate whether Pakistan is a trustworthy 

collaborator or not. The predicament is that Pakistanis perceive the US government in the 

similar radiance. To the extent that times gone by are apprehensive, the US path testimony is 

of inferior quality than that of Pakistan, in this background (Abbas, 2002).  

8.4. Role of Judiciary   

The issue of prosecution of terrorists has been an issue that has to be addressed politically as 

well as legally. Peshawar High Court is of the view that there are flaws within our judicial 
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system or in the Criminal Justice System (Mrs Irshad Qaiser, personal communication, May 

15, 2015). The system is very slow it takes ages to set a decision in a conflict like situation 

one cannot afford a slow, underperforming, inefficient system and this is what has happened, 

Pakistani jails are overcrowded with militant detainees for years Judiciary failed to persecute 

and then they had to go for the military courts. This is one angle but if we see it from another 

angle Judiciary decisions are based on evidences they are not based on someone's wishes, 

pressures, or narratives told Qaisar Ali, Advocate High Court (2013-ongoing),former Chief 

Commissioner Inland Revenue (2010-2013)(Qaisar Ali, Personal Communication, May 16, 

2015). The issue here is that the long lists of allegations which are right were there but the 

prosecuter and investigator drafted up the case poorly, unprofesionally, and mishandled, as 

there was no evidence produced, in most of the cases military had to let the militants go.  

Now coming to the prosecotur side of the problems of the criminal justice system, previously 

a video could not be used as evidence against the person in law. Audio tapes were not 

adviseable as evidence against a militant. Written statement or affidavit could not be used 

against the militant in the court. For instance who will testify against Sufi Mohammad? Next 

day that person will be killed it could have been used as a plausabe statement but not as 

evidence and Judiciary used let militants go. Judiciary kept on asking to produce evidence 

but Military said this is the evsidence but it was rejected as they were circumstancial 

evidences but not a plausable one, for example, Malik Ishaque, Sufi Mohammad, Dr. Usman 

etc etc were exempted. If we look at the inconsistencies of the policies of the state from 80's 

Jihad to current state, operations and the ups and downs, in Pakistan the narrative is shaped 

by the Military and no one else and to be fair enoungh with the Military, who was supposed 

to give laws to Judiciary? Parliment was supposed to give laws to the Judiciary (Mrs Irshad 
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Qaiser, personal communication, May 15, 2015). Unless and untill Judiciary gets those rights 

how can they hang people? The Judge who gave verdict against Mumtaz Qadri went to 

perform Hajj to Saudi Arabia and never came back. If you expect the Judicary to decide with 

a toothless law how would it act on it? Than who is a witness and who is not, what is 

evidence and what is not remained unanswered.  

Recently witness protection act (2014): has been passed in Pakistan and other ammendments 

added in which now a video and audio recording, affidavit can be used as anevidence (Qaisar 

Ali, personal communication, May 16, 2015). Witness can appear behind the cover so the 

militant wont is able to see him. His voice can also be tempered so that the militant’s dont get 

to know who he is. Identity is kept confidential. Same goes for the safety of the Judge his 

identity is not disclosed, so that the militants cannot bribe or intimidate the Judges. But at the 

same time the cases of militants have been moved to the military courts. The issues of the 

Criminal Justice System had to do with prosecution, investigation as a matter of fact where 

ever the incident happen the police itself used to destroy the evidence on the crime scene it 

was not cordenoff, barricaded, and taped. For instance in the case of former Prime Minister 

Benazir Bhutto, the evidences were washed out by police. There is no authority of the 

prosecution to protect the evidence for forensics etc: Technical awareness, laws, society of 

Pakistan which had gone beyond the limits of the State. Now the laws that are being brought 

by the State are draconian and State is accerting its authority on the society to keep them in.   

8.5. Evaluation of Faction's Breakdown and Configuration of New Factions 

 In NWA, because of Operation Zarb-e-Azb the vast majority of territories apart from from 

Datta Khel and Shawal were cleared as an outcome of operation Zarb-e-Azb miscreant 

factions moved to diverse areas to escape fatalities and no new development of new factions 
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were occured. In SWA, TTP components have not demonstrated any fracture as being what 

is indicated. Turf wars and other regional contrasts have brought about little conflicts yet 

nothing significant. Bilal Zardan, a senior commander of TTA who with his men was 

accounted for in SWA had a distinction of sentiment with the nearby backups of TTP in 

Wana Commander Nazir Group (CNG). CNG advised Bilal to leave the zone as TTA's 

vicinity could welcome automaton strikes. TTP is functional in Orakzai Agency diverse 

fragmented factions including faction of Hafiz Saeed Khan, faction of Gul Zaman, faction of 

Noor Jamal also known as Toofan Mullah, Aslam Farooqi faction, faction of Zia-ur- Rehman 

commonly known as Zewar Mullah and Muhammad Islam faction dominated by Hafiz Saeed 

Khan (HSK) faction. All of them have shown their loyality to the Islamic State (IS) and have 

recognized it as Daulat-e-Sania. The faction is expanding in the bordering areas of 

Afghanistan. Militants faction of ex- Hafiz Daulat are there in the Kurram Agency, in 

Chinarak, Urmagai, and Spir Kut territory of Central Kurram Agency, whereas TTP Fazal 

Saeed faction is present in Central Kurram Saroghurgo, and Uchat Kalay, Lower Kurram 

Agency. LI being the leading facilitator of the various militant factions in Khyber Agency, 

fragmented due to the operation Khyber-1 and Khyber-2 in Khyber Agency and majority of 

its commanders surrendered to the SFs including Haji Faqeer. The operation weakened the 

militant command base and their associates in the entire Khyber Agency and they were left 

with no choice rather to cross over to Afghanistan. TTP has been divided into TTP Jamat-Ul-

Ahrar (JUA) and IS, in Orakzai and Mohmand / Khyber Agencies. IS has not yet set up its 

hold in terrorism, except the attack on the convoy of Commanding Officer (CO) 38 Azad 

Kashmir's (AK) in Orakzai and on civilians in Jalalabad. Also TTP (JUA) is only the new 

name of TTP Mohmand (TTM) having recruits from Ahrar Ul Hind and other discontended 
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elements from the regional chapters of TTP (Ismail Khan, personal communication, April 30, 

2015).  

8.6. Formation of New Factions 

 A number of militants of Tehrek-i-Taliban Bajur (TTB), have joined IS/ DAISH under the 

authority of Said Mehmood known by the name of Abu Bakkar, resident of Khurachai, 

Tehsil Loi Mamond, Bajaur Agency (Ismail Khan, personal communication, April 30, 2015). 

Known ones who joined are Noor Hameed Jan also called as Huzaifa, Qari Gul Raaz also 

known as Zahid, Salah ud Din commonly called as Gul Bali, Qari Darwesh also known by 

the name Bandiwan, Shaban, Qari Jahanzeb and Qari Saqib. Having strength above 500, it 

was declared in Chowgam, on April, 5, 2015, Afghanistan's Kunar province. The factions of 

TTP and TTB who have not yet joined IS/ DAISH have 200 to 500 strength. They have 

chosen Maulvi Gul Muhammad sibling of Maulvi Faquir Muhammad resident of Damadola, 

Tehsil Wara Mamoond, Bajaur Agency as Ameer TTB and Dr. Burhan as Naib Ameer 

through their Shura. TTP Orakzai and Kurram Chapter has formed alliance with IS/ DAISH. 

Hafiz Saeed Khan (HSK) has been designated as Ameer of IS in Pakistan and Afghanistan. 

TTP (JUA) and IS/ DAISH have risen as new factions in the Mohmand and Khyber 

Agencies. Additionally, LI has not yet shown allegiance to TTP, but has welcomed all 

militant factions' battle against the SFs in the wake of operation Khyber-2 (Ismail Khan, 

personal communication, April 30, 2015). 

SWA, Tank, FR Tank, D.I Khan: Commander Nazir Faction (CNG): Bhawal Khan, having 

influence over the Tehsil, Angoor Adda, Shakai and SWA with a strenght of 100 to 120 

militants. Obaid-Ullah-Hunar Faction: Commander Obaid-Ullah also known by the name 
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Hunar, has a strength of 190-200, militants. His area of influence is Mazri Tora, Toi 

Khulla, Bazeed Khel, Pai Khel and SWA (Ismail Khan, personal communication, April 30, 

2015). Details are given in the formation of new faction annexture F. 

8.6.1. Current Situation 

On the basis of anonimity former Inelligence agency officer confirmed the following 

information (Ex -Official. Pakistani Intelligence Agency, personal communication, May 11, 

2015): 

8.6.2. Kurram and Orakzai Agencies 

After successful military operation in Orakzai and Kurram Agencies, militants 

ex TTP Orakzai and Kurram relocated to Khyber Agency and Afghanistan, Aka Khel, Kuki 

Khel (Rajgal) areas of Khyber Agency and Nangarhar and Khost. However, after Operation 

Zarb-e-Azb and Khyber-1 & 2 militants are on the run to search seek refuge in the adjacent 

areas near Pak-Afghan border in Khyber Agency. Details are given below:- 

 TTP Commander Fazal Saeed also known as Haqqani ex TTP is present in Sarogurgo area, 

Central Kurram Agency along with 25 to 30 militants. 

Sub Commander Amal Khan comprised of 8 to 10 militants are located in Afghanistan. 

Sub Commander Niaz Meen has strength of 10 militants located in Khost Afghanistan. 

Militants ex TTP Muhammad Islam faction were present in Sheikhan area of Central Orakzai 

Agency; however, after start of Zarb-e- Azb operation in Sheikhan area, they are now 

relocating to Khyber Agency or are fleeing to Afghanistan. 

JUA Sub Commander Mir Salam, having strength  4-5, are present in Afghanistan. 
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8.6.3. Khyber / Mohmand Agency.   

A large number of militants including Foreign Fighters (FFs) are still present in Khyber 

Agency near Pak-Afghan border and can target Security Forces posts. However, their 

organizational structure is severely damaged due to successful military operation in the area. 

They have resorted to the policy of being dormant temporarily due to ongoing operation and 

are saving energies and reorganizing their sleeping cells in different parts of KP. 

Infrastructure of the militant organizations in Khyber / Mohmand Agencies has greatly been 

dismantled and their strength weakened. Currently, they are on the run due to the ongoing 

operations, however, their command structure is still intact which can result into their 

bouncing back once they settle down either in Pakistani territory or in Afghanistan. After 

military operation in 2011, leadership / militants of TTM shifted to Kunar province, 

Afghanistan. TTM formed a new militant organization namely JUA. Their strength in 

Afghanistan provinces bordering areas Khyber and Mohmand Agencies is as under:- 

8.6.4.(a) TTM (JUA) 

Commander Abdul Wali, Muawiya, Saeed, Rajar is also known as Kuchay, having strength 

of 80-100 militants are based in Nazian, Afghanistan. Qari Ismail, Noor Muhammad is also 

known as Abu Khalid Aziz Ullah is also known as Zarqavi, Mausam, Sarbakaf, Shamas-ul-

Haq, Abu bakkar, with 320-400 militants are based in Chaknawar, Lalpura, Afghanistan. 

Whereas Muhammad Hazrat, also known as Saboon, Wajeih Ullah, also known as Moulvi 

Farman Noor Izat, Hazrat Omar, Ishaq, also known as Baryal, Commander Zarar, with 

strength of 275-300 militants are based in Khuga Khel, Pitare Mula Khel, Maya, Shonkray, 

Afghanistan (Ismail Khan, personal communication, April 30, 2015). 
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(b) LI 

Mangal Bagh, Yar Wali, Wajid Polisay, Qayyum, Aka Khel and Karim Aka Khel, with 180-

200 militants are in Nazian, Afghanistan. Whereas Commander Said Malik Aka Khel has 25-

28 militants are in Kandao Gharibai Kuki Khel Tirah area Jamrud. 

(c) Tehrik-e-Taliban Swat (TTS) 

Commander Qazi Hamid and Hafeez Ullah Kochwan, having 35-40 militants are in Sttar Sar, 

Kandao Gharibai Kuki Khel Tirah Jamrud, Khyber Agency. Whereas Dad Ullah Chittan, 

Shabbar and Commander Fateh Swati, with 180-220 militants are in Shadal Pekha, Ghani 

Khel and Tehsil Mohmand Afghanistan. 

(d) Tariq Gedar Group (TGG) 

Commander Rafi Ullah and Commander Ghafoor, with strength of 25-30 militants are in 

Rajgal, Tirah Jamrud Khyber Agency. Commander Omar Naray, Commander Ibrahim and 

Commander Hafiz Ullah, having 40-45 militants are in Nazian, Afghanistan. 

(e) FFs 

Foreign Fighters Uzbek, Tajik and Arab have 20-22 militants in Kandao Gharabai, Kuki 

Khel. 

Tirah Khyber Agency 

Unknown Commanders including 30-35 militants are in Ghani Khel, Pekha Tehsil Mohmand 

and Nazian Afghanistan. 

(f) Abdullah Azam Brigade (AAB) 

Commander Hazrat Ali alias Shaukat, also known as Atash and Ismail also known as 

Ayubi, 20-22 militants are in Ghani Khel and Nazian Afghanistan. 
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(5) Bajaur Agency: 

 (a) Abu Bakkar Group 

Commander Said Mehmood, also known as Abu Bakkar, is with 150-200 militants presently 

in Kunar Afghanistan. 

(b) MFU 

Commander Fazal Ullah, with 550-600 militants is scattered in Kunar and Nangarhar 

provinces. 

(c) Latif is also known as Zarqavi 

Commander Zarqavi are scattered with 50-60 militants in Batash and Chiragul Kunar 

Afghanistan. 

(d) Qari Amjad Group 

Commander Qari Amjad, also known as Hazrat is also known as Mufti, with 30-35militants 

are scattered in Zor Barawal and Sor Kamar areas of Dangam Kunar Afghanistan. 

(e) Moulana Asad alias Zakir 

Commander Moulana Asad, also known as Zakir, with 150-200, militants are scattered in 

Shal Khawar, Narai area of Kunar, Afghanistan. 

(f) Saifullah 

Commander Saif Ullah, having strength of 100-120, are scattered in Charchano Tangi, Deh 

Bala area of Nangarhar, Afghanistan (Ismail Khan, personal communication, April 30, 2015). 

 1. Impact and Assessment 

Following is assessed in case of operation is carried out in remaining parts of NWA i.e. 

Shawal and Datta Khel:- 
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(a) Advantages for Militants 

i. Being locals of the area, these miscreant factions enjoy advantageous position due to 

acquaintance with the area. 

ii. Being close to border, these factions can easily receive reinforcements. 

iii. Militants can easily make their withdrawal to Afghanistan and then resort to terrorist 

activities from across the border. 

iv. Although militants may not resort to a direct battle with security forces, but taking 

advantage of abundant cover in shape of thick forestation and mountains that can provide 

advantageous positions, militants will try to inflict maximum causalities on security forces. 

(b) Disadvantages for Militants 

i. Having lost maximum ground to security forces, militants are demoralized; hence will 

affect their fighting ability. 

ii. Thick forestation will be a disadvantage to militants as well due to chance of being caught 

off guard by surprise.      

iii. The strength of militants is not much to give a full fledged fight; however, use of 

favourable ground / height will help.    

iv. Lack of ammunition / weapons and administrative support due to clearance of Miranshah 

and Mir Ali will affect the logistic supply, however, the same can be provided from 

Afghanistan. 

(2) Pak-Afghan border being extremely porous and same tribes on both sides of the border 

has made the containment of mcts at one place and their ultimate eradication a tedious job. 

This menace cannot be controlled unless forces on both sides are in syncrination and there is 

a high level of intelligience sharing. 
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(3) Abdul Wali’s inclusion to Jammat-ul-Ahrar clearly indicates that he already had his link 

with Ihrar-ul-Hind wherein both tried to sabotage previous peace talks between Government 

and Taliban in which they remained quite successful. It is also worth mentioning that Jamat-

ul-Ahrar has connections with Islamic State (IS) and can act as a platform for linking TTP / 

TTA Taliban with IS fighters (Ismail Khan, personal communication, April 30, 2015). 

(4) TTP/TTS are present in Kunar /Nuristan Afghanistan Terrorist activity during the 

forthcoming Local Government election in area of responsibility by TTP /TTS with 

connivance of ANA and Herbaki Forces cannot be ruled out. 

(6) Operation Zarb-e-Azb and Khyber-1 /2 have tremendous impact on almost all the 

regional chapters of TTP and other allied groups. Momentum of the operations needs to be 

maintained till decisive blow is rendered in the shape of elimination of 1
st
, and 2

nd
 tier of 

these groups. 

8.7. National Action Plan (NAP) 

The 21st Amendment to the Constitution has issued the 20 point NAP to eliminate terrorism 

from Pakistan. The response was characteristic, requesting corrective and reformatory action. 

Usually, anger brings such actions, which prove counterproductive. An example is that of the 

inconsistent choice by the US, to attack and occupy Afghanistan, after the 9/11.Washington's 

arrangement was anticipated on two mistaken presumptions, that all issues can be explained 

militarily, and that the arrangement US approach creators imagine is essentially right. The 

NAP seems to experience the ill effects of such presumptions. 

The NAP empowers the military, ‘the performing institution’, whereas the government is 

characterized by its ineptitude and poor performance. The routine fissure thus would 

broaden, would create a similar situation of 1976 and 1998, at what time of requirement, 
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military courts were time-honored by the elected government, other than were rapidly struck 

downward by the judiciary, in addition to the similar judiciary didn’t waver for a split second 

to honor the law of necessity, every time the military would overthrow elected governments. 

The armed forces are also being imposed with blame and the resulting overextends damage 

to the wellbeing of both, the state and the armed forces.  

The Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif announced the 20-point National Action Plan on 

counter-terrorism in a televise lecture to the state following the subsequent day-long 

conference with the parlimentarians at the Prime Minister (PM) House. Prime Minister 

Nawaz Sharif alleged, with the intention of the December 16 Peshawar school mass murders 

had strained a line flanked by terrorists and the state. The NAP was a consequence of the 

lethal terrorist assault on APS Peshawar on 16 December 2014. This shook the whole nation 

and the government under a lot of pressure to address terrorism. 

8.8. 20 contours of the NAP 

1- Capital punishment of criminals/ terrorists will carry on  

2- Institution of special trial courts for two years for quick trial of terror suspects  

3- A promise to guarantee that no armed militias are permitted to regulate and flourish in the               

country  

4- Strengthening and enactment of National Counter Terrorism Act (NACTA)  

5- Countering extremist material and hate speech.  

6- Choking finance for terrorists and terrorist groups  

7- Ensuring against re-rise of banned Jihadi and terrorists factions  

8- Establishing a committed counter-terrorism strengthing 

9- Taking viable actions against religious persecution  
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10- Registering and parametering of madrassas  

11- Prohibit on praise of terrorism and terrorist outfits from beginning to end in media  

12- Governmental and advance restructuring in Fata with quick focus on return of IDPs  

13- Dismantling communication networks of terrorist outfits  

14- Tangible measures against ill-use of internet and online networking for terrorism  

15- Zero tolerance for militancy in Punjab.  

16- Taking the operation against militants in Karachi to a logical end. 

17- Empowering Balochistan government for political reconciliation with complete 

ownership by all partners.  

18- Dealing solidly with sectarian terrorists.  

19- Formulation of an exhaustive policy to manage the issue of Afghan refugees, starting 

with registration of all unregistered Afghanis in Pakistan.  

20- Revamping and improving the criminal justice system, to reinforce counter-terrorism 

departments including granting them power to the provincial Crime Investigation 

Departments (CIDs) to intercept terrorist communications.  

Our actual problems are being highlighted in the NAP the loud speaker act, baan on hate 

speech etc. has been followed very vigourasly (Abdul Basit, personal communication, May 

01, 2015). SIMs is used to trigger IEDs. And 25 million SIMs have been blocked in Pakistan 

(Tahir, 2015) which means there is implementation of action. 

8.9. Conclusion 

The differences of opinion in the US expressed objectives of its war in Afghanistan are 

aggravating the matter throughout, as opposed to guiding towards any resolution. 

Geostrategicaly; Afghanistan made the stage for the US dramatization with the script of 
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battling Al-Qaeda and Taliban to attain objectives of USs:  Russian containment, disturbing 

China, dissuading Iran, destabilizing Pakistan and controlling the vitality rich CARS.  

It is contended that peace in the area requires the endeavors of additional local characters: the 

fact that US opposed to compensating Pakistan for its part in the war on terror and has 

rebuffed it under the AF-PAK policy. The Taliban in Pakistan are upheld by numerous 

foreign strengths due to the US interest, India, China and Iran go through the Tribal 

wildernesses of Pakistan. The developing US-Indian collaboration, it is troublesome for 

Pakistan to surrender its strategic origination of militancy on the grounds that Islamabad can't 

neglect the likelihood of negotiation with Taliban in the event of US withdrawal.  

The absence of political will repeated the sufferings of the populace of Pakistan as a rule and 

that of the people of FATA and KP specifically. It is the grounds that some standard political 

factions did not respect the ascent of uprising a genuine risk when it was restricted to the 

Pashtun areas i.e. FATA and KP.  

The contention flanked by the military and insurgents represented challenges and troubles 

that the people of FATA and KP are confronting socially and economically. As opposed to 

recognizing the challenges which the FATA and KP have been confronting due to counter 

terrorism operations and their aftermaths, they are by and large viewed as individuals having 

a mindset twisted for viciousness. This line of contention is exceptionally frail in the light of 

the sacrifices which the people of these areas have made by co-working with military and 

civil governments, particularly in progressive operations in Swat and Malakand.  

The socio-economic indentation brought about by the war on terror to the people of KP and -

FATA will take time to reimburse. The reality of the matter is that a large portion of 
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insurgency was in FATA and KP, however, these insurgents and their philosophy did not 

symbolize to even the minority of the inhabitants of these areas. Actually, these activists 

utilized Pashtun society and its codes  to  their advantage  which  not  just  harmed  the 

picture  of the local culture  however  additionally made a  sense  of provocation in the local 

society to the religious organizations. 
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Taliban rose in Afghanistan in 1990's and after 9/11 slowly became a formidable security 

threat and a challange for national security. Slowly their impact was felt in the different 

aspects of Pakistani society. It is evident that Talibanization has rendered the populace and 

government of Pakistan helpless. Moreover, it has caused enormous damage to the 

institutions of the state. However, the government, military and people seemed to be on the 

same page against terrorism, particularly after the attack on the Army Public School (APS) 

Peshawar. The National Action Plan (NAP) presented after the terrorists’ attack on the APS. 

It was much needed: however, it should have been presented long ago to curtail militancy in 

the country. After Operation Zarb-e-Azb the possibility of the spread of Talibanization in 

Pakistan has become low because the radical extremist policies are failing elsewhere hence 

they will not be in the manifestos of political parties. 

Findings of the Study 

1. Talibanization in Pakistan can be traced back to 1980’s when Pakistan with the backing of 

CIA started training Mujahideen in FATA for fighting the Red Army in Afghanistan.  

2. Power vacuum in FATA has given birth to Talibanization in Pakistan. 

3. The US invasion of Afghanistan ignited the wave of Talibanization in Pakistan as most of 

these extremist elements were against that attack. Since Pakistan was an ally in the WoT, it 

therefore, started military operations against militants in FATA.  

4. The 2004 Shakai Agreement with militant Commander Nek Muhammad and his killing in 

a US drone strike afterwards gave a rise to Talibanization in FATA. 
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5. The infamous Lal Masjid operation gave further impetus to Talibanization in the whole 

country as different militant groups from FATA and Swat got together under the banner of 

TTP. 

6. The internal and external sources provide inputs (manpower, weapon and money for 

Taliban) conversation (Taliban training, teaching and propaganda), output (recruitment, 

logistics and operations of Taliban) and authority (Taliban’s challenging State authority 

various incidents have been quoted during the study). 

7. Realization to take decisive action against Taliban came quite late in echelon of power in    

Pakistan.    

8. Military operations as Zarb-e-Azb, Khyber 1 and Khyber 2 have brought drown the 

incidents of terrorism in Pakistan. 

9. Common people are being radicalized through different means particularly through misuse 

of Islam.  

10. Instability in Afghanistan after the complete US withdrawal will bring instability in 

Pakistan. 

International/Regional Environment 

Though the APS incident has drawn the sympathies of international community towards 

Pakistan and there is an obvious change in the global perception about affirmed suspicions 

against Pakistan's earnestness in its counter terrorism endeavors yet, International concerns 

with respect to terrorism, religious fanaticism, human rights and so forth will hold Pakistan 

under scrutiny. Relatively steady political circumstance is by all accounts rising in post 
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Presidential elections in Afghanistan and a noticeable move in Afghan arrangement on 

security matters towards Pakistan is a hint of something better over the horizon. Safe havens 

of Pakistani Taliban in Afghanistan near the Pak-Afghan border (Kunar and Nuristan) to 

carryout cross-border assaults in Pakistan signify the lurking threat. The achievement of Zarb 

e Azb and Khyber -1 operations depends on their compelling balance by Afghanistan. 

Unlawful movement of insurgents across the border requires effective border control strategy 

from both Afghanistan and Pakistan.  

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA), Iran and couple of other Gulf nations have vested interests 

and stakes in the region, especially in the connection to sectarian strife. Moreover, Pakistan is 

such a zone for them where they carry out proxy contests against each other. Financial 

assistance to distinctive madrassa, religious association, political parties and sympathizers 

NGOs from these nations add to the complex domestic security portrait in Pakistan.  

Domestic Environment 

Complex internal security elements of Pakistan proceed and terrorism is one of the essential 

dangers to domestic security of Pakistan. The combination of forces included in extremism, 

sectarianism, hostile to state and criminal actions stance much more noteworthy risk with 

their converging interests. 

FATA remains a main breaking point which serves as a wellspring of urban terrorism and 

militancy in rural areas. TTP and Al-Qaeda properly bolstered by sympathizers residing in 

settled areas have extended their scope of activities all over the country working from 

operational bases along Pak-Afghan border. 

Power diversion and sectarianism is being faced by Sindh (Karachi) due to the involvement 

of different insurgent and militant wings. Nevertheless, hostile sectarian activities in 
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Baluchistan have downsized, while augmented in Baluchistan's Secessionists and 

Nationalists (BSNs) and TTP nexus in the province because of operations in FATA will 

influence the nature of security. 

Due to unchecked development of unregistered madrassas in the country, they have turned 

into a primary source of recruitment for most of the insurgents and militant groups. 

Relatively quiet situation in Punjab is by all accounts brief stage which is an aftereffect of 

political understanding with these organizations. Position of madrassas and mosques is 

likewise debatable in the setting of sectarian divide and surge in terror activities.   

The virtual existence of DAISH is rising in its objective domain. IS faction may fuel and 

further bother the prevailing security conditions in a few areas of Pakistan exerting to gain 

space. Notwithstanding extending an association in settled areas of Pakistan, when military 

operations are in progress and masses are supporting the military. 

In entirety, the insurgent factions in FATA are/ were the significant promoter of today's 

security circumstance. The attempts of insurgent factions are supported from home and 

abroad; both economically and ideologically. Moreover Jihadi outfits, is further changing the 

security mosaic. 

Suggestions 

Suggestions are generally of different categories i.e. suggestion to the government of 

Pakistan regarding engaging Afghanistan and other regional actors such as China. Moreover, 

short term, mid-term and long term measures are also suggested in this section Short term 

measures suggested should be taken in short and mid-term measures suggested should be 

taken in short term to two years while the long terms measures should be taken for a period 

beyond two years.   
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1. Military Operations should be consistent against Al-Qaeda/ TTP and all other terrorist 

factions until desirable results are achieved. 

2. Effective media policy for public awareness should be launched on the themes based on 

counter narratives to terrorists’ ideology. Incident of APS must be kept animated by the 

media. Effective media policy to address the international community and counter anti 

Pakistan campaigns at international forums.  

3. Penalty to persons and companies caught in dealings in illegal mobile subscriber identity 

modules (SIMs) should be strictly implemented. Moreover, illegal SIMs should be blocked. 

Besides campaigns to bring awareness to public about using illegal SIMs should be effective. 

4. Capital punishment cases should be dealt with quick response rather than being manipulated 

by the religious and Political parties demanding to clout deals on the excuse of Diyat (an 

Islamic Principle in which the relatives of the murdered can pardon the killer against 

financial compensation for the murder).  

5. Post disposal of criminals should not be portrayed as Heroes. Awaiting Anti-Terrorist-Act 

cases with the courts in anticipation of leniency petitions should be expedited for clearance. 

Crossway operations against all recognized terrorists without any political exemptions. 

Allow imprisonment/ restrictions on movement of suspected terrorists according to the Anti-

Terrorism Act 1997. 

6. Combine Operations by security forces and law enforcement agencies should be carried out 

regularly to generate special effects by identifying and prioritize Madrasas according to their 

degree of association with terrorist factions followed in order to handle. Focus should be on 

accountability of persons rather than Madrasas. Full-fledged technological and incursion 

operations against the insurgents should be carried out based on accurate intelligence. 
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7. Support of Madrassas given to individuals and political parties should be banned to contest 

election and vice versa. Madrasas should only be supported by the government. Unlawful 

sponsorship of Madaris by hundi dealers and overseas funding should be stopped and audit 

must be conducted. 

8. Stern prohibition on publication and circulation of hate substance against other religions and 

sects; exposure through media for public consciousness. A variety of religious, Madrasas and 

factions that own private press in printing hate material ought to be known and closed. Cases 

should be registered against the hate substance and strict action should be taken against the 

people involved. 

9. Mosques, Imam Bargas and the indiscriminate use of speakers that are sources of 

encouraging sectarianism should be brought into the folds of officially authorized actions. 

Lawful action must be taken against such mosques, Imam Bargahs and fiery orators who are 

found involved in promotion of hate against other religions and sects.  

10. Ban on exploitation of loudspeakers, Ulema and religious scholars to speak their concerns 

positively, sentiment of Government and Army versus religious conviction must be 

restrained. Customary Juma sermons, speeches should be subjected by the Ministry of 

Religious Affairs allocated to government mosques. 

11. Individuals involved in anti state actions of militancy, extremism, facilitation, radicalization, 

sectarianism, patronization etc.  Instead of Madrasas action should be taken against them. 

Due to negative impact arrest of clerics is avoided without proofs, local committees for the 

management of control of Madrasas should be formed. Stock taking of Madrasas and 

student on war footing by these committees with the assistance of Law enforcement agencies. 

NOC, Database registration of staff and students must be ensured and updated by 
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government. Illegal Madrasas involved in militancy should be closed and extension of 

existing Madrasas should only be allowed without consent of Government.  

12. No tolerance for foreigners who indulge in providing support to sectarian actors, sanctioned 

organizations which have come up with a new name and carry on their actions supposed to 

be taken head on by Law Enforcement Agencies by aiming key persons, their armed 

sanctuaries, personal and organizational properties and accounts.  

13. Presently, out of 2.46 million Afghan refugees, 1.78 million are registered while 0.68 remain 

unregistered.  

14. Identification of un-registered illegal persons and business of Afghan refugees should be 

immediately dealt and Afghans be repatriated. Federal and Provincial level lawful 

transformation committees should be reformed to review the anomalies in the existing laws 

focusing on bringing more crimes being within the jurisdiction of courts, nonbailable trials, 

quick disposal of cases in recommended crimes that comprise sectarian crimes, hate-

provoking speech-substance and wall chalking, violation of loud speakers, etc. 

15. The Pak-Afghan border should be heavily guarded and fenced to stop the cross border 

movement of insurgents.  

16. Improvement of education through opening of government schools, colleges and Universities 

in FATA should be the focus of the government.  

17. The customary system of authority within FATA linking the government’s political agents 

interrelate with mainly accommodating tribal Maliks, who are on the administrator payroll , 

has been succeeded by a freer understanding beneath which rebel leaders have materialized 

and the spiritual leaders encompass  on superior trade in. The older mechanism cannot be 

reinstated in its total. However, to put the situation under control the government should 
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focus on decentralization of power and ensuring good governance in FATA through 

extension of local government system. 

18. Bringing FATA to political mainstream by reviewing its status. Frontier Crime Regulation 

(FCR) is widely seen as draconian law by the locals in FATA therefore, the government 

should ponder over the abolition of FCR and extend the Pakistan Penal Code and mainstream 

criminal justice system to the tribal agencies and frontier regions.  

19. Arrangements for FATA will not work unless it includes the local masses and they are given 

a dependable part in its execution. Notwithstanding all endeavors will need to be made to 

guarantee that the conventional spillage of stores or assets to the advantaged few is 

forestalled or diminished and that there is evenhanded imparting of chances and accounts. 

20. The administration should adopt strategy alternatives along with the use of military power. 

Such measures should include devising and implementing strategies to win the hearts and 

minds of the individuals in FATA and other conflict zones of the country. 

21. It is germane to specify here that Afghanistan and Pakistan is a region specified for trade and 

not a production center. Pakistan can provide a passage for energy and this will help the 

locale in two ways. Firstly, it will encourage interdependence, peace, and serenity; and 

besides it will help Pakistan in exploiting its industries potential. Hence, Pakistan must 

change its approach and should tap the huge capability of its trade route by encouraging 

Chinese active role in ensuring taking all necessary measures to materialize the envisioned 

trade route. 

22. The US departure from the region will have its negative impact on Afghanistan which will 

have its impact on the security situation in Pakistan. Therefore, Pakistan should pay full 

attention to the inclusion of China in the peace and reconciliation efforts in Afghanistan and 
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prevent a power vacuum from emerging in the wake of US complete withdrawal. The 

Chinese offer to play mediatory role in the conflict of Afghanistan should be taken as a 

welcoming gesture by Pakistan to prevent that eventuality.  

23. On the Pakistani front the government should at the same time focus on the return and 

rehabilitation of the displaced population from FATA. 

24. Ratification of suitable laws for madrassas to bring it under Ministry of Religious Affairs. 

25. The government should ensure to streamline all mosques and Imam Bargas in the country 

through introduction of laws. Such laws should enable the government to appoint imams and 

clerics at the mosques and imam bargas after a centralized testing system. These imams 

should be government employees and they should have a standard religious education to be 

eligible for becoming the authentic clerics to lead Friday prayers and deliver sermons. 

26. Ministry of Commerce and Trade under Companies Act, register madrassas. At present 

madrassas are under Ittehad Tanzeemat Madaris Deenia, which is a non Governmental body. 

27. Government should carryout thorough audit of all madrassas accounts. There should be 

financial audit and no madrassas should be allowed to receive external funding except 

through Ministry of Education and Ministry of Religious Affairs. Public fund raising antics 

by Madrasas and religious factions should be banned. The government funding for the 

integration of madrassas should be ensured to mainstream them. 

Long Term Suggestions 

1. Islamabad should pursue the policy of development and dialogue in FATA. On the other 

hand, the government must include the seniors and Maliks, if any, and elders in the dialogue 

and development process. 
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2. The government should fortify with the sponsorship of local people. Furthermore, by 

utilizing their natural assets government ought to begin with the improvement and erection 

of infrastructure and industrialization in the conflict ridden regions. The international 

community should help Pakistan in building economic and restructuring zones.  

3. The federal and provincial educational departments should duly take measures to 

mainstream and integrate the mosques and the madrassas in the private sector and 

educational institutions. A board of scholars should be created by the Ministry of Education 

to appraise madrassas syllabus.   

4. Policing the Jihadi factions through an Act of Parliament, significant, precise and 

authoritarian code of performance of business should be ensured. Factions failing to stick to 

policy of business should not be allowed to work or emerge with a new name. 

5. To minimize the following of the insurgent factions among the youth in FATA, the 

government should introduce plausible political reforms and focus on the inclusion of the 

excluded youth from the political mainstream.  

6. Law enforcement agencies (LEAs) particularly police should be given rigorous training to      

identify Taliban elements all over the country. Capacity building of LEAs should be one of 

the top most priorities of the Government of Pakistan.  

Recommendations for Pakistan’s Engagement with Afghanistan 

1. The more the international community engages itself in resolving Afghan entanglement, 

the more the agreeableness will be. Therefore, Pakistan should actively engage itself in 

bringing meaningful peace to Afghanistan as it is vital for improving security situation in 

Pakistan as well.  
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2. The government of Pakistan should emphasize on Afghan government to make move 

against the individuals who conflict with the interests of Pakistan and in such manner 

should deny the utilization of (Afghanistan’s) territory against Pakistan's interests. 

3. Pakistan should devise a proactive Afghan policy as opposed to reactionary one to make 

it a friendly neighboring country and benefit from peace in Afghanistan as the tribal belt 

of Pakistan receives direct brunt from unwanted situation in Afghanistan. 

4. The government of Pakistan should proceed with persuading the US and Afghan 

administration into restricting India's part in Afghanistan and expanding its volume of 

venture and recreation/advancement lives up to expectations. This exertion will likewise 

help Pakistan contend with different contenders and make a solid spot for itself in 

Afghanistan beyond complete US withdrawal. 

5. It is evident that over the years Afghanistan has not shown willingness to concentrate on 

the accusation of the Taliban alongside the extremes of the Northern Alliance forces in 

the rouse of the US offensive. This maintained the antagonism of the Taliban and their 

Pashtun followers alive which is also creating problems for Pakistan. Therefore, Pakistan 

should impress upon the government of Afghanistan to address the Pashtun grievances.   

FATA needs to be integrated into mainstream. It should be constitutionally accommodated 

by dissolving FCR: constitutionally means that if the people of FATA want a separate 

province it should be given to them and if they want to get attached to KP then merge them 

to KP. Providing them a comprehensive socio-economic package particularly giving them 

relaxation in jobs especially for youth by inducting them in military, beau racy, Police, 

scholarships etc. A cantonment should be made and troops should be allocated in FATA. 
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Pakistan has always seen Afghanistan with the security prism where as there was no 

emphasis on Afghanistan's socio-economic dimensions. The narrow Afghanistan security 

lens should be revised as the same goes for India we would have to normalize with India and 

for that reason many proxy factions should be get rid of. Plus the security policy vis-a-vis 

militant factions is tied up with them. Untill 9/11 there were no TTP, no suicide bombing, 

and nobody attacked Pakistan Army no body attacked school in Peshawar. This is a pattern 

of violence linked with WoT/terrorist organizations. Afghan unrest means unrest and 

violence in Pakistan therefore the resolution of the Afghan issue is very important. 

Then comes the counter narrative and counter ideology, as it's a war of ideas. Writ of state is 

restored at two levels, one, it is restored physically to end the control of the militants and 

state control should be established and secondly, by winning the hearts and minds of the 

people because physically state can dominate the territory but with the people's hatred who 

think military is culturally insensitive and they don't understand the Pashtun culture and 

dynamics of life. It's a war of ideas more than a physical war we have to develop a counter 

narrative to negate the role of militants and that the State really cares about its people which 

will connect the state with FATA. 

Conclusion 

Pakistan’s involvement in the Soviet-Afghan war created militants which developed relations 

with the Mujahideen in Afghanistan. Jihadists also got settled in the tribal belt of Pakistan. 

By the time 9/11 had occur the Jihadist elements in Pakistan were deeply entrenched in tribal 

society. They could not digest the fact that Pakistan would to shift its Afghan policy and 

would ally with the US against the Taliban regime. It was this contradictory policy of 
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Pakistan in which it previously supported the Jihadists and then tried to root out them which 

gave rise to militancy in Pakistan after 9/11.  

The military operations of Pakistan military in Tribal Areas began in late 2002. Since then 

the recent shape of insurgency started to take shape there. Sporadic extremist activities and 

terrorists attacks began in FATA and adjacent frontier region and settled area. However, 

things remained under control till 2007. The second and most extreme form of insurgency 

started after the infamous Lal Masjid operation in 2007 by General Pervez Musharraf. 

Lack of education and economic opportunities in the tribal agencies, South Punjab and parts 

of KP pushed the youth there to join the ranks of militants. Moreover, the oppression of local 

masses by traditional power elites and bad governance encouraged young men to join ranks 

of the extremists and insurgent organizations and equal scores with either Maliks in FATA 

and Malakand and Chaudhrys in South Punjab.   

Religion has been used as a tool by both the state and the insurgents to attract innocent young 

men for their purposes.  Previously, in 1979-1988, it was used by the Pakistan government to 

prepare Mujahideen against the Soviet Union in Afghanistan; and most recently it is being 

used by the insurgents to attract young men against Pakistani state and society for Pakistan’s 

decision to ally with the US in the War on Terror.  

The Pakistani state has over the course of the past few decades backed many militants 

organizations and individuals such as Mujahideen, Taliban, Al-Qaeda etc. however, later on 

all of them turned on to Pakistan after its defined role in the War on Terror. Therefore, the 

strategy of Pakistan to back militant organizations, either out of its own sweet will or 

someone else’s behest, has badly failed.  
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Rise of militancy and insurgency in Pakistan can also be attributed to the weakness of LAEs 

particularly police force in the country. Police has been highly politicized and it is known for 

its corruption. It’s the lack of policing that insurgency got rooted in the country. Therefore, 

police force should be made strengthened. 

Government endorsed curriculum should be taught in the madrassas. Funding sources should 

be identified and annual audit of the expenditure where the funding is spent. Maulana Fazal-

ur-Rehman, JI, Qari Hanif Jalandri etc. are not happy with the government for the reason 

government is asking them to register madrassas. More kinetic and hard core elements are 

taken up by the operation Zarb-e-Azb and Khyber 1. NWS was cleared 90 percent.  Shawal 

valley, Tirah in the Khyber agency by the operation we see the push by the military and this 

push acknowledge Afghanistan and is also appreciated by the US. The graph of attacks that 

was in 2013-14 in Pakistan has come down for which we can say implementation is there. 

And weather NAP is the answer for what we were looking for that will fix the issue of 

militancy/insurgency so than the answer to a certain extent is yes, but to a larger extent is no.  

If we see all these issues including the military operations, madrassa reforms and audits, 

banning illegal SIMs, return of the Afghan refugees these are all administrative issues not 

structural causal factors. The structural causal factors of militancy in Pakistan are different 

NAP is treating the symptoms rather than causes that is unless and until the people of FATA 

are not mainstreamed, educated, and socio-economic uplift schemes are not publicized for 

them and in the broader stroke unless FATA gets integrated as a province and bring it aligned 

to KP. Which law will replace FCR, providing them with a comprehensive socio-economic 

and constitutional package of roads, schools, universities, hospitals etc, Besides State owes 

an apology to the people of FATA in particular and to Pashtun in general for their sacrifices 
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and the State won't be able to go anywhere because there is a vaccum if we say that we keep 

on doing the operation for the elimination of the terrorists. Operation is the overall broader 

component of counterterrorism which resolves 15 to 20 percent of the problem and the 

remaining 80 percent of the problem is political and in other words has converted into 

regional problem as militants have moved to Afghanistan therefore the counterterrorism 

policy will have to factor in the external dimension of militancy that should integrate in the 

foreign policy. Unless our Indian and Afghan policies change the overall problem will 

degrade but remain there. If it is perused in a judicial manner we might be able to curb it 

in10-12 years but it will not end. Our society has radicalized tendencies, value judge each 

other, keep prejudice against each other that in turn are shaped moderate for example if our 

neighbor is a Shiite' we keep on living with them but would not consider them good, in 

extreme conditions we would want them to leave the place they are living, and too much 

extreme would lead into violence. These tendencies should be dealt with in order to bring 

change in the society. Operations have been conducted since 2009. They are where they 

were. Talibanization is there where it was. The problem gets resolved with the regional, 

political policy and the way state is handling its people. 

Though, in the past 14 years (2001-2015) Pakistan has gone through waves of extremism and 

terrorism in its length and breadth, however, with a counter narrative of extremist ideology 

and solid military measures against militants, the menace of terrorism and extremism can be 

countered. In the wake of the military operations i.e., Zarb-e-Azb, Khyber 1 and Khyber 2 

incidents of terrorism have substantially reduced in the country. The policy makers should, in 

addition, focus on originating a counter narrative to extremist ideology to effectively counter 

extremism as well. Such efforts will not only help Pakistan; it will also help the international 
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community and Afghanistan to understand that Pakistan is serious about its commitments in 

the WoT. 
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Index A 

                                 Area of FATA Tribes 

 

SWA (Mehsud Area) 

(1) Ahmedzai Wazir 

(a) Zilli Khel 

 i Utman Khel (i)Khandai (ii) Adda Khel (iii)Kare Khel (iv) Dessi Khel (v)Karmez 

Khel 

ii. Kaka Khel (i) Karim Khel(ii) Ghulam Khel 

iii. Sheikh Bazid (i) Ashraf Khel (ii) Ghani / Dari Khel (iii) JI Khel(iv) Yargul Khel 

(b) Other Ahmedzai i. Toji Khel ii. Khojal Khel iii. Serki Khel iv. Gangi Khel v. 

Mughal Khel vi. Bezan Khel vii. Khonia Khel viii. Sperkai  

ix. Hithi Khel 

 (2) Manzai  Mehsud  

(a) Giddi Khel (b) Lancer Khel (c) Wazir Khel (d) Kai Khel (e) Pali Khel (f) Shermar 

Khel (g) Gurri Khel (h) Bahadur Khel (i) Mali Khel  

(3) Shaman Khel Mehsud (a) Char Khel (b) Khalli Khel (c) Galli Khel (d)

 Bundin Zai  

(4) Behlo Zai Mehsud (a) Nano Khel (b) Aimal Khel (c) Shaigi (d) Bandi Khel (e) 

Toji Khel Wazir (f) Khojal Khel (g) Gangi Khel (h) Kachnia Khel (i) Sperkai (j) Zali Khel 
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Wazir (k) Sheikh Bazid (l) Kaka Khel (m) Utman Khel (n) Dottanis of Toukhula (o) 

Suleman Khel 

b. NWA  

(1) Utmanzai Wazir 

 (a) Miami Khel (b) Tori Khel (c) Kabul Khel (d) Madda Khel 

 (2) Upper Daur 

 (a) Malikh (b) Hamzoni (c) Darpa Khel (d) Tappi  

(3) Lower Daur  

(a) Haider Khel (b) Hassu Khel (c) Eidak 

c.Orakzai Agency  

(1) Ahle Sunnat  

(a) Mishti (b) Feroz Khel (c) Bizoti (d) Sheikhan (e) Stouri Khel (f) Utman Khel (g) 

Sepha  

(2) Ahle Tashee  

(a) Mani Khel (b) Bar Muhammad (c) Sepha  

d. Kurram Agency  

(1) Ahle Sunnat  

(a) MAl- Qaedabal (b) Mengal (c) Bangash (d) Para Chamkani (e) Masuzai (f) Afridi 

(g) Ali Sherzai (h) Kharoti (i) Jaji (j) Jadran (k) Zeemast 
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(2) Ahle Tashee  

(a) Turi (b) Bangash (c) Bada Khel 

e. Khyber Agency  

(1) Afridi 

 (a) Qamar Khel (b) Zakha Khel (c) Kuki Khel (d) Aka Khel (e) Malik Din Khel (f) Qambar 

Khel (g) Sipah (h) Adam Khel    

(2) Shinwari 

 (a) Khuga Khel (b) Ash Khel (c) Piro Khel (d) Sheikhmal Khel (e) Mukhtar Khel (f) Paseed 

Khel (g) Mirdad Khel 

(3) Shalmani 

(a) Wazir Khel  (b) Durma Khel (4) Mullagoris 

f. Mohmand Agency  

(1) Safi (2) Halimzai (3) Utman Khel (4) Tarakzai (5) Khawaizai Bezai 

g.Bajaur Agency  

(1) Tarkhani  

(a) Salarzai (b) Mamoond (c) Nawagai (d) Khar (e) Charmang (f) Chamarkand 

(2) Utmankhel 

 (a) Aseel (b) Gharshamozai (c) Mandal (d) Bar Taras (e) Lar Taras (f) Arang (g) Alizai  

Source:https://fata.gov.pk/ 
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Appendix B 

              List of rebel groups operating in FATA and Swat District/ Region  

 

1. Bajaur  

 1. Harkat-ul Jihadi Islami (Movement of the Islamic Jihad) led by 

     Qari Saifullah Akhtar. 

2.  Islamic Jihad Union. 

3.  Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan. 

4.  Jaish-e-Islami led by Waliur Rehman (a.k.a Raihan). 

5.  Karwan-e-Naimatullah (Caravan of Naimatullah–now defunct) 

     led by Haji Naimatullah. 

6.  Qari Zia Group. 

2.  Darra Adamkhel  

1.  Al-Hezb. 

2.  Islami Taliban founded by Momin Afridi. 

3.  Tekrik-e-Islami founded by Muneer Khan. 

3.  Mohmand  

1. Ahle Hadith (now defunct) led by Shah Khalid. 

2. Muqami Taliban (Local Taliban) led by Omar Khalid. 

4. Orakzai  

1. TTP led by Hakimullah Mehsud. 

5. Kurram  

1. Sunni Banghash tribe. 
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2. Shiite Turi tribe. 

6. Khyber  

1. Ansar-ul Islam (Brothers of Islam) led by Pir Saif-ur-Rehman. 

2. Tanzeem Ansar-ul Islam – Qari Mehboob-ul-Haq. 

3. Amar bil Maroof wa Nehi Anil Munkir (Suppression of Vice and 

    the Promotion of Virtue) led by Haji Namdar. 

4. Lashkar-e-Islami (Army of Islam) led by Mangal Bagh. 

7. South Waziristan 

1. Shura Ittehad-ul Mujahideen (United Council of Mujahidin) led 

    by Maulvi Nazir (in association with Hafiz Gul Bahadur and Baitullah Mehsud). 

2. Muqami Taliban (Local Taliban) – Wali-ur-Rahman. 

8. North Waziristan  

1. Shura Ittehad-ul Mujahideen (United Council of Mujahideen) 

    led by Hafiz Gul Bahadar. 

2. Jaish-e-Islami led by Qari Wali Rahman. 

9. Swat District 

 1. Tehrik-e-Nifaz-e-Shariat-e-Mohammadi. 

Source: KP police 
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Annexure - C  

Ser Groups Command Location Strength 

TTP (6000-7000)  

1.  Tehreek-i- 

Taliban Swat 

Maulvi Noor Islam @ Asad Kunar/Nengarhar, SWA, 

NWA, Bannu, Orakzai, 

Bajaur, Kurram & Khyber 

Agency 

1500-1700 

 

2.  TT Bajaur Abu Bakar  Bajaur / Kunar 400-440 

3.  TTMohmand 

remaned as 

Jammat ul 

Ahrar 

Abdul Wali  Kunar, Ningarhar and 

Khyber Agency 

350-400 

4.  Tariq Geedar 

Group/ TT 

Darra Adam 

Khel 

Umar @ Naray DAK/ Orakzai / Khyber 

Agency 

100-110 

5.  TTP Mehsud 

Halqa (Splinter) 

Khan Saeed @ Sajna  SWA & NWA also In 

Karachi 

2500-3000 

6.  TTP (Orakzai) Hafiz Saeed Orakzai Agency 800-850 

7.  TTP(Kurram) Hafiz Daulat Miranshah 300-350 

8.  TTP  Sheheryar Mehsud  SWA / NWA 100-110 

9.  TTP Splinter 

(Punjabi Group) 

Nadeem Abbas  NWA 60-70 

     Strength of Militants (TTP and Other Groups). (Detail attached as Annex-C) 
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Punjabi Taliban (630- 780)  

10.  Asmat Ullah 

Mauvia  

Asmat Ullah Mauvia  NWA/SWA 100-150 

11.  Badar Mansoor 

Gp 

Imran alias Umer Khitab NWA /SWA 80-90 

12.  Rana Afzal Gp Rana Afzal NWA 100-125 

13.  Ilyas Kashmiri 

(Late) Gp 

Imran alias Umer Khitab NWA/SWA 120-130 

14.  Qari Imran Gp Qari Imran NWA/SWA 40-50 

15.  Mati Ur 

Rehman Gp 

Mati Ur Rehman  NWA 50-60 

16.  Qari Ahsan 

Ullah Gp 

Qari Ahsan Ullah  NWA 50-60 

17.  Qari Aslam 

Yasin Gp  

Qari Aslam Yasin  NWA/SWA 60-70 

18.  Ahmad Farooq 

Gp 

Ahmad Farooq alias 

Farooqi 

NWA 30-40 

Indep Groups (11000-12000) 

19.  Hafiz Gul 

Group 

HGB NWA 5500-6000 

20.  Commander 

Nazir Group 

Bahawal@Salah U Din SWA 350-400 

21.  Haqqani Group Khalifa NWA/SWA 3500-4000 

22.  Lashkar-i- Islam Mangal Bagh  Khyber  600-630 

23.  Abdullah Azam 

Brigade 

Hazrat Nabi @Tamachay 

Mullah 

Khyber/NWA 35-40 

24.  Haji Namdar 

(Late) Group 

Niaz Gul   Khyber 300-350 
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25.  Ansar ul Islam Mufti Mahboob   Khyber 1300-1350 

26.  Awwal Khan 

Bittani Group 

Awwal Khan Bittani DI Khan 20-30 

Secterian (350-550) 

27.  Imran Khitab Imran DI Khan 100-110 

28.  Imran Gandapur Anwar Gandapur DI Khan 15-20 

29.  Iftikhar @ 

Ustad Ali 

Obaid Ullah @ Qari Imran DI Khan 85-100 

30.  Hussaini Tigers - DI Khan 20/30 

31.  Kolachi / 

Gandapur 

Anwar Gandapur DI Khan 30-40 

32.  Mehdi Malatia 

(Shia Gp) 

Haji Islam  Kurram  200-250 

Al-Qaeda (20-25) 

33.  Al-Qaeda  Abu Abdullah NWA 20-25 
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FFs (1300-1450) 

34.  Islamic 

Movement of 

Uzbekistan  

Usman Jan NWA 700-750 

35.  Islamic Jehad 

Union 

Ahmed Janov Darron 

Abdullah Fatih   

NWA 180-200 

36.  East Turkistan 

Islamic 

Movement 

Abdul Shakoor   NWA 200-230 

37.  Libyan Islamic  Abu Yahya Ali Libi   NWA 90-100 

38.  Turkish Jamat Ahmed Dikiciasik   NWA 20-25 

39.  Taifatul 

Mansura 

Jafar Ali Turki   NWA 15-20 

40.  Deutsche 

Taliban 

Mujahideen 

- NWA 10-13 

41.  Jamaat 

Bulgar/Tatars    

Adam Ali Bulgari NWA 30-40 

42.  Islamic 

Movement of 

Tajikistan 

Damla Tajik Wali aka 

Qamarud din   

NWA 10-12 

43.  Jaishal Mehdi Abdul Rehman   NWA 15-20 

44.  Azeri Jamaat Abu Hamza    NWA 30-40 

Source:KP Polices 
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Annexure 1 
 

Nature, Strength and Organizational Structure of militants/Insurgents within Pakistan 

present case scenario: Militant's Strength In FATA and Across: 

source: Investigative Journalist(Anonymous) 

Se

r 

Comd Aff Area Str 

SWA 

1.  Bahawal Khan CNG Angoor Adda, SWA 100-120 

Total 100-120 

2.  Qari Obaid Ullah Hunar Afg Gp Toi Khulla, Mazri Tora, Pai 

Khel, Bazeed Khel 

190-200 

Total 190-200 

3.  Comd Yasir Punjabi Punjabi Gp Mousa Qilla, SWA 20-25 

Total 20-25 

4.  Khan Said alias Sajna Gp TTP Wana, Sararogha, SWA 1000-1200 

Total 1000-1200 

5.  Maulvi Sami Ullah Mehsud Khakyar / 

Madni Gp 

Bobar Ghar, Baba Ziarat, 

SWA 

35-40 

Total 35-40 

6.  Comd Sher Alam ex Asmat 

Ullah Shaheen Gp 

TTP Aba Khel, SWA 25-30 

Total 25-30 

7.  Awal Khan Bhittani TTP Aba Khel, SWA 25-30 

Total 25-30 

8.  Romaan Mehsud Tufani Gp Bobar Ghar, SWA  10-12 

Total 10-12 

9.  Qari Imran alias Khitab Qari Imran Gp Bobar Ghar, Sararogha, 

SWA 

20-25 

D.I Khan 30-35 

Total 50-60 

10.  Mansoor Mehsud Mansoor Gp Chagmalai,SWA 10-15 

Total 10-15 

11.  Comd Shamim Nadir Hussain Tigers D.I Khan 20-25 

Total 20-25 

12.  Comd Haroon alias Zarar Gandapur Gp D.I Khan 40-50 

Total 40-50 

13.  Comd Amin Jan @ Malang Kulachi Gp Kulachi,D.I Khan 20-25 

Total 

 

20-25 
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NWA 

14.  Akhtar Muhammad Jani Khel alias 

Khalil 

TTP  Sre Sarp Narai 10-15 

Mangroti 15-20 

Shawal 5-10 

Birmal, Afg  20-25 

Total 50-70 

15.  Afsar Ali alias Pashtoon and Maulvi 

Abbas  

TTP Kund Ghar 5-10 

Mana 5-10 

Shawal 10-15 

Birmal Afg 50-60 

Total 70-95 

16.  Hafiz Gul Bahadar (HGB) Ameer HGB 

Gp 

Shiranai 40-50 

Wacha Bibi 60-70 

Alwara Mandi 30-40 

Sanzalai 40-50 

Inzar Kas 30-40 

Total 200-250 

17.  Gud Abdul Rehman Gud Rehman 

Gp (Neutral) 

Zoi Saidgai 100-150 

Birmal Afg 400-500 

Total 500-650 

18.  Sadiq Ullah Daur HGB Gp Wacha Bibi 30-35 

Alwara 30-35 

 Total 60-70 

19.  Mufti Sadiq Noor HGB Gp Alwara 20-25 

Wacha Bibi 60-90 

Shiranai 40-45 

Maiser 20-25 

Nawi Kallay 10-15 

Total 150-200 

20.  Haleem Khan Khushali HKK Gp 

(Pro) 

Birmal, Afg 350-400 

Razmak, NWA 150-180 

Total 500-580 
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21.  Rahim Noor HKK Gp 

(Pro) 

Dossali, NWA 70-80 

Razmak, NWA 80-100 

Total 150-180 

22.  Saddar Hayat HGB group Tangarai 10-15 

Total 10-15 

23.  Maulvi Ishaq, Jani Khel HKK group 

(Pro) 

Nishba Narai 40-45 

Bibik  30-40 

Birmal, Afg 40-50 

Jani Khel  30-35 

Total 140-170 

24.  Muhammad Saeed @ Aryana TTP Zarai, NWA 20-25 

Afghanistan 100-120 

Total 120-145 

25.  HQN HQN Afghanistan 1400-1600 

Pakistan 1800-1800 

Total 3200-3400 

26.  Mehsuds ex Sajna Groups 

Tehsil Shawal and Datta Khel, 

NWA 

Sajna Gp Wali Khan Narai 150-200 

Mana Mandi 200-250 

Shawal 200-250 

Balochistan 20-25 

Zoi Saidgai 200-250 

Alwara Mandi 100-150 

Zarai 250-300 

Tangarai 200-230 

Wacha Bibi 50-70 

Total 1370-1725 

27.  Shaheryar group ex TTP TTP Khost, Afg 40-45 

Total 40-50 

28.  Punjabi Miscreants  TTP Punjabi Wali Khan Narai 5-10 

Mana Mandi 10-15 

Shawal 5-10 

Total 20-35 

29.  IMU Miscreants IMU Zali Khan 70-80 

Mana Mandi 

Shawal 

Makki Ghar 

Dabar Miami 

Maizer 

 Total 

 

70-80 
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30.  IJU Miscreants IJU Khost, Afg 200-250 

Total 200-250 

31.  AQ Miscreants AQ Afg / Syria 10-15 

Total 10-15 

32.  ETIM Miscreants ETIM Khost, Afg 70-80 

Paktika, Afg 10-20 

Total 80-100 

KURRAM AGENCY / ORAKZAI AGENCY 

33.  Fazal Saeed Haqqani TTP Kurram Agency 25-30 

Total 25-30 

34.  Amal Khan TTP Afghanistan 8-10 

Total 8-10 

35.  Niaz Meen TTP Khost Afg 10-15 

Total 10-15 

36.  Comd Hafiz Saeed IS Pak-Afghan Border 

/Nazian 

200-250 

Total 200-250 

37.  Noor Jamal alias Toofan Mulla IS Kuki Khel area Khyber 

/ Afg 

15-20 

Total 15-20 

38.  Maulvi Gul Zaman IS Kuki Khel, Khyber 50-60 

Total 50-60 

39.  Hafiz Daulat IS Khost, Afg 25-30 

Total 25-30 

40.  Aslam Farooqi IS Kuki Khel, Khyber 15-20 

Total 15-20 

41.  Zia Ur Rehman Group IS  Kuki Khel, Khyber 15-20 

Total 15-20 

42.  Muhammad Islam IS Bdry Kurram / Okz 8-10 

Total 8-10 

43.  Ahsam Ud Din  IS Kuki Khel, Khyber 2-3 

Total 2-3 

44.  Shahab Ud Din IS Kuki Khel, Khyber 2-3 

Total 2-3 

45.  Mir Salam JUA Pak-Afghan Border 

/Nazian 

4-5 

Total 

 

4-5 
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KHYBER / MOHMAND AGENCIES 

46.  Comd Abdul Wali 

Muawiya, Saeed, Midrar, Rajar @ 

Kuchay 

TTM (JUA) Nazian, Afg 80-100 

47.  Qari Ismail, Noor Muhammad @ 

Abu Khalid, Aziz Ullah @ 

Zarqavi, Mausam, Sarbakaf, 

Shamas Ul Haq,  Abubakkar 

TTM (JUA) Chaknawar, Lalpura, 

Afg 

320-400 

48.  Muhammad Hazrat @ Saboon, 

Wajeih Ullah @ Moulvi, Farman, 

Noor Izat, Hazrat Umar, Ishaq @ 

Baryal, Comd Zarar 

TTM (JUA) Khuga Khel, Pitare 

Mulakhel, Maya, 

Shonkray 

275-300 

49.    Total 675-800 

50.  Mangal Bagh  LI Nazian Afg 180-200 

Total 180-200 

51.  Comd Said Malik LI Gharibai, Kuki Khel, 

Khyber 

25-28 

Total 25-28 

52.  Comd Qazi Hamid and Hafiz Ullah 

Kochwan 

TTS Gharibai, Khyber 35-40 

Total 35-40 

53.  Dadullah Chittan TTS Teh Mohmand, Afg 180-220 

Total 180-200 

54.  Comd Rafi Ullah, Comd Ghafoor TGG Ragjal, Tirah Khyber 25-30 

Total 25-30 

55.  Comd Umar Naray, Comd Ibrahim 

and Comd Hafiz Ullah 

TGG Nazian Afg 40-45 

Total 40-45 

56.  FFs Uzbek / Tajik Gharibai, Kuki Khel 

Khyber 

20-22 

Ghani Khel, Pekha 

Tehsil Mohmans and 

Nazian, Afg 

30-35 

Total 50-57 

57.  Comd Hazrat Ali alias Shoukat  AAB Ghani Khel, Afg 20-22 

Total 20-22 

BAJAUR AGENCY 

58.  Abu Bakkar Group TTB Kunar, Afg 150-200 

Total 150-200 

59.  MFU TTP Kunar / Nangarhar, Afg 550-600 

Total 550-600 

60.  Latif alias Zarqavi TTB Kunar, Afg 50-60 

Total 50-60 
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61.  Qari Amjad TTB Kunar, Afg 30-35 

Total 30-35 

62.  Moulana Asad aiias Zakir  TTB Kunar, Afg 150-200 

Total 150-200 

63.  Saif Ullah TTB Nangarhar, Afg 100-120 

Total 100-120 
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Annexure D  

                                                   Formation of New Factions 

 

SWA                     Commander              No. of militants           Area 

Punjabi Taliban  Yasir Punjab 20-25  Mousa Qilla and SWA 

TTP Mehsud  Khan Said or Sajna 1000 to 1200  Tehsil Wana, Sararogha 

and SWA 

Khakyar and Madni  Moulvi Sami-Ullah-

Mehsud/Khakyar 

35-40 Babar Ghar, Baba Ziarat 

and FR Tank 

Asmat Ullah Shaheen  Sher Alam 25-30 Turmazdak, Aba Khel, 

Jandolal and SWA 

Awal Khan Awal Khan Bhittani/ 

Shiradi 

25-30 Turmazdak, Aba Khel, 

Jandolai, SWA 

Tufani  Romaan Mehsud/ 

Mukhalis Yar 

10-12, Bobar Ghar, SWA 

Qari Imran  Qari Imran /Khitab, 20-25 Babar Ghar, Sararogha, 

SWA 

  30 -35 D.I Khan 

Mansoor Mansoor Mehsud 10 -15 Chagmalai, SWA 

Imran/Khitab Kamran/ Faisal 30 -35 D.I Khan 

Hussaini Tigers (Ahle 

Tashee) 

Shamim Nadir  25 D.I Khan. 

 

Gandapur Taliban  Zarar 40-50 Wana and SWA. 

 

NWA                            Commander                No. of Militants        Area 

Hafiz Gul 

Bahadur (HGB) 

 60-70 Wacha Bibi 

  40 -50   Shiranai, Tangarai,  

Alwara Mandi 

  30-40  Alwara Mandi  

  40-50 Sanzalai, Inzar Kas, Datta 

Khel,  

Mufti Sadiq Noor 

Daur 

Sadiq Noor affiliated 

with HBG 

20-25 Alwara Mandi 

  60 -90 Wacha Bibi 

  40 -45 Shiranai 

  20-25 Maiser close to Afghan 

border 

  10-15 Nawi Kallay, Tehsil Datta 

Khel 
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Sadiqullah Dawar Sadiqullah Dawar 

affiliated with HBG 

 Gharlamai, Alwara also cited 

on Pak-Afghan border 

  30-35  Wacha Bibi 

  30-35 Alwara, Tehsil Datta Khel, 

and NWA 

Akhtar 

Muhammad 

ex TTP(Afghan 

Birmal) 

 10-15 Sre Sarp Narai 

  15-20 Mangroti  

  5 -10 Shawal 

  20-25 Birmal, Afghanistan  

Afsar Ali/ 

Pashtun/ Maulvi 

Abbas ex TTP 

Niamat-Ullah-alias 

Maulvi Abba 

5-10  Kund Ghar 

  5-10  Mana 

  10-15  Shawal 

  50-60  Afghan Birmal 

Gud Abdur 

Rehman 

ex Gud Abdur Rehman 450-500 Afghan Birmal 

  100 -150 Zoi Saidgai(Pak-Afghan 

border), Tehsil Datta Khel, 

NWA 

Haleem Khan 

Khushali 

 350-400   Afghan Birmal 

  150-180   Razmak 

Rahim Noor Haleem Khan Khushali 

group 

 70-80 Dossali 

  80 -100   Razmak 

Saddar Hayat  10-15  Tangarai, Tehsil Datta Khel, 

NWA 

Maulvi Ishaq Jani 

Khel 

affiliated with Haleem 

Khan Khushali 

40-45  Nishba Narai 

  30 - 40 Bibik 

  30-35  Jani Khel 

  40-50  Afghanistan 

Muhammad 

Saeed 

Aryana ex TTP 100-120  Afghanistan 

  20-25  

 

Zarai, Tehsil Datta Khel, 

NWA. 

 

Sajna AKA Khan 

Saeed 

 200-250  Zoi Saidgai 

  100-150  Alwara Mandi 

  250-300   Zarai 
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  200-230  Tanagarai 

  50-70  Wacha Bibi, Tehsil Datta 

Khel, and NWA 

  150-200  Wali Khan Narai 

  200-250  Mana Mandi 

  200-250   Shawal 

  20 - 25   Baluchistan 

Shaheryar ex TTP  40-45 Afghanistan (Khost) 

  5-10  Wali Khan Narai 

  10-15 Mana Mandi 

  5-10  Shawal 

Source: The above information was quoted by (Ismail Khan, personal communication, April 30, 

2015).  
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A Regulation further to provide for the suppression 

of crime in certain frontier districts 

Whereas it is expedient further to provide for the suppression of crime in certain frontier 

districts;  

It is hereby enacted as follows: - .  
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CHAPTER I 

 PRELIMINARY 

1. Short title, commencement and extent. (l) This Regulation may be called the Frontier 

Crimes Regulation, 1901.; and  

(2) It shall come into force at once.  

1 [(3) It shall extend to the areas specified in the Third Schedule, but, the Governor may, by 

notification 2 in the official Gazette, exempt any such area from the operation of . all or any 

of its provisions.]  

(4) Sections 1 to 5, 10, 20, 21, 26 to 28, 31, 32, 36, 37, 56 and 60 to. 64 are of" general 

application, but· the remaining sections may be enforced, in whole or in- part, as the case 

may be, only .against Pathans and Biluchis, and against such other classes as the 3 

[Provincial Government] 4, may, by notification in the 5[official Gazette],. declare to be 

subject thereto.6  

(5) A notification under Sub-section (4) may declare a specified class only to .be subject to" 

all or any of the provisions of this Regulation in a· district or part of a district?6 

 

1. Substituted by West· Pakistan Ordinance XLIII of 1963, S.2, for Sub-sections (3) and (4) 

which were earlier substituted by Central Ordinance VIII of 1962 for the original Sub-section 

(3). The F.C.R. had been admended by the Amended Act XIII of 1954 only by N.W.F.P. 

Government and w.e. from 21st Dec: 1954, in the six districts of N.W.F.P. The said 
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Amendment was in force only which was repealed in 1963 alongwith the entire F.C.R. vide 

Section 34 of the Criminal Law (Amendment) Act (VII of 1963).  

2. Exempted vide Government of West Pakistan, Home Department Notification No. Judl.-I-

l(72)/ 64(1), dated 17th December, 1964, Gazette of West Pakistan, Extraordinary, 17th 

December, 1964 (the entire areas of the Third schedule). And the.areas of the . Malakand 

Division (Provincially Administered Tribal Areas) exempted through Frontier Crime 

Regulation. (~epeal) Regulation NO .. 1 of 1973 with effect from 1;9:1973 vide Gazette of 

Pakistan, Extraordinary Part I of 31st Jan: 1973.  

3. Substituted for "Local Government" by the A.D., 1937.  

4. The words ·with the previous sanction of the Governor-General in council" omitted, ibid.  

5. Substituted ibid, for "local official Gazette".  

6. For persons ordinarily resident in any area to which this Regulation does or does not apply. 

See Schedule B to Government of West Pakistan, Home Deptt: Notifications No. Judl-

l(5)/62, dated 19th April, 1962' (W.P) and .No. Jud-l-l(5) dated 7th May, 1962 for 

Amendment in Schedule B to Notification No. Judl.-l(5)62, dated 19th April, 1962 which 

runs:-  

"(4) All persons ordinarily resident in any .area to which the said Regulation III does not 

apply, who commit any offence in any area to which the said Regulation applies".  

Explanation. The word "class", as used in Sub-section (4) and (5)  

includes any persons who may be collectively described in a notification under this section as 

persons subject to all or any of the provisions of this Regulation.  .  
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2. Definitions. -- In this Regulation unless there is anything repugnant in the subject or 

context, -  

7 [(a) "Council of Elders" means -  

(i) in relation to Quetta and Kalat Division's and District Lasbella., a Council of three or 

more persons convened according to the Pathan, Biluch or other usage, as the Deputy 

Commissioner may in each case direct; and  

(ii) in relation to other areas, a Council of three or more persons whether officials or 

otherwise convened by the Deputy Commissioner and presided over by a Magistrate invested 

with powers unl1er Section 30 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 (V of 1898);] . and 

 (b) "Deputy Commissioner" includes any Magistrate of the first class appointed by tl'1e 

Deputy Commissioner by order in' writing to exercise all or any of the functions or powers 

specified in the first part of the first Schedule, and also any Magistrate 'appointed by the B 

[Provincial Government] to exercise all or any of such functions or powers;  

9[(c) "Commissioner" or "Court of the Commissioner" means the Provincial Government or 

such officer or officers 'as the Provincial Government may appoint in this behalf.]  

3. Relation of Regulation to other enactments. -- (1) The provisions of this Regulation 

shall take effect in case to which they apply, notwithstanding anything in any other 

enactment.  

(2) The' powers conferred' by this Regulation may be exercised in addition to any powers 

conferred .by or under any other enactment, and, where the contrary is not expressed or 

implied, other enactments in force in any place in which all or any Of the provisions of this 
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Regulation are for the time being in force shall,' so far as may be, apply to cases dealt within 

that place under this Regulation.  

CHAPTER II 

POWERS OF COURTS AND 0FFICERS 

4. Additional District Magistrate. -- (1) In any district in the whole or any part of which all 

or any of the provision of this Regulation are for the time being in force, the 10 [Provincial 

Government] may appoint any Magistrate or Magistrates of the first class to be an Additional 

District' Magistrate or Additional District Magistrates, without any limit of time.  

(2) Every Additional District Magistrate so appointed shall have all the ordinary powers of a 

District Magistrate specified in the fifth part of the third schedule to the Code of Criminal 

Procedure, 1898.  

7. Substituted for clause (a) by W.P. Ordinance XII of 1962.  

8. Substituted for "Local Government" by the A.O 1937.  

9. Added by W.P, Ordinance XII of 1962, S.2.  

10. Substituted for "Local Government" by the A.O., 1937.  

(3) When exercising any of the powers of a Deputy Commissioner under this Regulation, an 

Additional District Magistrate shall be deemed, for the purposes of this Regulation to be the 

Deputy Commissioner.  
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(4) Every Additional District Magistrate shall exercise his powers in subordination to the 

District Magistrate, and in such cases or classes of cases, and within such local limits as the 

District Magistrate may, by order in writing, direct.  

5. Power of District Magistrate to withdraw or recall cases. -- (1) The District 'Magistrate 

may withdraw any case from, or recall any case which he has made over to, an Additional 

District Magistrate, whether the Additional District Magistrate is exercising jurisdiction with 

respect to the case as  

a Magistrate or as a Deputy Commissioner:  .  .  

(2) If the case may, under the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898, be referred to another 

Magistrate competent to inquire into or ·try it, the District Magistrate may, instead of 

disposing of the case himself, refer it to such other Magistrate for inquiry or trial, as the case 

may be.  

6. Power to pass sentences of whipping in certain cases. -- Where any person against whom, 

under Section 1, Sub-section (4), this section may for the time being be enforced in convicted 

by a Criminal Court of an' offence punishable under any of the following sections of the 

Indian Penal Code, namely, Sections 304, 307, 324, 325, 326, 376, 377, 382, 392 to 399, 427, 

428, 429, 435, 436 and 448 to 460, the Court may, subject to the provisions of Section 393 of 

the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898, pass. upon him a sentence of whipping in addition to 

any other punishment to which he may be sentenced.  

127. Tender of pardon to accomplices. Section 337· of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 

1898, shall for the purposes of this Regulation, be construed as u -  
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(a.) the words in Sub-section (1) "triable exclusively by the High Court or Court of Session 

or any offence punishable with imprisonment which may extend to ten years or any offence 

punishable under Section 211 of the 13 Indian Penal Code with imprisonment which may 

extend· to seven years or any offence under any of the following sections of the Indian Penal 

Code, namely, Sections 216-A, 369, 401, 435 and 477-A", and  

(b) the whole of Sub-section (2-A) were omitted.  
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CHAPTER III 

COUNCILS OF ELDERS. 

8. Civil reference to Council to Elders. -- (1) Where the Deputy Commissioner is satisfied, 

from a police report or other information, that a dispute exists which is likely to cause a 

blood-feud or murder, or culpable homicide not amounting to murder, or mischief or a breach 

of the peace, or in which either or any of the parties belongs to a frontier tribe he may, if he 

considers that the settlement thereof in the manner provided by this section will tend to 

prevent or terminate the consequences anticipated, and if a suit is not pending in respect of 

the dispute, make an order in writing; stating the grounds of his being so satisfied,  

11. Now the Pakistan Penal Code, 1860. 

12. Substituted by Regulation VII of 1926, S.2. 

13. Now the Pakistan Penal Code. 

 

Referring the dispute to a Council of Elders, and requiring the Council ) come to a finding on 

the matters in dispute after making such inquiry s may be necessary and after hearing the 

parties. The members of he Council of Elders shall in each case, be nominated and appointed 

by the Deputy Commissioner.  

(2) The order of reference made under Sub-section (1) shall state he matter or matters on 

which the finding of the Council of Elders s required.  

(3) On receipt of the finding of the Council of Elders under this  

section, the Deputy Commissioner may -  
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(a) remand the case to the Council for a further finding; or (b) refer the case to a second 

Council; or  

(c) refer the parties to the Civil Court; or  

(d) pass a decree in accordance with the finding of the Council, or of not less than three-

fourth of the members thereof, on any matter stated in the reference; or  

(e) declare that further proceedings under this section are not required.  

NOTE 

Decree not passed by the Deputy Commissioner in accordance with finding of Council of 

Elders, Held, direction (of Deputy Commissioner.) to file suit in Court of competent 

jurisdiction to be without any lawful.14 authority where the F, C, R, was repealed after the 

decision by Deputy Commissioner and the Commissioner, the case was remanded to the 

Court of Qazi, Bori-Sanjavi at Loralai, through Deputy Commissioner, Loralai for 

adjudication according to the Regulation of 1976,15 

9. Effect of decree on finding of Council. -- A decree passed under Section 8, Sub-section 

(3), clause (d), shall not give effect to any finding or part of a finding which, in the opinion of 

the Deputy Commissioner is .contrary to good conscience or public policy, but shall -  

(a) be a final settlement of the case so far as the decree relates to any matter stated in the 

reference, although other matters therein stated may remain undisposed of; and  

(b) have, to that extent and subject to the provisions of this Regulation with respect to 

revision, the same effect as a decree of a Civil Court of ultimate resort, and be enforced by 

the Deputy Commissioner in the same manner as a decree of such a Court may be enforced.  
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10. Restriction on jurisdiction of Civil Courts. -- No Civil Court shall take cognizance 'of 

any claim with respect to which the Deputy Commissioner has proceeded under Section 8, 

Sub-section (3), clause (a), clause (b) or clause (d).  

11. Criminal references to Council of Elders. -- (1) Where, in the opinion of the 

Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner, it is inexpedient that the question of the guilt or 

innocence of any person or persons accused of any offence, or of any several persons so 

accused, should be tried by a Court of any of the classes mentioned in Section 6 of the Code 

of Criminal Procedure, 1898, the Deputy Commissioner mayor if the Commissioner so 

directs, shall, by order in writing, refer the question to the decision of a Council of Elders, 

and require the Council to come to a finding on the question after such inquiry as may be 

necessary  

14 & 15.P.L.J. 19B7/0uetta 223. 

and after hearing the accused person. The members of the Council of Elders shall, in each 

case, be nominated and appointed by the Deputy Commissioner.  

(2) Where ~ reference to a Council of Elders is made under Sub-section (1) and the members 

of the Council have been nominated, the names of the members· so nominated shall, as soon 

as may be, be communicated to. the accused person, and any objection which he may then 

make to the nomination of any ·such member shall be recorded. The Deputy Commissioner 

shall. consider every objection made by an accused person under this sub-section, and· may, 

in his discretion, either accept or reject the objection, provided that, in the latter case, he shall 

record his reasons for so' doing.' The Deputy. Commissioner shall, after disposing of any 

objection made by the accused person, appoint the members of the Council.  
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(3) On receipt of the finding of the Council of Elders under this  

section, .the Deputy Commissioner may -  

(a) remand the question to the Council for a further finding; or  

(b) refer the question to a second Council; or  

(c) acquit or discharge the accused person or persons, or any of them; .or  

(d) in accordance with the finding on any matter of fact of the Council, or of not less than 

three-fourths of the members thereof, convict the accused person or persons, or any of them, 

of any offence of which the facts so found show him or them to be guilty  

Provided that a 'person discharged under clause (c) shall not be liable to be retried for any 

offence arising out of the same facts after ·the expiry of two years from the date of such 

discharge.  

NOTE 

Issuance of process by A. P. O. / A. D. C. Waziristan Agency (Tribal Area). 

Jurisdiction of the High Court not extended to the Tribal Areas (FATA) constituting 

Waziristan Agency. However the provisions of Section 86-A of the Criminal Procedure 

Code, 1898, shall have to be complied with, after the execution of the warrants and before 

the removal of petitioner (accused) to the Tribal areas for his production before the Court.16  

12. Punishment on conviction on finding of Council. -- (1) Where the Deputy 

Commissioner convicts a person under Section 11, Sub-section (3), clause. (d) he may pass 

upon him any sentence of fine.  
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(2), Where the Deputy Commissioner so convicts a person of an offence mentioned in the 

second schedule, he may, whatever may be the punishment prescribed for the offence., 

sentence the person. in lieu 'of or in addition to' fine, to be imprisoned for a term which may 

extend to seven years, or, subject to the provisions. of Section 393 of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure, 1898, to be whipped or to be whipped and imprisoned for a term which may 

extend to five years, or to be transported for' a' term which may extend to seven years, and, 

where he so convicts a person of an offence punishable with transportation or with 

imprisonment for a term exceeding seven years, he may, subject to. confirmation by the 

Commissioner, sentence the person to a term either of transportation or of imprisonment 

exceeding seven' years but not exceeding fourteen years:  

16. P.L.O 1987/Lahore 323. 

Provided first, that a sentence of whipping shall not be passed on any person so convicted of 

an offence under Sections 121, 12F,A" 122, 123, 124-A, 125, 126, 127, 144, 150, 216, 216-

A, 400, 401, 402;' 494, or 495 of the Indian Penal Code:  

Provided, secondly, that a sentence of transportation or imprisonment for an offence shall not 

be for a longer term than that (if any) prescribed for the offence: and  

Provided, thirdly, that a sentence of transportation shall not be passed for an offence which is 

not punishable with transportation or with imprisonment for a term which may extend to 

seven years or more.'  

17[ (3) In cases of convictions under Section 302 or 396 of the Pakistan Penal Code, the 

immovable property of the accused shall be liable to forfeiture to the Government]. 
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 13. Manner of enforcing sentences. -- (1) Any sentence passed under  

Section 12 shall be executed in the manner provided for the execution of sentences passed by 

a Court of any of the classes mentioned in. Section 6 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 

1898. 

(2) For the purposes of Sections 64 to 67 of the 18 1ndian Penal Code in reference to a 

sentence under Section 12 of this, Regulation '-  

(a) an offence punishable with death or transportation for life shall be deemed to be 

punishable with rigorous imprisonment for a term which may extend to ten years;  

(b) the imprisonment in default of payment of fine may be rigorous or simple at the 

discretion of the Deputy Commissioner.  

14. Time for exercising power of reference to Council of Elders. 

The powers conferred by Section 11 on the Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner, 

respectively, may be exercised by them, in cases committed to the Court of Session, at any 

time before the trial before that Court has commenced, and, in cases pending before any 

Court inferior to the Court of Session, at any time before an order of conviction or acquittal 

has been made.  '  

15. Motion by Public Prosecutor in view to reference to Council of Elders. -- (1) In any 

trial before a Court of Session, the Public Prosecutor may, when instructed in writing in that 

behalf by the Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner, at any time before an order of 

conviction of acquittal has been made with respect to any accused person, withdraw from the 

prosecution of such person in order that the case may be referred to a Council of Elders.  
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(2) The Sessions Judge shall thereupon stay proceedings with respect to such person, and the 

Deputy Commissioner shall refer the case to a Council of Elders,  

16. Case of persons jointly accused of an offence. -- T he powers conferred by Section 11, 

as limited by Section 14, may be exercised against and the withdrawal of a prosecution under 

Section 15 may have reference to one or some only of two or more persons jointly accused of 

an offence.  

17. Powers to set aside orders making or refusing to make references to Council of 

Elders. The Deputy Commissioner may, if he thinks fit, at any time reconsider and set aside 

any order of the Deputy Commissioner under this Regulation -  

17. Added by W.P. Ordinance XII of 1952, 5.3.  

18. Now the Pakistan Penal Code 

(a) directing reference' to a Council of Elders, or  

(b) refusing to make such a reference.  

18. Recommendation of Council of Elders. -- (1) Where a Council of Elders to which a 

reference has been made under this Regulation, makes any recommendation to which effect 

might be given if it were a finding on a matter or question referred to the Council under this 

Regulation, the Deputy Commissioner may, if the recommendation effects a person 

mentioned in the order of reference and is relevant to the matter or question actually referred, 

deal with the recommendation or any part of it as if it were a finding under Section 8 or 

Section 11:  
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Provided that no decree or sentence may be passed on any ,such recommendation as 

aforesaid against any person who has not had the claim or charge fully explained to him and 

been given an opportunity of entering upon is defence in regard thereto.  .  

(2) Where the Deputy Commissioner deals with a recommendation under Sub-section (1), he 

may pass any such decree as is authorised by Section 8, or any such sentence as is authorised 

by Section 12, Sub-section (1), and the decree or sentence shall have the' same effect and be 

enforced in the same manner 'as if it were a decree or-sentence passed under Section 8 or 

Section 12, Sub-section (1), as the case may be.  

19. Record of Deputy Commissioner. -- (l) Where the Deputy Commissioner passes, under 

this Chapter a sentence of fine exceeding two hundred rupees, or of imprisonment for a term 

exceeding three months, or of transportation, he shall make a record of the facts of the case 

of the offence committed and of his reasons for passing the sentence.  

(2) The record shall be made by the Deputy Commissioner in English and in his own hand, 

unless for any sufficient reasons he is prevented from so making it, in which case he shall 

record the reason of his inability and shall cause the record to be made from his dictation in 

open Court.  

20. Attendance of parties and witnesses before Deputy Commissioner Council of Elders. 

-- Where a reference is made to a Council of Elders under this Chapter, the Deputy 

Commissioner may exercise all or any of the powers conferred by the Code of Civil 

Procedure and the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 , respectively, as the case may be, for 

the purpose of compelling the attendance, before ·himself or the Council of Elders, of the 

parties, and witnesses, or any of them, in any case and at any stage of the proceedings.  
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CHAPTER IV  

PEN ALTIES 

21. Blockade of hostile or unfriendly tribe. -- In the event of any frontier tribe, or of any 

section or members of such tribe, acting in a hostile or unfriendly manner towards the British 

Government or towards persons residing within British India, the Deputy Commissioner 

'may, with the previous sanction of the Commissioner, by order in writing, direct -  .  

(a) the seizure, wherever they may be found. of all or any of the members of such tribe and of 

all or any property belonging to them or any of them;  

19. See now the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 (V of 1908). 

20. Now to be construed as referring to all Provinces of Pakistan, see G.G.O. 20 of 1947. 

(b) the detention in safe custody of any person or property so seized and;  

(c) the confiscation of any such property; and may, with the like sanction by public 

proclamation;  

(d) debar all or any member of the tribe from all access into 20British India; and  

(e) prohibit all or any persons within· the limits of 20 British India from all inter-course or 

communication of any kind whatsoever, or of any specified kind or kinds with such tribe or 

any section or members thereof.  

22. Fines on communities accessory to crime. -- Where, from the circumstances of any 

case, there appears to be good reason to believe that the inhabitants of any village, or part of 

a village, or any of them, have -  

(a) connived at, or in any way abetted, the commission of a; offence; or 
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 (b) failed to render all assistance in their power to discover the offenders or to effect their 

arrest;  

(c) connived at the escape of, or harboured, any offender or person suspected of having taken 

part in the commission of an offence; or  

(d) combined to suppress material evidence of the Commission of  

an offence;  

the Deputy Commissioner may, with the previous sanction of the Commissioner, impose a 

fine on the inhabitants of such village or part of °a village, or an y of them as a whole.  

23. Fines on communities where murder or culpable homicide is committed or 

attempted. -- Where, within the area occupied by a village community or part· of a village-

community, a person is dangerously or fatally wounded by an unlawful act, or the body is 

found of a person believed to have been unlawfully killed, the members of the village 

community or part thereof shall be deemed to have committed an offence under Section 22, 

unless the headmen of the village-community or part thereof can show  

that the members thereof -   

(a) had not an opportunity of preventing the offence or arresting the offender; or  

(b) have used all reasonable means to bring the offender to justice.  

24. Recovery of fines. -- Fines imposed under Section 22 shall, in default of payment, 0 be 

recoverable as if they were arears of land revenue due by the members of the community or 

part thereof upon whom the fine is imposed.  .  
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25. Forfeiture of remissions of revenue etc. in the case of communities and persons 

accessory to crime. -- Where a village-community or part of a village-community has 

become liable to fine under Section 22, it shall further be 0 liable to forfeit, in whole or in 

part and for a term or in perpetuity, any remission of land revenue of which it may be in joint 

enjoyment, and the members of the village-community or part thereof, as the case may be, 

shall in like manner be liable severally to forfeit any assignment or remission of land-revenue 

or allowance paid out of public funds which they, or any of them, may enjoy.  

20. Now to be construed as referring to all Provinces of Pakistan, see G.G.O. 20 of 1947.  

26. Forfeiture of public emoluments etc. of persons guilty of serious offences or of 

conniving at crime. -- Where it is shown to the satisfaction of the Deputy Commissioner, 

that any person who is in the enjoyment of an assignment or remission of land-revenue or 

allowance payable out of public funds, has been guilty of a serious offence, or has colluded 

with or harboured any criminal, or has suppressed material evidence of the commission of 

any offence, or has failed, on the investigation of any criminal case, "to render loyal and 

proper assistance to the authorities, to the best of his ability, the Deputy Commissioner may, 

in addition to· any other penalty to which such person may be liable under any law for the 

time being in force, direct the forfeiture, in whole or in part and for a term or in perpetuity, of 

such assignment or remission of land-revenue or allowance, as the case may be"  

Explanation. -- For the purposes of this ,section the expression "serious offence" means any 

offence punishable with transportation or with imprisonment for a term which may extend to 

three years or more. '.  
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27. Powers to direct forfeiture. -- Forfeiture under section 25 or Section 26 may be 

adjudged by order of the Deputy Commissioner for a term which may extend to three years, 

and by order of the Commissioner for any longer term or in perpetuity.  

28. Powers of Provincial, Government saved. -- Nothing in Sections 25, 26 and 27 shall 

affect the powers of the 21 [Provincial Government] with respect to the grant, continuance or 

forfeiture, in whole or in· part, of any assignment or remission of land-revenue or of any 

allowance paid out of public funds.  

29. Preparation to commit certain offences. -- Where a person is found carrying arms in 

such manner 'or in such circumstances as to afford just grounds of suspicion that the arms are 

being carried by him with intent to use them for an unlawful purpose, and that person has 

taken precautions to elude observation or evade arrest, or is found after sunset and before 

sunrise within the limits of any military camp or cantonment or of any municipality, he shall 

be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to five years, or with fine, or 

with both, and the arms carried by him may be confiscated.  

30. Adultery. -- (1) A married woman ,who, knowingly and by her own consent, has sexual 

intercourse with" any man who is not her husband, is guilty of the offence of adultery, and 

shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to five years, or with 

fine, or with both.  

22[ (2) Cognizance shall not be taken of an offence under this section unless a complaint has 

been made by the husband of the women, or, in his absence, by a person who had care· of. 

the women on his behalf at the time when the offence was committed.]  
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CHAPTER V 

PREVENTIVE AND OTHER AUTHORITY 

 AND JURISDICTION 

31. Power to prohibit erection new villages or towers on frontier. -(I) No new hamlet, 

village-habitation, tower or walled enclosure shall,. without the previous sanction in writing 

of the, Commissioner, who may  

21. Substituted for "Local Government" by the A.O., 1937.  

22. Sub-section (2) omitted in its application to the Districts of Peshawar, Kohat, Hazara,  

Bannu, Mardan and Dera Ismail Khan, by the West Pakistan Ordinance XII of 1962.  

either grant or refuse such sanction as he thinks fit, be erected at any place within five miles 

of the frontier of23 I3ritish India.  

(2) Where the Commissioner refuses to sanction the erection of any such hamlet, village-

habitation, tower or walled enclosure, as the case may be, he shall record, his reasons for so 

doing.  

32. Power to direct removal of villages. -- Where it is expedient on military grounds, the 24 

[Central Government 1 may, 'by order in writing, direct the removal of any village situated in 

close proximity to the frontier of 23 British India to any other site within five miles of the 

regional site, and award to the inhabitants such compensation for any loss which may have 

been occasioned to them by the' removal, of their village as;, in the opinion of the24 [Central 

Government]" is just.  
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33. Regu1ation of hujras and chauks. (1) No building of the kind commonly known as 

"hujra” or "chauk", and no building intended to be used as a "hujra" or "chaukn, shall be 

erected or built, and no existing building not now used as a "hujra" or "chauk"" ,shall at any 

time be used, .as such, without the previous sanction' in writing of the Deputy Commissioner. 

  ,:  

(2) Whoever contravenes the provisions of sub-section(1) ,shall be punishable with 

imprisonment for 'a term which 1I1I1Y extend to six months or with fine, or with both.  

34. Demolition of buildings used by robber etc.. (1) Where the Deputy Commissioner is 

satisfied that any building is habitually used as a meeting place by robbers, house-breakers, 

thieves or bad characters or ,for the purpose of gambling" he may, by order in' writing, ' 

prohibit the owner or occupier thereof from so using such building ,and, if the order is ,not 

obeyed, may, by a like order, direct that the building be demolished. Such further order shall 

be without prejudice to any punishment to, which the owner or occupier of such building 

may, under any law for the time being in force, be liable for disobedience of the prohibitory 

order.  

(2) No. person shall be entitled to any compensation In respect of the demolition of any 

building under Sub-section (1).  

35. Naubati Chaukidari system. -- (1) Where, in the opinion of the Deputy Commissioner, 

the custom of providing for watch and ward by what are commonly ,known as "Naubati, 

chaukidars" exists in the, case of any village-community," and the village-community, or any 

part thereof fails to provide for the due performance of such service, or any member of the 

village-community fails to perform his duty of watch and ward according to the customary 
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rotation in respect of such duties, ,the Deputy Commissioner may impose a fine, which may 

extend to one hundred rupees in any one case, upon the village community or part or member 

thereof  so failing as aforesaid.  

(2) The provision of Section 24 shall be applicable to the, recovery of fines imposed on any 

village-community or part thereof under this section.  

(3) Where such custom as' aforesaid has not existed or has fallen into misuse in any village-

community, the Deputy Commissioner may, with the previous sanction of the Commissioner, 

by order writing, direct  

23. Now to be constued as referring to all Provinces of Pakistan, see G.G.O. 2D of 1947.  

24. Substituted for "Local Government'" by the A.O., 1937. 

its introduction or revival, as the case may be, and thereupon the provisions of Sub-section 

(1) shall apply in respect of the village-community.  

36. Power to require persons to remove in certain cases. Where, in the opinion of the 

Deputy Commissioner, any person, -  

(a) is a dangerous fanatic; or  

(b) belongs to a frontier tribe and has no obtensible means of subsistence or cannot give a 

satisfactory account of himself; or  

(c) has a blood-feud; or  

(d) has occasioned cause of .quarrel likely to lead to blood-shed;  
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the Deputy Commissioner may, by order in writing, require him to reside beyond the limits 

of the territories to which this Regulation extends, or at such place within the said territories 

as may be specified in the order:  

Provided that, if the person has a fixed habitation in the place which the Deputy 

"Commissioner requires him to leave, an order under this section shall not be made without 

the previous sanction of the Commissioner.  

37. Penalty for breach of certain orders. -- Whoever contravenes the provisions of Section 

31, or disobeys an order under Section 21 or Section 32, or a prohibition under Section 34, or 

a requisition under Section 36, shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may 

extend to six months, and shall also or liable to fine which may extend to one thousand 

rupees.  

38 .Powers of arrest. -- In any place in which all or any of the provisions of this Regulation 

are for the time being in force -  

(i) any private person may ~ without an order from a Magistrate and without a warrant, arrest 

or cause to . be arrested, and make over or cause , be made over to a police officer or take or 

cause to be 'taken to the nearest police station, any person who has been concerned in any 

cognizable offence or against whom a reasonable complaint has been made or credible 

information has been received, or a reasonable suspicion exists of , his having been so 

concerned; and  

(ii) Section 48 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898, shall be read as if the following sub-

section were added thereto namely:-  
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"(4) But this section gives a right to cause the death of a person against whom those portions 

of the Frontier Crimes Regulation, 1901 which are not' of general application, may be 

enforced -  

(a) if he is committing or attempting to commit an offence, or resisting or evading arrest, in 

such circumstance as to afford reasonable ground for believing that he intends to use arms to 

effect his purpose; and  

(b) if a hue and cry has been raised against him of his having been concerned in any such 

offence as is specified in clause (a) or of his committing or attempting to commit an offence, 

or resisting or evading arrest, in such circumstances as are referred to in the said clause".  

39. Arrest without warrant in cases under Section 498, 251ndian Penal .Code. -- (1) 

Where there is reason to believe that a person has committed or attempted tc commit an 

offence punishable under Section 498 of the 251ndian Penal Code, an officer in charge of a 

police station may, without,  

25. Now the Pakistan Penal Code.  

an order from a Magistrate and without a warrant, arrest that person on the requisition of the 

husband of the woman, or, in his absence of a person having the care of her on his behalf, or, 

in the absence of both .the husband and any such person as last aforesaid from the village in 

which the women resides, on the requisition of a headman of t he village.  

(2) A police officer making an arrest under Sub-section (1) shall, without unnecessary delay, 

take or send the person arrested to the nearest Magistrate having jurisdiction.  
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(3) The Magistrate may, in default of bail being furnished to his satisfaction, detain the 

person arrested for such period, not exceeding fifteen days, as may be necessary to enable the 

husband, or, in his absence, a person who had care of the woman on his· behalf, to make a 

complaint.  

40. Security and surveillance for the prevention of murder or culpable homicide or the 

dissemination of sedition. -- (l) Where the Commissioner or the Deputy Commissioner is of 

opinion that it is necessary for the purpose of preventing murder, or culpable homicide not 

amounting to murder·, or the dissemination of sedition, to require a person to execute a bond, 

for good behaviour or for keeping the peace, as the case may be, he may order the person to 

execute a bond with or without sureties, for his good behaviour or for keeping the peace, as 

the case may be, during such period not exceeding three years, as the Commissioner or the 

Deputy Commissioner, as the case may be, may fix.  

(2) The Deputy Commissioner may make an order under Sub-section (1)  

(a) on the recommendation of a' Council of Elders, or  

(b) after inquiry as hereinafter provided.  

26[ (2-A) Pending the completion of an enquiry for the purposes of Sub-section (2), the 

Deputy Commissioner may, if he considers that immediate measures are necessary for 

preventing any offence referred to in Sub-section (1) direct the person in respect ·of whom 

the enquiry is to be held, to execute a bond, with or. without sureties, for keeping the peace 

or maintaining good behaviour for a period not exceeding one month, and detain him in 

custody till such bond is executed].  
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(3) Where a person has been convicted in accordance with the finding of a Council of Elders 

of an offence mentioned in Section 106 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898, or 

punishable under Section 302, Section 304, Section 307 or Section 308 of the 27Indian Penal 

Code, the Deputy Commissioner at the time of passing sentence, or the Commissioner at the 

time of revising the sentence, may make an order under Sub-section (l) wit h respect to that 

person.  

(4) Where the Deputy Commissioner makes an order under Sub-section (1) on the 

recommendation of a Council of Elders, he shall record his reasons for acting on the 

recommendation.  

(5) Where the Commissioner or the Deputy Commissioner is of opinion that sufficient 

grounds exist for making an order under Sub-section (1), he may, either in lieu of or in 

addition to such order, by order in writing, direct that the person concerned shall notify his 

residence and any change of residence in the manner prescribed by Section 565 of the Code 

of Criminal ,Procedure, 1898, during such term, not exceeding three years, as may be 

specified in the order.  

26.Sub-section (2-A) of Section 40 ins. by W.P. Ord: XXXVI  of 1963, S.2, shall apply to 

Quetta and Kalat Divisions only.  

27. Now the Pakistan Penal Code 
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NOTE 

Matter not adjudicated upon by the Deputy Commissioner in accordance with Section 8(3)(d) 

of Frontier Crimes Regulation. Commissioner too failing to exercise authority vested in him 

under law in not deciding Revision Petition according to law. Orders passed by the Deputy 

Commissioner and Commissioner set aside through Constitutional Petition .28  

41. Security from families or factions in case of blood-feud. -- Where a blood-feud or 

other cause of quarrel likely to lead to blood-shed exists, or, in the opinion of the Deputy 

Commissioner, is likely to arise between two families or factions, the Deputy Commissioner 

may, on the recommendation of a Council of Elders, or, after inquiry as hereinafter provided, 

order all or any of the members of both families or factions or of either family or faction to 

execute a bond, with or 'without sureties, for their good behaviour or for keeping- the peace, 

as the case may be, during such period, not exceeding three years as he may fix.  

42. Procedure in inquiry. -- (1) An inquiry for the purposes of Section 40 Sub-section (2), 

or Section 41, may b~ conducted, so far as may be necessary out of Court:  

Provided that a person from whom it is proposed to require a bond under Section 40, or the 

principal members of a family or faction from which it is proposed to require a bond, under 

Section 41, shall be given an opportunity of showing cause in Court, why a, bond should not 

he' required arid of having' his or their witnesses examined there, and of cross-examining any 

witness not called by him-self or themselves who may testify there to the necessity or 

otherwise for the execution of a ,bond.  

(2) Sections 112, 113, 115 and 117 of the Code of Criminal Procedure,  
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1898, shall not apply to an inquiry under this section, "but the Deputy Commissioner shall 

record his order with the reasons for making it.  

43. Breach of bond. -- (l) A bond executed under section 40 shall be liable to be forfeited if 

the person bound thereby to be of good behaviour or to keep the pea~; as the case may: be, 

commits or attempts to commit, or abets the commission of, any offence punishable with 

imprisonment,  

(2) A bond, 'executed under Section 41 shall· be liable to be forfeited, if the person bound 

thereby .to be of good behaviour or to keep the peace, as {he case may be, commits or 

attempts to commit, or abets the commission of, any offence punishable with imprisonment 

in respect of any member of the opposite family or faction to which the bond related . 

(3) If, 'while a bond executed under Section 41 is in force, the life of' any member of either 

family or faction is unlawfully taken or attempted, the Deputy Commissioner may declare the 

bond of all or any of the members of the other family or faction and their sureties (if an y) to 

be forfeited, unless it is show n to his satisfaction that the homicide or attempt was not 

committed by, or in consequence of the abetment of, any member of that family or faction.  

44. Imprisonment in default of security. -- (1) Where a person ordered to give security 

under Section 40; or Section 41 does not give security  

 

28. P.L.J. 1987/Quetta 223. 
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n or before the date on which the period for which the security is to be given commences; he 

shall be committed to prison, or, if he is already in prison, be detained in prison until that 

period expires, or until within that period he furnishes the required security.  

(2) Imprisonment for failure to give security under this Chapter may be rigorous or simple as 

the offence requiring the security directs in each case.  

45. Length of imprisonment. -- Where a person has suffered imprisonment for three years 

for failure to give security under Section 40 or Section 41, he shall be released and shall not 

again be required to give security unless a fresh order is passed in accordance with the 

provisions of this Chapter or of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898.  

46. Further security. -- (1) Where a person has, under the provisions of this Chapter, given 

security or been imprisoned for failure to give security, he may be brought before the Deputy 

Commissioner, if on the expiry of the period for which security was required to be given, the 

Deputy Commissioner so directs .  

 (2) Where the Deputy Commissioner thinks it necessary, for the purpose  

of preventing blood-shed, to require security for further period from any person so brought 

before him, he shall record proceeding to that effect.  

(3) The proceeding may be founded on the facts on which the original order to give security 

was founded, and it shall not be necessary to prove any fresh facts to justify an order to give 

security for a further period under this section; but such an order. if passed shall have the 

same effect and be enforced in the same manner as an original order to give security under 

Section 40 or Section 4l.  
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(4) Notwithstanding anything in this section, no person shall suffer, for failure to give 

security under this Chapter continuous imprisonment for more than six years, or, without the 

sanction of the Commissioner, for more than three years.  

47. Modified applications of Chapters VIII and XLII, Act V of 1898. Where, within the 

territories in which all or any of the provisions of this Regulation are for the time being in 

force, it is found necessary or expedient to take security under this Regulation from Pathans 

or Biluchis or any other classes against whom all or any of the provisions of Section 40 to 46 

may for the time being be enforce, the provisions of Chapters VIII and XLII of the Code of 

Criminal Procedure, 1898, shall be read as if for the words "High Court", "Court of Session" 

and "Sessions Judge" wherever they occur, the word "Commissioner" were substituted, and 

all references to any such Courts shall be deemed to refer to the Court of the Commissioner.  

(2) Subject to the provisions of Sub-section (2) of Section 42 and Sub-section (1) of this 

section, the provisions of the said Chapters of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898, shall, 

so far as they are consistent therewith, be applicable to every proceeding under this Chapter 

relating to the taking of security; but all applications for revision in respect to any such 

proceeding shall be made to, and be disposed of by, the Commissioner.  
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CHAPTER VI APPEAL AND REVISION 

48. Appeals barred. -- No appeal shall lie from' any decision given, decree or sentence 

passed, order made, or act done, under any of the provisions of this Regulation.  

49. Revision. -- The Commissioner may call for the record of any proceeding under this 

Regulation and revise any decision, decree, sentence· or order given, passed or made therein.  

50. Powers in exercise of criminal revesional jurisdiction. -- The Commissioner may, in 

the exercise of his revisional jurisdiction in any criminal proceeding, exercise the power to 

direct tender of pardon conferred by Section 338, and any of the powers conferred on an 

Appellate Court by Sections 195. 423. 426, 427 and 428 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 

1898, and may ·also enhance any sentence:  

Provided that nothing in this Chapter shall be deemed to authorise the Commissioner to set 

aside the finding on any question of fact of a Council of Elders, where such finding has been 

accepted by the Deputy Commissioner.unless he is of opinion that there has been a material 

irregularity or defect in the proceedings or that the proceedings have been so conducted as to 

occasion a miscarriage of justice.  

51. Sentences which may not be passed on revision. -- No sentence shall be passed by the 

Commissioner in the exercise of his revisional jurisdiction which the Deputy Commissioner 

could not have passed under this Regulation.  

52. Powers in exercise of civil revisional jurisdiction. -- Nothing in this Chapter shall be 

deemed to authorize the Commissioner to vary or set aside any decision, decree or order 

given, passed or made in any civil proceeding under the Regulation. unless he is of opinion 
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that there has been a material irregularity or defect in the proceedings or that the proceedings 

have been so conducted as to occasion a miscarriage of justice or that the decision, decree or 

order is contrary to good conscience or public policy.  

53. Record of reasons. -- Where, in the exercise of his revisional jurisdiction in any 

proceeding under this Regulation, the Commissioner varies or sets aside any decision. 

decree, sentence or order, he shall record his reasons for so doing.  

29[ 54. Procedure where the decision, etc. to be revised was given by the officer invested 

with revisional jurisdiction as Deputy Commissioner. -- (l) No officer shall revise 'any 

decision, decree, sentence, or order given. passed or made by himself in the capacity of 

Deputy Commissioner.  

(2) Where. any such 'decision, decree, sentence or order is brought to the notice of an officer 

invested with revisional jurisdiction under this Regulation with a view to the exercise by him 

of revisional powers, such officer shall report the case to the Provincial Government and it 

shall be disposed by of the Provincial Government or by an officer, other than the reporting 

officer, appointed by the Provincial Government.]  

55. Enforcement of orders made on revision. -- Every order made by the Commissioner in 

exercise of his revisional jurisdiction shall be enforced as if it were an order of the Deputy 

Commissioner or District  

29. substituted for the original section by W.P. Ord: XII of 1962, 5.5.  
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Magistrate, as the case may be, and the Deputy Commissioner or District Magistrate shall do 

all acts and things necessary to give effect thereto. .  

CHAPTER VII  

SUPPLEMENT AL PROVISIONS 

56. Recovery of fines, etc., from relatives of person liable. -- Where, by a decree passed 

under Section 8 or by a sentence passed under Section 12, any person belonging to a frontier 

tribe becomes -liable to pay a fine or other sum of money, the Deputy Commissioner may, on 

the recommendation of a Council of Elders and on satisfying himself, that such a course is in 

accordance with local tribal custom, by order in writin-g, direct that the amount shall be 

recovered from the property, movable or immovable, of such of the relatives of fellow 

tribesmen of the person so liable as may be specified in the order.  

57. Power of Deputy Commissioners to order disposll1 of certain fines.  

(1) The Deputy Commissioner may make such order as he thinks fit for the disposal of the 

proceeds of any fine imposed under Section 12, Section 18, or Section 2·2, and, subject to 

any' order made by the Commissioner under Chapter VI, the proceeds shall be disposed of 

accordingly.  

(2) Where, in pursuance of an order made under Sub-section (1), a person has received 

compensation for an injury out of the proceeds of a fine, so Civil Court shall take cognizance 

of a claim to compensation based on the same injury.  
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58. Maintenance of registers. -- Registers shall be kept up, in forms to be approved by the 

30[Provincial Government], of all cases dealt with by the Deputy Commissioner and by the 

Commissioner under this Regulation.  

59. Jurisdiction of ordinary Courts in cases under Sections 29. 30 and 37.-- A n offence 

punishable under Section 29 or Section 30 may be tried by a Court of Session or by the Court 

of a Magistrate of the first class. An offence punishable under Section 37 may be tried by any 

Magistrate of the first class.  

60. Finality of proceedings under Regulation. Except as therein otherwise provided, no 

decision, decree, sentence or order given, passed or made, or. act done, under Chapter III, 

Chapter IV, Chapter V or Chapter VI, shall be called in question in, or set aside by, any Civil 

or Criminal Court.  

61. Application of provisions of Indian Penal Code respecting fines and imprisonment. -

- The provisions of Section 61, and those of Sections 63 to 74, of the 31Indian Penal Code, 

shall, subject to the provisions of Section 13 of this Regulation, apply to sentences passed 

under this. Regulation. 

62. Power to make rules. -- The 32'[Provincial Government] may make 33 rules to carry out 

the purposes and objects of this Regulation.  

30. Substituted for "Local Government" by the A.O., 1937.  

31. Now the Pakistan Penal Code.  

32. Substituted' for "Local Government" by the A.a., 1937.  

33. For rules see -  
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 (i) N.W.F .P. Gazette, dated the 11th December 1913, page 1134, and ibid, dated the  

30th Apr; 1 1926, page 457; and  

(11) Pb. Gazette, 1902, Pt. I, page 6035. 

NOTE 

The court-fee required under the rules framed by the Agent to the Governor-General and 

Chief Commissioner of Baluchistan through Order No. 1833-V dated the 5th June, 1936 on 

any document pertaining to criminal cases, or civil cases involving amount not exceeding Rs. 

25,000 {are now no longer to be levied with court-fee from 1s\ August, 1978.  

Gazette of Baluchistan, Extraordinary, 15th January, 19\'9.  

34[ 62-A. Power to make rules for the issue and safe custody of rifles and ammunition 

and for the imposition and recovery of fines. -- The 35Central Government] may make 

rules for the issue and safe custody' of rifles and ammunition for border village defence, and 

for the imposition and recovery of fines for any breach of such rules.  

Fines imposed for a breach of the rules made under this section may be recovered in the 

manner laid down in Section 386 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898].  

63. -- No suit or other legal proceeding shall lie against any person for anything done, or in 

good faith intended to be done, under this Regulation.  

64. Protection for persons acting under Regulation. -- [Repeal.] Repealed by the 

Repealing Act, 1938 (I of 1938), Section 2 and Schedule 1.  
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THE FIRST SCHEDULE 

 [See Section 2, clause (b)] 

PART I -- POWERS AND FUNCTIONS WITH WHICH MAGISTRATES OF THE FIRST 

CLASS MAYBE INVEST.ED BY DEPUTY COMMISSIONERS  

(a) In the case of an additional District Magistrate -,- all or any of the powers and functions 

of a Deputy Commissioner.  

(b) In any other case -- all or any of the following powers, namely:-  

(i) power to make, orders of reference to Councils of Elders under Section 8,  

Sub-section (1);  

(ii) power to nominate and appoint the members of the Council when an order of reference to 

a Council has been made under Section 8, Sub-section (l);  

(iii) power to nominate the members of the Council when an order of reference to a Council 

has been made under Section 11, Sub-section (l);  

 (iv) power to consider and dispose of objection made by an accused person to members so 

nominated, and to appoint the member of a Council of Elders under Section 11, Sub-section 

(2); and  

power to take security under Section 40.  
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PART II -- POWERS AND FUNCTIONS WITH WHICH  

MAGISTRA TE MA Y BE INVESTED BY THE  

36[PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT] 

 (8)  Power to nominate and appoint the members of a Council of  

Elders where an order of reference to a Council has been made under Section 8, Sub-section 

(1);  

 

34. Inserted by Regulation V of 1928, S.2.  

35. Substituted for "Local Government" by the 'A.O., 1937.  

36. Substituted for "Local Government" by. the A.O., 1937.  

Frontier Crimes Regulation (b) power to nominate the members of the Council when an order 

of reference to a' Council has been. made under section 11, Sub-section (l); and  

(c) power to consider and dispose of objections made by an accused person to members so 

nominated, and to appoint the members of a Council of Elders under Section 11, Sub-section 

(2).  
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THE SECOND SCHEDULE 

 [See Section 12, Sub-section (2)] 

1. Any offence punishable under any of the following sections of the 37lndian Penal Code, 

namely, Sections 121, 121 A, 122, 123, 124-A, 125, 126, 127, 131, 144, 148, 150, 193, 194, 

195,-196, 201, 211, 212, 216, 216-A, 235-B38 302, 304, 307, 308, 324, 325, 326, 328, 354, 

363 to 369, 376, 377, 379 to 382, 386, 387, 392 to 399, 400, 401, 402~ 411 to 414, 427 to 

429, 435, 436, 440, 448 to 460, 439-B~9 .489-C;3 494, 495, 497 and 498.  

2. Any offence' punishable under Section 29 or Section 30 of this Regulation.  

3. Abetment of any of the offences aforesaid.  

4. Attempt to commit any of the offences aforesaid which are not. themselves expressed to be 

attempts to commit offence.  

40 [THE THIRD SCHEDULE41 

[See Sub-section (2) of Section 1] 

1. The Divisions of Quetta and Kalat  

2. The District of Lasbela.  

3. Nasirabad Sub-Division of Jacobabad District. 

4. The Added Areas of the Hazara District, specified in the First  

Schedule, to G.G.O. NO.1 of 1952. 

5. The Added Areas of Mardan District, specified in Schedule 'A' to G.G.O. No. VII of 1953. 
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6. The Added Areas of Hazara District, specified in the First Schedule to G.G.O. No. XIII of 

1955. 

7. The former excluded Areas of Upper Tanaval and Baluch Areas of Dera Ghazi Khan, 

specified in the Schedule to President Order No. m of 1961.]  

37. Now the Pakistan Penal Code.  

38. Added by the Amended Re9ulation I of 1982. See Gazette, Extraordinary Part I 5.4.1982.  

39. Added by the Amended Regulation II of 1983, 18th August, 1983 (Gazette).  

40. Added by the West Pakistan Ordinance No. XLIII of 1963, 5.3. 

41. The Regulation is withdrawn from the areas of the Third Schedule through West Pakistan 

Extraordinary Gazette Dated 14th November, 1964, vide Notification No. T.12/240-61-11 

(W. P). This scheduIe has been added to the ReguIation by the Amended Ordinance XLI I I 

of 1963, an'd the Third Schedule added by the Amended (W.P) Ordinance, 1962 XII,was 

substituted by this Ordinance XLIII of 1963.  
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Maps 

 

 

Source: Government of NWFP renamed as Khyber Pakutnkhwa (KPK), Provincial Relief 

Commissioner May 19, 2009 

The figure shows location of displaced people in KP which also has been an impact of Talibanization and counter military 
operations against militants. 
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The figure shows political administration of Pakistan. The FATA, bordering Afghanistan, is instrumental in giving refuge to 
militants and anti state elements who are instrumental in worsening the national security of the country 

http://www.mapsofworld.com/pakistan/pakistan-political-map.html 
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Source: United States Agency for International Development (USAID) 
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District Map of NWFP & FATA 
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